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State of California  The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6L 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  24   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #1 
 

P1.  Other Identifier: Van Ness Avenue and portion of South Van Ness Avenue; Section U.S. Highway 101 
*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication     Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  

and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 

 c.  Address:  Van Ness Avenue and South Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94102 and 94109 
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

Van Ness Avenue between Market Street and North Point Street and South Van Ness Avenue between Mission 
Street and Market Street. 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   

Van Ness Avenue is one of San Francisco’s primary north-south transportation corridors.  Extending from Market 
Street at the south to Fort Mason at the north, the thoroughfare runs approximately two miles along the valley 
between Nob and Russian Hills and Pacific Heights (see Continuation Sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP37: Highway/Trail 
*P4.  Resources Present:    Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.)  
Roadway and ancillary streetscape features 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, 

accession #)  Southern beginning of Van 
Ness Avenue, looking north from Market 
Street, March 9, 2009. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 

Sources: Historic  
Prehistoric Both 

Established in 1858 under Van Ness 
Survey, ongoing infrastructural 
alterations and construction. 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Van Ness Avenue is under the 
jurisdiction of the State Department of 
Transportation from Golden Gate Avenue 
northward and the City of San Francisco 
from Golden Gate Avenue southward. 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and 

address)   
Polly S. Allen; Meta Bunse, 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 
*P9.  Date Recorded:  March, 2009 

                                                                                                                                             *P10.  Survey Type: Intensive 
         

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, ―Historic Resources 

Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,‖ 2009. 

*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record 
Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California  The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 24                                                                                            *NRHP Status Code 6L 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #1 
B1. Historic Name: Marlette Street 
B2. Common Name: Van Ness Avenue 

B3. Original Use:  Transportation Corridor B4.  Present Use:  Transportation Corridor 
*B5. Architectural Style:  Utilitarian 
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  Van Ness Avenue was platted in 1858 under  
the Van Ness Survey.  The roadway was originally dirt and was subsequently macadamized until the early twentieth 
century when modern asphalt pavement of the roadway and sidewalks was extended up the avenue.   Asphalt paving 
was complete by the early 1910s.  Municipal Railway tracks were installed in 1914 in the middle of the street from 
Market to Bay streets, remaining in service until 1950, and then removed in the early 1950s (see Continuation Sheet). 

*B7. Moved? No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:  Sidewalks, median, trolley/light poles, miscellaneous transportation infrastructure and street 
furniture including  traffic signals, bus shelters, fire hydrants, and vegetation. 
B9a.  Architect:  None  
b.  Builder:  Assorted agencies under the aegis of the City of San Francisco, and the U.S. Highway System 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a            Area:  n/a 

Period of Significance:  n/a        Property Type:  n/a    Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
 (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that neither Van Ness Avenue, nor the studied portion of South Van Ness 
Avenue, appears eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California 
Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local designation because they lack integrity.  This evaluation is 
consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, ―Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,‖ 
which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation 
Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). The corridor has been evaluated 
in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 
of the California Public Resources Code, and is not an historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. (See 
Continuation Sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco History Center; Online Archive of 
California; San Francisco Municipal Reports; James Rolph Papers 
(California Historical Society); San Francisco Chronicle; Journal of the 

Society of Architectural Historians; Tobriner, Bracing For Disaster 

(2006); Richards, Historic San Francisco (1991); Lau and Lieber, The Last 

Great World’s Fair (2004); Perles, The People’s Railway (1981); Clarke, 
Trust and Power (2007); Bean, California (1968); Caltrans Archives, San 
Francisco Public Utilities Commission Archives. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 
*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 

 *Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 
 
 
 

See Continuation Sheet 25 for Sketch Map. 
 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 

 
Established under the Van Ness Survey of 1858, which incorporated the Western Addition into the burgeoning city of 
San Francisco, the avenue is wider than the adjacent streets, and was surveyed to a width of 125 feet.  It currently 
contains six traffic lanes, divided by discontinuous medians of varying dimension and composition.  In addition to 
being a major San Francisco Street, Van Ness Avenue is part of U.S. Route 101, which runs from Los Angeles to 
Olympia, Washington.  The 101 alignment extends up South Van Ness from Mission Street, and meets Van Ness at 
Market Street, following the avenue until it turns toward the Golden Gate Bridge at Lombard Street. 
 
The southern end of Van Ness Avenue is anchored by Market Street and the Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark District (see Figure 1, Continuation Sheet 18). Moving northerly along the avenue, Van Ness has a dense 
mixed-use character, with residential, entertainment, and commercial construction flanking its length.  Scored 
concrete sidewalks, approximately ten feet in width, line both sides of the street and are punctuated by various types 
of infrastructure, including light standards/trolley poles, fire hydrants, call boxes, traffic signals, bus shelters, and 
benches.  The infrastructure dates from throughout the twentieth century, with a variety of fire hydrants dating from 
the early to late twentieth century, as well as call boxes from 1915, and the trolley poles most of which date from 
1914, with 1936 brackets and modern luminaires (see Map Reference #2).1 
 
In 1914 Municipal Rail tracks were constructed in the median of the street and subsequently removed in the 1950s as 
public transportation moved away from rail toward bus service. No track remains from the original rail system, but 
approximately 259 trolley poles (discussed above ) still line the avenue, extending from Market to North Point Street.  
Wiring associated with the modernized MUNI Bus Service is affixed to the poles.  After the rails were removed 
medians of various widths with various hard and soft landscaping were installed.   
 
South Van Ness Avenue, which extends in a southerly direction from Market Street was constructed at a later date 
than Van Ness Avenue.  The portion within the study area, extending from Market to Mission, was a new alignment 
completed in the early 1930s as a means of relieving congestion and better connecting the northern and southern 
portions of the city.  The road is the same width as Van Ness Avenue, however it does not have any median and does 
not contain the same early Municipal Rail associated trolley poles.  Modern sidewalks, street furniture, and other 
infrastructure are similar to that of Van Ness Avenue.   
 
 
*B6. Construction History: (Continued) 
 
An elevated concrete median of varying widths was constructed in segments along the avenue in the years following 
removal, with some portions wide enough to accommodate vegetation and others only narrow raised ribbons.  Several 
types of ancillary structures line the roadway, most notably approximately 259 trolley poles erected with the original 
rail tracks in 1914 that have subsequently been utilized as both streetlight poles and mounts for modern electric 
traffic signs, as well as support for other decorative features such as planters and signage.  Other infrastructural 
equipment and resources include medians, fire hydrants, MUNI bus shelters, and vegetation.  Virtually all of these 

                            
1 A 2007 HRER and HPSR discusses some of these elements, but only those found along Van Ness within the Civic Center 
Historic District: Architectural Resources Group, ―Historic Resources Evaluation Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape 

Improvement Project, City of San Francisco, California,‖ prepared by Bridget M. Maley, prepared for Caltrans District 4 and San 
Francisco Department of Public Works, March 2007; Architectural Resources Group, ―Historic Property Survey Report: Van Ness 

Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, City of San Francisco, California,‖ prepared for Caltrans District 4 and San Francisco 
Department of Public Works, October 2007. 
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features were constructed and planted in the modern period, although some hydrants, as well as police/fire call boxes 
date to the early twentieth century.  The basic grade and width of the right-of-way has not changed since original 
construction, with one alteration in 1936 that widened the roadbed and narrowed the sidewalk.  This work 
necessitated the relocation of all of the trolley poles, hydrants, and call boxes further toward the road’s periphery.  As 

a heavily travelled transportation corridor, Van Ness Avenue has undergone continuous basic maintenance including 
paving, sidewalk repair, traffic signal installation, and other miscellaneous infrastructural work. 

 
South Van Ness Avenue has a distinct construction history, beginning when it was completed in the early 1930s to 
ease traffic congestion and provide a direct link between the northern and southern portions of the city.  Initially  
constructed on condemned land from Market to Mission, South Van Ness was extended several years later further 
south to Howard, where it overlay the existing Howard Street corridor through the southern portions of the city. 
 
 

B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
Van Ness Avenue has served as one of the primary arteries in the City of San Francisco throughout its historical 
development, and this span of time can be broken into four potential periods of significance as both a transportation 
and aesthetic civic corridor.  The first is the original platting of the avenue in 1858 and early urban expansion 
accompanying its development.  The second is the earthquake and fire of 1906 and the subsequent redevelopment and 
urban reconceptualization of the avenue as an increasingly commercial thoroughfare.  The third period revolves 
around the Panama-Pacific Exposition of 1915 and the role of Van Ness as a nexus between the City Beautiful aims 
of both the Exposition and the newly reconstructed City Hall and Civic Center.  The final potential period of 
significance is the increasingly central automobile-related role of Van Ness Avenue as a booming ―Auto Row‖ and a 

modern highway transportation corridor. 
 
The Van Ness Survey and Nineteenth Century Urban Expansion 
 

The 1858 completion of the Van Ness Survey extended the city’s original 50-vara land division of San Francisco to 
include the dune covered valley formed between present-day Nob and Russian Hills and Pacific Heights.2  City 
officials envisioned the spine of the substantial acquisition as a comparable north-south arterial that would match 
Market Street in civic importance.  The avenue was thus surveyed to a width of 125 feet, markedly wider than typical 
San Francisco streets.  Originally named Marlette Street after Seneca Hunt Marlette, who had surveyed portions of 
the Western Addition, the avenue was quickly renamed Van Ness Avenue in honor of the mayor and sponsor of the 
pivotal urban ordinance.  Despite becoming an official part of the city, development was initially slow along Van 
Ness Avenue, which remained little more than a dirt track through undeveloped swaths of the city.  In the 1860s the 
avenue fell under the gaze of noted landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, who had been commissioned by the 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors to develop a major urban park that would lend the burgeoning city of San 
Francisco the same stature as eastern cities such as New York with its Central Park.  Olmsted envisioned a greenbelt 
that would center upon Van Ness Avenue rather than a large park.  The greenbelt would extend roughly from Duboce 
Park to Aquatic Park through the protected valley, with small naturalistic areas and enclaves along the way.  The plan 
was rejected by city officials who sought a more traditional park setting in the manner of Central Park; a desire which 

                            
2 San Francisco Planning Department, ―Van Ness Avenue Area Plan,‖ (San Francisco, c.1989).  Available online at 

http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp?id=41410. 
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ultimately was expressed by the design of William Hammond Hall and John McLaren.3  Throughout the 1860s Van 
Ness Avenue was slow to develop.  Far from the city core, the area was relatively isolated and there was little 
demand for the lots.4  The area’s underdeveloped infrastructure may have contributed to the slow pace of settlement 
along Van Ness: it was not until the early 1870s that portions of Van Ness were macadamized or in some cases 
graded, and planking of sidewalks and corners only existed in isolated pockets.5  By 1872-1873, Van Ness was 
graded between Sutter and Post streets, Geary and Turk streets, and California and Pine Streets.  The boulevard was 
macadamized at the crossing with Fulton Street, at the crossing of McAllister Street, and at the crossing of Tyler 
Street.  In general, street improvements occurred in segments, with grading, macadamizing, and sidewalk planking 
undertaken on a largely block-by-block basis.  Well into the 1870s, much of Van Ness Avenue to Lombard Street was 
ungraded and there were but a few buildings located outside of the immediate periphery of Market Street.6   
 
As the population of San Francisco soared from a mere 35,000 in 1852 to nearly 300,000 in 1890, a pressing need for 
additional housing drove housing demand into the Western Addition, including Van Ness Avenue.  Speculative 
builders constructed middle and upper class residences, primarily of wood frame construction with prominent bays, 
cornices, and elaborate moulded detailing in the popular Italianate and Queen Anne style.  Interspersed among this 
relatively modest middle-class construction were a number of grand residences designed for the city’s elite.  By the 

mid-1880s, the wide avenue had evolved into a bastion for many of San Francisco’s wealthiest, whose large homes 

typically occupied several lots on a block.   Although Van Ness itself did not have a dedicated cable car line in the 
nineteenth century, many lines traversed the area, both from east-to-west and north-to-south along portions of Polk 
Street, parallel and one block east of Van Ness.7   
 
Although the avenue was home to many of the city’s elite, a striking number of diverse uses flanked the corridor, 

particularly within its upper reaches.  The Fort Mason military reservation was located at the northern terminus of the 
avenue, on the west side of Van Ness, while the Fontana Company Canned Fruit Warehouse, the former San 
Francisco Woolen Factory, and the Spring Valley Water Company’s Black Point Pumping House stood on the east 

side at its northern terminus.  In the closing years of the nineteenth century, a large greenhouse occupied nearly the 
entire block between Lombard Street and Chestnut Street along the avenue.  Civic and public buildings occupied the 
middle stretches of Van Ness, transitioning from the residential blocks in the north to the busier central city.  Saint 
Mary’s Cathedral filled the corner at O’ Farrell Street.  Saint Ignatius Church and College stood at Grove Street, 

established by Jesuits who had arrived in California to minister to gold miners.  The Mercantile Library filled the 
entire block between Golden Gate and Elm Avenue.  The extreme southern portion of the avenue was also home to an 
array of functions, with an animal feed and sale yard at the northeastern corner of Market Street and Van Ness 
Avenue and other business and clubs radiating throughout the southern blocks of the avenue.8 
 
By the turn of the twentieth century Van Ness Avenue stood at far remove from the blowing dunes of the 1858 
survey.   With the highest echelon of residential wealth bracketed at either end with churches, schools, and industry, 
the avenue was one of the city’s most prominent.  San Francisco had expanded up and around the avenue, absorbing 

                            
3 San Francisco Board of Supervisors, San Francisco Municipal Reports 1867-68, (San Francisco, California: John H. Carmany 
and Company, 1868), 560-564; Robert Cherny and William Issel, San Francisco 1865-1932 (Berkeley, California: UC Berkeley 
Press, 1986) 102-116. 
4 San Francisco Planning Department, ―Van Ness Avenue Area Plan.‖; Anne Bloomfield, ―The Real Estate Associates: A Land 

and Housing Developer of the 1870s in San Francisco,‖ Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, vol. XXVII (1978), 15. 
5 San Francisco Board of Supervisors, San Francisco Municipal Report, 1872-1873, 586, 589, and 595. 
6 Sanborn Map Company, Fire Insurance Maps for San Francisco, California (New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1886, vol. 2 
and 1893, vol. 4). 
7 San Francisco Planning Department, ―Van Ness Avenue Area Plan‖; Bloomfield, ―The Real Estate Associates,‖ 17. 
8 Sanborn Map Company, Fire Insurance Maps for San Francisco, California (New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1899, vol. 1 
and 1899 vol. 3). 
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vast tracts of land and promoting urban expansion through infrastructural improvement and corresponding 
speculation.  Much of this urban expansion was driven by the private sector, with private horse car and cable car 
interests servicing adjacent streets, private residential developers constructing the flats, and the city’s wealthiest 

building urban enclaves.  Civic sponsored improvements largely focused upon grading, paving, cisterns, sewers, and 
gas lamps, all of which occurred in a largely piecemeal manner.  San Francisco Municipal Reports and Proceedings 
of the Board of Supervisors from the time period contain little reference to the avenue outside of basic infrastructural 
accounting.  The sole exception to this was an 1896 ordinance by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors declaring 
Van Ness Avenue to be an official city ―Boulevard.‖  The Board passed the ordinance in response to a petition from 
the Van Ness Avenue Improvement Club, and the measure largely served to forbid heavy traffic upon the avenue.  
Although the Club also sought civic-sponsored trees, shrubs, and plantings in the median and along the sidewalks, 
historical photographs of the avenue and municipal records indicate that the planting did not occur.9 Thus, while the 
original wide survey of the avenue and the ―Boulevard‖ declaration expressed a continued civic desire for a distinct 

thoroughfare, the development of the corridor largely occurred within the chaotic context of rampant late-nineteenth 
century with little or no holistic civic design intent.   
 
The Earthquake of 1906: From Fire Break to Commercial Hub 
 

The substantial width of Van Ness Avenue proved significant both during and just after the Earthquake of 1906.  
Within fifteen minutes of the shocks, scores of fires caused by lanterns, boilers, gas mains, electrical wires, and 
damaged chimneys broke out across the city.  On Van Ness Avenue, a 30-inch gas main running under the street 
burst, reportedly sending bituminous pavement flying high into the air.  Although the scope and ferocity of the 
conflagration across the city was unprecedented, San Francisco’s Fire Chief, Dennis Sullivan, had laid the foundation 
for establishing Van Ness Avenue as a fire line even before the earthquake.  In the wake of Baltimore’s disastrous 
1904 fire, the chief had established that the wide expanse of Van Ness Avenue and Market Street as firebreaks in the 
event of a citywide outbreak.10  Volunteers, city fire fighters, and troops under the leadership of General Frederick 
Funston took a consolidated stand along Van Ness Avenue.  The fire primarily burned up to the east side of the 
avenue, with only the lower portions near Market catching fire on both sides.  To prevent the flames from spreading, 
undamaged buildings along the east side were blasted by the army, reducing mansions to smoldering piles.  The 
desperate measures proved effective, and the fire was stopped on April 20th in this part of the city, having jumped the 
width of Van Ness Avenue in only isolated areas. 
 
Although much of the avenue lay in ruins, Van Ness emerged from the four day inferno relatively intact in 
comparison to the ravaged Market Street corridor.  The western side of Van Ness and the upper northeastern portion 
of the thoroughfare near present-day Fort Mason and the Aquatic Park remained untouched by the fire.11  Because 
much of Van Ness escaped severe damage it was immediately targeted for new residential and commercial 
development as the city quickly sought to rebuild.  The area was the center of a speculative boom in the weeks and 
months following the disaster, as businesses sought temporary quarters and commercial interests sought profits from 
a frenzy of leasing activity.12  Between 1906 and 1909, a striking number of residents and businesses moved to Van 

                            
9 ―Designs for the City’s Building,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, March 10, 1896; ―Developing the Outside Districts,‖  San 

Francisco Chronicle, March 13, 1896. 
10 Stephen Tobriner, Bracing For Disaster: Earthquake-Resistant Architecture and Engineering in San Francisco 1838-1933 

(Berkeley, California: Heyday Books, 2006), 136-138. 
11 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection, ―St. Brigid’s Church, on Van Ness Ave., after the 1906 

earthquake,‖ black & white photographic print, 1906; 1899 Sanborn Insurance Map, vol. 3, 262; Tobriner, Bracing for Disaster, 

142-146. 
12 ―Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
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Ness Avenue and along with Fillmore Street to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier commercial and 

economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.13 
 
In addition to a burgeoning retail trade, Van Ness also became a central entertainment venue for the dislocated city.  
The Van Ness Theater was erected at Van Ness and Grove in 1907 and was one of the city’s most prized 

entertainment venues until its demolition in 1910.  Other more prosaic uses also clambered to the area, including 
Eddie Graney’s blacksmith shop and Samuels Lace House, both of whom rapidly established quarters following the 

earthquake.14  Numerous refugee shacks also appeared in the new commercial center as those made homeless by the 
disaster moved to Van Ness and its surrounding streets, often causing consternation amongst surrounding property 
owners.15   
 
Notable infrastructure improvements accompanied the wave of commercial and new residential settlement along the 
avenue.  The intensive reconstruction following the earthquake highlighted the need for uniform paving, which had 
only existed in isolated pockets and was a mixture of cobble, stone, and macadam prior to the earthquake.  This 
varied paving material was damaged by the earthquake, and observers noted that parts of the avenue were, ―cut up 

like a country road, the dust being very deep and horses having to strain to pull loads over it.‖
16  Asphalt paving 

occurred in segments, with portions paved by an assortment of contractors on a block-by-block basis.  The paving of 
Van Ness was largely complete by 1911.  Contracts had also been completed for reinforced concrete fire cisterns 
along the avenue, located underground  at the Van Ness intersections of Golden Gate Avenue, Washington Street, 
Octavia Street, Laguna Street, and Market Street. Improvements in the 1910s also included the extension of 
underground sewer lines and telephone conduit up the avenue, as the increased business and residential population 
required these increasingly standard metropolitan amenities.17  Although Van Ness Avenue was a locus of 
redevelopment and infrastructural improvement, the changes done on the avenue mirrored developments occurring all 
over the city, as officials oversaw a massive rebuilding campaign that included the extension of grading, paving and 
sidewalk work, as well as installation of fire hydrants, street lights, rail lines, sewers, and telephone conduits. 
 
The emergence of Van Ness Avenue as a central economic and social hub was short-lived.  Much of the commercial 
development along the avenue was considered a temporary expedient, and as conditions in the traditional business 
and retail core of the city improved, many businesses flooded back to newly constructed or repaired quarters.  The 
local press commented on the exodus, noting that ―although for a time it was believed the retail district would remain 

permanently in the Western Addition,‖ the force of the ―Downtown Movement‖ proved too great.
18  In several short 

years, the identity of Van Ness Avenue had been dramatically uprooted and changed again, leaving a broad avenue in 
flux.  ―What Van Ness may become in the future can probably not be imagined,‖ wrote the San Francisco Chronicle 

echoing a widespread sentiment, “it has been deserted by retail trade and will not regain any of it in the near 
future.‖

19 
 
 
 
                            
13 Online Archive of California Photograph Collection, Bancroft Library Photograph Collection―Temp Quarters, Hobart Res. - Van 

Ness and Washington. City of Paris Dry Goods Company,” 1906; ―Retailers Leasing on Van Ness Avenue,‖ San Francisco 

Chronicle, May 6, 1906. 
14 ―Van Ness Theater is Soon to be a Memory,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, August 27, 1910; ―Van Ness Now a Busy Street,‖ San 

Francisco Chronicle, May 3, 1906. 
15 Journal of Proceedings of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 1907, 454. 
16 ―Van Ness Now a Busy Street,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, May 3, 1906. 
17 San Francisco Municipal Reports, 1910-1911, 821; San Francisco Municipal Reports, 1911-1912, 984 and 990. 
18 ―Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,‖  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
19 ―The Future of Van Ness Avenue,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, April 30, 1909. 
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Forward San Francisco:  Connecting the San Francisco Civic Center and Panama-Pacific Exposition  
 

In the autumn of 1911, ―Sunny Jim‖ Rolph swept the San Francisco mayoral election with the campaign slogan 

―Forward San Francisco.‖  A noted businessman and Vice-President of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition 
Company, Rolph promoted a number of major infrastructural developments including the water system, Municipal 
Railway, bridges, tunnels, and major civic construction.  Foremost in this array of improvements was a new Civic 
Center and City Hall, as well as a venue for a world’s fair—The Panama-Pacific Exposition.  The projects were 
located in two large tracts of prime land, one near the southern base of Van Ness and the other near its northern 
terminus, and were at the center of major urban redevelopment schemes that would occupy San Francisco for the 
large part of the decade.  As the corridor that connected the two, Van Ness became a link that served to physically, 
and aesthetically, connect the two major civic undertakings. 
 
City leaders were contemplating massive civic expansion within the area surrounding City Hall even before the 
destruction wrought by the earthquake.  In 1904, the Society for the Improvement and Adornment of San Francisco 
invited prominent landscape architect Daniel H. Burnham to draw sweeping plans for the city.  Embedded in this plan 
was a design for an expanded Civic Center that would be a monumental focal point surrounded by radiating 
boulevards extending across the city.  Although these grandiose plans were approved by the San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors before the earthquake, in the aftermath of the disaster the lofty ambitions of the Burnham Plan fell before 
the immediate necessity of rebuilding.  With city leaders, merchants, and citizens focused upon the basic 
infrastructure of redevelopment, the drive for beautification underpinning the massive Burnham scheme eroded.20   
 
Despite the dismissal of the Burnham Plan, however, the need for a new City Hall remained, and by the time of 
Mayor Rolph’s election, the redevelopment of City Hall and the Civic Center were at the forefront of municipal 
affairs.  The City solicited proposals for development and received sixty proposals in 1912.  The winning plan was 
that of architect B.J.S. Cahill, who had long served as an architectural advisor to the city, and advocated 
redevelopment on the same site as the old City Hall rather than the Market Street location proposed by Burnham.  An 
The Mayor formed an advisory commission composed of John Galen Howard, Frederick W. Meyer, and John Reid, 
Jr., and voters approved an $8.8 million bond in 1912.  The final design consisted of a central plaza bounded by City 
Hall to the west, the State Building to the north, the Public Library and Opera House to the east, and the Exposition 
Auditorium to the south.  Additionally, corner lots between the buildings were designed to contain secondary civic 
functions including a Health Building, a Fire and Police Building, and a Power House.  Narrow portions of land 
fronting the complex were reserved for arcades and peristyles.21    
 
With only three years remaining until the Panama-Pacific Exposition, construction of the new Civic Center was 
rushed toward completion.  Mass excitement over the construction of the Panama Canal and the celebratory honor of 
hosting the Panama-Pacific Exposition spurred development, as leaders and citizens sought a grand civic identity that 
matched the monumental design of the exposition.22  Despite the urgency generated by the pressure of hosting such 
an extravaganza, however, much of the construction was incomplete at the time of the Exposition, and the Civic 
Center was dotted with wood signs depicting where the buildings were to be.  Only the Exposition Auditorium, 
Power House, and Central Plaza were completed by the opening day.  Ultimately, the creation of the Civic Center 
would take more than twenty years.  City Hall was completed in 1916 – a decade after the original’s destruction.  In 

                            
20 William Issel and Robert W. Cherny, San Francisco 1865-1932: Politics, Power, and Urban Development (Berkeley, 
California: UC Berkeley Press, 1986) 110. 
21 United States Department of the Interior, ―National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination Form, San Francisco 
Civic Center,‖ October 10, 1978. 
22 Rand Richards,  Historic San Francisco: A Concise History and Guide (San Francisco: Heritage House Publishers, 1991) 194-
195; United States Department of the Interior, National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination Form, San Francisco 
Civic Center, October 10, 1978. 
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1922, the City acquired and began development of the War Memorial complex, but another decade passed before the 
War Memorial Opera House and Veterans Building were finished.  Some thirty years after the 1906 disaster, the War 
Memorial Court – located on what had been Fulton Street – was completed according to landscape architect Thomas 
Church’s vision.

23 
 
Construction of the Panama Pacific International Exposition at the northern end of Van Ness Avenue was far more 
rapid.  The Exposition filled 635 acres, extending from Van Ness Avenue to the Presidio.  With a five-acre 
reproduction of the Panama Canal, a ―central city‖ filled with exhibition palaces, lush landscaping and verdant 
grottos, drill fields, livestock exhibits, amusement concessions, and unparalleled electrical illumination, the 
Exposition proved a dizzying design feat that was accomplished to acclaim in only six years.  Many of the nation’s 

most prestigious firms were represented at the Exposition, with Mckim, Mead, and White designing the Court of the 
Universe, Thomas Hastings creating a 43-story Tower of Jewels, and Bernard Maybeck conceiving his ancient ruin-
inspired Palace of Fine Arts.  Other more prosaic marvels lured the crowds, with a 65 acre playland called ―The 

Zone‖ filling several blocks between Van Ness Avenue and Laguna Street at the Exposition’s eastern edge.24   
 
The Exposition was largely built in the ephemeral plaster manner of world’s fairs, and was dismantled soon after 
closing.  The massive amounts of fill that created the site from the Bay, however, largely forms the present-day 
Marina District.25  Only a few structures remained after the closing, with ultimately only the Palace of Fine Arts and a 
few street alignments serving as the only surviving reminders of the Exposition.  The infrastructure needed to move 
people to the site also proved an important legacy of the event, however,  particularly along Van Ness Avenue.  As 
the corridor that connected much of the visiting and local  population of the city to the exposition as well as the most 
prominent linkage between the permanent City Beautiful edifices of the Civic Center and the transient beauty of the 
Panama-Pacific, Van Ness Avenue played a prominent role.  The city pushed to complete the second line of its new 
Municipal Railway up the avenue in time to carry throngs of visitors to and from the site.    
 
The drive for municipal rail fortuitously coincided with the planning of the Exposition.  The motivations behind city 
sponsored rail service stemmed from a broader demand for progressive civic reform, efficiency, and urban 
consolidation.  Prior to the city’s foray into rail service, San Francisco was served by ten private companies, with 

cable cars criss-crossing the city.  In the social and political climate steeped in the Progressive Movement of the early 
twentieth century, this complicated network of for-profit ventures was derided as corrupt and regressive. The first 
Municipal Railway line was completed on Geary Street in 1912 to great fanfare.  A crowd of 50,000 gathered to 
commemorate the opening as Mayor Rolph proclaimed that the line was, ―but the nucleus of a mighty system of 

streetcar lines which [would] someday encompass the entire city.‖
26 

 
The next phase of the new system was the track installed along the length of Van Ness from the Civic Center to the 
Exposition grounds.  Although several of the early, private cable car lines ran in the vicinity of the street, none 
traversed its length, and this transportation void presented a major threat to the success of the Exposition.  In a 1913 
report, City Engineer M.M. O'Shaughnessy predicted that during days of maximum attendance it would be necessary 
to transport up to 60,000 people per hour on rail, a staggering number that far outstripped the city’s capacity.  Work 

                            
23 Bridget M. Maley, ―Historic Resources Evaluation Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, City of San 

Francisco, California,‖ California Department of Transportation District 4, Prepared for City and County of San Francisco, 
Department of Public Works, March 2007, 7. 
24 Sarah Lau and Robert Lieber,  The Last Great World’s Fair: San Francisco’s Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915. 

(San Francisco, California: Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, 2004) 34, 50.   
25 Lau and Leiber,  The Last Great World’s Fair, 34, 50, United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service. 
―National Register of Historic Places Registration Form: Palace of Fine Arts,‖ 2004. 
26 Anthony Perles, The People’s Railway: The History of the Municipal Railway of San Francisco. (Glendale, California: 
Interurban Press, 1981), 27. 
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began on the Van Ness track April 6, 1914, and was finished in less than five months, with the tracks and electrical 
work completed by August 15.  In return for their haste, the city granted the contractors, The Mahoney Brothers, a 
bonus of $15,000.27  The track was flanked by 259 trolley poles to support the overhead wires that powered the cars.  
The columns of the poles were composed of reinforced concrete, with a slender, tapered square form, a decorative 
finial, and cast iron footings with a modest foliated design and square base. The poles were initially erected without 
attached streetlights, but the city ultimately found the resources to install light fixtures and by the time of the 
Exposition’s opening,  pairs of electric streetlights were hung on each trolley pole, making Van Ness Avenue the, 

―best lit thoroughfare in the city.‖
28 

 
The substantial infrastructural improvements advanced by the mandate of the Exposition were a boon for the business 
community and merchants of Van Ness, as well as for the general economic recovery of the city.  Further, the 
overflowing crowds of people travelling to and from the Exposition and the accompanying festivities and parades 
brought attention and business to the avenue itself.    The Van Ness Avenue Improvement Association, successor to 
the Van Ness Avenue Improvement Club, was an ardent supporter of the railroad extension because its members saw 
it as vital to ensure they benefitted from the Exposition.  Unlike the aesthetic aims of the nineteenth century club, 
who primarily sought boulevard status and civic-sponsored greenery, the twentieth century association was focused 
upon stimulating business activity, the opening and improvement of streets, sewers, railways, and gas mains.  This 
increasingly pragmatic philosophy reflects Van Ness’s transition from an upper-class residential corridor to an 
increasingly busy commercial thoroughfare.  Seeking, ―factories, foundries, workshops, warehouses, banks, and 
stores of all kinds,‖ the civic leaders of the Van Ness Avenue Improvement Association utilized the excitement over 

the Exposition as a means to highlight the avenue’s dynamic business potential.
29  Thus, even while the avenue 

connected the palaces of the Exposition with the as-yet incomplete civic palaces of government, it was increasingly 
becoming less of a city beautiful boulevard and more of a busy and diverse business and transportation corridor.   
 
The Age of the Automobile: Auto Row and the Rise of Car Culture Along Van Ness Avenue 
 
Following the exodus of post-earthquake retail establishments and during the frenzied planning of the Exposition, 
another transition was also rapidly shaping Van Ness Avenue.  The mixed use character of the avenue persisted, with 
residences predominating in the upper reaches, and commercial and industrial institutions dominating its middle and 
lower reaches, but increasingly the avenue came to be defined by a burgeoning sector in both the economy and 
psyche of America: the automobile.  The nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors including sales, repair, 
and manufacturing found an ideal home in the spaces left by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness. Close to the 
urban core, yet endowed with more land and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly 
became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry first appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but scores 

of auto related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking the broad Van Ness Avenue from Market to the San 
Francisco Bay. By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more 
modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops (Map Reference #14).  Along with New York, Philadelphia, and Los 
Angeles, San Francisco proved one of the most prominent distribution centers for the growing auto industry.30  With 
California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state proved a 
ready market for the increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-western 
industrial belt.  As an early Auto Row, Van Ness Avenue housed hundreds of auto firms throughout the 1910s and 
1920s, with Hudsons and Hupmobiles, Cole Aeros and Cadillacs filling glassy showrooms.  As a burgeoning sales 

                            
27 James Rolph Papers 1911-1930, California Historical Society, MS 1818, Box 67, Folder 4; Perles, The People’s Railway, 38. 
28 ―Hundreds of Lights on Van Ness Avenue,‖ San Francisco Chronicle, February 20, 1915. 
29 Constitution and By-Laws of the Van Ness Avenue Improvement Association, (San Francisco, California: Pernau Publishing 
Company, December 1912), 3-4.  A pamphlet housed at UC Berkeley Bancroft Library. 
30 Sally H. Clarke, Trust and Power: Consumers, the Modern Corporation, and the Making of the United States Automobile 

Market (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3. 
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corridor, the avenue became a nexus between the productive capacities of the automotive industry and the American 
consumer.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto industry, and the array of 
buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the automobile’s central role in the city, state, and nation.31  
 
Initially, many of the shops and display rooms were housed in small wood frame buildings, however as the clout of 
the industry grew, and the importance of branding escalated in a competitive market, larger auto palaces quickly 
sprung up along the avenue.  Throughout the 1910s, 1920s, and to a lesser degree the 1930s, large corner lots along 
the avenue were developed as automobile showrooms and smaller frontages in between were filled with modest 
repair shops and used car sales facilities.  Undeveloped lots doubled as open air car lots, with bright banners and 
signs.  At the eastern corner of Van Ness and Market Street, the White Garage boasted an auto show room, supplied 
auto and motorcycle parts, and offered repairs (Map Reference #5).   The intersection of Van Ness Avenue and 
O’Farrell was an anchor for the district, with the Weeks and Day designed Don Lee Building; the Earl C. Anthony 
Packard Showroom, designed by Bernard Maybeck in 1926; and a 1937 Art Moderne Chevrolet showroom designed 
by John E. Dinwiddie (Map Reference #8).  At the southwest corner of Sacramento Street and Van Ness, the Paige 
Motor Car Company housed Max Arnold’s ―high grade automobiles,‖ with the building doubling in size to 

accommodate increased business in 1924 (Map Reference #14).  In the northern stretches of the Row, several 
looming dealerships designed by engineering firm Macdonald and Kahn expressed a factory-like form reminiscent of 
the major auto plants of the Midwest (Map Reference #13, 15, 20, 21).  Numerous other auto shops lined the street, 
specializing in everything from upholstery to wood working for the ornate fleet of new autos flooding the growing 
California market.  As the wares within the showrooms evolved, so too did the architectural styling of their surrounds 
and the Van Ness corridor became defined by the breakneck commercial developments of the industry.  The three 
decades were characterized by remarkably different architectural forms, from simple brick garages to classical 
pilasters and sweeping Art Moderne curves.  Beginning in the 1920s, bright neon signs filled the streetscape, with 
rooftop billboards and bright signs framing the buildings.   
 
As the popularity and ubiquity of the automobile grew, new requirements and pressures altered the  roadway of Van 
Ness itself.  It was one of the busiest roads in the city, with scores of pedestrians, cars, and a rail line, and was soon at 
the center of growing concerns over transportation safety and standardization.  Gruesome accidents involving car 
wrecks, pedestrian fatalities, and street car injuries regularly filled newspapers, and authorities increasingly sought 
standardized traffic signaling mechanisms and speed enforcement.  In 1915, the city began experimenting with small 
multi-colored lanterns at the street corner.  By 1921, painted white curbing, motorcycle police, and red lights at some 
intersections were simultaneously implemented to curtail growing numbers of traffic hazards and accidents.32 
 
When the long-awaited span of the Golden Gate Bridge united San Francisco with the Marin headlands to the north, 
Van Ness’ central arterial identity was sealed.  Previously, travelers on the Sausalito Ferry had used the avenue to 
reach the ferry slips west of Fort Mason, however the construction of the bridge, and the Bay Bridge before it, 
ushered in the modern era of connectivity in the previously geographically isolated northern peninsula.  Van Ness 
Avenue and Lombard Street became integral auto corridors carrying U.S. 101 and its growing local and regional 
commercial, commuter, and recreational travel.  Aware of the surge of traffic that would accompany the bridge 
completion, the San Francisco Department of Public Works, in conjunction with the Works Progress Administration 
(WPA), widened the Van Ness roadway, narrowing the broad sidewalks to 16 feet on both sides of Van Ness in 1936.  
To accomplish the widening, all of the trolley poles were moved back from the roadway, a process which required 
many of the adjacent property owners to relinquish basements under the original sidewalks and to build new 
basement walls under the new narrower sidewalks.  Accompanying the widening, the San Francisco Public Utilities 

                            
31 Peter J. Ling, America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990), 13, 96-97.  
32 ―New Traffic Signal System To Be Tried,‖  San Francisco Chronicle, January 21, 1915; ―Supervisors Join in War on 

Speeding,‖  San Francisco Chronicle, March 21, 1921.   
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Commission undertook the relighting of the poles, affixing a single tear-drop luminaire to each.  The uniform lighting 
standards replaced the small electric lights from the Exposition era, which had largely been considered a temporary 
expedient for the occasion, and many of which had already been taken out of service.  Other infrastructure was 
moved as well, including fire hydrants, fire/police call boxes, sign posts, and traffic signals. 
 
In addition to the changes along Van Ness, the area of South of Market was reconfigured in the years before the 
completion of the bridge, with the South Van Ness extension connecting Van Ness to the southern portion of the city.  
Transportation planners had long criticized the abrupt termination of Van Ness at Market, stating that the ―blind‖ 

street caused a central bottleneck.  Carved from existing city blocks to cross Mission and overlay the southbound 
course of Howard, the ―Van Ness Avenue Extension‖ was completed in the early 1930s and was vital in connecting 
the southern regions of the Peninsula with the northern reaches opened by the bridge several years later.33 
 
Thus, with the widened traffic lanes, modernized lighting fixtures, and increased through-traffic generated by the 
bridge, Van Ness Avenue continued to evolve as a city boulevard.  Mayor Angelo Rossi praised the changes when he 
spoke to the Board of Supervisors in 1936, stating that they, ―convert[ed] the historic San Francisco boulevard into a 

thoroughfare second only to Market Street in importance, property values, and beauty.‖
34  This evaluation represented 

yet another recasting of Van Ness Avenue, from staid residential boulevard, to local commercial corridor, and 
ultimately to a busy segment of a growing network of city and state roads connecting the Bay area to the state and 
region beyond.   
 
This new role also posed significant transportation planning dilemmas throughout the mid-twentieth century.  As both 
a prominent city thoroughfare and a portion of the preeminent north-south U.S. 101, Van Ness Avenue became 
central in highway development conflicts between citizens of San Francisco and transportation planners.  The state 
embarked upon ambitious highway development plans in the Bay area in 1940, most notably with the massive 
expansion and modernization of the Bayshore Highway in the South Bay.  Because U.S. 101 was transformed into a 
modern freeway system along the Peninsula the urban portion of the road in San Francisco increasingly came to be 
viewed as a congested chink in the new system.  In 1952, initial construction on the Central Freeway was promoted 
by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) as a rational solution to the bottleneck created by the path 
of U.S. 101 through the city.  The proposed freeway would extend from the Bayshore Freeway at the south, to the 
approach to the Golden Gate Bridge at the north, cutting a swath through the city and resting largely on elevated 
piers.  In 1955, slightly under a mile of the route was constructed from Thirteenth Street to Mission Street.  The 
second unit was opened four years later from Mission to Turk Street, several blocks west of the Civic Center.35   
 
Accompanying the explosion in post-war  highway planning was a disinvestment and disavowal of the city’s rail-
based streetcar system.  Across the city, rail lines were removed and paved over for use by motor buses.  The coaches 
still ran on electric wires and were often strung on the original trolley poles.  The H Line, running up Van Ness since 
the 1915 Exposition, was abandoned in March of 1950, replaced by motor coach service.  The tracks were quickly 
removed, with a concrete median replacing the rail and the power supply for the bus coaches (also known as trolleys) 
strung to the original concrete poles.36 
                            
33 Bion J. Arnold,  Report on Transportation Facilitation, City of San Francisco; City and County of San Francisco Public 
Utilities Commission, Electric Power Bureau Contract No. 19: For Street Lighting Construction on Van Ness Avenue, October 
1936, Archival Records on File at San Francisco Public Utilities Commission. 
34 City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Electric Power Bureau Contract No. 19: For Street Lighting 
Construction on Van Ness Avenue, October 1936, Archival Records on File at San Francisco Public Utilities Commission; 
Proceedings of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, 1936. 555, 604-605; ―Supervisors Have Economy Streak,‖  San 

Francisco Chronicle, December 7, 1915. 
35 ―District IV Freeways make Great Strides,‖  California Highways and Public Works, March-April 1955. 1-7; ―US 101 in San 

Francisco,‖  California Highways and Public Works, March April 1955. 20-21. 
36 Perles, The People’s Railway, 180. 
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The state poured millions of dollars into highway modernization, such as the construction on the Central Freeway and 
its sister roadway the Embarcadero Freeway, but these projects faced simmering citizen protest over road 
construction in San Francisco that exploded into a full-scale ―Freeway Revolt.‖  Local anger at the seeming 

indifference of transportation planners to the condensed architectural fabric of the city left the San Francisco Board 
of Supervisors torn between appeasing the local constituency and realizing statewide transportation goals.  Mirroring 
other urban protests such as that against the Robert Moses led freeway plans in New York City, San Franciscans 
railed against neighborhood destruction caused by rampant road construction.  Ultimately successful, the furor led to 
a 1959 vote in which the Board of Supervisors unanimously voted to terminate construction on most freeways 
throughout the city.  Work on both the Central Freeway and the Embarcadero Freeway halted, and the massive 
corridors remained incomplete stubs that fell far short of their intended form.  One of the results of this controversy 
was that the congested urban corridor of Van Ness Avenue retained the mantle of U.S. 101.  In contrast to the 1955 
depictions of a freeway connecting U.S. 101 to the Golden Gate Bridge, Caltrans reports in 1961 are strikingly 
modest,  stating that, ―construction and design activities, except for landscaping and minor projects, are confined at 

present.‖ The yearly report noted instead that, ―bids were opened for resurfacing Van Ness Avenue,‖ and the avenue 

was once again San Francisco’s answer to U.S. 101.37   
 
Paradoxically, as highway construction transformed much of California and millions of automobiles filled the multi-
lane roads, the fortunes of Auto Row fell into decline.  The freeways, winding outward from urban cores to their 
sprawling peripheries, allowed rampant population dispersal and commercial interconnectivity.  An auto showroom 
on Van Ness Avenue, with high rent and land values, and compressed space, often proved no match for the cheap 
rents, convenient parking, and proximity of surrounding suburban dealers.  Further, as the romance and mystique of 
the automobile ceded to a comfortable familiarity and utilitarian ubiquity, the palaces of the earlier era seemed 
increasingly anachronistic and outdated.  By the 1950s, and escalating through the 1960s and 1970s, auto dealers left 
Van Ness Avenue.  Old showrooms stood vacant or were filled with bakeries, restaurants, laundromats, movie 
theaters, even gymnasiums.  Although some prominent dealers remained, with several sales rooms remaining today, 
the cohesive strip of diverse architectural palaces eroded and Van Ness Avenue once again assumed a new urban 
character.  A targeted plan developed by the San Francisco Planning Department in the late 1980s acknowledged the 
transitional challenges facing the avenue, citing the need for an increased mixed-use and residential character as well 
as the necessity of creative adaptation of many of the distinctive auto showrooms along the avenue.  The plan also 
encouraged the planting of trees and greenery along the street and in the median, an echo of the boulevard plans of 
the late nineteenth century.38 
 
Thus from the 1858 survey to today’s mixed use avenue, a number of distinctive epochs have shaped Van Ness 
Avenue: residential settlement accompanying the tumultuous nineteenth century San Francisco population boom, the 
profound impact of the dislocation of the 1906 conflagration and the ensuing commercial rush, the infrastructural 
mandate and progressive City Beautiful aims of the Panama-Pacific Exposition and Civic Center, and the rise and 
hegemony of both the automobile and the modern highway in city and regional life.  Throughout these periods the 
avenue has served as a constantly evolving corridor, altered successively to suit the urban aims and motivations of the 
period.  The avenue bears layers from each period, with several pre-earthquake residences in its upper portions, 
trolley poles dating from the Exposition era, some remaining auto showrooms, as well as modern highway 
improvements and residential high-rises.  These layers indicate a successive re-conceptualization of the corridor that 
has allowed it to remain a viable and dynamic component of San Francisco’s street system.   
 

                            
37 Walton Bean, California: An Interpretive History. (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1968) 529; Genevieve Giuliano 
and Susan Hanson,  The Geography of Urban Transportation. (New York: The Guilford Press, 2004) 400; ―Bay Area Freeways,‖ 

California Highways and Public Works, May-June 1961. 1-9. 
38 San Francisco Planning Department, ―Van Ness Avenue Area Plan.‖ 
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Evaluation 
 
As discussed, the historical development of Van Ness Avenue has four potential periods of significance: the 1858 
Van Ness Survey, the earthquake and fire of 1906, the 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition, and the rise of San 
Francisco’s Auto Row.  In its primary role as a central urban transportation corridor, the avenue lacks specific 
associations to significant events in local, state, or national history during each of the periods, except for its role as 
one of the fire breaks during the 1906 fire, which is discussed below.  This lack of specific association is specifically 
addressed in National Register guidance for evaluation, which cautions that, ―mere association with historic events or 

trends is not enough, in and of itself, to qualify under Criterion A‖ because ―the property’s specific association must 

be considered important as well.‖
39  As one of the city’s major thoroughfares the avenue displays a general 

association with important events and trends in the city; however, as the guidelines state these broad associations are 
not in and of themselves basis for consideration under Criterion A.  Like other major corridors in the city, such as 
Market Street, Potrero Avenue, Mission Street, or Geary Boulevard, Van Ness Avenue served to connect both 
everyday activities and notable citywide events through its general role as a transportation link.  It did not, however, 
as a city street, have a specific important role within its initial survey, the 1915 Exposition, or the development of 
Auto Row. 
 
The road was a basic component of the Van Ness Survey, and while illustrative of San Francisco’s steady expansion, 
was not directly associated with significant events or trends that shaped the city and lacks specific significance under 
Criterion A or 1.  Similarly, the transportation role the avenue played during the 1915 Panama Pacific Exposition 
does not rise to individual significance under Criterion A or 1.  The avenue was not a central feature of the exposition 
undertaking and was instead pressed into service by practical need as the city grappled with accommodating the 
throngs of visitors to the site.  The avenue was not associated with significant events or trends during the event, and 
upon the exposition’s close Van Ness emerged once again as an eclectic residential and commercial corridor.  Lastly, 
the role of the avenue within the development of San Francisco’s Auto Row is not significant under Criterion A or 1.  

Auto Row was characterized by the evolving architectural styles and forms of the row of buildings erected from the 
1910s to the 1930s, but the role of the street itself was not an important characteristic.  As dealers sought to 
differentiate themselves and gain market share in the rapidly expanding industry, the architectural form of the auto 
―palaces‖ gained extreme importance and prestige.  The Van Ness corridor itself does not convey this important 
architectural and social legacy, which is instead embodied in the buildings that line the avenue.   
 
In its role during the 1906 Earthquake, however, the avenue does have potential significance under Criterion A or 1.  
The wide avenue served as one of the fire breaks that allowed the city to check the advancing flames and halt the fire 
that devastated much of downtown.  Although the avenue was not originally designed as a fire break, the local fire 
department recognized that the width of the road could make it useful for this purpose.  Subsequently, the course of 
the fire and the utter inferno of the blaze along the Market Street corridor, thrust the road into service during the days 
following April 18, 1906, and the avenue itself ultimately did play a central role in the transformative event.  This 
potential significance is undercut by a lack of integrity to the period because the avenue does not retain physical 
elements or characteristics that could convey significance within the context of the fire event.  While the avenue 
retains the overall outside width, the entirety of the corridor has been altered since the earthquake, including the 
infrastructural elements of the street itself and the surrounding setting.  The character defining features of the road, 
including its paving, curbing, medians, planting, signage, streetcar equipment, bus shelters, and various utilities have 
all been substantially altered over time.  The original lower commercial area, the grand residential buildings along the 
mid section, and the more modest residences and business of the north end have been dramatically altered through the 
construction of the Civic Center, modern high-rise buildings, and construction of predominantly commercial 
buildings throughout the mid section of the street.  As such, the avenue does not convey feeling or association to the 

                            
39 NPS, ―How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,‖ National Register Bulletin 15 (NPS, GPO: 1991, and 
updated various years), 12. 
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time of the disaster or the early days of recovery, but instead displays buildings, landscaping, and street furniture 
from many time periods throughout the twentieth and twenty-first, centuries.  This lack of integrity undermines the 
avenue’s ability to convey potential significance under Criterion A or 1 because its design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association no longer bear a relationship to the 1906 context.   
 
Van Ness Avenue is not directly associated with persons significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 
2).  Although the avenue was surveyed under the auspices of, and is named for, the influential and Mayor James Van 
Ness, this is a tangential and commemorative association that does not convey a direct or important historical 
connection that merits recognition.  Again, National Register guidance offers this clarification, ―A resource that has a 

non-commemorative primary function,‖ does not meet Criteria Consideration F for commemorative properties.40  
Innumerable streets in San Francisco, the state, and the nation bear the names of prominent citizens and sometimes 
significant persons, and this type of memorialization is common, but the avenue does not have direct associations 
with Van Ness, or any other prominent figures in history.  The development of the transportation corridor was not 
furthered by any one individual any significant person’s civic aims.       
 
Lastly, Van Ness Avenue lacks architectural, design, and engineering significance and does not display particular 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.  The avenue and its accompanying street features do not 
illustrate the work of a master or demonstrate a significant design standard (Criterion C or 3).  As a prominent arterial 
component within the overall street system of San Francisco, a densely settled corridor supporting commercial, civic, 
and residential activities, and a component of U.S. 101, the avenue’s design and planning reflect a myriad of public 

and private design intents, none of which are significant in local, state, or national history and none of which reflect a 
sustained or cohesive architectural or engineering program.  The avenue was surveyed to a substantial width to 
promote its development as a comparable thoroughfare to its east-west counterpart Market Street, but this design 
choice primarily indicated a pragmatic solution for the need for a prominent transportation corridor for what was then 
the city’s northwestern outskirts, rather than a comprehensive architectural or design goal.  No coherent design aims 

accompanied the decisions regarding its width, grading, paving, curbing, or landscaping, which occurred in 
fragmented segments without overarching coordination.  Throughout the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s, as the avenue 
slowly consolidated into an upper-class residential corridor and little municipal attention was given to a cohesive 
design strategy for the avenue.  The 1896 declaration of Van Ness Avenue as a ―Boulevard‖ had little lasting effect, 

as the primary attributes of the declaration: increased landscaping and decreased traffic, largely failed to come to 
fruition.  With the disruption of the earthquake and the subsequent redevelopment of the avenue as an increasingly 
commercial corridor, virtually all vestiges of the original concept of the ―boulevard‖ nature of the avenue faded.   
 
In the same sense, the relationship of Van Ness Avenue to the early twentieth century City Beautiful boosterism 
surrounding the development of the Civic Center and the Panama-Pacific Exposition lacks significance under 
Criterion C or 1.  Although the avenue passes through the Civic Center, Van Ness preceded the creation of the center 
by fifty years and neither it nor its basic streetscape features are a significant design element of the Civic Center plan.  
The avenue and its street features are instead simply basic arterial components.  The Civic Center complex largely 
extends east from Van Ness Avenue, with its pedestrian elements and plazas concentrated along Polk Street, Larkin 
Street, and Hyde Street.  As the 1987 National Historic Landmark documentation states, the ―San Francisco Civic 

Center is a group of monumental buildings around a central open space (Civic Center Plaza), and additional buildings 
that extend the principal axis to the east and west.‖  Van Ness Avenue plays a peripheral role in this monumental 
assemblage that does not merit consideration as a individual contributing element of the district.   
 
Additionally, Van Ness lacked a significant architectural or design role as a transportation corridor between the 1915 
Panama-Pacific Exposition and the Civic Center and the rest of the city.  Van Ness had been in place for more than 
55 years as an existing roadway and although it was pressed into temporary service as one of the transportation 

                            
40 NPS, National Register Bulletin 15, 39. 
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corridors serving fair goers, it had long been planned as the location of one of the city’s new municipal streetcar 
lines.  Other than the streetcar, Van Ness received little direct attention as part of the Exposition design and layout.   
The avenue was not considered a promenade upon which to linger or loiter and was instead a necessary 
infrastructural element outside of the wonders of the Exposition grounds.  The streetcar system’s trolley poles, while 
of a pleasant design in keeping with the general aesthetic of the classicism of the fair, were also relatively simple and 
expedient infrastructure.  In contrast to the light standards envisioned by Walter D’Arcy Ryan in his ―Total 

Illumination Plan‖ for the Exposition, the electric lights added to the trolley poles in February 1915 were installed 
with great haste and little design consideration, and were quickly partially shuttered following the event (See DPR 
523 for Trolley Poles/Light Standards Map Reference # 2).  Additionally, other streetscape elements, including fire 
hydrants and call boxes from this period, some of which still remain on the corridor, were not part of a significant 
design or city engineering program but instead representative ubiquitous utilities and infrastructure during the period.   
Essentially, within the context of the fleeting grandeur of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition and the 
substantial monumentality of the Civic Center, Van Ness Avenue played a secondary support role that was dwarfed 
by the design and artistry of both undertakings.41   
 
Within the context of ―Auto Row‖ development, Van Ness Avenue also lacks architectural or engineering 

significance.  Although many of the buildings flanking the avenue were, and are, architecturally distinguished and the 
programmatic cohesiveness of the avenue’s surrounding building types may constitute a historic district, the 
streetscape does not rise to a level of significance as an important example of such infrastructure. As a transportation 
corridor that linked the thriving businesses of Auto Row to local and regional markets, the avenue played a secondary 
and largely utilitarian role that was not singularly important or significant under Criterion C or 3.  Similarly, as an 
undistinguished urban component of U.S. 101, adopted into the highway system with the opening of the Golden Gate 
Bridge, Van Ness Avenue does not embody any architectural or engineering significance as a transportation corridor.  
The road, and its ancillary infrastructure features, serve as a general arterial connecting the city with the region and 
are of a basic design and form.   
 
Further, as discussed above, in addition to a lack of significance, the corridor does not retain physical integrity to any 
one historic period but is instead characterized by overlapping infrastructural layers.  All of the features of the 
roadway have changed substantially over time, with new paving and curb cuts, and installation of medians, modern 
fire hydrants, street lights, and various other infrastructural elements added throughout the last century.  Municipal 
Railway tracks once coursed the center of the road, only to be removed and replaced with concrete medians, 
landscaping, and traffic signals.  Similarly, the character of the workmanship, materials, setting, feeling, and 
association of the avenue have changed greatly over time, with residential development ceding to commercial 
buildings and this in-turn giving way of late to modern high-rise residential.  The original uninterrupted street surface 
has been incised with rails and medians strips, and the sidewalks reduced in width.  This steady alteration undermines 
all of the aspects of integrity excepting location, which is not sufficient in and of itself for NRHP or CRHR 
consideration.   
 
In rare instances structures themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but the existing street surface, sidewalks, medians, and other street furniture are otherwise 
well documented and do not appear to be a principal sources of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 

                            
41 For more information on lighting at the Panama Pacific International Exposition, see Laura Anne Ackley, Innovations in 

Illumination at the Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915, (2002), a UC Berkeley Master’s thesis on file at UC 

Berkeley Environmental Design Library. 
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Figure 1: San Francisco Civic Center Historic District Boundaries 
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Photographs: (Continued) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 2: South Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south from Market Street, 3/9/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 3: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south toward War Memorial Complex, 3/9/09. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 4: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south from California Street, 3/9/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 5: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south from Pine Street, 3/9/09. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

Photograph 6: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south from Bush Street, 3/9/09.  
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Photograph 7: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing northwest From Lombard Street, 3/9/09. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

 

 

Photograph 8: Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south from North Point Street, 3/9/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 9: Hydrant at Van Ness Avenue and Green Street, 3/9/09. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         Photograph 10: Bus Shelter at Van Ness Avenue and Bay Street 3/9/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph 11: Trolley poles and modern poles at Van Ness Avenue and Greenwich Street 3/9/09. 
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State of California  The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6L 
    Other Listings  

 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   

Page 1  of  41   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #2 
 

P1.  Other Identifier: Van Ness Avenue Trolley Poles / Light Standards 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication     Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 

 c.  Address:  Van Ness Avenue, Market Street to North Point Street  City:  San Francisco   Zip:94109  

 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  

 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       See Area Map 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   

The resource evaluated herein includes 259 original trolley poles and modern replacement light standards that run 

from Market Street to North Point Street on the edge of the eastern and western sidewalks of Van Ness Avenue.  The 

majority of the poles are reinforced concrete construction, however a small number are replacement metal poles with 

cobra type heads.  The concrete poles are reminiscent of the Corinthian order and have  a slender, tapered form with a 

decorative foliated finial and base (photograph 1, replacement pole photograph 2) (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP28 (Street Furniture) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District  Other (multi component 

resource.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, 

accession #)  Representative pole (#271, NW 

corner of Greenwich and Van Ness), camera 

facing northeast. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
 Historic  
Prehistoric Both 

1914, 1936 light standards, and ongoing 

alterations (SFPUC)  

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
County of San Francisco 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and 

address)   

Polly S. Allen; Meta Bunse 

JRP Historical Consulting LLC 

1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 

Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   

March-April, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  

Intensive 

                                                                                                                                         

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 

Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 

Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record 
Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2  of  41                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6L 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #2 

B1. Historic Name: same 
B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use: trolley poles with wire support for electric streetcars, streetlight standards  

B4.  Present Use:  light standards, wire support for MUNI, signage and traffic signaling 

*B5. Architectural Style:  utilitarian with Classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The poles were erected in 1914 to support  

electrical wiring for the Van Ness Avenue Municipal Railway (see continuation sheet).   

*B7. Moved?  No     Yes Unknown Date: 1936  Original Location: Six feet in toward street center 

*B8. Related Features:  n/a 

B9a.  Architect:  unknown, although periodicals state that City Engineer M.M. O’Shaunessy prepared initial drawings    

b.  Builder:  Original construction by San Francisco Municipal Railway / Mahoney Brothers, Joshua Hendy Iron 

Works; replacement cast iron bases constructed by Steiger and Kerr Stove and Foundry Company. 

*B10. Significance:       Theme:  n/a                 Area:  n/a 

Period of Significance:  n/a                     Property Type:  n/a          Applicable Criteria:  n/a    

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that the Van Ness Avenue Trolley Poles/Light Standards do not appear 

eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical 

Resources (CRHR), or local designation because they lack integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco 

Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic 

properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco 

Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). The trolley poles/light standards have also been evaluated in 

accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of 

the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the purposes of CEQA (see continuation 

sheet). 

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 

Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; City 

and County of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission Files; City 

Planning Files; San Francisco Architectural Heritage files; San Francisco 

Chronicle; James Rolph Papers (California Historical Society); Perles, The 

People’s Railway (1981); Brignall, The Last Great World’s Fair (2004); 

Todd, The Story of the Exposition (1921); see footnotes for additional 

referencts. 

 
B13. Remarks:   

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 

*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

See continuation sheet, Map 1. 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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P3a.  Description: (Continued) 

 
The finial is of cast iron and features a tapered square crown cradled by an abacus and medallions terminating in 

volute detailing.  While all of the finials are original, the bases are a mixture of original cast iron and replacement 

fiberglass.  Some poles are missing the base altogether, and many of those that do remain are very deteriorated 

(photographs 3, 4, 5, and 6).   On the original bases, the north and south sides each feature a removable cast iron door 

that allow access to the mechanical equipment within.  The original doors are stamped “Joshua Hendy Iron Works 

S.F. CA”, a Bay Area foundry commissioned to make the base (photograph 7).  Several poles feature cast iron doors 

stamped “Steiger and Kerr Stove and Foundry Company S.F. CAL” (photograph 8) and were early replacements for 

the original Hendy products.  The modern replacement fiberglass bases do not bear any makers mark and do not have 

any access doors, as did the cast iron originals (photograph 9).    

 

Tear drop light fixtures project from the upper portion of the pole, slightly beneath the decorative finial.  These 

bracket fixtures were 1936 additions to the pole that replaced the pairs of globe lights hastily installed in preparation 

for the 1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition (photograph 10, historic photographs 16 and 18).  The 1936 tear 

drop fixture is mounted on a foliated spiraling cast iron bracket.  The brackets are attached to the poles by cinch 

anchor bolts made by the National Lead Company.  The luminaires installed on these brackets in 1936 were General 

Electric Company’s Form 81 pendant ornamental luminaire, accompanied by the same company’s No. 193 light 

alabaster rippled globe, however all of these have been replaced, most recently with the conversion to high pressure 

sodium vapor lamps (HPSV) (photograph 10).  The majority of the poles are painted with buff colored paint.  This 

color is similar to the original installation; however the bases and finials were originally darker in color, in contrast to 

the body of the pole (see photographs 4, 16, and 20).  The sole exception to this is within the Civic Center Historic 

District, where some of the bases have been painted gold.  There is no indication that this was part of the original 

design (photograph 11).   

 

The overall integrity of the poles is quite low, and the condition is also poor as many of the shafts are spalling and 

deteriorated (photograph 12 and 19).  More than one-half of the bases of the remaining original poles are modern 

replacement fiber glass without access doors.  Of the remaining original cast iron bases, many have replacement or 

missing access doors without any maker’s mark.  Both original and replacement bases are very damaged and 

deteriorated.  The cast iron bases exhibit substantial corrosion (photograph 3).  The fiberglass replicas are also 

chipped and broken, pushed askew from the base, and often missing major portions or fasteners (photographs 15a and 

15b).  Further, although the poles run from Market Street to North Point Street, the uniform aesthetic of the network 

has been diminished by the insertion of modern support poles (photographs 12, 14, 17).  Throughout the entire 

avenue, modern poles have been introduced to support MUNI wires, traffic signals, and other infrastructural 

elements, often directly abutting the concrete poles.  These insertions greatly alter the visual cohesiveness of the 

network (see Section B10).  For detailed information on the integrity of individual poles, please refer to the attached 

pole maps (Map 3). 

 

B6.  Construction History: (Continued) 
 

In 1915, light brackets were added in preparation for the Panama Pacific Exposition.  In 1936, the original lights were 

removed and new light fixtures and brackets were added.  At this time the poles were moved to accommodate a 12-

foot road widening. New tear-drop pendant lights and brackets were added to the original concrete poles when they 

were relocated as part of street widening.  Throughout the twentieth century, many of the cast iron bases were 

removed or destroyed by deterioration or impact damage, and over half of the bases are fiberglass replicas installed in 

about 1997.  Before the insertions of the fiberglass replicas, many of the original bases were missing or replaced with 

plywood or sheet metal.  Similarly, deterioration of the light standards and functional obsolescence led to 

replacement of many of the lamps and surrounding fixtures at some point after 1997.  In addition to components of  
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the original poles, a number of modern metal poles have been introduced as infill support structures to carry wires 

and MUNI lines that cannot be supported by the deteriorated concrete poles (source: City and County of San 

Francisco Public Utilities Commission, correspondence files). 

 

*B10. Significance:        
 

The Van Ness Avenue trolley poles and light standards were documented in a 1982 San Francisco Downtown 

Inventory undertaken by San Francisco Architectural Heritage and were found to merit a level “B” (major 

importance) in their rating system.  According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San 

Francisco Planning Department CEQA Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” this rating does not qualify as an 

adopted local register for the purpose of CEQA and requires further consultation and review, which is provided 

herein.  The poles are also referenced in the Van Ness Avenue Area Plan component of the San Francisco General 

Plan (Policy 8.8: Street Lighting); however, they are not listed as a significant or contributing historical resource in 

this Area Plan.  Some of the poles located in the Civic Center National Historic Landmark District (NHLD) were 

referenced in a 2007 Historic Resources Evaluation Report (HRER) prepared for the Van Ness Avenue Streetscape 

Improvement Project undertaken by the San Francisco Department of Public Works (SFDPW).  As a local agency 

project undertaking under Section 106, the project was conducted under the auspices of the Programmatic Agreement 

(PA) among the Federal Highway Administration, the Advisory Council on Preservation, the California State 

Preservation Officer, and Caltrans.  Sixteen poles are located within the boundaries of the NHLD, on both sides of 

Van Ness between Grove Street and McAllister Street (See Map 2).  These sixteen poles were among eleven 

elements described in the HRER as proposed character-defining features of the streetscape of the Civic Center 

NHLD.1  The HRER/HPSR did not include evaluation analysis of these proposed character defining features, has not 

resulted in a determination regarding the eligibility of the trolley poles or other features, and the proposed 

amendments have not been listed as contributing elements of the Civic Center NHLD. The poles have never been 

fully evaluated under NRHP or California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) criteria and this analysis is 

provided herein.  For evaluation of the sixteen poles located within the NHLD, please see the update sheets for the 

Civic Center NHLD (Map Reference #3).   

 

Historic Context 

 

The Van Ness Avenue Municipal Railway line was completed August 15, 1914, after a construction project of less 

than five months. The City established the streetcar in anticipation of the 1915 Panama Pacific International 

Exposition and the millions expected to flock to the 635 acre marvel. City officials hastily commissioned the rail line 

as a means to efficiently transport Exposition attendees to and from the site, and although several private cable car 

lines ran in the vicinity of the street, none traversed its length, and local businessmen and Exposition promoters felt 

that this transportation void presented a major threat to the success of the event.  In a 1913 report, City Engineer 

M.M. O'Shaughnessy predicted that during days of maximum attendance it would be necessary to transport up to 

60,000 people per hour by rail, a staggering number that far outstripped the city’s capacity.2 
                            
1
 Architectural Resources Group, “Historic Resources Evaluation Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, 

City of San Francisco, California,” prepared by Bridget M. Maley, Prepared for California Department of Transportation District 

4 and City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Works, March 2007; Architectural Resources Group, “Historic 

Property Survey Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, City of San Francisco, California,” prepared for 

California Department of Transportation District 4 and City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Works, October 

2007. 
2
 James Rolph Papers 1911-1930,  California Historical Society, MS 1818, Box 67, Folder 4; Anthony Perles, The People’s 

Railway: The History of the Municipal Railway of San Francisco. (Glendale, California: Interurban Press, 1981), 38. 
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On a broader level, however, the two miles of rail line on Van Ness Avenue represented an even larger civic 

undertaking, as San Francisco both rebuilt itself into a modern city in the wake of the devastating earthquake and fire 

of 1906 and overcame the corruption and graft of the privately owned streetcar services.  With a city nearly destroyed 

by physical disaster, the years following the event proved a frenzy of development, innovation, and widespread 

boosterism.  In the autumn of 1911, “Sunny Jim” Rolph swept the San Francisco mayoral election with the campaign 

slogan “Forward San Francisco.”  The slogan crystallized the broad progressive momentum undergirding civic drives  

for physical development, social reform, and major infrastructural projects including water systems, bridges, tunnels, 

and momentous civic construction.  Foremost in this array of improvements were the white palaces of the new Civic 

Center and City Hall, which were envisioned as a permanent embodiment of both San Francisco’s rebirth and reform 

and the City Beautiful ideals extolled by the Exposition. 

 

Thus, although the drive for municipal rail coincided with the planning of the Exposition, the motivations behind city 

sponsored rail service stemmed from a broad impulse for progressive civic reform, efficiency, and urban 

consolidation.  Prior to the city’s foray into rail service, San Francisco was served by ten private companies, with 

cable cars criss-crossing the city.  In a social and political climate steeped in Progressivism, this complicated network 

of for-profit ventures was derided as corrupt and regressive. The first Municipal Railway line was completed on 

Geary Street in 1912 to great fanfare.  A crowd of 50,000 gathered to commemorate the opening as Mayor Rolph 

proclaimed that the line was, “but the nucleus of a mighty system of streetcar lines which [would] someday 

encompass the entire city.”3 

 
The next major addition to this system was the line that ran the length of Van Ness from the Civic Center to the 

Exposition grounds.  Work began on the Van Ness Avenue alignment on April 6, 1914, and was finished in less than 

five months, with the tracks and electrical work completed by August 15.  In return for their haste, the city granted 

the contractors, Mahoney Brothers, a bonus of $15,000.4  The track was flanked by 259 trolley poles that held the 

overhead electrical power supply wires and guy wires in place.  In contrast to the Geary Street poles, which were 

basic designs of tubular steel produced by the United States Steel Products Company, the Van Ness trolley poles 

were of a more refined and ornamental aesthetic.  Reflecting the linking role the system played between the 

Exposition site and the Market Street and Civic Center area, the design conformed to the stylistic mandate of these 

major Beaux Arts developments.5  The restrained Corinthian elements, coated in a pale buff paint and contrasting 

finials  to match the color scheme of the Exposition, the otherwise utilitarian infrastructure was reflective of 

important stylistic overtones.  From the abacus adorning the finial, to the elegant cast iron base designed by Joshua 

Hendy Iron Works, the poles were emblematic of the rail line’s association with the larger general aesthetics of the 

Exposition and other Beaux Art projects in and around Market Street and the Civic Center.  Although they were 

emblematic of this stylistic milieu, however, the poles were not specifically part of the design plan for the Civic 

Center, and were markedly different in form from the light standards being developed within the Civic Center cross 

streets and plaza (historical photograph 25).  In fact, the poles along Van Ness were erected without attached 

streetlights, but by the time of the Exposition pairs of electric streetlights were hung on each trolley pole, making Van 

Ness Avenue, “the best lit thoroughfare in the city.”6  The lights were provided by the Pacific Gas and Electric 

Company and consisted of “two high-candle power tungsten lamps,” a popular and common form of incandescent 

lighting at the time (historical photographs 16 and 18 depict original lighting fixtures).7  The importance of lighting 

                            
3
 Perles, The People’s Railway, 27. 

4
 James Rolph Papers 1911-1930; Perles, The People’s Railway, 38. 

5
 “Plans Ready for Track on Market,”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 8, 1912; “Van Ness Avenue Municipal Road,”  San 

Francisco Chronicle, December 24, 1912. 
6
 “Hundreds of Lights on Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, February 20, 1915. 

7
 “Many Lights for Van Ness Avenue,”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 5, 1915. 
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mirrored the Exposition’s attention to illumination and throughout the event, the Exposition grounds were aglow in 

an array of modern lighting that was “absolutely unique and unequaled.”8 

Only three days after the official closing of the fair grounds, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to turn off 

every other one of the Van Ness trolley pole lights.  With the departure of the throngs visiting the Exposition, the 

need for the extensive lighting system along Van Ness dissipated and the Board undertook the measure as a symbol 

of civic economy.9  Simultaneously, however, the city was embarking upon ambitious lighting schemes in other parts 

of San Francisco.  The “Path of Gold” and “Golden Triangle” lighting systems were both directly inspired by the 

aesthetic and technological model provided by the Exposition.  These much-touted lighting systems featured the high 

current luminous arc lamps employed at the Exposition, lighting technology that was already in effect in other major 

cities yet new to the business districts of San Francisco.  The 1916 Path of Gold standards (San Francisco City 

Landmark #200) boasted design work by preeminent sculptor Arthur Putnam, with an intricate depiction of the 

“Winning of the West” at their base.  The 1918 Golden Triangle standards (San Francisco City Landmark #233) held 

glass fixtures of San Francisco Golden Carrarra Glass and intricate Corinthian detailing.  Funded by a mixture of 

public and private monies, these lighting systems garnered much praise both locally and from afar, with electrical 

engineer Walter D’Arcy Ryan stating that, “San Francisco has shown the country how a city’s business district 

should be illuminated to best advantage.”10   

 

Paradoxically, in order to fund these downtown lighting ventures, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors further cut 

expenditures for Van Ness lighting.  Thus, by the late 1910s, the light standards along Van Ness provided uneven 

illumination, with some lights missing, dark, or broken.11  The original ribbon of light, stretching from the Civic 

Center to the Exposition, proved fleeting as economic concerns and the secondary status of the Van Ness Avenue 

business district undermined the impetus of the Exposition aims.   

 

Fifteen years passed before any significant attention was given to the Van Ness Avenue poles and lights.  When city 

officials were preparing for the opening of the Golden Gate Bridge, Van Ness Avenue once again emerged as a 

critical transportation corridor for San Francisco. Although the avenue was originally surveyed to an enormous width 

of 125 feet, the avenue’s broad sidewalks, center trolley track, and bustling traffic flow caused congestion and traffic 

hazards that officials feared would be exacerbated by the opening of the new bridge.  Under a project funded by the 

Works Progress Administration (WPA), the traffic lanes within the existing avenue were widened by six feet by 

narrowing the sidewalks on both sides of the street.    

 

The WPA project included excavation, relocation, and re-installation of all 259 trolley poles, which proved a 

substantial undertaking that required adjacent property owners to reconfigure any existing basements that extended 

underneath the sidewalks. Contracting firm Macdonald and Kahn undertook the project and completed the work in 

March of 1937. In addition to moving the poles, the firm coated each in a wash of “concreta,” a sealant that gave the 

surface a stone-like texture.12 

                            
8
 Hallie Brignall,  The Last Great World’s Fair: San Francisco’s Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915 (San Francisco: Golden Gate 

National Parks Conservancy, 2004), 12; Frank Morton Todd,  The Story of the Exposition  (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 

1921), 342-349; Ackley, Laura Anne, “Innovations in Illumination at the Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915,” (an 

unpublished thesis submitted to University of California Berkeley, 2002.  On file at the Bancroft Library. 
9
 “Supervisors Have Economy Streak,” San Francisco Chronicle, December 7, 1915. 

10
 “San Francisco’s Path of Gold,” San Francisco Chronicle, February 26, 1925; “The Path of Gold Light Standards: Final Case 

Report Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board,” February 20, 1991, on file at San Francisco City Planning; “Golden Triangle 

Light Standards Case Report (Case No. 1999.481L),” September 6, 2001, on file at San Francisco City Planning.   
11

 “Bright Lights Will Make A Path of Gold,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 15, 1916. 
12

 Information relating to the movement of the poles is on file at the City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 

in the Van Ness Avenue correspondence file, (Municipal Railway Contract No. 173); “Street Widening Project Started,”  San 

Francisco Chronicle, September 24, 1936; “Wider Street Plans Studied,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 16, 1936.  The 
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Detail of typical trolley pole showing new bracket and light fixture added to each pole. Plans 

signed by Chief Engineer Ost, September 1936.  (Plans on file with SFPUC). 

 

Under a separate contract, the newly moved poles were adorned with new lighting 

standards, developed by the City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities 

Commission.  Manager and Chief Engineer Paul J. Ost designed the spiraling 

brackets and tear drop luminaires.  Unlike the original light fixtures, which consisted 

of modest pairs of globes projecting from the poles on metal conduit a few feet below 

the top, the new lights were hung singly from the top of the pole on brackets 

(photographs 1, 10, 20).  The bracket design alluded to the same classical imagery as 

those developed in the wake of the Exposition, but the hardware and lighting 

elements were standardized components provided by General Electric.  The lighting 

of the avenue received little of the fanfare that accompanied the Path of Gold and 

Golden Triangle light systems, with only a brief media mention of the street’s new 

lighting  on April 15, 1937.  Attended by officials of the Van Ness Avenue 

Improvement Association and the Downtown Association, the small ceremony 

reflected the relatively prosaic status of the updated light system.13   
 

The relocated poles and new light standards remained in place even as the San 

Francisco Municipal Railway underwent significant transitions in the mid-twentieth 

century.  As early as 1917, the city had ordered five motor coach buses from the 

White Motor Company, the first foray in a conversion from track based transit to 

motor coach transit that would span a number of decades.14  By the 1930s, many were 

advocating the transition from the track-based rail to trackless trolley coaches along 

Van Ness Avenue. Citing concerns over noise and overcrowding, the rail based 

system was derided by Van Ness business interests as regressive and backward.  City 

officials appeared to agree, with Mayor Angelo Rossi requesting a budget 

appropriation for the conversion in 1936.15  Although the Van Ness Avenue tracks 

remained in service for another fifteen years, the move away from rail was part of a 

wider transition toward automobile-based solutions for public transportation. As the automobile rose in popularity in 

the early twentieth century, the technological developments of the auto industry were translated to municipal 

transportation efforts.  Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, operations of the Municipal Railway were increasingly 

supplanted by motor coach service, with the trolley car increasingly seen as a curious relic.   

 

By the close of World War II, the decline in streetcar ridership was marked.  In the years that followed, nationwide 

declines in passenger ridership indicated the growing power of the automobile, as better roads and highways and 

increased auto ownership altered transportation patterns across the country.  The fall in ridership and corresponding 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

WPA project also included installation of new light standards (light poles) on the cross streets adjacent to City Hall and the new 

Opera House and War Memorial buildings.  The cross street light poles installed in 1936 were not part of the Van Ness trolley 

system and were not surveyed for this project.  
13

 “Van Ness Avenue Lamps Turned On,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 15, 1937; “City and County of San Francisco Public 

Utilities Commission Electric Power Bureau Contract. No. 19,” October 1936, on file at City and County of San Francisco Public 

Utilities Commission Van Ness Avenue correspondence file.   
14

 Perles, The People’s Railway, 89. 
15

 “Mayor Urges Railless Cars on Van Ness Avenue,”San Francisco Chronicle, May 15, 1936; “Trolley Track Removal From 

Van Ness Urged,”  San Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1936. 
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increases in municipal operating costs led to the abandonment of many lines, as service was consolidated.   To 

address the fundamental shift in transportation patterns, Mayor Roger Lapham sponsored a $20 million bond issue in  

1947, calling for the complete overhaul and modernization of the antiquated transportation system.  Between 1947 

and 1952 the Van Ness Avenue rail line, as well as the Market Street rail line and Muni’s D, E, and F lines were all 

abandoned and converted to motor coach use, with tons of trackage ripped from the center of busy urban streets 

(photograph 27).16  The removal of the Van Ness line took six months and involved the construction of a 14-foot 

concrete median where the tracks had run.  The contract was given to Charles L. Harney, and the project cost the city 

$400,000.17  Soon after the removal of the tracks, 54 red eucalyptus trees were planted in the median, with citizen 

groups and transportation planners heralding the plantings as a tribute to Van Ness’ boulevard history.18Although all 

of the trackage was removed, the 259 trolley poles remained in place to support the overhead wiring for the new fleet 

of Muni buses.  Despite the massive conversion of the entire system, the poles remained a component of the bus 

service, with a basic infrastructural role.   

 

Van Ness Avenue became an increasingly congested artery for both local traffic and through traffic on U.S. Route 

101 and the poles came to carry a wide array of signage and traffic signals (photographs 13 and 17).  The bracketed 

luminaires shared the poles with road signs, traffic signals, caution signs, and an array of tourist and directional 

material affixed to and/or bolted on the poles.  With such continued intensive use and alteration, the concrete poles 

also suffered notable deterioration, including spalling of the concrete and corrosion of both the base and brackets.  

Largely to augment the overloaded poles, Muni and other city agencies installed a number of modern metal poles into 

the system, designed to support Muni wiring and vehicular traffic signals.  Period photographs from the 1950s, 

1960s, and 1970s indicate the varying integrity of the 259 original poles.  Many missed various original elements, 

supported new additions, and stood back-to-back with modern support poles (photograph 23).19  By the mid-1980s, 

internal correspondence of the City and County of San Francisco repeatedly expressed concerns, such as: “many are 

in such deteriorated condition that they no longer can support overhead trolley wires.”  By this time, the ad-hoc 

remedy of installing metal poles immediately adjacent to the original poles was increasingly seen as unsatisfactory, as 

the insertions “added to the visual clutter of the sidewalk.”20   

 

In addition to the visual clutter, authorities worried about the cast iron bases because many were missing access doors 

or were missing bases completely and public safety required covering the exposed wiring with “sheet metal, plastic, 

and plywood.”21  Records indicate that a lack of funding and consensus over the appropriate course of action 

precluded any holistic replacement or rehabilitation of the poles and their bases until the late 1990s.  Letters on file at 

the Public Utilities Commission indicate that a bid for replacing all damaged or missing cast iron bases with 

fiberglass replicas was received from fiberglass manufacturer W.J. Whatley, Inc. on June 15, 1997.  Similarly, 

correspondence relating to the replacement of the 1936 luminaires extends from the early 1980s to the 1990s.  

                            
16

 Perles,  The People’s Railway, 175 
17

 “Van Ness Avenue Track Removal Starts Monday,”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 21, 1952. 
18

 “Van Ness Decoration,”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 11, 1953; “Dividing Strip Proposed for Van Ness,”  San Francisco 

Chronicle, March 24, 1950. 
19

 Three photographs from the San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection reflect this condition: “Heald 

College - School of Architecture at Sutter Street and Van Ness Avenue,” [graphic], 1964 Aug. 11, Photo ID Number: AAB-5719, 

Folder: S.F. Streets - Van Ness Ave - 1950-1980s; “Two unidentified people in a car at Fulton Street and Van Ness Avenue,” 

[graphic], n.d, Photo ID Number: AAB-5579, Folder: S.F. Streets-Van Ness Ave-1950-1980s; “Hippopotamus restaurant and bar, 

Pacific and Van Ness,” [graphic], 1964 Aug. 11, Photo ID Number: AAB-2685, Folder: S.F. Restaurants-Hippopotamus.  
20

 Information relating to the movement of the poles is on file at the City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 

in the Van Ness Avenue correspondence file 
21

 All information relating to the Van Ness Avenue trolley poles is on file at the City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities 

Commission in the Van Ness Avenue correspondence file.  The modern correspondence is in an undifferentiated file folder “Van 

Ness Avenue.” 
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Although the files do not indicate exactly when the cast iron bases and luminaires were replaced, field work in March 

of 2009 found that over half of the bases were fiberglass replacements for the original, and all the luminaires are 

modern replacements of the originals. 

 

 

Evaluation 

 

As discussed in the historic context, the construction history of the 259 Van Ness Avenue trolley poles dates from 

two distinct historic periods: 1914 and 1936.  For clarity, this evaluation will address potential significance in 

relation to the two periods separately.   

 

1914: Development of the Municipal Railway / Panama Pacific International Exposition 

 

The concrete shaft, decorative finial, and if it remains, the cast iron base of each pole date from 1914 and are 

associated with both the overall development of the Municipal Railway and San Francisco’s targeted infrastructural 

preparation for the Panama Pacific International Exposition (historical photographs 16 and 18 show poles with 

original 1914 light fixtures).  Within the overall context of the development of the Municipal Railway, the Van Ness 

municipal transportation corridor itself is not significant, as it was one of many such rail lines developed by the city 

and does not have individual significance within that context.  As a link between the Exposition grounds and the 

newly reconstructed City Hall and Market Street, however, the network of trolley poles reflected an aspect of the 

carefully honed design sensibility of the City Beautiful and Beaux-Arts ideals undergirding the Exposition, as well as 

the Civic Center and other public works construction of the period.  This association, as a physical link between the 

temporality of the Exposition and the permanence of Market Street and the civic construction, merits consideration 

under Criterion A (Criterion 1) because the poles are an example of the profound impact that City Beautiful design 

and social ideals had on even the most mundane of urban infrastructural construction. However, the poles have lost 

substantial integrity and no longer convey this civic association, either within the San Francisco Civic Center Historic 

District or along the length of the avenue (see “Integrity Discussion” section, below).  

 

The relatively ornate Van Ness poles, especially in comparison to the utilitarian poles in the first municipal line on 

Geary Boulevard, also reflected the elevated design mandate of the Exposition and the Beaux Art classicism of public 

works like the Civic Center and other large-scale commercial buildings along Market Street, such as the rebuilt 

Palace Hotel and the 1914 Call Building.  The trolley poles once embodied distinctive characteristics of this type and 

period of construction under Criterion C (Criterion 3), but have since lost historic integrity, both within the San 

Francisco Civic Center Historic District and along the length of the avenue.  While the overall San Francisco 

streetcar system itself was not significant in its architecture or engineering, the network of poles along Van Ness 

provided a linear architectural connection with the white palaces of the Exposition, those of city governance at the 

Civic Center, and those of commerce along Market Street.  Records indicate that the poles were designed by the 

Office of the City Engineer, who was responsible for basic construction all over the city.  As an infrastructural 

element, the poles possessed the artistic values of vaunted Beaux-Arts classicism that related the otherwise utilitarian 

streetcar line to this overarching architectural language.  Although the poles did not represent any significant 

advances in concrete construction or technology, the aesthetic language of this part of the streetcar system was a 

significant design expression.  The elevated appearance of the poles was an important statement about the status of 

urban public transport and the artistic value inherent in civic construction in a city that was newly engaged in 

municipal transportation.  The substantial loss of integrity discussed below, however, impairs the ability of these 

poles to convey this potential significance. 
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1936:Widening and WPA Lighting 

 

The second period of potential significance relates to changes to both Van Ness Avenue itself, and the trolley poles 

lining its sides, in 1936.  The traffic lanes of Van Ness were widened and the sidewalks were narrowed in 1936 as 

part of a joint municipal and WPA project conducted in preparation for increased traffic expected with the opening of 

the Golden Gate Bridge.  Construction crews not only moved the poles outward to new locations, they also removed 

the Exposition-era light fixtures (pairs of globes) and installed new light fixtures (historical photograph 20 and 

photographs 1 and 10 showing poles with 1936 light fixture).  Thus, the current light fixtures attached to the 1914 

trolley poles date from this period, and are not related to the Panama Pacific International Exposition.  Thus, as “light 

standards,” the poles relate to a Depression era WPA and Golden Gate Bridge infrastructural context that is entirely 

unrelated to the evaluation of significance for the 1914 period.  This 1936 context differs markedly from that relating 

to other San Francisco light standards, most notably the Path of Gold standards and the Golden Triangle standards, 

which were direct antecedents of both the design ethos and illumination standards of  the Panama Pacific 

International Exposition.  

 

Integrity Discussion 

 

Evaluation for eligibility for listing in the NRHP and CRHR requires that a property have both historic significance 

and historic integrity.  Although the poles may have once possessed significance under Criteria A and C, they display 

a marked loss of physical integrity that undercuts their ability to convey significance from either the 1914 or 1936 

potential periods of significance.  The deterioration, infill, and widespread replacement of major design features 

undermines nearly all aspects of integrity of the poles, as recognized by the National Register:  location, design, 

setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.  Without basic physical integrity, the poles cannot convey 

historical significance to their period of significance.   

 

The design, materials, workmanship, association, feeling, and setting of the poles was substantially degraded when  

the rails of the original streetcar system were completely removed in the early 1950s.  The 1914  rails that ran up the 

center of Van Ness Avenue were replaced by concrete medians with landscaping and trees as “Muni” adopted 

modern wheeled electric buses or trolleys (photograph 27).  While the original design of the poles is still evident 

overall, many individual poles were replaced outright with modern metal poles (photograph 2, and Map 3).  About 

13% (33 of the original 259 poles) of the poles have been replaced by metal poles and an additional 16% (46 of the 

original 259 poles) are immediately flanked by a modern metal pole installed to support MUNI wires, street lights, 

and/or signage.  This widespread replacement and installation of new metal poles adjacent to the original poles 

diminishes the integrity of the group of original poles.  As constructed, the 259 poles presented a uniform aesthetic 

that ran the length of the street (photograph 24).  This setting has been compromised by the removal of original poles 

and installation of replacement poles, leaving the pole network visually cluttered and eroding integrity of design, 

setting, feeling, and association (photograph 5).  

 

The integrity of the slender, unadorned shaft of most of the original poles has been compromised by insertions cut 

into the pole for the installation of modern traffic signals, utility conduits, and signage (photograph 13).  

Approximately 20% (52 poles), have traffic signals affixed.  About 64% (165 of the original 259 poles) have some 

sort of street signage affixed to them with bolts or metal bands.  In the same manner that the addition of modern poles 

alters the original design intent, so too do these modern physical alterations diminish the integrity of design, setting, 

feeling, and association of the group of poles.      

 

The replacement of 117 of the original cast iron bases (45%) with fiberglass replicas profoundly diminishes the 

integrity of workmanship and materials of the original poles.  The original cast iron bases bore maker’s mark  

“Joshua Hendy Iron Works S.F. CA” on the access doors.  Some of those doors were replaced by cast iron doors 
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made by “Steiger and Kerr Stove and Foundry Company S.F. CAL.”  Both the expression of workmanship, and the 

access doors themselves, are completely lacking in the fiberglass replacement bases (photographs 7, 8, 9).  Further, 

because many of these fiberglass replacements are chipped, cracked, and broken, the lightweight nature of the 

modern material is evident and differs markedly from the heavy cast iron mass of the original bases.  Although the  

bases do retain some integrity of feeling and association, much of this association is not from the historic period, but 

instead derived from replicated modern materials.  According to the National Register, the retention of feeling and 

association alone is never sufficient to support eligibility of a property for the National Register, particularly when 

much of this association and feeling is maintained by historic re-creation.22    

 

The replacement of the 1914 light fixtures with 1936 fixtures also diminishes the integrity of original design, 

materials, and workmanship within the Panama Pacific context.  Neither the 1936 brackets, nor the 1936 pendant 

luminaires constitute changes to the poles that have gained significance in their own right.  The brackets and 

luminaires, while pleasant, did not have a specific important role within the context of local WPA projects, the larger 

Golden Gate Bridge project, or within the ongoing construction of the adjacent Civic Center or other public works in 

this part of San Francisco. The poles do not convey a significant relationship to important events or broad patterns in 

local, state, or national history (Criteria A and 1).  Viewed in relation to the major undertakings of the WPA and the 

infrastructural development of the Golden Gate Bridge, the brackets and lights were a minute component of vast 

public works construction projects and do not embody significant characteristics.  Neither the 1914 or 1936 light 

standards on Van Ness Avenue matched those designed and installed within the Civic Center area, nor was the design 

of the Van Ness poles directly related to the design standards or development of other construction projects in the 

area (photographs 25 and 26).  Like the original standards, patterns for the work were drawn by a city official, in this 

case PUC Chief Engineer Paul J. Ost.  The project was one of thousands spearheaded by the WPA, and the relatively 

simple insertion of the lighting fixtures was not a significant design or engineering feat that is an important 

representative of a type, period, or method of construction, nor are they the work of a master (Criteria C and 3).  The 

insertion of the 1936 light standards in many ways replicated earlier City Beautiful designs for other lighting 

standards in the city, including the Path of Gold and Golden Triangle Standards.  The incandescent lamps were not 

advanced in design, but rather represented standard best practice seen across San Francisco and the nation.  

Incandescent luminaires of that type had been in use for decades, and were largely selected because of General 

Electric’s ubiquity and standardization.  These elements have since been removed as well. 

 

The poles are not significant under Criterion B (Criterion 2) or Criterion D (Criterion 4) under either potential period 

of significance.  The 1914 trolley poles, their 1936 alterations, and their subsequent changes and modern alterations 

do not have a direct or important association with any historically significant individuals.  Similarly, the  poles are 

not likely to yield any significant information in their physical construction technology or material.  The simple 

reinforced concrete poles were moved in 1936, and that project, along with their continued alteration ever since, are 

otherwise well documented. They are not important sources of historical information in and of themselves. 

 

With a history relating to two historic periods, the Van Ness Avenue trolley poles represent the major changes that 

have continually shaped the avenue as a transportation corridor.  The poles have long functioned as an infrastructural 

and streetscape element along Van Ness Avenue, but the poles have lost historic integrity through a series of changes 

to the poles themselves, and most importantly, to the system they once served.  (For illustrations of these changes see  

comparative photographs 16 and 17, 18 and 19, and 20 through 22, which depict conditions from the historic period 

and those of today).   The poles we see today are, in fact, an amalgam of undifferentiated modern and historic 

materials.  More than half of the poles have modern signs or traffic lights affixed to or bolted to the shaft.  

Approximately one-half of the original poles are missing their maker’s mark, access doors, and base, and instead have 

                            
22

 United States Department of the Interior, National Register Bulletin: How To Apply The National Register Criteria For 

Evaluation, 1995.  Accessed online at http://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/pdfs/nrb15.pdf, April 15, 2009. 
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a modern fiberglass replica base without doors or maker’s mark.  A number of the poles have been removed and 

replaced, and many more are flanked by, modern metal poles.  Although the poles as a group, extending from Market 

Street to North Point Street, might otherwise have potential historic significance under NRHP Criteria A and C 

(CRHR Criteria 1 and 3) from the 1914 period of significance, as resources lacking  integrity to this period they are 

not eligible for  listing in either the NRHP or the CRHR because they cannot convey their potential significance 

through physical integrity to their potential period of significance.   
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Photograph 2:  Replacement modern metal pole, Pole 67,  

southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Turk Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 3: Original pole and base, missing access door, Pole 196,  

east side of Van Ness between Jackson and Washington, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 4: Part of base missing, Pole 265, between Greenwich Street and Filbert Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 5: Electric traffic signal and MUNI signal equipment inserted and signage added to Pole 287,  
southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Chestnut Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 6: Partial base, traffic signal equipment inserted, and signage on Pole 227,  
southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Vallejo Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 7: Mark of “Joshua Hendy Iron Works, S.F., Cal.” on original base access door on Pole 298,  

southeast corner of Van Ness Avenue and Francisco Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 8: Mark of “Steiger & Kerr Stove & Foundry Co., SF CA,” on iron replacement base access door on Pole 211,  

northwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Pacific Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 9: Replacement fiberglass base without foliated details or access doors, Pole 228,  
southeast corner of Van Ness Avenue and Vallejo Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 10: Detail showing exterior wiring inserted in Pole 264, with original finial and 1936 bracket and modern luminaire, 
Van Ness Avenue between Greenwich and Filbert streets, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 11: Exterior wiring, signage, and flower baskets on Pole 41, showing gold paint on original base,  

between McAllister Street and Grove Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 12: Alterations to Pole 157, including insertion of traffic signal equipment, signage added, base removed, and  

modern metal pole installed adjacent. Located southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and California Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 13: Pole 137, alterations include insertion utility conduit and exposed wiring,  
southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Bush Street, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 14: Block between Sutter Street and Post Street, showing missing poles replaced by modern metal poles, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 15a and 15b: Example of fiberglass replacement base (this 
one with foliated detailing), no access doors, Pole 308, at the southeast 
corner of Van Ness and Bay, 4/1/2009. 
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Photograph 16: Trolley Poles with original light fixtures at Van Ness Avenue and Eddy Street, 1929 (Pole 82 at east and Pole 81 at west, 
camera facing south).  Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.  See current condition of 

Pole 82 in Photograph 17 below. 
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Photograph 17: Pole 82 with insertion of traffic signal equipment, signage added, and  
modern metal pole installed adjacent, Van Ness Avenue and Eddy Street, 4/1/2009 (shown in Photograph 16 above). 
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Photograph 18: Trolley Pole with original light fixture at Van Ness and Hayes Street, 1910s (Pole 17, camera facing south).  Photograph 
courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.  See current pole condition in Photograph 19 below. 
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Photograph 19: Pole 17, with insertion of traffic signal equipment, signage added, and installation of adjacent modern metal pole, 
Van Ness Avenue and Hayes Street, 4/1/2009 (shown in Photograph 18 above). 
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Photograph 20: Trolley Poles with 1936 light fixtures at Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell Street, as of 1943,  

(Pole 101 in foreground and Pole 98 in background at diagonal, camera facing southeast).  See current pole condition in Photograph 21 
below.  Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.   
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Photograph 21: Replacement metal pole in location of Pole 101,  
Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell Street, 4/1/2009 (shown in Photograph 20 above). 
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Photograph 22: Traffic signal equipment inserted in Pole 98, Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell Street, 4/1/2009  
(also shown in Photograph 20 above). 
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Photograph 23: Pole 127, Van Ness Avenue and Sutter Street, as of 1964.   
Traffic signal equipment has been inserted in the pole and a modern metal pole installed immediately adjacent.  

Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection. 
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Photograph 24: Van Ness Avenue looking north from Fell Street in 1935. This photo was taken just before the 1936 WPA project and 
the original pairs of lights are still in place.  The poles line the corridor with their original and uniformly uncluttered aesthetic.  

Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection. 
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Photograph 25: Original Civic Center light standards along Grove Street in 1915. Photograph courtesy of California State Archives 
(Department of Public Works, Architecture (Durkee Collection), State Buildings, San Francisco, Photo F 3253: 242B (27)). 
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Photograph 26: Another iteration of Civic Center light standards, in 1945.  
Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection. 
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Photograph 27: Track removal on Van Ness Avenue at Vallejo Street in 1952.  Note contrasting color of finials and brackets.   

Also, the result of the WPA street widening (sidewalk narrowing) project is still visible in different color of pavement along sidewalks.  
Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection. 
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Attachment 1, Page 1



Original Pole Removed. Replaced with Metal Pole:
Good Integrity, Original Features Largely Intact:
Missing Cast Iron Base with Maker's Mark,

Replaced with Fiberglass Replica:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage Affixed to Pole:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage and Missing Cast Iron Base:
Tubular Metal Pole Flanks Original Pole: Attachment 1, Page 2



Original Pole Removed. Replaced with Metal Pole:
Good Integrity, Original Features Largely Intact:
Missing Cast Iron Base with Maker's Mark,

Replaced with Fiberglass Replica:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage Affixed to Pole:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage and Missing Cast Iron Base:
Tubular Metal Pole Flanks Original Pole: Attachment 1, Page 3



Original Pole Removed. Replaced with Metal Pole:
Good Integrity, Original Features Largely Intact:
Missing Cast Iron Base with Maker's Mark,

Replaced with Fiberglass Replica:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage Affixed to Pole:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage and Missing Cast Iron Base:
Tubular Metal Pole Flanks Original Pole: Attachment 1, Page 4



Original Pole Removed. Replaced with Metal Pole:
Good Integrity, Original Features Largely Intact:
Missing Cast Iron Base with Maker's Mark,

Replaced with Fiberglass Replica:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage Affixed to Pole:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage and Missing Cast Iron Base:
Tubular Metal Pole Flanks Original Pole:

Attachment 1, Page 5



Original Pole Removed. Replaced with Metal Pole:
Good Integrity, Original Features Largely Intact:
Missing Cast Iron Base with Maker's Mark,

Replaced with Fiberglass Replica:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage Affixed to Pole:
Traffic Light / Heavy Signage and Missing Cast Iron Base:
Tubular Metal Pole Flanks Original Pole:

Attachment 1, Page 6
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P1.  Other Identifier: San Francisco Civic Center National Historic Landmark District 

*P2 e. Other Locational Data:  Vicinity of Van Ness Avenue and Market Street, San Francisco, CA (See Figure 1 on Continuation 

Sheet for full boundary)  

  
*P3a.  Description:   
 

The San Francisco Civic Center was listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) on October 10, 1978.  

Subsequently, the Civic Center was designated as a National Historic Landmark District (NHLD) on February 27, 1987.  

Since this designation, the district was designated as a San Francisco City Landmark District on December 23, 1994 (the 

boundaries of the NRHP District, NHLD and the San Francisco City District are different, see Figure 1 on Continuation 

Sheet).  Several contributors to the District also have individual landmark status.  The San Francisco City Hall building was 

listed as San Francisco City Landmark No. 21 on March 9, 1969.  In addition, the War Memorial was listed as San Francisco 

City Landmark No. 84 on January 9, 1977.  Also, the Birthplace of the United Nations/War Memorial Complex is California 

Historical Landmark No. 964 (May 13, 1985). 

 

The 1978 NRHP Historic District Nomination and 1987 National Historic Landmark Nomination forms are attached to this 

Update Sheet.  

 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes:  HP14-Government Building, HP12-Civic Auditorium 

 
*P8.  Recorded by:  Polly S. Allen and Meta Bunse, JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, 1490 Drew Ave, Suite 110, Davis, CA          

95618 

*P11.  Report Citation:  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources Inventory and Evaluation Report (HRIER) for 

San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
 

*B10.  Significance:   

 

This update sheet has been prepared to present information relating to several inconsistencies in the historic record that have 

arisen since its designation as an NHLD in 1987. At the time of designation, the contributing buildings were: 

 City Hall  

 Civic (Exposition) Auditorium 

 Public Library 

 State Building 

 Federal Building 

 War Memorial Opera House 

 Veterans Building 

 Department of Public Health Building 

 Civic Center Powerhouse 

The designation also identified two “notable landscape features,” the Civic Center Plaza and the Memorial Court.  The 

designation did not include any other landscape or streetscape elements as character defining features. 

 

In 2007, the District was included in the identification efforts conducted as part of studies undertaken for the Van Ness 

Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project undertaken by the San Francisco Department of Public Works (SFDPW) (included 

as an attachment to this document).
1
  The Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, as a local agency project 

                                                 
1
 Architectural Resources Group, “Historic Resources Evaluation Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, City of 

San Francisco, California,” prepared by Bridget M. Maley, prepared for Caltrans District 4 and San Francisco Department of Public 
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undertaking under Section 106, was conducted under the auspices of the Programmatic Agreement (PA) among the Federal 

Highway Administration, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the California State Historic Preservation Officer, 

and Caltrans (2004). 

 

The HRER/HPSR for the Streetscape Improvement Project did not present any new evaluations or findings of eligibility 

within the San Francisco Civic Center NHLD.  Nevertheless, the HRER/HPSR did include newly prepared descriptions of 

the landscape and streetscape features within the NHLD.  These descriptions proposed landscape and streetscape character-

defining features within the district that had not been identified or described in either the 1978 National Register Nomination 

or the 1987 NHL Nomination.  The amendment also proposed a different period of significance for the property than the 

period of significance established in the NHL designation.  Because the HRER/HPSR was completed under the PA‟s 

Standard Conditions under the Section 106 process, the report did not include evaluation analysis of these proposed 

additional elements, and has not resulted in a determination regarding the eligibility of those elements, the proposed 

amendments have not been listed as contributing elements of the Civic Center NHLD. 

 

The HRER/HPSR did not propose amendments to the 1987 NHL Nomination that is on file with the NPS, but instead 

amended the 1978 National Register Nomination.  In doing so, the proposed amendment introduced a new period of 

significance that conflicts with that established in the NHL nomination and approved by the Keeper.  The designated period 

of significance for the NHL District is 1913-1951, a period that includes both the architectural development of the Civic 

Center, as well as its pivotal role in the founding of the United Nations (UN) and the signing of peace treaties with Japan in 

the post-war period.  The 2007 continuation sheets propose a period of significance of 1912-1936, a period that spans only 

the construction of the Civic Center buildings and excludes the district‟s role in the formative days of the UN and the 

execution of early Cold War treaties.  The author mistakenly cited the 1978 National Register Nomination, referring to it as 

the NHL document: “the NHL Landmark nomination, authored in 1978, does not define a specific period of significance, yet 

lists a specific significant date as, „Civic Center Plan-1912‟.”  This confusion between the 1978 National Register 

Nomination, which did present only a 1912 period of significance, and the 1987 NHL Nomination that broadened the period 

of significance to 1913-1951, has led to conflicting information regarding the district property.  Nevertheless, the current 

recognized period of significance for the NHLD is 1913-1951. 

 

In addition to proposing a change to the period of significance, the HRER/HPSR briefly describes eleven streetscape and 

landscape elements as “character defining features” within the district:  City Hall landscape planters, City Hall entrance 

staircase, War Memorial Opera House staircase, War Memorial Veterans Building entrance, War Memorial Opera House 

landscape planters, War Memorial Veterans Building landscape planters, War Memorial Complex curb cuts, streetlights with 

baskets (trolley poles, see DPR 523 for Map Reference #2), two fire hydrants, and a single fire alarm and police telephone 

box.  Other than a brief description of each element, there is no justification for including the features and the amendment 

does not evaluate the elements using either NRHP or NHL criteria or integrity considerations.  The HRER/HPSR did not 

include evaluation analysis of these proposed character defining features, has not resulted in a determination regarding the 

eligibility of these features, and the proposed amendments have not been listed as contributing elements of the Civic Center 

NHLD.
2
   

 

Some of the elements, namely the planters, staircases, and curb cuts, appear to be part of the original construction of the 

buildings (dating between 1913 and the mid 1930s) and appear to directly relate to the historic context of the district as 

approved by the Keeper, but the other features exhibit few direct historical associations.  The streetlights/trolley poles, fire 

hydrants, fire alarm, and police telephone box are all infrastructural elements that are not associated with the district and 

                                                                                                                                                                                         
Works, March 2007; Architectural Resources Group, “Historic Property Survey Report: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement 

Project, City of San Francisco, California,” prepared for Caltrans District 4 and San Francisco Department of Public Works, October 

2007. 
2
 Architectural Resources Group, “HPSR: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project,” October 2007. 
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were designed and installed throughout other areas of the city; as such, they are not specifically or uniquely associated with 

the Civic Center area.  The fire hydrants predate the construction of the Civic Center complex and are found elsewhere along 

Van Ness Avenue and throughout the pre-earthquake parts of the city.  The fire/police call boxes were also installed city-

wide and such infrastructural elements are common outside the district, like those found along the length of Van Ness 

Avenue.  Similarly, the streetlights on Van Ness Avenue are part of a system of 259 trolley/streetlight poles all along that 

avenue and have a complex history in their role as trolley wire support poles within the 1914 development of Municipal Rail 

along that corridor.  Later, all of the Van Ness poles were altered as part of the 1936 preparations for the opening of the 

Golden Gate Bridge.  The trolley poles intersect the Civic Center NHLD between Grove and McAllister streets on each side 

of Van Ness Avenue (Photograph 1) and do not appear any of the other major streets within the district.  The design of the 

poles was not part of the Civic Center plan.  The trolley poles actually differ markedly in appearance and style from the light 

standards that were erected in the Civic Center during the historic period (Photograph 2).  The trolley poles, erected for the 

Municipal Railway, were infrastructural features that do not share the same direct historical context or associations for 

which the Civic Center is important. Although the avenue and the trolley poles passes through the Civic Center, neither it 

nor its basic streetscape features are a significant design element of the Civic Center plan.  The avenue and its street features 

are instead simply basic arterial components.  The Civic Center complex largely extends east from Van Ness Avenue, with 

its pedestrian elements and plazas concentrated along Polk Street, Larkin Street, and Hyde Street.  As the 1987 National 

Historic Landmark documentation states, the “San Francisco Civic Center is a group of monumental buildings around a 

central open space (Civic Center Plaza), and additional buildings that extend the principal axis to the east and west.”  The 

streetscape elements of Van Ness Avenue play a peripheral role in this monumental assemblage (see full evaluation, historic 

context, and photographs of the trolley poles, Map Reference #2).  

 

As part of this present study, several elements of street furniture and infrastructure were fully evaluated on DPR523 forms, 

including the Van Ness Corridor (Map Reference #1) and the trolley poles (Map Reference #2).  These other evaluations 

concluded that these resources were “not eligible” for listing in the NRHP, nor as part of the NHLD.  The other elements 

proposed as character-defining features in the 2007 HRER/HPSR were outside the study area for the Van Ness BRT project 

and may require full documentation and evaluation to be considered contributing elements of the district property. 

 

 

 
Attachments: 
 

1. 1978 San Francisco Civic Center NRHP Nomination Form 
2. 1987 San Francisco Civic Center NHL Nomination Form 
3. 2007 “HRER: Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, City of San Francisco, California” 

and NHL Continuation Sheets 
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Figure 1: Civic Center Historic District Boundaries 
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Photographs:  
 

 
 

Photograph 1: Van Ness Avenue looking north from Fell Street in 1935.  Van Ness Avenue intersects with  
the National Historic Landmark District in the block along the west side of City Hall.   

Photograph courtesy of San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection. 
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Photograph 2: Original Civic Center light standards along Grove Street near City Hall in 1915. These light 
standards have long since been removed and replaced by more than one type of light standard since the 

time of this photograph.  Photograph courtesy of California State Archives (Department of Public Works, 

Architecture (Durkee Collection), State Buildings, San Francisco, Photo F 3253: 242B (27)). 

 



Attachment 1: National Register of Historic Place Nomination Form for the San Francisco 
Civic Center Historic District, entered into the National Register October 10, 1978.  

























































































































































































Attachment 2: National Historic Landmark Nomination Form for the San Francisco Civic 
Center National Historic Landmark District, entered February 27, 1987. 













































































Attachment 3: HRER for the Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, 
September 2007. 
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Summary of Findings 
 
The Van Ness Avenue Streetscape Improvements project, designed by the San 
Francisco Department of Public Works (DPW), proposes minor landscape and 
streetscape improvements to five blocks on Van Ness Avenue between Market and 
Golden Gate Streets.  Van Ness Avenue is a Caltrans right-of-way that cuts a wide 
north-south swath through the northwest quadrant of San Francisco.  Van Ness Avenue 
first appeared on the San Francisco grid when it was platted in 1847.  
 
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) for the project was established in consultation with 
Elizabeth Krase, Caltrans Senior Environmental Planner, PQS in Architectural History, 
and Alicia L. Otani, Caltrans Principal Architectural Historian, PQS in Architectural 
History, Kris Opbroek, Project Manager, City and County of San Francisco Department 
of Public Works, and and Michael Lim, P.E., Caltrans Local Assistance Engineer on April 
11, 2006. The APE maps are located in the Attachments section at the end of this 
Historic Property Survey Report.  
 
The General APE includes the entire project footprint (Block One: Market Street to Fell 
Street, Block Two: Fell Street to Hayes Street, Block Three: Hayes Street to Grove 
Street, Block Four: Grove Street to McAllister Street, Block Five: McAllister Street to 
Golden Gate Street) as well as the entire San Francisco Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark (NHL).  The Focused APE includes only the project footprint and those Civic 
Center NHL District buildings immediately adjacent to the project area (War Memorial 
Opera House located at 301 Van Ness Avenue, War Memorial Veterans Building located 
at 401 Van Ness Avenue, and San Francisco City Hall located at 1 Dr. Carlton G. 
Goodlett Place).  The Focused APE will allow a more detailed analysis of the potential 
project effects to those Civic Center NHL buildings that could be affected by the project.  
There is no potential for effect outside of the Focused APE. 
 
Three buildings located within the Focused APE are included in the boundaries of the 
San Francisco Civic Center NHL, the San Francisco Civic Center National Register 
Historic District (CA-SFr-83H), and a City of San Francisco Historic District: the War 
Memorial Opera House located at 301 Van Ness Avenue (1932), War Memorial 
Veterans Building located at 401 Van Ness Avenue (1932), and San Francisco City Hall 
located at 1 Dr. Carlton G. Goodlett Place (1912-16).   
 
Proposed construction activities will occur in the existing public pedestrian right-of-ways.  
All work presented in the proposed project will occur above grade.  As such, the project 
will not include any ground-disturbing activities and there is no Archaeological APE, nor 
is an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) required for this project. 
 
The proposed improvements to the area of Van Ness Avenue located within the NHL are 
limited to aesthetic landscape additions and pedestrian circulation improvements that will 
not significantly alter the Civic Center’s historic material, character-defining features, or 
appearance.  The proposed improvements are compatible with the historic buildings and 
their setting and will not affect the San Francisco Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark’s location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association.  
The Van Ness Avenue improvements conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. 
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Project Description 
 
The City and County of San Francisco, Department of Public Works proposes to make 
minor improvements to the landscape and streetscape of Van Ness Avenue between 
Market Street and Golden Gate Avenue. The proposed improvements include the 
following: tree planting; raised planters with metal railings; sidewalk and curb 
reconstruction; historic streetlight refurbishment; and new medians.  The project consists 
of improvements on and to the existing sidewalk along Van Ness Avenue.  The median 
between Market Street and Fell Street will be increased in width at the northern end, 
where a former left-turn pocket is currently striped, tapering to conform to the southern 
end of the median. This left-turn pocket is no longer necessary, as Fell Street is now a 
one-way street heading east in this location.  Shrubs will be planted and associated 
irrigation system will be inserted in the new median.  Pre-cast concrete planters with a 
decorative railing will be installed on the sidewalk between the vehicular travel lanes and 
sidewalk travel area.  Trees and shrubs will be planted in the planters, and an automatic 
irrigation will be installed.  Pollarded Platanus acerifolia “Yarwood” street trees will be 
planted along Van Ness. The historic light poles will be patched and painted.  No private 
right-of-way is needed for this project; the project is entirely in the public-right-of-way.  
The project is funded by a Federal Earmark matched by local funds. 
 
One of the busiest thoroughfares in the city, Van Ness Avenue is a Caltrans right-of-way 
that cuts a wide north-south swath through the northwest quadrant of San Francisco, 
connecting Market Street to the San Francisco Bay.  Van Ness Avenue runs through the 
San Francisco Civic Center National Historic Landmark District between Grove and 
McAllister Streets.  Van Ness Avenue has served as the western boundary of downtown 
San Francisco since the boulevard’s realization in the 1850s.  Van Ness Avenue, an 
integral piece of California State Highway 101, diverts automobile and truck traffic 
through the city between the Golden Gate Bridge to the north and the Peninsula to the 
south.  For over 150 years, Van Ness Avenue has been lined with a diverse combination 
of commercial and residential buildings.  Wide pedestrian-friendly sidewalks were, and 
still are, common.  Trees and planters lining Van Ness can been seen in historical 
photographs dating to the 1870s.  The City Beautiful movement, which resulted in 
aesthetic improvements across San Francisco in the early 1900s, introduced tall, slender 
streetlights to Van Ness sidewalks in ca. 1914, and most of these historic streetlights 
remain along the avenue today.   
 
Proposed construction activities will occur in the existing public, pedestrian right-of-ways.  
All work presented in the proposed project will occur above grade and has no potential 
to impact any buried archaeological resources.  There is no Archaeological APE, nor is 
an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) required for this project. 
 
Please refer to the Attachments section at the end of this report for project plans, maps, 
and existing conditions photographs.
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Block-by-block improvements are listed below:   
 
Block One – Market Street to Fell Street: 
Improvements will consist of the following: new tree planting; installation of new raised 
planters with metal railings at sidewalks; planting and irrigation at raised planters; 
sidewalk reconstruction; and historic streetlight refurbishment.  All work will be 
performed on the sidewalk areas with the exception of an expanded center median.  The 
existing, approximately 2 to 5 foot, tapering median will be widened into an existing 
striped area.  The new median will be approximately 6 to 14.5 feet wide (tapering from 
Fell to Market Streets) and will be planted with low shrubs and irrigated.  The proposed 
median will not affect existing traffic lanes. 
 
Block Two – Fell Street to Hayes Street: 
Improvements will consist of the following: tree removal and replacement; new tree 
planting; new raised planters with metal railings at sidewalks; planting and irrigation at 
raised planters; sidewalk reconstruction; and historic streetlight refurbishment.  All work 
will be performed on the sidewalk areas. 
 
Block Three – Hayes Street to Grove Street: 
Improvements will consist of the following: new tree planting; installation of new raised 
planters with metal railings at sidewalks; planting and irrigation at raised planters; 
sidewalk reconstruction; and historic streetlight refurbishment.  All work will be 
performed on the sidewalk areas.   
 
Block Four- Grove Street to McAllister Street: 
Improvements will consist of the following: new tree planting; installation of new raised 
planters with metal railings at sidewalks (west sides); planting and irrigation at raised 
planters; historic streetlight refurbishment; and sidewalk reconstruction.  All work will be 
performed on the sidewalk areas.   
 
 
Architectural Area of Potential Effects (APE) 
 
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) for the project was established in consultation with 
Elizabeth Krase, Caltrans Senior Environmental Planner, PQS in Architectural History, 
and Alicia L. Otani, Caltrans Principal Architectural Historian, PQS in Architectural 
History, Kris Opbroek, Project Manager, City and County of San Francisco Department 
of Public Works, and and Michael Lim, P.E., Caltrans Local Assistance Engineer on April 
11, 2006. The APE maps are located in the Attachments section at the end of this 
Historic Property Survey Report.  The APE maps were signed by Michael Lim and Alicia 
Otani on August 9, 2007 and by Kris Opbroek on October 4, 2007.  
 
The general APE includes the entire project footprint (Block One: Market Street to Fell 
Street, Block Two: Fell Street to Hayes Street, Block Three: Hayes Street to Grove 
Street, Block Four: Grove Street to McAllister Street, Block Five: McAllister Street to 
Golden Gate Street) as well as the entire San Francisco Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark (NHL).  The Focused APE includes only the project footprint and those Civic 
Center NHL District buildings immediately adjacent to the project area (War Memorial 
Opera House located at 301 Van Ness Avenue, War Memorial Veterans Building located 
at 401 Van Ness Avenue, and San Francisco City Hall located at 1 Dr. Carlton G. 
Goodlett Place).  The Focused APE will allow a more detailed analysis of the potential 
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project effects to those Civic Center NHL buildings that could be affected by the project.  
There is no potential for effect outside of the Focused APE. 
 
Three buildings located within the APE are included in the boundaries of the San 
Francisco Civic Center NHL, the San Francisco Civic Center National Register Historic 
District (CA-SFr-83H), and a City of San Francisco Historic District: the War Memorial 
Opera House located at 301 Van Ness Avenue (1932), War Memorial Veterans Building 
located at 401 Van Ness Avenue (1932), and San Francisco City Hall located at 1 Dr. 
Carlton G. Goodlett Place (1912-16).   
 
Proposed construction activities will occur in the existing public pedestrian right-of-ways.  
All work presented in the proposed project will occur above grade.  As such, the project 
will not include any ground-disturbing activities and there is no Archaeological APE, nor 
is an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) required for this project.  (See Attachments I.)   
 
 
Research Methods 
 
At the request of the City and County of San Francisco DPW, Architectural Resources 
Group (ARG) staff, M. Bridget Maley and Shayne Watson, undertook this study in order 
to evaluate the potential affects on the Civic Center NHL by future landscape and 
streetscape improvements on Van Ness Avenue within the City of San Francisco in San 
Francisco County.  ARG conducted research in the following collections: the California 
Historical Society, San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the San Francisco History 
Room at San Francisco Public Library, Online Archive of California, and Jeff Tilman’s 
private photograph collection.  ARG used Sanborn Fire Insurance maps to follow 
development patterns on Van Ness Avenue between 1893 and 1950.  A chronology of 
development on Van Ness Avenue is provided as a basis for an assessment of potential 
affects to historic resources located within the project APE.  Report conclusions are 
presented in the Historic Property Survey Report, Section 8.  Project plans are provided 
in the Attachment II.   
 
Primary and secondary research was conducted at the following organizations: 
 

• California Historical Society Photography Collection 
678 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

• San Francisco Architectural Heritage 
2007 Franklin Street 
San Francisco, CA  94109 

 
• San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library, Main Branch 

100 Larkin Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 

• Internet 
http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp.  San Francisco Planning 
Department.   
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/.  Online Archive of California. 
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• ARG in-house library 

Pier 9, The Embarcadero 
San Francisco, CA  94111 

 
 
Historical Overview 
  
Van Ness Avenue Chronology 
 
A grid of San Francisco streets was platted by surveyors Jean Vioget and Jasper 
O’Farrell in the 1840s.1  Originally known as Marlette Street and only 68’9” wide, Van 
Ness Avenue first appeared on a City-chartered survey in 1847.  Soon thereafter, Van 
Ness was widened to 125’, becoming one of the widest boulevards in San Francisco.2  
By the 1860s Van Ness Avenue extended from the bustling commercial district on 
Market Street to the military installation at Black Point (now Fort Mason).3  In 1869 the 
United States Coast Survey mapped a sparsely developed Van Ness, but by the 1870s 
the boulevard was lined with a growing number of Italianate homes and eucalyptus 
trees.4   In the mid-1880s the Coast and Geodetic Survey depicted the majority of 
buildings on Van Ness concentrated near cross-streets laid with cable car lines, such as 
Fulton, McAllister, Ellis, and Geary Streets.5  Historical photographs taken in 1883 show 
wood plank sidewalks, gaslights on street corners, and trees planted in front of 
residential buildings.  By the 1890s Van Ness Avenue was a stately boulevard flanked 
by Queen Anne mansions.  Street trees, brick gutters, and a cable car line can be seen 
in historical photographs.  Mayor James D. Phelan, a dedicated proponent of municipal 
reform, advocated bond measures in the early 1900s to finance municipal works 
projects.  In 1903 San Francisco voters approved $16,000,000 in bonds to finance 
desperately needed improvements such as street paving and the first municipal railway 
(Geary Street).   
 
By 1905 Van Ness was a largely residential street.  A sampling of large buildings located 
on Van Ness Avenue at that time included: the Mechanics Library, Concordia Club, St. 
Lukes Episcopal Church, First Presbyterian Church, and St. Dunston’s Hotel.6  Historical 
photographs taken in 1905 show trees planted in front of residences, cable car tracks set 
into brick pavers, wide concrete sidewalks, gaslights on street corners, and brick gutters.  
The earthquake and fire of 1906 wreaked great destruction on Van Ness Avenue.  The 
buildings on the east side of Van Ness were dynamited in an attempt to contain the fire 
at this broad boulevard, and as a result, most of the buildings on the west side of Van 
Ness were saved.  After the earthquake, many of the remaining mansions on Van Ness 
Avenue were converted to commercial uses.  Large department stores, such as City of 
Paris and Emporium, relocated from the Market Street commercial district to Van Ness.7  

                                                 
1 “National Register of Historical Places Inventory – Nomination Form: San Francisco Civic Center.”  
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1978: 8:1. 
2 http://www.sfgenealogy.com/sf/history/hbbegb.htm 
3 San Francisco Department of City Planning.  “Van Ness Avenue: An Area Plan of the Master Plan of the 
City and County of San Francisco.”  Unpublished Department of Planning Report.  n.d. 
4 “Van Ness Avenue: An Area Plan of the Master Plan of the City and County of San Francisco.” 
5 “Van Ness Avenue: An Area Plan of the Master Plan of the City and County of San Francisco.” 
6 “Van Ness Avenue: An Area Plan of the Master Plan of the City and County of San Francisco.” 
7 “Van Ness Avenue: An Area Plan of the Master Plan of the City and County of San Francisco.” 
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A historical photograph taken in 1907 shows manicured planting strips set into the 
sidewalks directly in front of City of Paris.   
 
On the central blocks of the boulevard, between Grove and McAllister Streets, the City of 
San Francisco reserved ground for the future site of San Francisco City Hall, for which 
the design was awarded to the prominent architectural firm of Bakewell and Brown in 
1912.  Historical photographs taken at that time show planting strips located in the wide 
sidewalks paralleling Van Ness Avenue and trees planted equidistantly apart in sidewalk 
planters near the future site of City Hall.  In 1913 the City of San Francisco donated the 
block bounded by Fell and Hayes Street (the west side of Block Two of the project area) 
to the Board of Education.  That same year the High School of Commerce building (now 
the San Francisco Unified School District building at 135 Van Ness) was moved from its 
location on Grove Street to Van Ness Avenue.8   
 
The upscale shopping district on Van Ness Avenue, which included the City of Paris and 
Emporium, was short lived.  The revitalization of the Market Street commercial corridor 
drew businesses away from Van Ness.  The sudden vacuum allowed the growing 
automobile industry to move to Van Ness, and by 1915 Sanborn Fire Insurance maps 
illustrated a large number of automobile and motorcycle showrooms and repair shops 
constructed between small commercial shops and hotels.  In preparation for the 1915 
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, and as part of the City Beautiful movement that 
resulted in aesthetic improvements across the City, new electric light fixtures appeared 
on Van Ness Streets in c. 1914, most of which still exist today.  Historical photographs 
show that these poles also held the wires for the municipal transit system.  San 
Francisco City Hall was completed in 1916; the west façade of City Hall faced Van Ness 
Avenue between Grove and McAllister Streets.   
 
In the 1920s large, elaborate automobile showrooms dominated Van Ness Avenue.  
Historical photographs show empty lots between Grove and McAllister Streets on the 
west side of Van Ness Avenue (future home of the War Memorial complex, purchased 
and cleared by the City in 1922), wide sidewalks, and, for the first time, automobiles 
parked along the sides of the street.  In 1926 the west side of Van Ness between Fell 
and Hayes Street was cleared and developed into the High School of Commerce Athletic 
Field (which remained on this lot through 1952).  In the late 1920s the west side of Van 
Ness, between Fell and Grove Streets, was lined with trees in sidewalk planters.     
 
Construction of the War Memorial Opera House and Veterans Building was completed in 
1932.  Historical photographs show loading areas cut into the sidewalks in front of each 
building and awnings extending from the buildings’ facades to the sidewalk cuts.  The 
25’ wide sidewalks in front of the War Memorial complex have never been landscaped.  
In 1936 the War Memorial Court, a landscaped area between the War Memorial 
buildings on what was once Fulton Street, was constructed according to landscape 
architect Thomas Church’s design. 

 
By the 1960s historical photographs show a concrete median on Van Ness Avenue at 
Market Street and a planter median on the block between Grove and McAllister Streets. 
In the 1980s Davies Symphony Hall was constructed on the west side of Van Ness  
between Hayes and Grove Streets, which was home to the High School of Commerce 
                                                 
8 Draper, Joan Elaine.  “The San Francisco Civic Center: Architecture, Planning, and Politics.”  Diss.  
University of California, Berkeley, 1979. 
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Athletic Field.      
 
 
Block-by-Block Chronology of Development  
(from Sanborn Fire Insurance maps and historical photographs) 

 
Block One: Market Street to Fell Street 
 
1900 
 
The east side of Van Ness was dominated by a large “feed and sale” yard that spanned 
two-thirds of the block.   
 
1915  
 
This block was divided by Oak Street and Hickory Avenue (now Hickory Street).  A large 
Masonic temple (constructed in 1911) was located at 11-35 Van Ness on the east side of 
Van Ness at the southern end of the block near Market Street.  A small undertaking 
building was located across Hickory Avenue at 41 Van Ness and was the only other 
building on a largely undeveloped lot.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps.  
The east side of the block was filled with the White Garage Building, a two-story building 
that housed an automobile-sales room, motorcycle showroom, a motorcycle-repair shop, 
a print shop, and a restaurant.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps. 
 
1950 
 
The configuration of both sides of Van Ness remained the same on this block, except for 
an automobile-sales building located at 69 Van Ness to the north and east of the 
undertaking building.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps. 
 
2006 
 
The west side of this block is divided by Oak Street to the south and Hickory Street to 
the north.  The median is constructed of concrete and is not planted.  The west side of 
the street is dominated by the Masonic Temple located in the middle of the block, a 
three-story commercial building at the corner Van Ness Avenue at Market Street, and a 
parking lot at the corner of Van Ness Avenue and Fell Street.  Three historic streetlights 
(c. 1914) are located on the west side of the block.  The sidewalks are wide and scored 
in a decorative diamond pattern between Hickory and Fell Streets.  Street trees are set 
into square planters.  The east side of this block is filled with a five-story, commercial 
building.  Three historic streetlights and three historic fire hydrants (one dating from the 
1880s and two dating from 1909) are located on this side of the block.  The wide 
sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ squares.  Street trees are set into square 
planters. 
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Block Two: Fell Street to Hayes Street 
 
1900 
 
This block was bisected wholly by Linden Avenue on the west side of Van Ness and 
bisected partially by Linden Avenue on the east side of Van Ness.  The west side of the 
block was developed sparsely with a commercial building on the corner and three 
residential buildings sited haphazardly on the parcels to the north.  Sidewalks were not 
drawn on Sanborn maps.  The east side of the block was also developed only sparsely.  
The southern half was an open lot with a small shed used for “old lumber storage.”  The 
northern side of the lot did not contain any buildings that fronted Van Ness. 
 
1915 
 
The west side of this block was vacant except for a new public library that faced Franklin 
Avenue located on the northwest corner of the lot.  Linden Avenue no longer appeared 
on Sanborn maps at this block.  On the east side of Van Ness, automobile repair shops 
and showrooms dominated the block.  Linden Avenue still partially bisected the block.  
Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps. 
 
1950 
 
The west side of the block was dominated by the High School of Commerce Academic 
building (constructed in 1927).  A ten-foot wide sidewalk, decorated with patterned brick 
inlay at the main (central) entrance, separated the school from Van Ness Avenue.  The 
east side of the block, bisected by Linden Avenue, contained a used car dealership, a 
carburetor service shop, and the California State Automobile Association Office building. 
 
2006 
 
The median on this block of Van Ness Avenue is constructed of concrete and is not 
planted.  The San Francisco School District building fills the entire block on the west side 
of the street.  Wide planter boxes filled with mature bushes and trees line the façade of 
the building at both sides of the main (central) entrance.  Two historic streetlights and an 
early fire alarm box are located on the west side of the block.  The wide sidewalk is 
concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ squares; a decorative, patterned brick inlay 
distinguishes the sidewalk at the main entrance to the building.  Street trees are set into 
square planters with metal grates.  The east side of the block contains two large, 
commercial buildings.  Two historic streetlights and one fire hydrant (1909) are located 
on the east side of the block.  The wide sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ 
squares.  Street trees are set into square planters. 
 
     
Block Three: Hayes Street to Grove Street     
 
1893 
 
St. Ignatius College was located on the west side of this block; the main entrance faced 
Hayes Street.  The four-story Priests’ House and Theatre buildings faced Van Ness 
Avenue.  A twenty-foot wide sidewalk separated the St. Ignatius buildings from Van 
Ness.  Sanborn maps are not available for the east side of the block. 
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1900 
 
Two St. Ignatius College buildings were located on the west side of the block and faced 
Van Ness Avenue: a dormitory on the south side of the lot and a classroom building to 
the north (the former Theatre building).  The east side of the block contained two-story, 
single-family, residential buildings, flats, and a few commercial buildings, including a 
bicycle shop on the corner of Van Ness and Grove.  Ten-foot wide sidewalks fronted half 
of the buildings on the east side of the block.  Ivy Avenue divided the block.    
 
1915 
 
The Van Ness Theater was located on the west of the block from 1907 to 1910.  By 
1915 the west side of the block was empty.  The east side of the block was filled by a 
large automobile showroom at the corner of Van Ness and Hayes Street, a motorcycle 
showroom at Van Ness and Ivy Avenue, and two large commercial buildings at Van 
Ness and Grove Street.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps. 
 
1950 
 
From 1924 to 1952 the High School of Commerce Athletic Field and Grand Stand filled 
the west side of the block.  The east side of the block, still bisected by Ivy Avenue, 
contained a large apartment building and commercial buildings, including an automobile 
showroom and repair shops.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps. 
 
2006 
 
The median on this block is constructed of concrete pavers laid in a brick pattern; the 
southern half of the median is planted with mature street trees and low bushes.  The 
west side of the street is dominated by Davies Symphony Hall.  The Hall’s façade that 
faces Van Ness is accented by circular, granite planters filled with mature trees and 
bushes.  Three historic streetlights are located on the west side of this block; the bases 
of the streetlights are painted gold.  The wide sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 
3’ squares.  Street trees are set into circular planters.  The east side of Van Ness is 
bisected by Lech Walesa Street (formerly Ivy Avenue).  Two small commercial buildings 
are located to the south of Lech Walesa and three small commercial buildings fill the 
block to the north.  Four historic streetlights and one fire hydrant (1909) are located on 
the east side of the block.  The wide sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ 
squares.  Street trees are set into square planters. 
 
  
Block Four: Grove Street to McAllister Street 
 
1893 
 
This block was originally two blocks separated by Fulton Street.  The block was bisected 
partially by Birch Avenue between Grove and Fulton Streets, and bisected wholly by Ash 
Avenue between Fulton and McAllister Streets. The west side of the block contained two 
and three-story, residential buildings with shared walls and bay windows.  The lot was 
developed densely with the exception of a single residence centered on the parcel 
located between Birch Street and Fulton Street.  Residences were separated from Van 
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Ness Avenue by a sidewalk approximately fifteen-feet wide.  The east side of the street 
contained two, three, and four-story, residential buildings of similar proportion to those 
located on the west side of the street.  Sidewalks on the east side of Van Ness ranged 
from ten to fifteen feet in width.    
 
1900 
 
The west side of the block contained the Maybelle Family Hotel at Van Ness and Grove 
Street, two and three-story, single-family, residential buildings, an empty parcel, a 
drugstore at Fulton Street, a large, commercial building between Fulton Street and Ash 
Avenue, and a row of two-story, residential buildings between Ash Avenue and 
McAllister Street.  Wide sidewalks fronted the residential buildings while commercial 
buildings’ storefronts generally abutted Van Ness.  The east side of the block contained 
two-story, residential buildings with the exception of a three-story, commercial building 
on the corner of Van Ness and McAllister Street.  Sidewalks between residential 
buildings and Van Ness were ten-feet wide. 
 
1915 
 
The southern parcel on the west side of the block contained large, commercial buildings, 
including a paint shop, an automobile showroom, and a machine shop.  The parcels 
between Fulton and McAllister Streets contained the Hotel St. James, an automobile 
showroom, a restaurant, and other commercial buildings.  Sidewalks did not appear on 
the west side of this block on Sanborn maps.  The east side of the street shows a large 
swath of land that incorporated both blocks.  The map reads: “Buildings of the Civic 
Center to be located on these blocks.” 
 
1950 
 
The War Memorial Complex was complete and filled the entire west side of the block.  A 
twenty-five foot wide sidewalk separated the buildings from Van Ness.  Memorial Court, 
a garden located between the War Memorial buildings, filled the width of Fulton Street.  
City Hall filled the east side of the block.  The building was separated from Van Ness 
Avenue by a wide sidewalk.   
 
2006 
 
The median on this block of Van Ness Avenue is constructed of concrete brick pavers; a 
planter area filled with mature street trees and low bushes fills the northern portion of the 
median.  A metal fence, painted blue and gold, extends south to north through the 
middle of the median planter.  Located on the west side of Van Ness Avenue, the War 
Memorial Opera House and Veterans Memorial Building flank a central landscaped 
court, the War Memorial Court designed by landscape architect Thomas Church, in the 
location of what was originally Fulton Street.  Wide, raised planters demarcated by low, 
granite walls buffer the facades of both buildings from the sidewalk.  The planters are 
filled with grass and mature trees.  A wide, granite staircase and granite ADA ramps 
front the War Memorial Opera House.  The Veterans Building’s entrance is highlighted 
by strips of red and white granite that run parallel to the building’s facade.  Eight historic 
streetlights line the west side of the block; the bases of the streetlights are painted gold 
and hanging flower baskets are attached to the tops of the streetlights.  A historic (pre-
1930s) fire alarm box stands in the middle of the block where Fulton Street once 
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intersected Van Ness Avenue.  A historic fire hydrant (1909) is located on the northwest 
corner of the block.  The concrete sidewalk is scored with diamond and square patterns.  
Wide curb cutouts are located in the sidewalk directly in front of the Opera House and 
Veterans Building; elements of the War Memorial Complex’s original design, the cutouts 
were used for passenger loading and unloading and accented by awnings that extended 
from the buildings’ entrances to the curb at Van Ness Avenue. 
 
The east side of the block is dominated by San Francisco City Hall.  City Hall is set back 
from Van Ness Avenue approximately twenty-five feet.  The building’s main entrance is 
set behind a wide, granite staircase.  Wide, raised planters demarcated by low, granite 
walls buffer the façade of City Hall from the sidewalk.  The planters are filled with grass 
and two rows of pollarded sycamores that run parallel to Civic Center on either side of 
the entrance staircase.  A granite ADA ramp extends north from the City Hall staircase 
for approximately fifty feet and then turns west and extends approximately ten feet to the 
sidewalk.  Eight historic streetlights are located on the east side of the block and hanging 
flower baskets are attached to the tops of the streetlights.  A historic fire hydrant (1909) 
stands in the middle of the block where Fulton Street once intersected Van Ness 
Avenue.  The concrete sidewalk is scored with 3’ x 3’ square patterns.          
 
 
Block Five: McAllister Street to Golden Gate Street 
 
1893 
 
Locust Avenue bisected this block.  The west side of the block was developed with wide, 
two-story dwellings with shared walls and bay windows.  Sidewalks approximately 
twenty-feet wide spanned the distance between residences and Van Ness Avenue.  The 
east side of the block contained a single two-story dwelling on the south side of the block 
and a row of one-story dwellings on the north side.  The sidewalk on the east side of Van 
Ness Avenue was slightly narrower than the sidewalk to the west.    
 
1900 
 
This block maintained its 1893 configuration with the exception of a stable that filled in 
the rest of the southern portion of the block on the east side of Van Ness Avenue. 
 
1915 
 
Locust Avenue was renamed Redwood Avenue by this time.  Both sides of the block 
were destroyed by the earthquake and fire of 1906.  The new development reflected the 
growing automobile industry.  The west side of the block contained a large, three-story 
automobile repair shop and several smaller automobile supply shops.  The east side of 
the block contained a large, two-story automobile showroom with a repair shop on the 
second story.  On the south side of the block was an empty lot.  Sidewalks were not 
drawn on Sanborn maps.  
 
1950 
 
The west side of the block contained a one-story automobile sales shop, the six-story 
California Building, which contained a law school, a single-story electric supply shop, 
and a two-story automobile sales shop at the north end.  The east side of the block was 
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filled with narrow storefronts, a three-story building dedicated to “State Offices,” and an 
automobile sales room at the north end.  Sidewalks were not drawn on Sanborn maps.  
 
2006 
 
The median on this block is constructed of scored concrete and concrete pavers laid into 
a brick pattern; the median is planted with mature street trees and low bushes.  The west 
side of the street is dominated by a State of California building.  The building’s main 
entrance is set behind a wide, granite staircase.  Granite planters filled with mature trees 
and bushes line the building’s façade.  Four historic streetlights are located on the west 
side of this block.  The wide sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ squares.  Street 
trees are set into circular planters with metal grates.  The east side of the street is 
bisected by Redwood Avenue.  A large, commercial and residential building is located to 
the south of Redwood Avenue and a large commercial building fills the parcel to the 
north of Redwood.  Four historic streetlights and one fire hydrant (1909) are located on 
the east side of the block.  The wide sidewalk is concrete and scored with 3’ x 3’ 
squares.  Street trees are set into square planters. 
 
 
Field Methods 
 
M. Bridget Maley and Shayne Watson (ARG survey team) made a site visit to the project 
area on May 9, 2006 and July 27, 2006.  The ARG survey team conducted a pedestrian 
survey, photographed all property facades and features within the General APE, and 
took field notes.     
 
 
Preparers’ Qualifications 
 
M. Bridget Maley has a Master of Arts degree in Architectural History from the University 
of Virginia.  Ms. Maley is the Director of Planning at ARG, serving as a Project Manager 
for historic resource surveys, Section 106 review, CEQA review, historic structure 
reports, preservation plans, historic preservation ordinances, and documentation 
projects.  She has managed projects throughout the West, including work in Hawaii and 
Alaska.  San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom appointed Ms. Maley to the Landmarks 
Preservation Advisory Board in 2004 and she is a member of the Board of Directors of 
the Society of Architectural Historians.  Ms. Maley meets the Secretary of the Interior's 
Historic Preservation Professional Qualifications Standards in Architectural History and 
History. 
 
Shayne E. Watson has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Art History from the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, and completed the University of Southern California, 
Fundamentals of Historic Preservation professional training seminar in July 2006.  Ms. 
Watson has over four years of professional experience in historical resources survey 
and inventory work, historic structure reports, single-site historic property research and 
documentation, Historic American Building Surveys, National Register Nominations, and 
project support on seismic-strengthening projects in California.  Ms. Watson meets the 
Secretary of the Interior's Historic Preservation Professional Qualifications Standards in 
Architectural History. 
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Conclusion 
 
Three buildings located within the Focused APE are included in the boundaries of the 
San Francisco Civic Center NHL, the San Francisco Civic Center National Register 
Historic District (CA-SFr-83H), and a City of San Francisco Historic District: the War 
Memorial Opera House located at 301 Van Ness Avenue (1932), War Memorial 
Veterans Building located at 401 Van Ness Avenue (1932), and San Francisco City Hall 
located at 1 Dr. Carlton G. Goodlett Place (1912-16).  No properties were exempt from 
review. 
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History of Van Ness Avenue (within the San Francisco Civic Center National Historic Landmark district) 
 
This National Historic Landmark (NHL) amendment focuses on the historic streetscape and landscape 
characteristics along Van Ness Avenue as it intersects the NHL boundary.  Two blocks of Van Ness Avenue, 
between Grove and McAllister Streets, are located within the boundaries of the San Francisco Civic Center 
NHL district.  Originally known as Marlette Street and only 68’9” wide, Van Ness Avenue first appeared on a 
San Francisco City-chartered survey in 1847.  Van Ness was eventually widened to 125’, becoming one of the 
broadest and stateliest boulevards in San Francisco, stretching from the bustling commercial district on Market 
Street to the San Francisco Bay.1  Historical photographs dating to as early as 1883 indicate that, for over a 
century, Van Ness Avenue has been lined with wide sidewalks, elaborate streetlights, landscape planters, and 
street trees. 
 
The two-block strip of Van Ness that falls within the boundaries of the NHL was home to mostly residential 
buildings and a few small commercial buildings through the early 1900s.  Sidewalks between buildings and 
Van Ness Avenue spanned average widths of ten to twenty feet.  The earthquake and fire of 1906 wreaked 
great destruction on Van Ness Avenue.  Many of the buildings on the east side of Van Ness were dynamited in 
an attempt to contain the fire at this broad boulevard, and as a result most of the buildings on the west side of 
Van Ness were saved.  Sanborn Fire Insurance maps show that most buildings on Van Ness between Grove 
and McAllister Streets were rebuilt by 1915.  The revitalization of the Market Street commercial corridor in c. 
1910 drew businesses away from Van Ness.  The sudden vacuum allowed the growing automobile industry to 
move onto Van Ness Avenue, and by 1915 Sanborn Fire Insurance maps illustrated a large number of 
automobile and motorcycle showrooms and repair shops constructed between small commercial shops and 
hotels along Van Ness Avenue.   
 
As early as 1906, the City began to prepare the east side of Van Ness between Grove and McAllister Streets 
for the future site of San Francisco City Hall, constructed in 1912-16.  The perimeter of City Hall is softened by 
an expanse of wide, landscaped planters that have buffered the building from the Van Ness thoroughfare for 
nearly a century.  Construction of the War Memorial Opera House and Veterans Building was completed in 
1932.  Historical photographs show loading areas cut into the sidewalks in front of each building and awnings 
extending from the buildings’ facades to the sidewalk cuts.  The twenty-five-foot-wide sidewalks in front of the 
War Memorial Complex have never been landscaped.  In 1936 the War Memorial Court, a landscaped area 
between the War Memorial buildings on what was once Fulton Street, was constructed according to landscape 
architect Thomas Church’s design.  A planted median in the middle of Van Ness Avenue appeared in historical 
photographs c. 1960. 
 
 
Period of Significance 
 
The National Historic Landmark nomination, authored in 1978, does not define a specific period of significance, 
yet lists a specific significant date as, “Civic Center Plan – 1912.”2  For the purposes of this report, and in order 
to determine streetscape and landscape character-defining features along Van Ness Avenue, the San 
Francisco Civic Center NHL period of significance is 1912, when Civic Center designs were first realized, 
through 1936, the year the War Memorial Court, designed by landscape architect Thomas Church, was 
completed. 

                     
1 “The Beginnings of San Francisco, Appendix B: The Streets of San Francisco.”  San Francisco History.   
http://www.sfgenealogy.com/sf/history/hbbegb.htm (July 2006). 
2 “National Register of Historical Places Inventory – Nomination Form: San Francisco Civic Center.”  United States Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, 1978: 8:1.  
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Landscape and Streetscape Character-Defining Features along Van Ness Avenue within the 
boundaries of the National Historic Landmark District. 
 
City Hall Landscape Planters             
 
First appearing in Bakewell & Brown’s competition drawings in 1912, the landscape planters ring the perimeter 
of City Hall.  The four corners of the planters are chamfered, a landscape design feature that echoes the 
chamfered corners of City Hall and the surrounding sidewalks.  Part of the original City Hall design, the 
chamfered sidewalk corners have since been modified to comply with ADA codes.  The planters are 
demarcated with low, white, granite walls, approximately one-foot tall by one-foot wide.  Historical photographs 
dating from the 1920s through the 1960s show the planters landscaped with grass, a low hedge at the base of 
City Hall, one tree at each outside corner of the planters, and two trees flanking the main entrance staircase.  
The pollarded sycamores, which line the planters today, were added after 1960. 

 
 
City Hall Entrance Staircase 
 
The City Hall entrance staircase at the Van Ness Avenue facade is comprised of twelve white, granite steps, 
the widest of which is at sidewalk level while the rest narrow progressively up to the entrance doors.  Two tall, 
blocky, rectangular elements, constructed of white granite, flank the stairs to the north and south; these 
elements project perpendicularly from the Civic Center facade.  Two tall, highly ornamental lanterns are set on 
top of these granite elements.     
 
 
War Memorial Opera House Entrance Staircase 
 
The Opera House entrance staircase is comprised of thirteen white, granite steps.  Two tall, blocky, 
rectangular elements, constructed of white granite, flank the stairs to the north and south; these elements 
project perpendicularly from the Civic Center facade.   
 
 
War Memorial Veterans Building Entrance 
 
The Veterans Building lobby is located at street level and does not have a staircase.  An entrance walk 
constructed of strips of red and white granite, which run parallel to the building’s façade, highlights the 
entrance.  The Veterans Building entrance is flanked by two low, blocky, rectangular elements, constructed of 
white granite, which project perpendicularly from the building’s facade.  The colored granite entrance walk is 
approximately thirty-five-feet wide by fifteen-feet deep.     
 
 
War Memorial Opera House Landscape Planters 
 
The landscape planters are located at the corners of the building’s main (Van Ness-facing) facade.  The 
planters are irregular in plan and approximately fifteen-feet wide and twelve-feet deep.  The corners of the 
planters are chamfered, a landscape design feature that echoes a vocabulary used in the corners of the War 
Memorial Complex buildings and City Hall.  The planters are demarcated with low, white, granite walls, 
approximately one-foot tall by one-foot wide.  Historical photographs dating from 1932 through the 1960s show 
the planters landscaped with grass, a low hedge at the base of the Opera House, and a few trees.  The 
pollarded sycamores, which line the planters today, were added after 1960. 
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War Memorial Veterans Building Landscape Planters 
 
The landscape planters are located at the corners of the building’s main (Van Ness-facing) facade.  The 
planters are irregular in plan and approximately fifteen-feet wide by twelve-feet deep.  The corners of the 
planters are chamfered, a landscape design feature that echoes a vocabulary used in the corners of the War 
Memorial Complex buildings and City Hall.  The planters are demarcated with low, white, granite walls, 
approximately one-foot tall by one-foot wide.  Historical photographs dating from 1932 through the 1960s show 
the planters landscaped with grass, a low hedge at the base of the Veterans Building, and a few trees.  The 
pollarded sycamores, which line the planters today, were added after 1960. 
 
 
War Memorial Complex Curb Cuts 
 
Historical photographs dating to the early 1930s show cuts in the sidewalks directly in front of the entrances to 
the War Memorial Opera House and Veterans Building.  Historically, these sidewalk cuts allowed vehicles 
traveling southbound on Van Ness Avenue to pull over and drop off or pick up passengers going to and 
coming from the War Memorial Complex buildings.  Historical photographs show awnings extending from the 
buildings’ facades to the sidewalk cuts. 
 
 
Streetlights with Baskets 
  
There are sixteen historic streetlights on Van Ness Avenue within the NHL boundary between Grove and 
McAllister Streets.  The streetlights date to approximately 1914 and are connected to the development of the 
Civic Center and the City Beautiful Movement.  The streetlights are approximately twenty-feet tall and 
constructed of a faceted iron base and a slender, tapered, concrete shaft.  A tear-drop lantern is hung from an 
iron, curly-cue bracket.  Within the last ten years, hanging flower baskets were attached to the streetlights 
halfway up the shaft.  The bases of the streetlights are stamped with the manufacturer’s name: “JOSHUA 
HENDY IRON WKS SF CAL.”   
 
 
Fire Hydrants 
 
Two historic 1909 fire hydrants exist within the NHL boundary.  One hydrant (1909) is located on the northwest 
corner of the street, and the other hydrant (also 1909) is located in front of City Hall near the middle of the 
block.  Both hydrants are denoted on Sanborn maps.  The hydrants are short and painted white with a blue 
cap.  The hydrants are stamped with the following letters: “1900, S.F., A.W.S.”   
 
 
Fire Alarm and Police Telephone Box 
 
A historic fire alarm and police telephone box stands on the west side of the block where Fulton Street once 
intersected Van Ness Avenue within the NHL Boundary.  The alarm is constructed of metal and consists of a 
round shaft and two metal boxes, one halfway up the shaft and one at the top of the shaft.  The box midway up 
the shaft is stamped with the following letters: “DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY, SAN FRANCISCO.”  The 
box at the top contains two compartments with two doors that face north and south.  The door that faces north 
is stamped with the following letters: “POLICE TELEPHONE, DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICITY.”  The door 
that faces south is stamped with the following letters: “FIRE ALARM, PULL HOOK DOWN ONCE.”  The fire 
alarm box is painted red, blue, and gold.  A fire alarm box appears in this fire alarm box’s location in a historic 
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photograph dating to 1936, however it was not the same alarm box.  A fire alarm box is denoted in this location 
on the 1950 Sanborn map.  It is unclear when the existing fire alarm box was moved from another location to 
its current location.  San Francisco’s fire alarm and police telegraph system was designed in 1863 and by 1864 
the City had contracted with a Boston company that laid thirty-seven miles of wire and installed fire alarm 
boxes on sidewalks.3  The San Francisco Department of Electricity maintained control of the City’s fire alarm 
system in 1900.  By the turn of the century, San Francisco was outfitted with 303 fire boxes and 200 police call 
boxes.4    
 

                     
3 O’Brien, John Joseph.  “Electric Circuits – The Guardians of Life and Property: A History and Discussion of the Fire Alarm System 
in San Francisco.”  The Virtual Museum of the City of San Francisco.  http://www.sfmuseum.org/hist10/cfaspaper.html (July 2006). 
4 O’Brien, John Joseph. 
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Existing Conditions Photographs 
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Block 1: Market Street to Fell Street
Sidewalk view, west side of Van Ness Avenue, facing south.

Block 1: Market Street to Fell Street
Sidewalk view, east side of Van Ness Avenue, facing south.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Blocks 1-5
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Block 2: Fell Street to Hayes Street
Sidewalk view, west side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Block 2: Fell Street to Hayes Street
Sidewalk view, east side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Blocks 1-5
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Block 3: Hayes Street to Grove Street
Sidewalk view, west side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Block 3: Hayes Street to Grove Street
Sidewalk view, east side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Blocks 1-5
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Block 4: Grove Street to McAllister Street
Sidewalk view, west side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Block 4: Grove Street to McAllister Street
Sidewalk view, east side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Blocks 1-5
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Block 5: McAllister Street to Golden Gate Street
Sidewalk view, west side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Block 5: McAllister Street to Golden Gate Street
Median view, middle of Van Ness Avenue, facing south.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Blocks 1-5
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City Hall Landscape Planters, east side of Van Ness Avenue, fac-
ing north.

City Hall Entrance Staircase, east side of Van Ness Avenue, fac-
ing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Character-Defi ning Features
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SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC CENTER 
  
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service  National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

War Memorial Opera House Entrance Staircase, west side of Van 
Ness Avenue, facing north.

War Memorial Veterans Building Entrance, west side of Van Ness 
Avenue, facing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Character-Defi ning Features
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SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC CENTER 
  
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service  National Register of Historic Places Registration Form

War Memorial Opera House Landscape Planters, west side of Van 
Ness Avenue, facing northwest.

War Memorial Veterans Building Landscape Planters, west side of 
Van Ness Avenue, facing northwest.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Character-Defi ning Features
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SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC CENTER 
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War Memorial Complex Curb Cuts, west side of Van Ness 
Avenue, facing north.

Streetlights and Fire Alarm and Police Telephone Box, west 
side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Character-Defi ning Features
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Fire Hydrants, east side of Van Ness Avenue, facing north-
west.

Existing Conditions Photographs -- Character-Defi ning Features
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#   
CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial   
Page 1 of  2  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  Map Reference #4 
 
*Recorded by:  Polly S. Allen *Date:  March, 2009  Continuation     ⌧ Update 
 

DPR 523L (1/95)                                                                                                         *Required Information 

P1.  Other Identifier:  11-35 Van Ness Avenue (Masonic Temple) 
 
 

*P3a.  Description: 

 
11-35 Van Ness Avenue stands between Oak and Hickory Street in the southern portion of the Architectural APE.  
The building was completed in 1913 and designed by Bliss and Faville.  Clad in granite, marble, and terra cotta, 
the building is rectangular in form and solid in its massing.  With an Italian Gothic design interspersed with 
Romanesque arches and a prominent machicolated cornice, the building is a design amalgamation of various 
historic periods, a design intent that is a common feature of the Masonic Temple.  The building is no longer 
houses the Masons, and much of the Masonic ornamentation was removed in an early 1980s rehabilitation.  
Additionally, the street level portions of the building have been altered by successive commercial insertions.   
 

 

*P11.  Report Citation:  (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”) JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic 
Resources Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van 
Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
 
*B10.  Significance: 
 

The building owners applied for a federal tax credit when they remodeled the building for office use in the early 
1980s; however, the application was denied because the project included the addition of another floor and did not 
meet Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.  Nevertheless, the State 
Historic Preservation Officer concluded that the building still retained enough integrity to convey its significance 
under Criterion C, as the work of master architects Bliss and Faville.  The building does not appear to have direct 
associations with people who have made significant contributions to local, state, or national history (Criterion B).  
In rare instances, building themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies (Criterion D); however, this property is otherwise documented and does not appear to be 
a principal source of important information in this regard.  
 
This building has been previously inventoried, evaluated and determined eligible for listing in the National 
Register; however, the evaluation forms are not on file at the Northwest Information Center, nor the Office of 
Historic Preservation.  This update form was prepared to present the current information on the building as we 
continue to search for copies of the previous documentation.  The building has also been recorded as part of 
various previous surveys, including a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “A,” the highest importance in their rating system.  The building 
is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a significant building. It has been 
recorded as part of several downtown surveys, most recently on a Primary Record prepared by Anne Bloomfield 
in 1997.  Currently, the building is a Category I (Significant) Building, part of San Francisco’s local inventory of 
historic resources.  The building was been field checked as part of the current project and its exterior does not 
changed since the previous recordation in 1997.   
 
 

*B14.  Evaluator: Meta Bunse and Polly Allen 
                       JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
                       1490 Drew Avenue, Suite 110 
                       Davis, CA  95618      
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#   
CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial   
Page 2 of  2  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  Map Reference #4 
 
*Recorded by:  Polly S. Allen *Date:  March, 2009  Continuation     ⌧ Update 
 

DPR 523L (1/95)                                                                                                         *Required Information 

Photographs:      
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photograph 1.  11-35 Van Ness Avenue,  
facing northwest at Van Ness Avenue and Market Street, 3/10/2009. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  7   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #5 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 30 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  30 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94102  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0835-004 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
30 Van Ness Avenue is a reinforced concrete five-story commercial building located on the northeast corner of 
Market Street and Van Ness Avenue.  The building is polygonal in plan, with the southern elevation angled to follow 
the line of Market Street and a narrow chamfered elevation at the southwest corner.  All elevations excepting the 
eastern are exposed, with the eastern directly abutting a neighboring building on Market Street.  The three exposed 
elevations are clad in dark stone veneer panels on the first level, interspersed with retail entry insertions consisting of 
aluminum framing and glass (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP7 (3+ Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  30 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northeast 
from Market Street, 3/8/09. 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1908, with major addition and 
renovation in 1964 (San Francisco 
Building Permits) 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
City and County of San Francisco 
25 Van Ness Avenue, #40 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March, 2009 

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



 
State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 7                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                        *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #5 
B1. Historic Name: White Garage 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales and servicing B4.  Present Use:  office and retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  corporate modern 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1908.  In 
1964 an additional three stories were added and the building was extensively altered in both the interior and exterior 
for office use.  Alterations included metal panel sheathing, new panel window incisions, and new storefronts.  
Subsequent storefront alterations in 1973 and 1982 further altered the original construction (Source: San Francisco 
Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  George Adrian Applegarth and Kenneth Macdonald, Jr.   b.  Builder:  Unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a                    Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

Although 30 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 2006 reconnaissance level survey, the building was 
not evaluated for historical significance.  After revisiting the building and conducting extensive historical research, 
this intensive survey and evaluation finds that 30 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, 
“Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local 
designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 
527, June 7, 2000) (see continuation sheet). 
 (Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 

 

 

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 
 
 
 
 
 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

 
 
 
 

DPR 523L (1/95)  *Required information 
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DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Several aluminum-framed awnings project from the first level and large projecting letters are affixed to the building 
advertising each tenant.  The upper four stories are sheathed in a metal-panel curtain wall, with regularly placed tinted 
glazed window insertions.  The fenestration is regular, with a grid-like International Style aesthetic reflecting both 
horizontal and vertical massing.  Vertically oriented stacks of three-light windows are separated by aluminum glazing 
bars spanning the full height of the building, contrasting with the largely horizontal orientation of the glass and metal 
curtain wall panels.  The roof is flat, with no cornice.  Some mechanical equipment projecting from the roof is visible 
from the ground.  The building was built in 1908 as an automotive garage and was radically altered in the mid-
twentieth century by the addition of several stories, the application of the curtain wall, and a reconfiguration of 
virtually all fenestration.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Although the building was designed by prominent San Francisco architect George Adrian Applegarth and was one of 
the earliest and entrants to San Francisco’s Auto Row, massive mid-twentieth century vertical additions and 
substantial alterations have undercut any potential significance under the NRHP and CRHR criteria.   
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1908, 30 Van Ness Avenue was one of the earliest major automobile related facilities built along Van 
Ness Avenue.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a 
largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial avenue that was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, 
manufacturing, and repair.  With the space afforded by the devastation of the disaster, the nascent auto industry and its 
array of support sectors found an ideal home along Van Ness Avenue. Close to the urban core, yet endowed with 
more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest 
Auto Rows.  Initially appearing in the vicinity of Market Street, scores of auto related businesses steadily traveled 
north, flanking the broad avenue from Market to the San Francisco Bay.   
 
The building was commissioned by The White Company and designed by architects George Adrian Applegarth and 
Kenneth Macdonald, Jr.  Period photographs and building plans demonstrate that the building was originally two 
stories and built of reinforced concrete.  With a stripped-down Neoclassical aesthetic reflective of both the architects’ 
Beaux-Arts inclinations and the functional mandate of the fledgling automobile industry, the building was a 
prominent gateway fixture that bound the emerging automobile industry of Van Ness Avenue to the established 
commercial hegemony of Market Street.  Sanborn Fire Insurance maps from 1913 indicate that the Market Street side 
featured a central automobile showroom, with smaller partitioned areas housing a wide array of services located along 
the remainder of the building.  Including a tin shop, fabric printing area, motorcycle repair facility, painting area, and 
wallpapering alcove, the strikingly diverse program of the building indicates the substantial challenge of accounting 
for form and function for the relatively untested automobile market.  Combining salesroom grandeur with the more 
prosaic requirements of mechanical repair and development, the building was highly integrated; a basic pattern that 
would continue to remain a vital design feature in development along Auto Row.   



State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#   
CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial   
Page 4   of  7  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)  Map Reference #5 
 
*Recorded by:  Polly S. Allen *Date:  March 2009 ⌧ Continuation       Update 
 

DPR 523L (1/95)  *Required information 

B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
At the time of the showroom’s construction, The White Company produced the White Steamer at its main 
manufacturing plant in Cleveland, Ohio.  This steam driven car proved widely popular in California and the media 
frequently covered new makes and models of the car at the White Sales Rooms in San Francisco and Los Angeles.  In 
the ten years of assembly, the car’s engine advanced from twenty to thirty to forty horsepower.  Ventures from San 
Francisco to Los Angeles, climbs in Tahoe, and a local race, the Nineteenth Avenue Hill Climb, routinely 
demonstrated the prowess of the White Steamer.1 
 
The popularity of the White Steamer, and other steam driven cars such as the Stanley Steamer and the Doble Detroit, 
faded with the ascendancy of electric and gasoline driven autos and the transformational assembly line tactics 
perfected by Henry Ford in the early 1910s.  Although the White Company remained in operation, they shifted their 
emphasis from steam to gasoline and from automobiles to their more durable counterparts, trucks.  Into the 1920s the 
company advertised their Van Ness showroom, boasting that, “every good truck does the work of eight horses;” 
however, building permits suggest that by 1923 the White Company had vacated their showroom at 30 Van Ness 
Avenue.”2 
 
Throughout the 1920s to the mid-1960s, the building was occupied by an array of tenants, with the majority unrelated 
to the auto industry.  In 1923 the original storefront was reconfigured to accommodate new commercial usage, the 
first in a series of major alterations culminating in the 1964 addition of three stories and an International Style glass 
curtain wall overseen by civil engineer August E. Waegemann.  After the White Company vacated the building, it was 
never again devoted to a singular purpose, but instead housed diverse businesses with distinct programmatic needs 
and high turnover.  A sampling of the tenants include Devonshire Hills, an ice cream parlor and gift shop in the 
1920s; the Speedometer Service Company in the 1930s; the United States Air Force in the 1950s; and a Gene 
Comptons Cafeteria in the 1960s.  Throughout this period of tenant turnover, the ground floor was generally devoted 
to commercial retail while the second story was filled with office functions.  Beginning in the 1950s, major interior 
alterations and partition work served to modernize the building for continued office use, however by 1964 the owners, 
the Herbst Brothers, opted to add a three-story vertical addition to the building and install a glass and metal curtain 
wall to impart a more modern aesthetic.  Portions of the original building were demolished and what remained was 
entirely sheathed in the new exterior.  Subsequently, 1980s storefront alterations have even further eroded the 
integrity of the building.   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a prominent showroom of one of the earliest of the major competitors in the early auto industry, 30 Van Ness 
Avenue has a direct association with the foundational development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, and by extension 
the modern American car industry.  Furthermore, the building’s architectural form originally represented an 
experimental architectural expression arising from the modern mandate of a nascent auto industry and the Beaux-Arts 
Classicism of the time.  These associations, however, under  NRHP Criterion A and Criterion C and CRHR Criterion 
1 and 3, have been entirely undermined by  massive mid-century additions and alterations to the building. 30 Van 
Ness Avenue does not convey its potential significance under either criterion.  Because the fenestration, massing, and 
function of the building have so widely departed from its original form, the building cannot convey its relationship to 
the broad themes of development of both the auto industry as a whole and Van Ness’ Auto Row (Criterion A or 1).   

                            
1 “Official Figures Show Big Increase in Number of Automobiles,”  San Francisco Chronicle, May 18, 1912. 
2 “White Truck Exhibit,”  San Francisco Chronicle, March 9, 1911.   
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DPR 523L (1/95)  *Required information 

B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Similarly, because the massing, fenestration, and architectural treatment of the building as designed by George Adrian 
Applegarth and Kenneth Macdonald, Jr. has been entirely dismantled, 30 Van Ness Avenue does not convey 
significance related to distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction.  Further, the building 
cannot be viewed as an important representation of either’s work, as it bears no visible trace of the original form 
(Criterion C or 3).   
 
The building does not meet the criteria for listing in the NRHP or CRHR  under Criteria B or D (2 or 4).  The building 
is not associated with any significant individual.  As one of many showrooms for the White Company, the building 
related to the general theme of auto development rather than any specific individual (Criterion B or 2).  While in rare 
instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction materials or 
technologies, this type of commercial property is otherwise well documented and does not appear to be a principal 
source of information in this regard (Criterion D or 4).  Both as an early twentieth century reinforced concrete 
classically oriented construction and a mid-century modern curtain wall rehabilitation, the building fails to meet this 
criterion.   
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 30 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 30 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 4: 30 Van Ness storefront detail, camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 

 
 
 





DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 

State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  3S 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  13   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #6 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 799 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  799 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94102  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0743-001 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
799 Van Ness Avenue is a reinforced concrete, two-story commercial building located on the southwest corner of Van 
Ness and Eddy Street.  Located on a gentle grade, the building has a basement which projects above the ground level 
as the hill slopes to the south.  Constructed in 1917 for use as an automobile painting and repair room and enlarged in 
1926, the building reflects a simple Neoclassical style elegantly translated to the utilitarian requirements of housing 
auto maintenance and sales (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 story commercial building) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  799 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1916, with 1925 addition (San 
Francisco Department of 
Buildings) 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Tanaka Family 
Iwamura Audrey 
28 Addison Street 
San Francisco, CA 94131-2621 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
                                                                                                                                                        Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 13                                    *NRHP Status Code 3S 
                                                        *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #6 
B1. Historic Name: various 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto painting, servicing, and sales B4.  Present Use:  vacant 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Commercial Neoclassical 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The first story of the building was constructed  
in 1916.  In 1925, the second story was added.  In 1943, the entrances were widened, a mezzanine floor was added, 
and several internal partition were erected to convert the building from a garage to an auto sales room.  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Willis Polk Company   b.  Builder:  Barrett & Hilp 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  Architectural development of Auto Row Area:  San Francisco  
Period of Significance:  1925    Property Type:  Commercial   Applicable Criteria:  A (1) and C (3)    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

799 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “B” (major importance) in their rating system.  The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a significant building. 
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco History Center; Online Archive of 
California; Clarke, Trust and Power (2007); McShane, Down the Asphalt 
Path (1994); Rae, The American Automobile (1965); Ling America and the 
Automobile (1990); American Architect; Architect and Engineer. 

 
 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 

 
*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 
 
 

 
 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The building is rectangular in plan, with chamfered elevation at the northeast and southeast corners (photographs 1 
and 2).  The southeast corner frames a garage bay filled by two hinged metal doors at the street level and the northeast 
corner frames the customer entryway.  The massing of the building is very regular, with seven identical bays on the 
primary elevation fronting Van Ness Avenue, a single bay on the chamfered southeast corner, and eight of the same 
bays on both the northern and southern elevation.  The western elevation directly abuts the neighboring building on 
Eddy Street.  Two levels of large, steel-frame casement windows dominate each exposed bay, with an additional level 
of windows continuing to the above-ground portions of the basement.  The second-story windows are in a five-by-five 
fixed configuration, with a small operable sash in the upper portion of the window.  The first-story windows alternate 
between a five-by-six fixed configuration and a fifteen-over-one fixed configuration, with the same small operable 
window.  One first-story bay on the northern elevation fronting Eddy Street has a sliding aluminum frame glass 
insertion.  The basement level is of the same basic configuration as the upper-stories, with increasingly large steel-
frame casement windows reflecting the slope of the hill.   
 
On the first and second levels, each window bay is separated by a pair of simple pilasters with a flared horizontally 
banded capital and base.  The basement level bays are separated by vertically stacked scored concrete.  A simple 
horizontally banded stringcourse separates the three levels and a paneled parapet rises above the second story.   
 
The primary customer entryway is located at the northeast corner of the building, and reflects an understated 
Neoclassical treatment indicative of the entry’s elevated status in the hierarchical order of the building (photograph 3).  
Accessed by a semi-circular concrete stair, the recessed entry consists of tall steel double doors flanked by a simple 
banded architrave and crowned by a pediment and a two-by-five window.  The doors each have five small fixed 
window panels.  Two pilasters similar to those separating the window bays flank the doorway.   
 
In addition to the garage bay at the southeastern corner of the building, two additional garage bays appear on the 
northern Eddy Street elevation.  The garage doors are modern corrugated metal rolling with single personnel door 
insertions.  While the placement of the door openings of some kind is most likely part of the original configuration of 
the building, the doors themselves are replacements to the original and have resulted in widening of the openings and 
partial removal of pilasters (photograph 4). 
 
Currently vacant, the building retains a very high degree of physical integrity, with the sole alteration being the single 
aluminum frame insertion and new garage doors. 
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 799 Van Ness Avenue appears eligible for individual listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and local 
designation under Criterion A (Criterion 1) for its local significance in the physical and social development of San 
Francisco’s Auto Row and under Criterion C (Criterion 3), as a locally significant architectural representative of 
urban automobile related development.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, 
“Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local 
designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 
527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has also been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and appears to be a historical resource for 
the purposes of CEQA. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
Originally constructed as a one-story garage in 1916, 799 Van Ness Avenue reflects the meteoric rise of San 
Francisco’s Auto Row in the early years of the twentieth century.  The building was one of many automobile related 
facilities built in San Francisco between 1908 and the late 1930s, as rampant market growth in the automobile 
industry produced a strikingly dense and diverse urban building stock that centered upon Van Ness Avenue.  This 
commercial development required an array of buildings, from grand showrooms to humble garages, however the 
hierarchical diversity was bound by a singular association with the promotion of the automobile.  Accommodating the 
particular marketing and social mandates of the fledgling industry, the buildings of Auto Row reflected the work of an 
eclectic array of both prominent and obscure architects, some steeped in the Beaux-Arts Classicism of the nineteenth 
century and some at the vanguard of twentieth century industrial design.  The buildings of the Row cogently 
expressed the constantly evolving aesthetic and social role of the automobile in America, with 799 Van Ness Avenue 
as an intriguing exemplar.  Unlike the high-profile showrooms along the avenue, such as the Don Lee Building or the 
Paige Auto Building, the architectural grandeur of 799 Van Ness Avenue belied the relatively prosaic function of the 
establishment.  As a common garage and auto painting facility, the building’s elevated architectural treatment was an 
emphatic affirmation of both the preeminence of the automobile in early twentieth century America and the critical 
role of advanced architectural expression in the early development of America’s automobile industry. 
 
The opportunity for the intensive development of Van Ness Avenue as an Auto Row largely arose from the 
destruction of the 1906 earthquake and fire.  Following the disaster, the avenue transformed from a largely residential 
thoroughfare to a mixed and rapidly developing commercial corridor.  Although much of the southern reaches of the 
avenue lay in ruins following the four day inferno, in comparison to the ravaged Market Street corridor Van Ness 
emerged relatively intact.  Much of the western side of the avenue and the upper portion of the thoroughfare near 
present-day Fort Mason and the Aquatic Park remained untouched by the fire, as the road’s wide expanse had served 
as one of the city’s primary fire breaks.  In the months following the earthquake,  the area was the center of a 
speculative boom, as businesses sought temporary quarters within easy reach of downtown and commercial interests 
sought profits from a frenzy of leasing activity.1  
 
Between 1906 and 1909, a large number of residents and business decamped for the undamaged stretches of Van Ness 
Avenue.  Along with Fillmore Street to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier commercial and 
economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the San Francisco 
Chronicle noted that Van Ness was, “now a livelier avenue than ever before in its history,” and extolled the rapid 
construction of numerous temporary buildings and requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  Even at this early 
date, a slew of the city’s preeminent commercial establishments were opening doors on Van Ness, including the 
famed Emporium department store, as well as City of Paris, and the White House.2  Rather than erecting new quarters, 
many of the stores occupied abandoned mansions, with the City of Paris filling the Hobart Mansion, a commodious 
Queen Anne located on the prominent corner of Van Ness and Washington Street.  

                            
1 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
2 “Retailers Leasing on Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 6, 1906. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Despite the widespread rapidity of redevelopment, the emergence of Van Ness Avenue as a central economic and 
social hub was short-lived.  Much of the commercial development along the avenue was considered a temporary 
expedient, and as conditions in the traditional business and retail core of the city improved, many businesses flooded 
back to newly constructed or repaired quarters.3  The illustrious City of Paris, with its silk finery and French wines, 
departed from the Hobart mansion in 1909, returning to its repaired Union Square Beaux Arts building.  The local 
press commented on the exodus, noting that “although for a time it was believed the retail district would remain 
permanently in the Western Addition,” the force of the “Downtown Movement” proved too great.4  In several short 
years, therefore, the identity of Van Ness Avenue was dramatically uprooted again, leaving the broad avenue in flux.  
“What Van Ness may become in the future can probably not be imagined,” wrote the San Francisco Chronicle in 
1909, echoing a widespread sentiment, “it has been deserted by retail trade and will not regain any of it in the near 
future.”5 
 
Despite this dour prognosis, while the avenue was being abandoned by traditional residential and commercial 
interests, it increasingly came to be defined by a burgeoning sector in both the economy and psyche of America: the 
automobile.  The nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors including sales, repair, and parts manufacturing 
found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness. Close to the urban core and 
flanking the city’s broadest avenue, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van 
Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest and most diverse Auto Rows.  The industry first appeared in 
the vicinity of Market Street, but scores of auto related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking the broad Van 
Ness Avenue from Market to the San Francisco Bay. By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company 
Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.   
 
Emerging as a captivating modern marvel in the close of the nineteenth century, the automobile quickly became a 
potent symbol of the democratizing capability of industrial development in the twentieth century.  In its earliest years, 
auto excursions were the domain of only the most privileged; monarchs in Europe or American leaders such as  
Theodore Roosevelt, but by the second decade of the twentieth century, cotton farmers in the San Joaquin Valley were 
driving the machines across their fields.  In 1900, the San Francisco Chronicle noted with pride that there were, “fully 
fifty of the machines in and about the city,” and just eleven years later, the city was awash in automobiles, with an 
official count conducted along Van Ness Avenue documenting the passage of nearly 2500 cars over the course of only 
several hours.6  The rampant growth in automobile use in San Francisco mirrored trends across the country.  Although 
only one percent of the population owned a car in 1910, by 1930 the number had grown to a full sixty percent, with 
cities like San Francisco acting as critical sales outlets for trade in the west.  Along with New York, Philadelphia, and 
Los Angeles, San Francisco proved one of the most prominent distribution centers for the growing auto industry.7 
 
With California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state 
proved a ready market for the increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-
western industrial belt.  The exponentially growing consumer market was accompanied by an equally explosive rise in 
the number of automobile manufacturing, sales, and service operations. 

                            
3 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
4 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
5 “The Future of Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, April 30, 1909. 
6 “Outlook for the Autos,”San Francisco Chronicle, July 7, 1900. 
7 Sally H. Clarke. Trust and Power: Consumers, the Modern Corporation, and the Making of the United States Automobile 
Market (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
A list compiled by the American Automobile Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 1900 onward more 
than 3000 makes of cars and trucks were produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By the close of World 
War I many had shuttered, and by the 1930s most were gone, pushed out of a maturing industry increasingly defined 
by consolidation and mass production.8  As an early Auto Row, Van Ness Avenue housed hundreds of these firms 
throughout the 1910s and 1920s, with Hudsons and Hupmobiles, Cole Aeros and Cadillacs filling glassy showrooms.  
As a burgeoning sales corridor, the avenue became a nexus between the productive capacities of the automotive 
industry and the American consumer.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto 
industry, and the array of buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the automobile’s central role in the 
city, state, and nation.9  
 
This evolution was remarkably rapid.  Although Auto Row developed in the wake of the 1906 upheaval, the city’s 
first automobile club had already moved to Van Ness Avenue and Golden Gate Avenue in 1900, converting the city’s 
oldest library, the Mercantile Library, into an auto showroom.  The press noted that the “ancient and modern tomes 
and the bookworms will make way for the new fangled vehicle as meekly as the horses are expected to disappear from 
the stables.”10  This forecast proved prescient, and within several years Van Ness was home to a remarkably 
diversified array of auto salesrooms, repair shops, and assembly rooms.  Initially, many of the shops and display 
rooms were housed in small wood frame buildings, however as the clout of the industry grew, and the importance of 
branding escalated in a competitive market, larger auto palaces quickly sprung up along the avenue.   
 
Throughout the 1910s, 1920s, and to a lesser degree the 1930s, large corner lots along the avenue were developed as 
automobile showrooms and smaller frontages in between were filled with modest repair shops and used car sales 
facilities.  Undeveloped lots doubled as open air car lots, with bright banners and signs.  At the eastern corner of Van 
Ness and Market Street, the White Garage boasted an auto show room, supplied auto and motorcycle parts, and 
offered repairs.   The intersection of Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell was an anchor for the district, with the Weeks 
and Day designed Don Lee Building on the northeast corner; the Earl C. Anthony Packard Showroom, designed by 
Bernard Maybeck in 1926, on the northwest corner; and a 1937 Art Moderne Chevrolet showroom designed by John 
E. Dinwiddie filling the southwest corner.  At the southwest corner of Sacramento Street and Van Ness, the Paige 
Motor Car Company housed Max Arnold’s “high grade automobiles,” with the building doubling in size to 
accommodate increased business in 1924.  Numerous other auto shops lined the street, specializing in everything from 
upholstery to wood working for the ornate fleet of new autos flooding the growing California market.  As the wares 
within the showrooms evolved, so too did the architectural styling of their surrounds and the Van Ness corridor 
became defined by the breakneck commercial developments of the industry.  The three decades were characterized by 
remarkably different architectural forms, from simple brick garages to classical pilasters and sweeping Art Moderne 
curves.  Beginning in the 1920s, bright neon signs filled the streetscape, with rooftop billboards and bright signs 
framing the buildings.   

                            
8 John B. Rae, The American Automobile (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1965) 18. 
9 Peter J. Ling, America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change.  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
10 “To Shelter Automobiles,” San Francisco Chronicle, October 31, 1900. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
With the mass market for cars only newly established and shrouded in a still-vibrant modern allure, this industry 
radiated an aura of excitement and grandeur that has largely faded today.  In the 1920s, celebrations such as “Open 
Roads Week,” drew thousands to Van Ness Avenue, drawn by festivities marking “the call of the open road.”  The 
Nash dealer filled his showroom at Van Ness Avenue and California Street with hundreds of pine and redwood trees 
brought from Mendocino County, transforming it into a rustic campsite with trails and tents.  At the Willys Overland 
Pacific Company, a miner cooking flapjacks over a fire “lent a touch of reality,” to the auto affair.11  This breed of 
theatrical showmanship reflected the immense cultural importance that the automobile had attained in only two 
decades.  Far more than a simple mode of transport, the car had come to represent a host of modern aspirations and 
cultural desires.  This “epitome of possessions,” had a profound impact upon development both in the Bay area and 
the state and country as a whole.12  As the “open roads” celebrated by the early industry ceded to dense networks of 
automotive-based settlement, the auto became central in conceptions of twentieth century life.  Throughout this 
transition, the buildings on Van Ness Avenue became a veritable stage-set for the advancement of the automobile.   
 
Within this larger context, 799 Van Ness Avenue played an important representative role.  Prior to the 1906 
earthquake, the prominent lot was occupied by a large residence owned by the politically prominent William T. 
Wallace.13  The grand French Second Empire building filled much of the lot, and reflected the illustrious residential 
nature of the avenue.  Before his death in 1909, Wallace served as both Chief Justice on the Supreme Court of 
California (1872-1879) and California’s Attorney General (1856-1858).  Upon his death, the property remained in the 
hands of the Wallace Estate Company, which held a number of valuable properties around San Francisco.  Although it 
is not clear whether or not the Wallace residence survived the 1906 earthquake and fire intact, Van Ness Avenue was 
the fire line in the vicinity of Eddy Street, and by 1913 the building was gone with scattered small commercial 
buildings remaining.14 
 
In November of 1916, the Wallace Estate Company announced their intention of erecting a speculative two-story 
automobile building at the Van Ness Avenue site.  As conceived, the building was to be two stories, and of reinforced 
concrete with a pressed brick exterior.  Designed for garage purposes, with an auto livery on the first level and office 
and supply stores on the second, the relatively mundane function of the building did not preclude the selection of one 
of San Francisco’s preeminent architects, Willis Polk.   Polk was one of San Francisco’s most influential architects in 
the years following the 1906 disaster, and he had a profound impact upon the architectural expression of  the city, 
initially with his work under D.H. Burnham and subsequently as principal of Willis Polk and Company.  The design 
of the Wallace Estate Company garage followed closely on the triumph of his role as supervising architect for the 
1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition, a veritable showcase for refined, yet fanciful, classical design.15  
Viewed within the lens of this architectural language, the spartan classical ornamentation and clean aesthetic of the 
garage is striking in its architectural pretension.  More a temple than a garage, the building was a monument to both 
Polk’s considerable talent and the growing importance of auto related architecture.16   

                            
11 “Open Road Week Draws Crowd To Row,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 26, 1921. 
12 Henri Lefebvre introduced the conception of the “epitome of possessions,” in his seminal work Everyday Life in the Modern 
World.  The conception is also referenced in: Clay McShane, Down The Asphalt Path: The Automobile and the American City.  
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994) 126-148. 
13 “Automobile Building For Wallace Estate,” San Francisco Chronicle, November 4, 1916. 
14 “Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of San Francisco, California, 1913,” (New York: Sanborn Ferris Fire Map Company), Volume 
3. 
15 “Passing of Willis Polk, Architect and Master Builder,”  The Architect and Engineer, Volume 78, Number 3, September 1924, 
108-109. 
16 “Building for the American Auto Painting Company,” The Architect and Engineer, Volume 50, Number 1, October 1917, 28, 
accessed online at http://books.google.com, April 25, 2009. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
It remains unclear why only a single level of the two story building was erected in 1916.  The portion that was 
completed, however, was immediately occupied by the American Auto Painting Company.  By 1923, a portion of the 
building was also filled by the PJ Kelly Garage.  The second story was not added to the building until 1926.  Although 
Willis Polk had passed away in 1924, the Willis Polk Company completed the 1926 commission, which consisted of 
the addition of an identical second level with large industrial windows and skylights.  Advertising photographs from 
1917 indicate that the 1916 construction provided the aesthetic and functional model, with the second story a basic 
duplicate. 17   
 
At the time of the 1926 addition, the building remained in use as an auto painting facility, however by the 1930s BH 
Rogers Company moved into the space and operated it as an auto sales room.  Throughout the remainder of the 
twentieth century, the building remained in use by auto interests.  Building permits indicate that the building was 
occupied by an array of prominent concerns along the row, including Gilmore Motor Cars, Pacific Motor Sales, Ellis 
Brooks, and Kasumi Inc. Honda.  In use alternately for sales, storage, and repair, the general program of the building, 
with prominent industrial windows and an open floor plan, allowed for remarkable longevity as an urban auto related 
resource.   
 
Evaluation 
 
Within the historic context of the early physical and social development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, 799 Van Ness 
Avenue is a significant representative of the important cultural impact that the development of the auto industry had 
on San Francisco and appears eligible for listing under Criteria A and 1.  Erected in the 1910s and expanded in the 
1920s; the building was one of the most prominent of the early Auto Row, and expressed the increasing economic 
importance of the industry for the city as well as the increasingly vaunted social status of the automobile.  Filling a 
prime lot once occupied by some of the most illustrious denizens of San Francisco, the development indicated the 
rapid transition of Van Ness Avenue into a major Auto Row.  This transition was part of a larger national movement, 
as the automobile gained in popularity across the country and profoundly altered the state of modern American life.   
 
While the status of the initial auto related tenants of 799 Van Ness Avenue paled in comparison to the prominence of 
other franchises developing along Van Ness Avenue, the seemingly mundane operations of the Wallace Estate 
Company garage are in large part indicative of the building’s overall significance.  In contrast to franchise 
showrooms, service facilities such as 799 Van Ness Avenue generally filled lesser structures, most of which were 
nothing more than single story garages on narrow lots.  This hierarchical treatment reflected the basic marketing 
precepts of the automobile industry.   As the central point of contact between the customer and the manufacturer, 
purpose-built auto showrooms had a mandate for style.  In many senses, showrooms had to both functionally 
accommodate and, equally importantly, sell the car.  Architectural publications in the 1910s and 1920s routinely 
expressed this multi-faceted importance of the showroom, citing the need for a balance between modern functionality 
and architectural cohesiveness.  A 1918 article in The American Architect encapsulates both the insecurities and 
opportunities inherent in showroom design, stating that “the design of small automobile sales buildings [was] a matter 
of increasing importance requiring special features.”18  This critical attention resulted in a host of architectural 
expressions, from Beaux Arts classicism to exotic Orientalism, and, later, exuberant Moderne curves.  Almost always, 
however, this often elaborate architectural treatment, was relegated to showrooms associated with the all-important 
point of sale. 

                            
17 “Building for the American Auto Painting Company,” The Architect and Engineer. 
18 “An Automobile Sales Building,”  The American Architect, Volume CXIV, Number 2228, September 4, 1918, (301-302). 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Thus, the architectural expression of 799 Van Ness Avenue was a significant stylistic anomaly.  Occupying a prime 
lot at the valuable southern edge of Auto Row, designed by one of the city’s preeminent architectural figures, and 
representative of the avenue’s most elegant auto related design, the building was, and is, a highly significant  
architectural design.  As such, it appears to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR under Criteria C and 3.  
Built in 1916, before virtually all of the major showrooms of the Row, the architectural treatment of the building 
rivaled and even surpassed that lent to even the most prominent of the later showrooms of the period.  Compared with 
those buildings most associated with Auto Row, such as the 1920s Paige Motor Company Building and the Earl C. 
Anthony Packard showroom, the 1916 garage proves both functionally and aesthetically comparable.  The building 
melded a sophisticated Neoclassical design with pragmatic industrial requirements, with neither element 
compromised.  The reinforced concrete frame was subsumed by the cascading  industrial windows, in many senses a 
modest precursor for the architectural milestone of Polk’s later Hallidie Building.  This orderly and generous 
arrangement of industrial windows, flanking all exposed elevations, lent adequate light for operation and served as a 
monumental span along the avenue.  The chamfered edges of the building broke the building’s blocky mass, while 
providing coherent access for both customer and automobile.  With broad open floors characterizing both the 1916 
and 1925 construction, the program of the building was simple and straightforward, accommodating auto functions 
spanning from the 1910s to the 1990s.  While the design of the building did not “pretend” to be anything but a garage, 
it celebrated, and even elevated,  the very nature of a garage.  Rather than a temple to auto sales, 799 Van Ness 
Avenue stands as a temple to the automobile itself.      
 
The attention lent by both the Wallace Company in the commissioning of the building and Polk in his deft 
architectural expression provides insight into the importance of the built form in the early history of the auto sales and 
service industry.  While more scholarly attention has been lent to the architectural importance of automobile 
manufacturing facilities, such as those of preeminent designer Albert Kahn in his development of Henry Ford’s 
ground breaking plants in Michigan, the seemingly secondary regional sales and service buildings are also of vital 
importance.  It was this within this tier of construction that much of the public face of the industry was cultivated, and 
it was within this farflung network that there was the most potential for regional expression.  Across America, 
architects like Willis Polk adapted established architectural forms to regional and functional mandates, fundamentally 
altering both the built fabric of the city, and the context of modern architecture.  Although the regional sales and 
repair buildings lacked much of the monumentality associated with high-style architecture, the buildings were an 
opportunity for new forms of expression.  This opportunity was not lost on Willis Polk who, as an influential 
architect, stressed the importance of “everyday” buildings.  Writing of Polk, architectural critic C. Matlock Price 
stated, “it has come to be recognized that “architecture may find expression in every form of building,” and that the, 
“art of building beautifully should not be confined to public or monumental buildings,” but instead incorporated in 
“office buildings, shops, and lofts.”19  As an example of such everyday “architecture,” the Wallace Estate Garage is a 
critical expression of Polk’s mastery and conviction.  The building melded well-wrought traditional architectural 
trappings with industrial requirements inherent in the auto industry, and remains an important building type that 
merits further study and recognition.   
 
799 Van Ness Avenue stands as an exemplar of the auto building type.  The building retains marked integrity, with 
few physical alterations.  The building expresses integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association, and stands largely as it did upon its completion.  Unlike the vast majority of buildings along 
Auto Row, the building has had no major storefront alterations or rehabilitation.  This integrity is critical, in that the 
storefront was perhaps the most vital and recognizable facet of Auto Row design.  As a portal to the wares within, the 
storefronts of Auto Row were of the utmost importance to both marketer and consumer.   

                            
19 “Ideals In Every-day Architecture,”  The Architect and Engineer, Volume 50, Number 1, October 1917, 53-54. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
While this evaluation recognizes the significance of 799 Van Ness Avenue under Criterion A (1) and Criterion C (3), 
the building does not meet the other criteria for listing.  It is not directly associated with any individuals significant in 
local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2) and the physical aspects of the property are not likely to be a 
principal source of information important for historical understanding (Criterion D or 4). 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
  

 

 
Photograph 2: 799 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 799 Van Ness Avenue, doorway detail, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 4: 799 Van Ness Avenue, secondary garage entry, camera facing south, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 5: 1917 advertisement for 799 Van Ness Avenue, Volume 50, Number 1, October 1917, p. 28 
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    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  800 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0739-005 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
800 Van Ness Avenue is a two-story brick building located on the northeast corner of Van Ness Avenue and Eddy 
Street.  Constructed in 1920 as an auto sales and repair building, the building is rectangular in plan, with a single bay 
fronting Van Ness Avenue and five bays on the Eddy Street elevation.  The street level of the Van Ness Avenue bay is 
dominated by modern storefront insertions.  The insertions consist of a modern brick clad entryway with two glass 
and aluminum framed doors, flanked by two aluminum-frame single-pane display windows (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  800 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northeast, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1920, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings and Assessors 
Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
VNRE Properties 
790 Eddy Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109-7806 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6L 
                                                        *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #7 
B1. Historic Name: Mark Motor Company Showroom 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales and servicing B4.  Present Use:  restaurant / office 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1920.  In  
1935 the building was altered in both the interior and exterior for restaurant use.  Alterations included a new 
storefront surrounded by a stucco entryway.  Subsequent storefront alterations in 1944, 1969, 1986, 1987 further 
altered the original construction, partitioning the interior and reconfiguring the exterior at the street level (source: San 
Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  William L. Schmolle   b.  Builder:  Unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a                     Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

800 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “C” (contextual importance) in their rating system.   The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building.  
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco: San 
Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph 
Collection. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 
 
 
 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Original twenty-four light steel frame casement windows appear above the modern aluminum-frame windows.  A 
simple paneled stringcourse separates the first story from the second, and the second story is composed of three 
tripartite window insertions, each consisting of two steel-frame fixed windows crowned by a sixteen-light hinged 
transom.  The Eddy Street elevation largely replicates the Van Ness elevation, with modern storefront insertions on 
the first level and original material on the second level.  The modern insertions consist of affixed plastic signage, 
boxed-awning storefronts, and an aluminum-frame glass door entry that is most likely infill for the original garage 
door entry.  The original portions of the window configuration on the first and second level matches that of the Van 
Ness elevation, although the casement windows have several fewer panes.  A simple cornice bands the building, with 
a low flat parapet above.  The cornice features simple dentils.  A steel fire escape is mounted on the Eddy Street 
elevation.  Although the first level has been substantially altered to accommodate modern retail insertions, much of it 
is removable and the building retains a substantial degree of physical integrity. The most significant alteration is the 
infill of all garage door openings on the building, as well as the alteration of all storefront insertions and wall surfaces 
at the ground floor.     
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 800 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000).   
 
Additionally, the building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, 
using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and does not appear to be a 
historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1920, 800 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related facilities constructed along Van 
Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the destruction of the 1906 earthquake and fire, 
Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that was 
increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  The nascent auto industry and its array of 
support sectors found an ideal home in the space afforded by the devastation of the disaster. Close to the urban core, 
yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one of the 
west’s largest Auto Rows.  Initially appearing in the vicinity of Market Street, scores of auto related businesses 
steadily traveled north, flanking the broad Van Ness Avenue from Market and stretching nearly to the Bay.  By 1920, 
grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, 
garages, and repair shops.   
 
Commissioned by the Mark Motor Company, 800 Van Ness Avenue was designed by architect William L. Schmolle, 
an English born architect who began practice in San Francisco in the early 1900s after practicing briefly in Buffalo, 
New York.  With an understated Neoclassical aesthetic that conformed to the prevailing commercial style of the time 
and accommodated the functional mandate of the automobile business, the building was a well-received, yet relatively 
standard, contributor to San Francisco’s established auto row.  Its design was highly integrated, with a lofty salesroom 
and secondary spaces for the more prosaic requirements of mechanical repair.  This basic pattern was a  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
common expression in auto buildings of the period, and would remain a vital design feature in development along 
Auto Row. 
 
At the time of the showroom’s construction, the Mark Motor Company distributed Elgin automobiles, developed in 
the Midwest and popular in the late 1910s and early 1920s.  By 1921, they also distributed Dupont autos, an early 
luxury auto developed in Delaware, Maryland in very limited numbers by E. Paul du Pont.  Mark Motor Company 
was situated throughout the west, with dealers and repair facilities located in Idaho, Oregon, California, Washington, 
and Nevada.1  As the staggering institutional diversity of the early auto industry ceded to consolidation arising from 
the transformational assembly line tactics perfected by the largest companies, specialized brands such as the Elgin and 
Dupont autos lost market share, and by the Depression both companies had dissolved.  Period photographs indicate 
that by 1930, the building was occupied by the Pioneer Motor Bearing Company and a used car dealership.2   
 
Throughout the 1930s, the building remained in some form of auto use, with J.B. McDonald Used Cars occupying the 
Van Ness frontage and a restaurant and tavern located on Eddy Street.  One of the entrances was altered during this 
time to accommodate the tavern function, with stucco siding and new swinging doors.  From the 1940s onward, it 
appears that the building was occupied entirely by tavern and restaurant operations, with a restaurant and cocktail 
lounge, Super Hamburger Shop, and Woody’s Tavern, which remained in operation into the 1980s.  Restaurant usage 
continues today, with two tenants filling the building.  As tenants have changed, major storefront insertions have 
greatly altered the building, largely effacing the evidence of its auto related form.  The Van Ness Avenue elevation, 
which originally featured a central automobile entrance and large plate glass display windows, now contains a 
centered aluminum framed door as well as aluminum framed windows.  The Eddy Street elevation, which originally 
was an austere grid of windows and masonry piers, is now cluttered with storefront signage and modern storefront 
entryways.   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a relatively modest auto showroom, built in 1920 when Van Ness’ Auto Row was well-established and the 
foundation of the American auto industry well-developed, 800 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct 
associations with significant themes of development in both the American auto industry or the development of Van 
Ness’ Auto Row (Criterion A or 1).  The dealership was one of several across the western United States, selling 
automobiles that enjoyed popularity for only a brief period of time before the consolidation of the auto industry and 
the dislocation of the 1930s.  The commissioning client only retained ownership for a brief period of time, and the 
building was devoted to an array of secondary auto functions and subsequent retail uses far outside of the auto realm. 
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any specific individual significant in local, state, or national history 
(Criterion B or 2).  The various auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly 
vast industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers spreading across the country and no 
single individual has documented important associations with the building.  Further, the building does not 
demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather illustrates a well-
established design sensibility that includes allusions to classical detailing and basic functional requirements  
 
 
                            
1 “Mark Company Opens New Quarters,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 7, 1920. 
2 “Van Ness Avenue and Eddy Street ,” 1934.  San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection.  Photo ID AAB-5698.  Accessed 
http://sflib1.sfpl.org:82/record=b1010646~S0, April 9, 2009; “Eddy Street at Van Ness,” 1929.  San Francisco Historical 
Photograph Collection. Photo ID AAB-3470.  Accessed http://sflib1.sfpl.org:82/record=b1008473~S0, April 9, 2009. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
(Criterion C or 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the building is not an 
exemplar.  The architect, William L. Schmolle, was a relatively modest figure, with a residentially driven practice  
 
that included the 1910 Wilson Building at the northeast corner of Stockton Street and Campton Place as well as other 
smaller commissions.  As such, the building is not the work of a recognized master architect.   
 
In addition to its lack of historic significance, the building displays a marked loss of integrity from its original 
construction that further removes it from association with its Auto Row related context.  Years of commercial 
entryway insertions and reconfigurations at the ground level have eroded the building’s functional form; most notably 
the prominent central automobile doorway on the Van Ness Avenue.  While the building does retain many of its 
original features on the second story, and its cornice, these features do not impart any specific associations with Auto 
Row.  The remaining architectural details are simply typical features of commercial buildings of this period and do 
not convey the original automotive function of the building that was most apparent at the first floor.   
 
Finally, while in rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic 
construction materials or technologies, this type of commercial construction is otherwise documented and does not 
appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criterion D or 4). 
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Photograph 2: 800 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  3S 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  14   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #8 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  945-999 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0719-001 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
945-999 Van Ness Avenue is a two story Art Moderne automobile showroom building located on the corner of Van 
Ness Avenue and O’Farrell Street.  Constructed in 1937, the building is rectangular in plan and composed of 
unarticulated reinforced concrete.  The roof is flat, with a modern canopy structure that protects a rooftop parking lot.  
The roofline is stepped in the northwestern portion of the building, where it rises to accommodate the sloping  
building site.  The primary elevation fronting Van Ness Avenue has a sweeping curvilinear form and horizontal 
massing (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 story commercial building) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  945-999 Van 
Ness Avenue, camera facing 
northwest, 3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1937 San Francisco Department of 
Buildings and Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
999 Van Ness LLC 
119 Gable Court 
San Rafael, CA 94903-5215 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 14                                   *NRHP Status Code 3S 
                                                       *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #8 
B1. Historic Name: Ernest Ingold Chevrolet 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto showroom               B4.  Present Use:  auto showroom 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Art Moderne 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1937.  There 
have been no major alterations (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings Building Permits) .  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  John Dinwiddie   b.  Builder:  Barrett & Hilp 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  Architectural development of Auto Row Area:   
Period of Significance:  1937    Property Type:  Commercial   Applicable Criteria:  A (1) and C (3)    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

945-999 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by 
San Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “A” (highest importance) in their rating system.  The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a significant building. 
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purpose of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; 
San Francisco Architectural Heritage Building Files; Van Ness Avenue 
Area Plan; San Francisco Chronicle; Splendid Survivors; Online Archive of 
California; Clarke, Trust and Power (2007); Rae, The American Automobile 
(1965); Ling America and the Automobile (1990); McShane, Down The 
Asphalt Path (1994); Ingold, Tales of a Peddler (n.d); Out West; The 
Architect and Engineer; Oakland Tribune; The American Architect; 
Signature Architects of the San Francisco Bay Area. 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The first level is composed of large glass display windows with replacement aluminum framing and muntins flanked 
by fluted columns that feature a subtle foliated detail at their upper terminus.  A smooth concrete stringcourse 
separates the first level from the second, featuring a narrow band with pairs of decorative concrete corbels.  The 
second level, which projects slightly over the first, is dominated by a virtually uninterrupted band of steel frame 
casement windows.  With a smooth concrete sill and slightly projecting concrete lintel, the windows are separated at 
regular intervals by decorative piers with a blocky, angular notched form.  The windows are sixteen-light with a four-
light hinged awning center component.  The roofline is smooth, with no projections (photograph 1).   
 
The primary customer entryway is located on the Van Ness elevation, and is framed by a prominent circular concrete  
canopy.  The entryway is recessed, with a faceted semicircular form, and consists of four glass window bays separated 
by gold-colored metal framing and two hinged glass doors (photograph 7).  Two square clocks appear on either end of 
the Van Ness elevation, with Moderne yellow lettering with neon illumination.  Although they are not original to the 
design, they are complementary to the overall architectural aesthetic of the building (photograph 8).  The secondary 
northern and southern elevations contain a wide row of steel frame casement windows along the first story, and the 
same window configuration as the Van Ness elevation on the second story.   
 
Because the building is built into a hill that rises to the northwest, an additional basement level row of windows 
appears on the southeastern corner, tapering toward the southwestern corner.  Two garage doors line the northern 
elevation, one of which is crowned with projecting moderne lettering reading, “SERVICE.”  Both doors are composed 
of rolling corrugated metal (photograph 3 and 4).  
 
The building retains a high degree of integrity, with the sole notable alteration being replacement aluminum frame 
windows on the Van Ness elevation.  Additionally some of the concrete detailing is spalling and chipped throughout 
the building. 
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 945-999 Van Ness Avenue appears eligible for individual listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and local 
designation under Criterion A (Criterion 1) for its local significance in the physical and social development of San 
Francisco’s Auto Row and under Criterion C (Criterion 3), as a locally significant architectural representative of 
urban automobile related development.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, 
“Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local 
designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 
527, June 7, 2000).   
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and appears to be a historical resource for 
the purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in the waning years of development along Auto Row, 945-999 Van Ness Avenue reflects the meteoric 
rise of San Francisco’s Auto Row in the early years of the twentieth century.  The building was one of many 
automobile related facilities built in San Francisco between 1908 and the late 1930s, as rampant market growth in the 
automobile industry produced a strikingly dense and diverse urban building stock that centered upon Van Ness  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Avenue.  This commercial development required an array of buildings, from grand showrooms to humble garages, 
however the hierarchical diversity was bound by a singular association with the promotion of the automobile. 
Accommodating the particular marketing and social mandates of the fledgling industry, the buildings of Auto Row 
reflected the work of an eclectic array of both prominent and obscure architects, some steeped in the Beaux-Arts 
Classicism of the nineteenth century and some at the vanguard of twentieth century industrial design.  The buildings 
of the row cogently expressed the constantly evolving aesthetic and social role of the automobile in America, with 
945 Van Ness Avenue as a Moderne exemplar.  The building was the final major showroom developed on the avenue, 
erected in defiance of both the harrowing economic decline of the Depression years and the waning success of the 
urban Auto Row.  Filling the last major vacant lot along Van Ness, the curvilinear form of the Ernest Ingold 
Showroom was an emphatic affirmation of the preeminence of the automobile in early twentieth century America and 
the critical role of advanced architectural expression in the early development of America’s automobile industry.  
Standing adjacent to Bernard Maybeck’s exuberant Packard Showroom, the striking design of the Art Moderne 
Chevrolet building represented both continuity in the architectural aspirations of Auto Row, and a great stride forward 
in cohesive modern design.  
 
The opportunity for the intensive development of Van Ness Avenue as an Auto Row arose from the destruction of the 
1906 earthquake and fire.  Following the disaster, the avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a 
mixed and rapidly developing commercial corridor.  Although much of the southern reaches of the avenue lay in ruins 
following the four day inferno, in comparison to the ravaged Market Street corridor Van Ness emerged relatively 
intact.  Much of the western side of the avenue and the upper portion of the thoroughfare near present-day Fort Mason 
and the Aquatic Park remained untouched by the fire, as the road’s wide expanse had served as one of  the city’s 
primary fire breaks.  In the months following the earthquake,  the area was the center of a speculative boom, as 
businesses sought temporary quarters within easy reach of downtown and commercial interests sought profits from a 
frenzy of leasing activity.1  
 
Between 1906 and 1909, a large number of residents and business decamped for the undamaged stretches of Van Ness 
Avenue.  Along with Fillmore Street to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier commercial and 
economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the San Francisco 
Chronicle noted that Van Ness was, “now a livelier avenue than ever before in its history,” and extolled the rapid 
construction of numerous temporary buildings and requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  Even at this early 
date, a slew of the city’s preeminent commercial establishments were opening doors on Van Ness, including the 
famed Emporium department store, as well as City of Paris, and the White House.2  Rather than erecting new quarters, 
many of the stores occupied abandoned mansions, with the City of Paris filling the Hobart Mansion, a commodious 
Queen Anne located on the prominent corner of Van Ness and Washington Street.3   
 
Despite the widespread rapidity of redevelopment, the emergence of Van Ness Avenue as a central economic and 
social hub was short-lived.  Much of the commercial development along the avenue was considered a temporary 
expedient, and as conditions in the traditional business and retail core of the city improved, many  businesses flooded 
back to newly constructed or repaired quarters.4  The illustrious City of Paris, with its silk finery and French wines, 
departed from the Hobart mansion in 1909, returning to its repaired Union Square Beaux Arts building. 
 
 
                            
1 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
2 “Retailers Leasing on Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 6, 1906. 
3 Online Archive of California Photograph Collection, The Bancroft Library Photograph Collection, “Temp Quarters, Hobart Res. 
- Van Ness and Washington. City of Paris Dry Goods Company,” 1906. 
4 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
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The local press commented on the exodus, noting that “although for a time it was believed the retail district would 
remain permanently in the Western Addition,” the force of the “Downtown Movement” proved too great.5  In several 
short years, therefore, the identity of Van Ness Avenue was dramatically uprooted again, leaving the broad avenue in 
flux.  “What Van Ness may become in the future can probably not be imagined,” wrote the San Francisco Chronicle 
in 1909, echoing a widespread sentiment, “it has been deserted by retail trade and will not regain any of it in the near 
future.”6 
 
Despite this dour prognosis, while the avenue was being abandoned by traditional residential and commercial 
interests, it was increasingly came to be defined by a burgeoning sector in both the economy and psyche of America: 
the automobile.  The nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors including sales, repair, and parts 
manufacturing found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness . Close to the 
urban core and flanking the city’s broadest avenue, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent 
prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest and most diverse Auto Rows.  The industry 
first appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but scores of auto related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking 
Van Ness Avenue from Market nearly to the Bay. By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company 
Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.   
 
Emerging as a captivating modern marvel in the close of the nineteenth century, the automobile quickly became a 
potent symbol of the democratizing capability of industrial development in the twentieth century.  In its earliest years, 
auto excursions were the domain of only the most privileged; monarchs in Europe or American leaders such as  
Theodore Roosevelt, but by the second decade of the twentieth century, cotton farmers in the San Joaquin Valley were 
driving the machines across their fields.  In 1900, the San Francisco Chronicle noted with pride that there were, “fully 
fifty of the machines in and about the city,” and just eleven years later the city was awash in automobiles, with an 
official count conducted along Van Ness Avenue documenting the passage of nearly 2500 cars over the course of only 
several hours.7 The rampant growth in automobile use in San Francisco mirrored trends across the country.  Although 
only one percent of the population owned a car in 1910, by 1930 the number had grown to a full sixty percent, with 
cities like San Francisco acting as critical sales outlets for trade in the west.  Along with New York, Philadelphia, and 
Los Angeles, San Francisco proved one of the most prominent distribution centers for the growing auto industry.8 
 
With California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state 
proved a ready market for the increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-
western industrial belt.  The exponentially growing consumer market was accompanied by an equally explosive rise in 
the number of automobile manufacturing, sales, and service firms.  A list compiled by the American Automobile 
Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 1900 onward more than 3000 makes of cars and trucks were 
produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By the close of World War I many had shuttered, and by the 
1930s most were gone, pushed out of a maturing industry increasingly defined by consolidation and mass production.9  
As an early Auto Row, Van Ness Avenue housed hundreds of these firms throughout the 1910s and 1920s, with 
Hudsons and Hupmobiles, Cole Aeros and Cadillacs filling glassy showrooms.   
 

                            
5 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
6 “The Future of Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, April 30, 1909. 
7 “Outlook for the Autos,”San Francisco Chronicle, July 7, 1900. 
8 Sally H. Clarke, Trust and Power: Consumers, the Modern Corporation, and the Making of the United States Automobile 
Market (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3. 
9 John B. Rae, The American Automobile (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965) 18. 
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As a burgeoning sales corridor, the avenue became a nexus between the productive capacities of the automotive 
industry and the American consumer.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto 
industry, and the array of buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the automobile’s central role in the 
city, state, and nation.10  
 
This evolution occurred remarkably rapidly.  Although Auto Row developed in the wake of the 1906 upheaval, the 
city’s first automobile club had already moved to Van Ness Avenue and Golden Gate Avenue in 1900, converting the 
city’s oldest library, the Mercantile Library, into an auto showroom.  The press noted that the “ancient and modern 
tomes and the bookworms will make way for the new fangled vehicle as meekly as the horses are expected to 
disappear from the stables.”11  This forecast proved prescient, and within several years Van Ness was home to a 
remarkably diversified array of auto salesrooms, repair shops, and assembly rooms.  Initially, many of the shops and 
display rooms were housed in small wood frame buildings, however as the clout of the industry grew, and the 
importance of branding escalated in a competitive market, larger auto palaces quickly sprung up along the avenue.   
 
Throughout the 1910s, 1920s, and to a lesser degree the 1930s, large corner lots along the avenue were developed as 
automobile showrooms and smaller frontages in between were filled with modest repair shops and used car sales 
facilities.  Undeveloped lots doubled as open air car lots, with bright banners and signs.  At the eastern corner of Van 
Ness and Market Street, the White Garage boasted an auto show room, supplied auto and motorcycle parts, and 
offered repairs.   The intersection of Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell was an anchor for the district, with the Weeks 
and Day designed Don Lee Building on the northeast corner; the Earl C. Anthony Packard Showroom, designed by 
Bernard Maybeck in 1926, slightly south; and a 1937 Art Moderne Chevrolet showroom designed by John E. 
Dinwiddie filling the southwest corner.  At the southwest corner of Sacramento Street and Van Ness, the Paige Motor 
Car Company housed Max Arnold’s “high grade automobiles,” with the building doubling in size to accommodate 
increased business in 1924.  Numerous other auto shops lined the street, specializing in everything from upholstery to 
wood working for the ornate fleet of new autos flooding the growing California market.  As the wares within the 
showrooms evolved, so too did the architectural styling of their surrounds and the Van Ness corridor became defined 
by the breakneck commercial developments of the industry.  The three decades were characterized by remarkably 
different architectural forms, from simple brick garages to classical pilasters and sweeping Art Moderne curves.  
Beginning in the 1920s, bright neon signs filled the streetscape, with rooftop billboards and bright signs framing the 
buildings.   
 
With the mass market for cars only newly established and still shrouded in a modern allure, this industry radiated an 
aura of excitement and grandeur that has largely faded today.  In the 1920s, celebrations such as “Open Roads Week,” 
drew thousands to Van Ness Avenue, drawn by festivities marking “the call of the open road.”  The Nash dealer filled 
his showroom at Van Ness Avenue and California Street with hundreds of pine and redwood trees brought from 
Mendocino County, transforming it into a rustic campsite with trails and tents.  At the Willys Overland Pacific 
Company, a miner cooking flapjacks over a fire “lent a touch of reality,” to the auto affair.12  This breed of theatrical 
showmanship reflected the immense cultural importance that the automobile had attained in only two decades.   
 

                            
10 Peter J. Ling, America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
11 “To Shelter Automobiles,” San Francisco Chronicle, October 31, 1900. 
12 “Open Road Week Draws Crowd To Row,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 26, 1921. 
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Far more than a simple mode of transport, the car had come to represent a host of modern aspirations and cultural 
desires.  This “epitome of possessions,” had a profound impact upon development both in the Bay area and the state 
and country as a whole.13  As the “open roads” celebrated by the early industry ceded to dense networks of 
automotive-based settlement, the auto became central in conceptions of twentieth century life.  Throughout this 
transition, the buildings on Van Ness Avenue became a veritable stage-set for the advancement of the automobile. 
 
The rampant growth of this stage-set was dramatically undercut by the economic turmoil of the 1930s.  In 1929, the 
American auto industry produced a record 5,337,087 cars, a volume of production that would not return for over two 
decades.  By 1932, that number had shrunk to only a little over 1,000,000 cars.  This dramatic decrease in production 
had a crippling ripple effect across the country, as thousands of dealers, repair shops, and parts manufacturers found 
themselves awash in competition with little accompanying demand.14  Along Auto Row, this dramatic upheaval had 
serious physical and economic repercussions.  With much of the two mile stretch filled with vying auto companies 
and dealers, many of the more marginal of the industry closed their doors and dropped their leases.  Building permits 
from the era indicate that a number of auto buildings stood vacant, others were transformed to bakeries and taverns, 
laundry facilities, and warehouses.  Although most of the major dealers weathered the downturn, the diversity and 
dynamism of the 1920s Row faded with the onset of the Depression, in large part never to return.  As famous 
concerns folded across the country, including once unassailable competitors Franklin, Pierce-Arrow, Peerless, and 
Stutz, the dense network of accompanying showrooms were suddenly cast as archaic components of an insecure 
industry.15     
 
The site history of 945-999 Van Ness Avenue in large part reflects this tumult.  In 1929, Robert A. Smith erected a 
single story shed on the lot, which was to be used as a used car sales lot.  The modest building was built by Barrett 
and Hilp, who would later also build the Ernest Ingold Showroom in 1937.  By all considerations, Smith’s timing was 
remarkably poor, because although he still owned the lot, by 1930 he converted it from auto use to a miniature golf 
course.  This improbable humbling reflected the highly diminished sales realm of the time, as fewer and fewer 
consumers had the means to, “heed the call of the open road.”  The small investment and meager return of the 
miniature golf venture likely seemed a safer avenue, as the sport required nickels rather than hundreds of scarce 
dollars.16   
 
Ernest Ingold, a practiced salesman in a wide range of capacities, stepped into this rather bleak milieu in the mid-
1930s.  Ingold, who produced a self-published autobiography in 1942 entitled Tales of a Peddler, recounted his 
purchase of the property for less than half of its appraised worth and noted that it was the, “only large unimproved 
holding on Van Ness Avenue.”17  Ingold’s temperament and experience was profoundly shaped by his early 
experience in southern California real estate development, and 1920s work in the radio and electricity industries.   

                            
13 Henri Lefebvre introduced the conception of the “epitome of possessions,” in his seminal work Everyday Life in the Modern 
World.  The conception is also referenced in: Clay McShane,  Down The Asphalt Path: The Automobile and the American City.  
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994) 126-148. 
14 Rae, The American Automobile, 105. 
15 Rae, The American Automobile, 110. 
16 San Francisco Building Permits. 
17 Ernest Ingold, Tales of A Peddler (a self-published autobiography on file at California Historical Society), 41. 
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Expressing a deft capacity for boosterism early on, Ingold wrote in 1911 that, “home building was city beautiful 
building,” and that, “to own a home makes a man a better citizen.”18  His approach to the auto industry appeared much 
the same, guided by a similar sales drive and conviction that, “the automobile man, his display room, his shop, his 
windows, the entrance, the floor, the greeting, the contract clerk, the cashier, the service desk, the service men, the 
mechanics, the car washer, the janitor, all are combined in a single selling team.”19   
 
Building the showroom against the advice of both banks and General Motors officials in 1937, and with the aid of 
architect John Dinwiddie, Ingold incorporated this holistic vision into the design of the building.  Writing later, Ingold 
asserted that, “only by building to a design which would treat new car sales and service sales as equals could a retail 
automobile dealership be set up to withstand to a large degree the ups and downs of the business cycle.”20  As a 
salesman, Ingold was chastened by the Depression, and although the building seemed grand in its Moderne design and 
scale it was built with an advanced appreciation of the tenuous nature of the industry.  Rather than focusing solely 
upon the gleaming metal of the newest car, the building supported and promoted the steady, simple maintenance that 
kept the old car running.  America was indeed a nation of automobile owners, however no longer could these owners 
be relied upon to grab the newest and brightest car off the line.  With its clean design and impressive scale, the 
building represented an integrated service and sales awareness of the maturing industry and did so with architectural 
aplomb.  
 
Upon its opening, the building garnered praise both for its design and the volume of sales it transacted.  A 1938 article 
in Architect and Engineer expressed admiration, valuing the building’s, “honest attempt to reconcile four sets of 
conditions: the peculiarities of the site, display and advertising possibilities, facilities, and the budget.”21  Noting that 
the service department received “first consideration,” the article went on to detail the particular methods by which the 
design encourage fluidity and sales.  The mezzanine level, accommodating those awaiting service appointments, 
yielded a broad vista to the new cars in the showroom below.  This indirect sales pitch was neither gaudy or pushy, 
but a subtle reminder of the possibility of a new car.  Ingold, consulting with Dinwiddie on the design, altered original 
plans for the building by requesting a far more open floor plan that could “facilitate the servicing and movement of 
cars,” an important sales driven adaptation.  In addition to these critical design elements, architectural critics found 
that, “the building [was] an interesting example of what can be achieved trying to bring out the native beauty of 
simple materials simply used.”  In many ways, this architectural achievement was mirrored by the automotive 
achievement, as the simple beauty of service and repair rivaled its more lauded counterpart, sales.22 
 
The Ernest Ingold Showroom remained a prominent fixture on Van Ness Avenue for much of the twentieth century.  
Until his death in 1977, Ingold acted as both a  regional ambassador for Chevrolet and a vocal proponent of the city’s 
Auto Row.23  In the 1970s, the dealership was taken over by longtime partner George Olsen, and was converted to a 
Cadillac dealership.  At present, the building is in use as a Bentley Motors Showroom.    

                            
18 “Home Building and the Southland.” Out West, Volume 1, Number 33, March 1911, 233-240. 
19 Ingold, Tales of A Peddler, 140. 
20 Ingold, Tales of A Peddler, 64. 
21 “Modern Trend Reflected in New Auto Sales Building,” The Architect and Engineer, Volume 133, June 1938, 13-16. 
22 “Modern Trend Reflected in New Auto Sales Building,” The Architect and Engineer, Volume 133, June 1938, 13-16. 
23 S.F. Dealers Choose Officers,” Oakland Tribune, April 28, 1935. 
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Evaluation 
 
Within the historic context of the physical and social development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, 945-999 Van Ness 
Avenue is a significant representative of the important cultural impact that the development of the auto industry had 
on San Francisco.  As a late example of a prominent local auto business in Auto Row the building appears eligible for 
listing in the NRHP and CRHR under Criteria A and 1.  Erected in 1937, the building was the last of the purpose-built 
auto facilities, conceived in an era at far remove from the booming construction years of the 1910s and 1920s.  Even 
at a time when the automobile was increasingly providing means toward greater commercial and residential 
suburbanization, the building represented the continued, although waning, importance of the urban Auto Row.  The 
building also expressed the resiliency of the industry following  the travails and dislocation of the Depression.  Its 
design incorporated significant lessons gleaned from the challenge, namely the paramount importance of service as 
well as sales.  Unlike many of the earlier auto buildings along the row, which boasted commodious and elegant 
showrooms with far less attention given to the functional attributes of service, the leading concept for the Ingold 
design was related to holistic service attributes. 
 
Founder and owner Ernest Ingold filled the last of the major lots on the avenue with this building, which served as a 
potent symbol for the changing face of both the Row and the industry.  With only a handful of major manufacturers 
remaining, largely dominated by the “Big Three,” brand recognition and differentiation remained paramount.  As a 
Chevrolet dealership, the Ernest Ingold Showroom stood as an affirmation that brand strength could be interwoven 
into the built form of the dealer.  Through its design, the building served as a powerful local symbol for the Chevrolet 
brand.  Designed with the bold letters “CHEVROLET” prominent upon the thoroughfare, the building was arguably 
the most recognizable Bay Area face for the manufacturer.  Even as the cohesiveness of Auto Row declined, with 
purpose-built showrooms converted to a myriad of unrelated uses, demolished, and abandoned by dealers, the 
building continued to maintain a powerful commercial role in an industry that was increasingly fragmenting to the 
growing suburbs. 
 
In addition to its significant association with the development and decline of the Van Ness Auto Row, the design of 
the building possesses significant architectural features that embody important characteristics of auto related design 
under Criteria C and 3.  The building also appears to be eligible for listing in the NRHP and CRHR under Criteria C 
and 3 as the work of a master.  The architectural expression of the building was equally derived from Dinwiddie’s 
Bay area Modernist inclinations and Ingold’s assertion of a holistic sales vision.  Thirty-five at the time, Dinwiddie 
had only recently established his own firm.  As a student he had studied with Eliel Saarinen at the University of 
Michigan, and his modern aesthetic reflected both the surrounding International Style milieu and the regional Bay 
Area tradition.  Ultimately, Dinwiddie would become known for his residential design, characterized by a boxy 
International Style aesthetic adapted to the regional context through redwood and vernacular detailing.  Examples 
include the 1938 Roos House in Pacific Heights, a well-articulated boxy design with canted windows, a form which 
was later copiously repeated by tract home developers.24  Within this portfolio, the showroom is a significant 
representative of both Dinwiddie’s general approach and its application to a commercial setting.  The Art Moderne 
stylings melded well with the increasingly streamlined curves of the wares within, and the building was a highly 
effective foil for Chevrolet’s fleet of chrome and metal.   

                            
24 Dave Weinstein, Signature Architects of the San Francisco Bay Area (Layton, Utah: Gibbs Smith Publishing, 2006), 93. 
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Equally important, the architectural design of the building attests to the complex functional and aesthetic role of a 
showroom, and illustrates a nuanced understanding of this function by Ernest Ingold and the architect.  As the central 
point of contact between the customer and the manufacturer, purpose-built auto showrooms had a complex mandate 
for style.  In many senses, showrooms had to both functionally accommodate and, equally important, sell the car.  
Architectural publications in the 1910s and 1920s routinely expressed this multi-faceted importance of the showroom, 
citing the need for a balance between modern functionality and architectural cohesion.   
 
A 1918 article in The American Architect encapsulates both the insecurities and opportunities inherent in showroom 
design, stating that “the design of small automobile sales buildings [was] a matter of increasing importance requiring 
special features.”25  This critical attention resulted in a host of architectural expressions, from Beaux Arts classicism to 
exotic Orientalism, and, later, exuberant Moderne curves.  Almost always, however, this often elaborate architectural 
treatment, was relegated to showrooms associated with the all-important point of sale.  The emphasis placed on 
service in the design of the Ingold facility was a radical departure from this singular fixation, and represented an 
important adaptation within both the industry and the local market.      
 
The attention paid by both Ernest Ingold and architect John Dinwiddie in the design of the building provides insight 
into the importance of the built form in the early history of the auto sales and service industry.  Although more 
scholarly attention has been lent to the architectural importance of automobile manufacturing facilities, such as those 
of preeminent designer Albert Kahn in his development of Henry Ford’s ground breaking plants in Michigan, the 
seemingly secondary regional sales and service buildings are of vital importance.  It was this within this tier of 
construction that much of the public face of the industry was cultivated, and it was within this far-flung network that 
there was the most potential for regional expression.  Across America, architects and dealers adapted established 
architectural forms to regional and functional mandates, fundamentally altering both the built fabric of the city, and 
the context of modern architecture.  As buildings that melded evolving architectural trappings with industrial 
requirements inherent in the auto industry, the buildings of Auto Row remain an important building type that merits 
further study and recognition.   
 
945-999 Van Ness Avenue stands as an exemplar of the Auto Row building type.  The building retain marked 
integrity, with very few physical alterations.  The building expresses integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association, and stands largely as it did upon construction.  Unlike the vast majority of 
buildings along Auto Row, the building has had no major storefront alterations or rehabilitation.  This integrity is 
critical, in that the storefront was perhaps the most vital and recognizable facet of Auto Row design.  As a portal to 
the wares within, the storefronts of Auto Row were of the utmost importance to both marketer and consumer.   
 
While this evaluation recognizes the significance of 945-999 Van Ness Avenue under Criterion A (1) and Criterion C 
(3), the building does not appear to  meet any of the other criteria for listing.  It is not associated with any specific 
individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2).  Further, the physical aspects of the 
property are not likely to be a principal source of information important for historical understanding (Criterion D or 
4). 

                            
25 “An Automobile Sales Building,”  The American Architect, Volume CXIV, Number 2228, September 4, 1918, (301-302). 
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Photograph 2: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue (Packard building at left), camera facing northwest 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 3: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue, secondary elevation, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 4: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue, service entry, camera facing south, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 5: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue, central customer entry, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 6: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue, streetscape, camera facing south, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 7: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue entry, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 8: 945-999 Van Ness Avenue, clock detail, camera facing northwest, 3/8/09 
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       NRHP Status Code  6L 
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 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  9                                                                                 *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #9 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0715-009 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue is a five-story hotel that fills the block-front between Myrtle Street and Geary Street.  
The steel-frame concrete and brick building is sheathed in stucco and rests on a flush concrete foundation in a 
rectangular plan with recessed light courts that break the massing of the building into separated sections, each 
suggesting an individual building.  The fenestration of the building is regular, and the sections largely repeat each 
other in architectural detailing and massing (see continuation sheet).  

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP5 (Hotel / Motel) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1050-1066 Van 
Ness Avenue, camera facing 
southeast, 3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1908, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings, County Assessors 
Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Van Ness Hotel, Inc. 
1619 Pennsylvania Avenue NW. 
Washington , DC 20006-3404 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 8, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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Page 2 of 9                                               *NRHP Status Code 6L 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #9 
B1. Historic Name: Hotel Richelieu 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment-hotel B4.  Present Use:  tourist hotel 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Italian Renaissance Revival 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1908,  
alterations to the ground floor , entrances, wall cladding, and windows have taken place at various dates throughout 
the twentieth century 

*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Cunningham and Politeo   b.  Builder:  Unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a                                 Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:   n/a  Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue was previously evaluated on a DPR 523 form in 2000 as part of a proposed 
telecommunications development study.  The evaluator found the building potentially eligible under National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP) Criterion C, as a contributor to the Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel District (San 
Francisco County - #91000957).  The evaluation does not appear to have State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) 
concurrence and is not listed in the Historic Property Data File for San Francisco County (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Van Ness Avenue Area Plan; A.K. Sandoval-Stauz 
Hotel (2007); Splendid Survivors; Online Archive of California; San 
Francisco History Center. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Three such bays line the primary elevation on Van Ness, and two wider sections fill Geary Street and Myrtle Street.  
An elaborate cornice crowns the building, underscored by dentils, egg and dart molding, and pairs of over-scaled 
scroll brackets.  Although the cornice and brackets are the most prominent architectural ornamentation on the 
building, each section of the building is also dominated by either one or two tripartite stacked bay windows that run 
from the second to the fifth floor.  With a shallow semicircular form and paneled surrounds, the bay windows 
terminate with a cartouche that adjoins the cornice molding.  The windows in the bays are a mixture of double-hung 
one-over-one and fixed.  Some are original wood frame and sash, however many are replacement aluminum or vinyl.  
The remainder of the windows that flank the bays in each section are simple, double-hung one-over-one, with slightly 
projecting sills, no lintels, and no articulated framing.  The recessed spaces between each distinct section of the 
building are filled with more of the same simple windows, and metal grate fire escapes.  Fire escapes also appear 
prominently on the Myrtle Street elevation.  Like the bay windows, many of the other windows throughout the 
building are replacements for the originals, and are a mixture of double-hung and fixed.   
 
The first level of the building has been highly modified to accommodate modern functions, and bears little of its 
original architectural fabric.  A box awning separates the first level from the second, upon which neon signage is hung 
that advertises the tenant, Mels Drive In.  Additionally, a neon sign is affixed to the northwestern corner of the 
building that advertises the same.  Aluminum and glass storefront insertions line the first level, particularly at the 
northwest corner, and the remainder of the first level is sheathed in modern stucco.  Historic photographs indicate that 
the ground floor level was originally composed of concrete scored to replicate stone, and recessed arched windows.  
Photographs also indicate that a stringcourse and balustrade separated the first level from the second.  None of this 
original material is evident.  The scored masonry-like treatment has been lost under stuccothat now covers almost all 
the wall surfaces;  however the stringcourse and balustrade may simply be obscured by the modern boxed awning. 
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Because the 2000 NRHP evaluation left significant data gaps; including the construction date, architect, and general 
historic context, this evaluation develops a complete historic context and re-evaluate the building for NRHP and 
CRHR eligibility in relation to this context.  This study specifically addresses the building as an individual resource 
and does not address its relationship to the Apartment Hotel Historic District.  For reference, the DPR 523 form is 
included with this evaluation. 
 
The building was also documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “B” (major importance) in their rating system.   The building is also 
referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a significant building.  According to San 
Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA Review 
Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the purposes of 
CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein. 
 
This study finds that as an individual resource, 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for listing in 
NRHP or the CRHR because it lacks significance and integrity.  The building has been evaluated in accordance with 
Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California 
Public Resources Code, and is not a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1908, 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue was developed as an apartment hotel in the spate of construction 
unleashed in response to the havoc of the 1906 earthquake.  Following the dislocation of the disaster, Van Ness 
Avenue was a locus for redevelopment and an array of commercial and residential construction lined the avenue, 
replacing the comparatively staid upper class residential nature that characterized it prior to the earthquake.1 The 
predominant character of nineteenth century residential development along Van Ness Avenue was that of the single 
family residence.  Whether a palatial stone edifice like the Claus Spreckels Mansion at the corner of Van Ness and 
Clay Street, or the more ubiquitous exuberant wood-frame Queen Anne homes found all along the avenue, most of the 
upper-class residences reflected a traditional single-family interpretation of urban life.  By the late nineteenth century, 
however, the increasing acceptance of the apartment hotel for families, particularly the within the ranks of the 
wealthy, signaled a shift in residential patterns that steadily altered development along Van Ness Avenue, and 
throughout the city.  By 1899, establishments calling themselves “family hotels,” appeared throughout the urban core, 
and along Van Ness Avenue.  With the three-story Maybelle standing on the corner of Grove and Van Ness and the 
five-story Baltimore occupying a prominent lot on the corner of Van Ness and Myrtle adjacent to Saint Mary’s 
Cathedral, the lines between residential and commercial construction started to blur as the privacy of home was 
increasingly cast into the public realm.2   
 
The development of the apartment hotel, alternately called the family hotel or the residential hotel, represented a 
profound shift in the mores of an American society that had long prized domesticity as an integral component of 
American family values.  A nineteenth century precursor for the ubiquitous modern apartment building, the apartment 
“hotel” altered many social assumptions relating to the urban sphere, familial and gender relationships, and labor and 
class relationships.3  Equally important, the building type ushered in new opportunities for architectural expression, as 
the public and private spheres merged.  Enabled by the elevator and accompanying developments in construction 
technology, the apartment hotel resulted in a new canvas for architectural design and embellishment that incorporated 
massive public facades with an articulation of privacy and residential exclusivity.4  This creative process was already 
well under way by the time of the 1906 earthquake, however the physical destruction of the event served as a catalyst 
for construction of a slew of apartment hotels across the city. As developers and speculators sought to meet the 
tremendous need for housing, and the public eagerly accepted the now established respectability of the building type, 
the apartment hotel became a driving force in the city’s residential redevelopment.     
 
1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue, named Hotel Richelieu, was designed by the architectural firm of Cunningham and 
Politeo, a San Francisco based firm with an extensive portfolio of apartment and hotel designs that predated the 
earthquake.   

                            
1 “Retailers Leasing on Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 6, 1906; “Van Ness Now a Busy Street.” San 
Francisco Chronicle, May 3, 1906. 
2 Sanborn Map Company, Fire Insurance Maps for San Francisco, California (New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1899, vol. 1 
and 1899 vol. 3.) 
3 “The Eternal Servant Question,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 20, 1913. 
4 A.K Sandoval-Stausz,  Hotel: An American History.  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007) 263-264. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
In 1902 the firm constructed an apartment hotel on the northwest corner of Geary Street and Hyde Street, which 
boasted a plan in the “Chicago Style” with terra cotta ornamentation, a pressed brick façade, and an intricate 
bracketed cornice.5  The following year, the firm prepared plans expanding the St. Dunstan’s Hotel, a prominent 
seven-story apartment hotel on the southeast corner of Van Ness Avenue and Sutter Street.  Originally built in 1901 to 
house bachelors, the St. Dunstan’s expansion was spurred by the decision to accommodate families, reflecting the 
growing acceptance of, and market for, the building type.6   
 
In the first few years after the earthquake, the firm was inundated with commissions for apartment hotels, as well as 
private residences, office buildings, and even more prosaic commissions for early buildings at UC Berkeley’s new 
farm school at Davisville (now UC Davis).  In addition to the Hotel Richelieu, the firm designed a number of San 
Francisco buildings including the Hotel Stewart in 1907, the Schroth Building in 1908, and the prominent Bancroft 
Building on Market Street in 1908 (all of which are featured in Splendid Survivors, San Francisco’s 1979 
comprehensive downtown survey).7  The Hotel Richelieu received favorable press, garnering praise for its “perfect” 
appointments that included 225 rooms, a fine dining room, a refrigerating plant, an oil burning plant, and pneumatic 
cleaning machinery.  It appears that the cost of these appointments caused some financial strain, as construction was 
briefly halted in 1909 while ownership changed hands and additional financing was secured.8   
 
The basic plan and ornamentation of the Hotel Richelieu reflected a mature conceptualization of the apartment hotel.  
Most notably, the massing of the building was broken into discrete units, allowing the architects to conceal a very 
large building behind the punctuated façade.  With three distinct bays affronting Van Ness Avenue that each imparted 
a near autonomous status, the living quarters of the building imparted notions of spaciousness and privacy rather than 
compression; an important element for a public still slightly leery of shared living space.  The design of the base of 
the building was also important, as it acted as a basic buffer between the “private” quarters above and the public 
sphere beyond.  With a scored façade punctuated by an imposing row of arched windows, the base was grand yet 
Classicly simple, with little adornment.  Suggesting removal from surrounding commercial concerns, the entry to the 
building was an important barrier between the residential life within and the commercially oriented nature of lower 
Van Ness Avenue and Market Street.  Finally, the relative simplicity of the base and discrete bays was crowned by an 
exceedingly heavy bracketed cornice that acted as a visual anchor for the building, but was also on a scale that 
bordered on the ostentatious.  The cornice clearly imparted the aspirations of the architects, the owners, and likely, the 
residents within.   
 
Marketing of the Richelieu was a success, with society columns in the 1910s littered with references to parties, teas, 
and art shows filling the hotel, and accounts of the travels and activities of its residents.9  Widespread apartment hotel 
construction continued around the city, a phenomenon that was often credited by developers and speculators as a vital 
component of the city’s post-earthquake redevelopment success.10   

                            
5 “Hotel on Geary and Hyde Streets,”  San Francisco Chronicle, June 27, 1902. 
6 “St. Dunstan’s For Families,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 2, 1902.  “September Situation of the Real Estate Market.”  
San Francisco Chronicle, September 12, 1903.   
7 Michael R. Corbett,  Splendid Survivors. (San Francisco: The Foundation for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 
86,129, 167.   
8 “Hotel Richelieu Deal,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 14, 1909; “Richelieu Hotel.”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 
28, 1908; “Hotel Nearly Completed,” San Francisco Chronicle, July 4, 1909. 
9 “Bazar Proceeds to Help Build New Italian Church,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 21, 1911; “Prominent Pair United at 
Pretty Church Wedding,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 26, 1914. 
10 “Builders of a City Achieve Great Feat,”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 6, 1914; “Hotel and Home Building Strengthen 
Real Estate Affairs,”  San Francisco Chronicle, August 26, 1911. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The designs of the buildings were, for the most part, in keeping with the basic template practiced by Cunningham and 
Politeo, with articulated bays, emphatic cornice lines, and restrained formal entry levels.  Across the downtown area, 
particularly in the present day Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel District, examples of this type abound, with a 
prominent example on the southeast corner of O’Farrell Street and Cyril Magnin Street (Hotel Barclay) and more 
modest examples lining Market Street (Federal Hotel at 1083 Market). Even the esteemed St. Francis Hotel added a 
residential wing to their hotel, reflecting the general surge in demand.11 
 
By the 1920s, residential patterns were once again shifting, with increased development in the periphery and suburbs 
of the city.  More widespread use of the automobile and expanding linkages in mass transit allowed for residential 
development in areas previously considered too far afield.  Advertisements for bungalows in areas such as Mission 
Terrace and Westwood Park touted the privacy and comfort of the single family home and criticized the high rents 
paid by “the thousands of families living in apartments and hotels.”12 The lingering novelty of the apartment hotel 
faded, and predominant residential patterns moved increasingly toward private residences or true apartments, evolving 
away from the “service” oriented hybrid of the apartment hotel. In addition to shifting residential demand, the modern 
appointments of the 1908 Richelieu Hotel no longer represented the vanguard of modern residential design, and its 
stature appears to have already declined by the latter years of the 1910s.  Once boasting exclusivity, the apartment 
hotel increasingly promoted its affordability in small unassuming advertisements in the classified section of Bay area 
newspapers.13  Competing with more modern developments, including the splendor of the 1924 Weeks and Day 
designed Huntington Hotel, Hotel Richelieu had lost much of its early cache by 1930.  Although the building has 
remained a hotel to the present, a number of major alterations, particularly at the street level, have substantially 
transformed its architectural form.  Most important, the building’s original street level configuration has been altered 
and filled in with an array of modern infill.   The simple, monumental base was an integral component that provided a 
Classical balance in the architects’ design and was emblematic of the residential pretensions of the apartment hotel 
itself, and without it the building’s design is substantially diminished. 
 
Evaluation 
 
As one of the earliest of the post-earthquake apartment hotels built in San Francisco and an architectural 
representative for much of the apartment construction that shaped the downtown, 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue is an 
important indicator of early twentieth century urban residential construction.  The contextual and architectural 
significance of the building is limited, however,  by the building’s lack of integrity.  The building is best interpreted 
as a representative of San Francisco’s rich apartment and hotel building type, but is not a singular historical resource 
within that context.  While the building is representative of post-earthquake redevelopment and the ascendency of 
urban apartment life, its role and associations within that context is not significant.  Much of the city was being rebuilt 
at this time and this construction is relatively ubiquitous and does not convey any distinct or important understanding 
of significant events or broad patterns of local, state, or national history (Criterion A or 1).  Further, while the building 
was marketed as a “apartment hotel,” by 1908 this urban concept was a well-evolved and common place component 
in urban America. 

                            
11 “Apartment Wing Will Be Added to St. Francis Hotel,”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 10, 1912. 
12 “Why Pay $70 Rent When It Will Buy a Home?,”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 10, 1922; “Those Paying $50 a Month Rent 
Can Buy Home And It’s a Dandy Bungalow With Excellent View,”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 3, 1922. 
13 “Hotel Richelieu,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 10, 1918; “Hotel Richelieu,”  San Francisco Chronicle, December 29, 
1922.   
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Emerging in the mid-nineteenth century, the concept was cloaked in a variety of monikers, including french flat, 
family hotel, and apartment hotel, yet all were bound by an evolving understanding of the spatial mandates of urban 
life.  While the apartment hotel still caused glimmers of social unease relating to the decline of family mores, those 
developed in the years following the earthquake were following a long established precedent, and the Hotel Richelieu 
was not individually important within this pattern of development.   
 
The building is not associated with any individual significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2).  
The building was commissioned by Louis A. Levy and Leopold Michele and quickly changed hands during 
construction to a more monetized concern called The Richelieu Investment Company.  While remaining a hotel to the 
present, the building has changed ownership a number of times, as various investment companies developed the 
property.  Similarly, while the building has housed innumerable short-term and long-term guests, it does not have any 
significant associations with individuals.   
 
While the building does embody some distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction (Criterion C or 
1), it is not an exemplar of those characteristics and it is missing important original features.  The punctuated massing, 
prominent cornice, and vertically oriented fenestration were common architectural expressions in late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century Beaux-Arts and revival architecture, and the Hotel Richelieu is more of a representative 
specimen than a significant adaptation or example.  The building was largely an expanded form of the architects’ 
earlier work, such as their 1902 hotel developed at the corner of Geary and Hyde Street.14  Further, within the 
framework of similar buildings erected in the period, and prior, Hotel Richelieu does not convey significant 
architectural or engineering characteristics.  Earlier hotels, including the Palace Hotel and Hotel Pleasanton, boasted 
far more advanced engineering and architectural systems, and in comparison the Richelieu appears a rather 
straightforward architectural expression.  A number of hotels and apartments built in the same time period equal or 
surpass the Richelieu in architectural significance, including the 1911 William H. Weeks designed Hotel Glenn and 
the Palace Hotel designed by Trowbridge and Livingston in 1909.15 
 
Accompanying this relatively common place architectural expression, the building exhibits a marked loss of integrity 
that undercuts its ability to convey even limited architectural significance.  The Richelieu was not designed or 
developed to have a commercial storefront but building permits indicate that the building’s exterior ground level was 
altered in every decade between  the 1930s and the 1990s.  The effect of this intensive alteration has been to entirely 
displace the commercial ground floor from the remainder of the building above and to throw the building visually out 
of balance.  The jarring amalgam of modern storefront insertions and resurfacing of the walls has left very little trace 
of the original composition.  While a small component of these alterations may be removable, for example the original 
balustrade may be merely obscured, the fabric of the street level façade is entirely gone, making the building appear 
top-heavy.  Fenestration and entries have also been altered at various locations throughout the building.   
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but  this type of commercial property is otherwise well documented and does not appear to 
be a principal source of information in this regard (Criterion D or 4). 
 
 

                            
14 “Hotel on Geary and Hyde Streets,”  San Francisco Chronicle, June 27, 1902. 
15 Corbett,  Splendid Survivors, 83, 110.   
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
 

Photograph 2: 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 3 : 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue, bracket detail camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 4: 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue storefront detail southwest corner, 
camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 5: 1050-1066 Van Ness Avenue, storefront detail northwest corner,  
camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #10 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1233 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1233 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0690-001A 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1233 Van Ness Avenue is a two story brick building that stands at the northwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and 
Daniel Burnham Court.  The building was constructed in 1913, along with its northerly neighbor 1243 Van Ness 
Avenue, as a two-part store and loft building.  The brick walls are covered in stucco, and a sheet metal cornice 
supported by simple modillions crowns the building (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1233 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1913, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Kenneth C and Eva S. So 
Latch Trust 
43 Cloud View Road 
Sausalito, CA 94965-2006 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 8, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                 *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                     *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #10 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  tire sales and servicing B4.  Present Use:  office/retail/restaurant 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1913.  A  
mezzanine level was added to the interior in 1916.  Storefront alterations to accommodate new commercial functions 
occurred in 1925, 1937,1940, 1963, 1974, 1986, and 1996.  These alterations entailed new window and door 
insertions, primarily on the Van Ness Avenue elevation (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  David C. Coleman   b.  Builder:  Moses Fisher 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1233 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “C” (contextual importance) in their rating system.   The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building.  
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco History Center; San Francisco Chronicle; Architect and 
Engineer; The Trademark Reporter. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Small, unscrolled cartouches appear regularly along the cornice.  A stringcourse with a key pattern and egg and dart 
detailing demarcates the first and second stories of the building, both of which are dominated by large window 
insertions that form three bays.  The first level, particularly along the primary eastern Van Ness Avenue elevation, is 
highly modified by modern commercial storefront alterations.  The three bays are filled with aluminum and glass 
floor-to ceiling windows, with each containing a recessed aluminum and glass double doors.  Two of the bays are 
obscured by an aluminum frame canopy, which runs along the building and extends across the sidewalk over the 
customer entry area.    In addition to the canopy, a modern advertising banner is affixed across the building, running 
almost the length of the façade under the stringcourse detailing.  The second story of the Van Ness elevation retains 
most of the original materials and configuration, with three multi-component window insertions filling each bay.  In 
each, a large central fixed window is flanked by two rectangular hinged windows and crowned by three of the same.  
The windows are slightly recessed into the building and are framed in wood.   
 
The southerly elevation is the sole additional exposed elevation.  The wall closest to Van Ness Avenue mirrors the 
treatment of the Van Ness façade, however as the building extends east the treatment becomes simpler, reflecting the 
secondary nature of the elevation.  The first two bays are identical to those on the front, with modern storefront 
insertions on the first level and multi-component original windows on the second.  The stringcourse and cornice of the 
Van Ness Avenue elevation also extends across the first two bays.  The remainder of the elevation is simpler in 
treatment, with a far more austere narrow cornice supported only by widely spaced scroll brackets.  As on the Van 
Ness façade, the windows lining the southern elevation are primarily modern infill aluminum-framed on the first floor 
and original wood frame on the second story.  Although the second story windows on the southern elevation are of the 
same massing of those on the Van Ness Avenue, they are of a three-part two-over-one double-hung configuration.  
Additionally, some original fixed-windows line a basement course that runs at the base of the southern elevation.  At 
the eastern edge of the elevation, a pair of modern metal doors are set into an infill stucco surround flanked by a 
scored concrete frame.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1233 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1913, 1233 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built along 
Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake and 
fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that was 
increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  The nascent auto industry and its array of 
support sectors found an ideal home in the spaces afforded by the vacating retial sector along Van Ness Avenue. 
Close to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry first appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but 
soon scores of auto related businesses steadily traveled north, lining the broad avenue from Market nearly to the San 
Francisco Bay.  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more 
modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.   
 
The building was constructed as a speculative commercial venture by California-born builder and real estate 
developer Moses Fisher.  Active across the city in the years following the earthquake, Fisher was responsible for both 
commercial and residential development near Auto Row, as well as in the expanding periphery of the city in newly 
established residential enclaves such as Jordan Park.1  He built this building, a two-part structure that included its 
northerly neighbor 1243 Van Ness Avenue (see DPR523 form), in conjunction with New York-born architect David 
C. Coleman, with whom he often collaborated in development projects.2  Unlike many of the buildings constructed 
during this period on Auto Row, 1233 Van Ness was not purpose-built for a specific auto industry client but rather 
was developed as a generic space for “shops and lofts” that could be filled by any number of commercial interests.3   
 
The speculative nature of the construction attests to the economic might of the newly expanding Auto Row, as a 
variety of smaller support services and lower-tiered sales rooms sought prime locations along the burgeoning auto 
sector of the avenue.  The building has an understated Neoclassical aesthetic that conformed to the prevailing 
commercial style of the time and could accommodate the functional mandate of the automobile business, and as such 
was a standard addition to San Francisco’s established auto row.  Combining a simple sales room with secondary 
convertible spaces, the building expressed the basic design integration that characterized both the modest and 
architecturally prominent auto construction of the period.   
 
By 1916, the building was occupied by Tansey Crowe Company, a tire distributor featuring Pennsylvania “Vacuum 
Cup” Tires developed by the Pennsylvania Rubber Company.  The rubber company was an early entrant into the tire 
manufacturing business, and remained intact until after World War II, when it was bought by rival General Tire.4  The 
tire company added a mezzanine level to the building, further transforming the speculative building to suit auto use.  
Building permits indicate that the Tansey Crowe Company retained ownership of the building only into the early 
1920s, but in 1925 the storefront was remodeled for new commercial use.  In 1935, the building was occupied by a 
used car salesroom operated by Sidney S. Lowenthal and by 1940 the building was vacant.  The building was never 
again used for auto related purposes from this point forward.  Housing a lunch counter, coffee shop, classroom space, 
and medical offices, the flexible program of 1233 Van Ness Avenue accommodated an array of changing functions as 
the avenue’s commercial character evolved during the mid-twentieth century.  As tenants have changed, major 
storefront insertions have greatly altered the first level of the building, largely effacing the evidence of its auto related 
form.  The Van Ness Avenue elevation contains a number of aluminum framed door and window insertions, which 
divide the building into distinct commercial units.   
 
 
 
 
                            
1 “Jordan Park,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 8, 1913; “Nat Goodwin’s Property Passes To Other Hands,”  San Francisco 
Chronicle, March 14, 1913; “Moses Fisher Sells,”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 6, 1912; 1910 United States Census Records. 
2 “To Build Several Residences,”  The Architect and Engineer, August, 1912, 113. 
3 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Application for Building Permit, 1231 Van Ness Avenue, November 14, 1913.  
4 “Pennsylvania Rubber Company V. Dreadnaught Tire and Rubber Company,”  The Trademark Reporter (New York: The 
United States Trademark Association, 1915) 429; “Display Ad 93: Substantial Price Reductions,”  San Francisco Chronicle, 
October 1, 1916. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized commercial building, 1233 Van Ness Avenue does not convey direct associations with 
significant themes of development in either the American auto industry or the development of Van Ness’ Auto Row 
(Criterion A or 1).  While the building housed a number of auto related functions, first as a tire salesroom and 
subsequently as a used car salesroom, the property was a standardized speculative venture undertaken when Van 
Ness’ Auto Row was well-established and the foundation of the American auto industry well-developed.  The 
building remained related to the San Francisco auto industry for a relatively brief period of time, and was 
subsequently devoted to an array of generic commercial uses that hold no direct associations to significant local, state, 
or national events or developments. 
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any historically significant individual (Criterion B or 2).  The various 
auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast industry supply chain that 
included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers and spreading across the country.  There is no documentation of direct 
association with any individuals important in these various fields of endeavor.  Further, the building does not 
demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather illustrates a well-
established design sensibility that includes allusions to classical detailing and basic functional requirements (Criterion 
C or 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the building is not an exemplar.  
The architect, David C. Coleman, was a relatively modest figure, with a speculative design practice that included an 
array of residential and commercial construction.  Similarly, while the developer Moses Fisher is indicative of the 
rampant speculation that arose in the wake of the 1906 earthquake, his role in real estate development is not 
significant but rather basically illustrative of the period’s urban development history.  The building, therefore, is not 
important as the work of a master architect or designer. 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that severs it from even a basic association with its Auto Row related context.  Years of commercial 
entryway insertions and reconfigurations at the ground level have eroded the building’s functional form.  While the 
building does retain many of its original features on the second story, and its cornice, these features do not impart any 
specific associations with Auto Row and are able on their own to convey potential architectural significance.  
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criterion D or 4). 
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Photograph 2: 1233 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing west, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 1233 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #11 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1243 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1243 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0690-001 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1243 Van Ness Avenue is a two story brick building that stands at the southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and 
Sutter Street.  The building was constructed in 1913, along with its southerly neighbor 1233 Van Ness Avenue, as a 
two-part store and loft building.  The brick walls are covered in stucco, and a sheet metal cornice supported by simple 
brackets crowns the building (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1243 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing southwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1913, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
VNAP LLC / VWAP LLC 
PO Box 591572 
San Francisco, CA 94159-1572 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 8, 2009                                              

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #11 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  tire sales and servicing B4.  Present Use:  office/retail/restaurant 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commericial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1913.  A  
Storefront alterations to accommodate new commercial functions occurred in 1925, 1928, 1939, 1961, 1983, and 
1986.  These alterations entailed new window and door insertions, on both the Van Ness Avenue and Sutter Street 
elevation (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  David C. Coleman   b.  Builder:  Moses Fisher 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a               Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1243 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “C” (contextual importance) in their rating system.   The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building.  
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco History Center; San Francisco Chronicle; The Architect and 
Engineer; The Automobile. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
A stringcourse underscored by egg and dart detailing demarcates the first and second stories of the building, both of 
which are dominated by large window insertions that form three bays.  The first level, on both the Van Ness Avenue 
and Sutter Street elevation, is highly modified by modern commercial storefront insertions.  Large incisions alter the 
original three bay configuration of the first level, filled with aluminum and glass windows and doors.  Additionally, a 
stucco wash lines the first story, on both the Van Ness Avenue and Sutter Street elevations.  Aluminum frame 
commercial awnings extend across the entirety of the Van Ness elevation, wrapping around the corner of Sutter Street.  
The second story of the Van Ness elevation retains the original three bay configuration, with multi-component 
window insertions filling each bay.  In each, a large central fixed window is flanked by two rectangular hinged 
windows and crowned by three of the same.  The windows are slightly recessed into the building and have aluminum 
sashes with wood framing.   
 
The northerly elevation is the sole additional exposed elevation.  The treatment of the elevation mirrors that of the 
Van Ness façade, with the cornice and stringcourse extending the entirety of the elevation and a largely original 
second story underlain by a highly altered first level.  Like the Van Ness elevation, aluminum frame commercial 
awnings line the building, and large aluminum-framed window and commercial entry insertions appear irregularly the 
length of the first level.  The second level is divided into eight bays, with prominent recessed window insertions.     
On either edge, the windows are six-part fixed with aluminum sashes and wood framing.  The remaining six are four-
part fixed, also with aluminum sashes and wood framing.  One of the windows has been converted to a glazed wood 
door, which leads to a fire escape.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1243 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1913, 1243 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related commercial facilities constructed 
along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that 
was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  The nascent auto industry and its array 
of support sectors found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness Avenue. 
Close to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor 
quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, 
but quickly scores of auto related businesses steadily traveled north, flanking the broad avenue from Market nearly to 
the Bay.  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more modest 
salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.   
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building was constructed as a speculative commercial venture by California-born builder and real estate 
developer Moses Fisher.  Active across the city in the years following the earthquake, Fisher was responsible for both 
commercial and residential development near Auto Row, as well as in the expanding periphery of the city in newly 
established residential enclaves such as Jordan Park.1  He built this building, a two-part structure that included its 
southerly neighbor 1233 Van Ness Avenue (see DPR523 form), in conjunction with New York-born architect David 
C. Coleman, with whom he often collaborated in development projects.2  Unlike many of the buildings constructed 
during the period on Auto Row, 1243 Van Ness was not purpose built for a specific auto industry client, but rather 
was developed as a generic space for “shops and lofts” that could be filled by any number of commercial interests.3   
 
The speculative nature of the construction attests to the economic might of the newly expanding Auto Row, as a 
variety of smaller support services and lower-tiered sales rooms sought prime locations embedded along the 
burgeoning auto sector of the avenue.  The building has an understated Neoclassical aesthetic that conformed to the 
prevailing commercial style of the time and could accommodate the functional mandate of the automobile business, 
and as such, was a standard addition to San Francisco’s established Auto Row.  Combining a simple sales room with 
secondary convertible spaces, the building expressed the basic design integration that characterized both the modest 
and architecturally prominent auto construction of the period.   
 
By 1916, the building was occupied by George I. Abel, a tire distributor featuring Houk Wire Wheels produced by the 
Houk Manufacturing Company of Buffalo, New York.  The company was an early entrant into the tire manufacturing 
business, and later became the Wire Wheel Corporation of America.  At its peak, the company was producing 
upwards of 5,000 tires a day.4  In addition to the Van Ness Avenue storefront, Abel held distributorships across seven 
western states.5  Building permits indicate that Abel retained ownership of the building only into the early 1920s, and 
in 1925 the storefront was remodeled for use as an auto sales room owned by Denton H. Smith.  After this brief 
salesroom tenant in the mid-1920s, however, the building was never again used for auto related purposes.  In 1928, 
the building was occupied by a cigar store, and the plate glass windows of the storefront were replaced with an iron 
sliding gate.   By 1939 the building was vacant and after 1940 the building was used for a variety of office and 
commercial purposes, including 1960s use by Heald College.  The flexible program of 1243 Van Ness Avenue 
accommodated an array of changing functions as the avenue’s commercial character evolved.  As tenants have 
changed, major storefront insertions have greatly altered the first level of the building, largely effacing the evidence of 
its auto related form.  The Van Ness Avenue elevation contains a number of aluminum framed door and window 
insertions, which divide the building into distinct commercial units.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
1 “Jordan Park,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 8, 1913; “Nat Goodwin’s Property Passes To Other Hands,”  San Francisco 
Chronicle, March 14, 1913; “Moses Fisher Sells,”  San Francisco Chronicle, July 6, 1912; 1910 United States Census Records. 
2 “To Build Several Residences,”  The Architect and Engineer, August, 1912, 113. 
3 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Application for Building Permit, 1231 Van Ness Avenue, November 14, 1913.  
4 “Instructions for Applying Houk Quick Change Wire Wheels,” An undated brochure produced by the Houk Manufacturing 
Company, accessed online at http://www.stanleymotorcarriage.com/735restoration/WireWheels/HoukWireWheelBrochure.htm, 
April 14 2009; “Display Ad 22: Houk Wire Wheels,”  San Francisco Chronicle, May 19, 1916; Standard Corporation Service: 
September-December 1917,(New York: Standard Statistics Company, Inc, 1917) 413. 
5 The Automobile, Vol XXXIII, No. 5, July 29, 1915, 224. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized commercial building, 1243 Van Ness Avenue does not convey direct associations with 
significant themes of development in both the American auto industry or the development of Van Ness’ Auto Row 
(Criterion A or 1).   
 
While the building housed a number of auto related functions, first as a tire salesroom and subsequently as a used car 
salesroom, the property was a standardized speculative venture undertaken when Van Ness’ Auto Row was well-
established and the foundation of the American auto industry well-developed.  The building remained related to the 
San Francisco auto industry for a relatively brief period of time, and was subsequently devoted to an array of generic 
commercial uses that hold no direct associations to significant local, state, or national events or developments. 
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any historically significant individual (Criterion B or 2).  The various 
auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast industry supply chain that 
included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers and spreading across the country.  There is no documentation of direct 
association with any individuals important in these various fields of endeavor.  Further, the building does not 
demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather illustrates a well-
established design sensibility that includes allusions to classical detailing and basic functional requirements (Criterion 
C or 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the building is not an exemplar.  
The architect, David C. Coleman, was a relatively modest figure, with a speculative design practice that included an 
array of residential and commercial construction.  Similarly, while the developer Moses Fisher is indicative of the 
rampant speculation that arose in the wake of the 1906 earthquake, his role in real estate development is not 
significant but rather basically illustrative of the period’s urban development history.  The building, therefore, is not 
important as the work of a master architect or designer.   
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that severs it from even a basic association with its Auto Row related context.  Years of commercial 
entryway insertions and reconfigurations at the ground level have eroded the building’s functional form.  While the 
building does retain many of its original features on the second story, and its cornice, these features do not impart any 
specific associations with Auto Row and are not able on their own to convey potential architectural significance.  
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and the building 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criterion D or 4). 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 1243 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 1243 Van Ness representative storefront insertion,  

camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
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       NRHP Status Code  3S 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  10                                                                             *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #12 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1320 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1320 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0670-013 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1320 Van Ness Avenue fills the block-front between Sutter Street and Fern Street.  The four-story Renaissance 
Revival palazzo-style building is rectangular in plan and of steel-frame concrete construction with a concrete 
foundation.  While relatively restrained, the Van Ness elevation of the building is composed of several distinct design 
elements, resulting in a variegated composition (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP13 (Community Center / Social Hall) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1320 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northeast, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1911, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings, County Assessors 
Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Van Ness Hotel, Inc. 
1619 Pennsylvania Avenue NW. 
Washington , DC 20006-3404 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 8, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 10                                   *NRHP Status Code 3S 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #12 
B1. Historic Name: Scottish Rite Masonic Temple 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  Masonic Temple B4.  Present Use:  theater 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Italian Renaissance Revival 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1909 and has 
not had any major external alterations (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

 
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  O’Brien and Werner   b.  Builder:  Mahony Brothers 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  Social and ArchitecturalDevelopment of Masonic Fraternal Organizations   
   Area: California   Period of Significance:  1909-1911    Property Type:  Fraternal  Applicable Criteria:  A and C    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1320 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “A” (highest importance) in their rating system.  The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a significant building. 
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purpose of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review, which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; 
Splendid Survivors; San Francisco Chronicle; Dumenil, Freemasonry and 
American Culture (1984); Brockman, Theatre of the Fraternity (1996); The 
Architect and Engineer of California; Ivey, Prayers In Stone (1999); 
Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The base of the building is composed of two courses of smooth granite, which cedes to a scored concrete entryway 
level that replicates limestone in color and massing.  A simple dentil stringcourse separates this from the upper stories 
of the building, which are dominated by seven two-story arched window insertions.  The smooth facing of these upper 
stories is given texture by orderly rows of metal anchors that project slightly from the smooth surface, giving the wall 
a “beaded” surface.  The fourth story of the building is demarcated by a narrow course of windows, separated by eight 
embossed panels with a bas relief rosette.  The elaborate galvanized iron cornice flows virtually uninterrupted from 
this window course, with a highly ornate entablature.  The cornice features a foliated fleur-de-lis band, slim dentils, 
egg and dart molding, scroll brackets, and a terminates in a course of bears and foliated wreaths, and provides a rich 
and emphatic anchor that unites the disparate elements of the facade.   
 
Each section of the façade is characterized by distinct window types, although all of the windows are vertically 
aligned.  The first level of the building features a central recessed entryway flanked by three pairs of recessed hinged 
wood frame windows on either side.  The window insertions have simple projecting sills.  The entryway, accessed by 
granite steps and paneled in marble, is framed by a molded entablature and balustrade.  With foliated brackets, masks, 
and a wreath encircling a scroll, the doorway detail mirrors the intricacy of the cornice.  Iron lamps, designed as 
scrolled vines with crowning filigree, appear on either side of the doorway and seals related to the Scottish Rite 
appear in escutcheons flanking the balustrade above.  The second and third story window treatment consists of seven 
round-arched window insertions with subtle decorative hoods and embossed tracery detailing.  Spanning two levels, 
the window configuration is composed of four panes: two recessed wood frame windows crowned by two recessed 
wood frame arched windows.  Decorative panels underscored by scroll brackets separate the two levels.  The fourth 
story window level consists of pairs of wood frame single-pane windows, separated by the eight embossed rosette 
panels referenced above.   
 
Although the Van Ness elevation is the most exuberant, the southern Sutter Street elevation boasts nearly the same 
architectural form, with only the following minor differences.  The central doorway on the southern elevation is 
arched, with the scored concrete surround simulating arch stones and a polychrome tile ensemble featuring the Double 
Headed Eagle of the Scottish Rite.  Additionally, a basement doorway appears on the southeastern corner of the 
building, with a fabric and aluminum frame projecting canopy.   
 
The northern elevation, lining the secondary and less visible Fern Street, reflects a diminished architectural treatment.  
The characteristic ornamentation of the building only extends two bays, with the remainder finished in unarticulated 
concrete.  A fire escape traverses the building, and an elevator bulkhead projects from the roof.  Three pairs of stained 
glass windows appear on the northern elevation, however, embedded in a slightly projecting smooth arched frame. 
 
Visible alterations to the building are few, with replaced doors perhaps the most significant.  The Van Ness entryway 
consists of two pairs of anodized aluminum doors, and the southern elevation is filled with a pair of glass and metal 
framed doors flanked by sidelights.  Additionally, gold colored metal panels depicting the name of the current theater 
tenant, the Regency, appear on either side of the Van Ness entrance.  All other architectural features and 
configurations remain intact, however, and the building exterior is in excellent structural condition (see Section B10).   
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1320 Van Ness Avenue appears eligible for individual listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and local 
designation under Criterion A (Criterion 1) at the regional (state) level, for its significance in the social development 
of the fraternal Masonic order.  Additionally, the building appears significant at the state level under Criterion C 
(Criterion 3), as a significant design by Masonic architect Carl Werner that is  representative of important aspects of 
Masonic architecture.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and 
Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local designation 
using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 
2000) 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
1320 Van Ness Avenue was constructed in 1911 by the San Francisco Chapter of the Scottish Rite Masons.  The 
building was the body’s second, because the first temple on Geary Street collapsed and burned only months after 
construction in the 1906 Earthquake and Fire.1  The Scottish Rite branch of the Masons was enjoying a surge in 
popularity in the early years of the twentieth century, and the organization used the loss as an opportunity to build a 
prominent temple that reflected the increasingly high-profile status of the fraternal organization.  Although the 
group’s 1905 Albert Pike Memorial Temple on Geary had been considered adequate at the time of construction, the 
Van Ness temple was of a far grander and more elaborate scale that set a new tone for the Scottish Rite across 
California.  The palazzo-style temple on Van Ness Avenue was the first in a wave of California construction 
commissioned by the body that rivaled the monumentality of other civic and public buildings across the state and 
created a long-lasting architectural legacy for the group. 
 
The Masonic tradition is one of the most widespread and influential of American fraternal organizations.  Across 
America, both grand and modest nineteenth and early twentieth century buildings bear the telltale square and compass 
of Masonry, indicating the remarkable geographic distribution of the group.  With obscure roots that extend deep into 
Medieval Europe, the organization thrived in Colonial America, counting many prominent early leaders as members.  
As settlement expanded westward, the organization grew, establishing temples across virtually all settled portions of 
the United States.  Similar to the “civilizing” forces embodied by edifices devoted to education, law, and trade; the 
physical presence of the Masonic body was an often touted symbol of American civic progress and consolidation. 
 
Participation in the Masonic order reached its zenith in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.  During the 
period, America was awash in a general mania for fraternal organization, as a wide array of citizens sought to navigate 
the increasingly complex social and industrial order of a rapidly expanding nation.  Although much of this 
organizational fervor sought to establish highly pragmatic and tangible ends, such as temperance, religious, and social 
reform, the motivations driving the Masons ultimately more complex.  Predicated upon a highly ritualistic and often 
esoteric social framework, the group was far less concerned with widespread social reform than it was with providing 
a social bastion for its members.  With orderly ranks, largely secret processes, and elaborate rituals woven around  
 
 
                            
1 “Masons Enjoy Their New Home,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 7, 1905; “All That Remains of the Fine New Scottish 
Rite Temple Recently Dedicated,” May 3, 1906. 
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shared ideals and moral norms, the Masonic movement represented a cohesive framework for its members that stood 
in contrast to the chaotic political, social, and economic conditions shaping the nation as a whole.  The lure of the 
system was widespread.  In 1879, the organization claimed to have 550,000 members.  By 1925, the group boasted 
over three million Masons, spread throughout every state in the nation.2     
 
The organization was, and remains, divided into two basic upper orders: the York Rite and the Ancient and Accepted 
Scottish Rite.  The Scottish Rite was the more esoteric of the two and consisted of a progressive system of moral 
education that hinged upon, “the struggle of good and evil, insight and ignorance.” This dramatized journey envoked 
historical and religious symbols, parables, and mythology, with grandiose levels that included Prince of Jerusalem, 
Chief of the Tabernacle, and Knight Kadosh.  Prior to the 1880s, the orchestration of the journey primarily relied 
upon role playing, texts, and intensive dramatizations using the spoken word.  Beginning in the 1880s, however, the 
Scottish Rite increasingly turned to a ritualistic framework that employed rich stage-sets, props, costumes, and 
complex lighting systems. This shift toward a theatrical presentation was accompanied by a marked surge in 
membership, as members were drawn to the entertainment experience of the group.  In 1900, a total of 40,000 men 
were identified as members of the Scottish Rite.  By 1930, that number had surged to 600,000.3  
 
In large part, this late nineteenth century transition was enabled by rapid advances in technology.  As new production 
methods produced an abundance of sets, costumes, illumination, and décor, American citizens became increasingly 
sophisticated consumers of material culture.  With the spoken word and recitation of arcane texts no longer sufficient, 
the Scottish Rite cloaked its traditional ritual in a rich entertainment package that reflected the modernization of 
American life in general.  These material advances served to ensure the continued popularity of the group even as a 
modern innovations such as radio, movies, and telephones vied with the fraternal realm for private allegiances.  This 
increasingly complex theatrical mandate, accompanied by the exponential growth of the body, led to a spate of lodge 
construction across the country. Rather than simple meeting halls, the buildings reflected a host of allegorical and 
mythological associations.  As an organization steeped in historical associations, the buildings spoke a diverse 
revivalist architectural language, with Islamic, Moorish, Renaissance, Gothic, and even Colonial overtones.  The 
buildings themselves served as stage-sets for the rituals of the body, with theaters, iconography, and precise spatial 
orders written into the building’s form.4   
 
The construction of 1320 Van Ness Avenue reflects the intimate union between ritual and the built form.  The four 
story building was modeled upon the Strozzi Palace in Florence, Italy.  Apart from replacing the rusticated stone of 
Strozzi with concrete construction, the mass and fenestration of the building was strikingly reminiscent of the 
fifteenth century design.  The cohesive unity of the palazzo exterior, however, belied a veritable explosion of 
historical influences within the building.  The vestibule of the Van Ness building was designed in the Greek-Doric 
form, with sixteen columns and a rotunda.  The men’s parlor was in the Louis XIV design, with the women’s parlor 
cloaked in trappings of the American Colonial period.  The auditorium and ballroom were described as a “splendid 
piece of architecture from the French Renaissance of the Louis XV period,” and could accommodate 1,500 people.  
The banquet hall, done in the Dutch design, was separated from the auditorium by monumental wooden doors.  In 
addition to these major meeting spaces, an array of secondary rooms, chambers, and offices boasted elaborate and 
intricate historicist dressing, reflecting a sense of exuberant architectural costumery.5  At the time of construction,  
                            
2 Lynn Dumenil, Freemasonry and American Culture 1880-1930 (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1984) xi-
xv. 
3 C. Lance Brockman, Theatre of the Fraternity: Staging the Ritual Space (Jackson, Mississippi: University Press of Mississipi, 
1996) 14-15. 
4 Brockman, Theatre of the Fraternity, 25. 
5 “Imposing Masonic Temple Completed,”  San Francisco Chronicle, March 11. 1911. 
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both the interior and exterior elicited rapturous praise, with the San Francisco Chronicle marveling that, “the perfect 
appointments, decorations, brilliant illumination, and stage and scenic effects combine to represent a scene of 
enchantment the likes of which has rarely been beheld in this or any other city."6 
 
The building was designed by O’Brien and Werner, a Bay Area firm centered in Alameda.  Both of the architects 
were members of the Freemasons, a prerequisite for commissions that was common in Masonic construction.  At the 
time, the partners were both rather young and the firm relatively untested, however Carl Werner went on to design 
most pre-war Masonic Temples in California, including prominent edifices in Oakland, Bakersfield, Sacramento, 
Fresno, Petaluma, and Santa Rosa.  At his death, Werner was a 33rd Degree Mason of the Scottish Rite, the highest 
possible level within the fraternity.7  Werner’s architectural designs embodied a full range of periods, including  
Italian Renaissance, Gothic, Classical, Georgian, and Colonial.  His designs were considered to be exemplars of the 
Masonic form, with the San Francisco palazzo arguably the most noted.  In 1918, California’s Architect and Engineer 
affirmed this mantle, stating that Werner had, “made a study of Masonic building,” and had, “given the buildings an 
architectural treatment that is refreshing when compared to the monstrosities built in the earlier days of the Golden 
State.”8 
 
The completion of the San Francisco Temple was the first major commission undertaken by Werner for the Scottish 
Rite, and as such provided an important aesthetic model for subsequent work.  The construction also elevated 
architectural expectations for the Scottish Rite and the Masons in general.  As quasi-public buildings, Masonic 
Temples had a complex mandate to both house the internal functions of the group and project a suitable public façade.  
The Architect and Engineer noted this mandate,  stating that, “probably no building outside of those generally 
recognized as of a public character calls for more critical inspection than the Masonic Temple.”  Prior to Werner’s 
commissions, the article continued, “the Masonic bodies had not appreciated the fact that better architecture and better 
buildings are desired, in fact expected, from them.”9   
 
The looming palazzo at Van Ness fulfilled this mandate on a number of levels.  Although its fanciful design satisfied 
the theatrical and ritualistic functions of the expanding body, it also wove itself well into the Beaux Arts language of 
the era.  The monumental order of the building in many ways forecasted later developments at both the San Francisco 
Civic Center and the 1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition.  The temple’s design drew extensively from the 
past, yet reflected intensely current social standards of monumentality and grandeur.  Beginning with the construction 
of the Van Ness Temple, Werner displayed a sophisticated grasp of classical expression, a form which he 
recommended for its, “crystal-like character and calm stately dignity.”  This design mastery manifested itself in much 
of Werner’s Masonic work, as well as in a range of other commissions undertaken by the architect.  During the period 
of his most intense Masonic construction, he designed several churches for Bay Area Christian Scientists including 
First Church Alameda, Fourth and Fifth Churches in San Francisco, and Fourth Church Oakland.  In all of the work, 
the buildings reflected the complex juncture between civic and mystical, modern and historical, and public and 
private.10 
 
                            
6 “New Scottish Rite Temple Formally Dedicated: Splendid Ceremony, Inspiring and Impressive,”  San Francisco Chronicle, 
March 4, 1911. 
7 “Carl Werner Dies,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 4, 1943; “Some California Masonic Temples,”  The Architect & Engineer 
of California, Vol. L.II., Number 2, February 1918, 49-67. 
8 “Some California Masonic Temples,” The Architect & Engineer of California, 67. 
9 “Some California Masonic Temples,” The Architect & Engineer of California, 49. 
10 Paul Eli Ivey, Prayers In Stone: Christian Science Architecture in the United States 1894-1930 (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999) 167-168. 
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Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, the public and private social functions of the Van Ness Avenue 
Temple also reflected aspects of these junctures as in addition to traditional Scottish Rite activities, the organization 
sponsored a diverse assortment of public events.  Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the organization hosted open 
lectures, meetings, balls, and benefits, indicating the increasingly public role of the once reclusive Masonic tradition.   
In 1911, the Temple sponsored a lecture on the construction of the Panama Canal as a benefit for the San Francisco 
General Hospital.  The same year a smaller fraternal organization, The Woodmen of the World, held its ceremonies in 
the Temple, renting space for a number of events.  Only weeks later, the building hosted an event for the suffrage 
movement.  Later in the 1910s, William Butler Yeats presented in the auditorium, followed by a series of lectures on 
applied psychology given by Dr. D.V. Bush.11   This sampling of events represents only a small portion of the public 
outreach, and it appears that almost immediately upon construction the massive building became a de facto civic 
space. 
 
Despite the prominent position enjoyed by the San Francisco Scottish Rite, by the 1930s the organization was in 
decline.  The widespread popularity of Freemasonry, and fraternal organizations in general, diminished in the late 
1920s and by 1930 the Masons reflected what one commentator declared, “the Tuberculosis of Fraternalism.”12  
Across the country, membership declined and lodges faced bankruptcy and neglect.  After 1930, the Scottish Rite 
largely ceased their building of grand new temples, and the group gradually dwindled in size and influence throughout 
the twentieth century.  The decline of the group can be attributed to a number of factors influencing twentieth century 
life, including a decreased interest in ritual, a decline of public participation in favor of the private realm, and 
increasingly sophisticated social outlets including television and the auto that made the theater and pageantry of the 
Scottish Rite and other fraternal organizations appear anachronistic and dated.13  Although the Scottish Rite remained 
in the building until the 1960s, the rapid expansion that characterized the early  twentieth century and the 
corresponding building of temples like that on Van Ness faded quickly.  When the Scottish Rite moved to new 
quarters in the mid-1960s, the temple was converted for use as a theater.  In many senses this conversion was in 
keeping with the building’s original function, as the pageantry of the Scottish Rite was transformed into the traditional 
pageantry of the general stage.  The exterior of the building remains much as it did upon construction, with very few 
alterations.   
 
Evaluation 
 
As one of the earliest and most prominent Scottish Rite Temples in the state of California, the Temple at 1320 Van 
Ness Avenue appears eligible for listing in the NRHP and CRHR under Criteria A and 1 for its significant 
associations with important aspects of early twentieth century fraternal identity in California.  The building reflects 
the massive growth of the Scottish Rite, as Californians flocked to fraternal organizations in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century.  Further, the building directly reflects an important transition within the Scottish Rite itself, as 
traditional trappings of the organization were enveloped in pageantry enabled by modern technological and social 
advances.  This wedding of entertainment and social identity reflects larger advances in state and national culture.   
By the early twentieth century, Americans had become increasingly sophisticated consumers of popular entertainment 
and theatrics, and the building was in many senses commissioned as a cohesive entertainment  
 
                            
11 “Plan Lecture For Hospital Benefit,”  San Francisco Chronicle, May 16, 1911; “Woodmen of World to Honor Memory of 
Departed Members,”  San Francisco Chronicle, June 4, 1911; “Suffrage Cause Fills Scottish Rite Temple,” San Francisco 
Chronicle, June 17, 1911; “!3 Free Lectures On Applied Psychology,” San Francisco Chronicle, January 22, 1922. 
12 “The Masonic Lodge Room, 1870-1930: A Sacred Space of Masculine Spiritual Hierarchy,”  Perspectives in Vernacular 
Architecture, Volume 5, 1995, 26. 
13 Lynn Dumenil, Freemasonry and American Culture 1880-1930 (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1984) 163 
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spectacle.  Its erection was accompanied by parades, and rituals, speeches and pageantry, and its physical form 
represented an organization at its zenith in social cohesion and clout.   
 
In addition to its significant role in the organizational history of the fraternal body, the Temple at 1320 Van Ness is 
also significant at the state level for its definitive architectural role under Criteria C and 3.  The building was the first, 
and arguably the most esteemed, major Masonic commission undertaken by Carl Werner.  With its Renaissance 
Revival exterior and sumptuously eclectic historicist interior, the building stood as an exemplar for the Scottish Rite 
and provided a template for all subsequent Masonic construction in the 1910s and 1920s.  Unlike the relatively 
modest California temples of the nineteenth century, the Temple on Van Ness Avenue fully incorporated the lore and 
pageantry of the Scottish Rite into its physical form.  The structure itself was a sort of stage-set that enabled the body 
to interact with and reflect the surrounding community of San Francisco.  This pivotal role was acknowledged almost 
immediately upon construction, with architectural critics declaring the Van Ness building the finest Masonic structure 
in California and even the country.14   
 
In its design and stature, the building also reflected heightened architectural expectations surrounding Masonic 
construction.  As the group emerged as an increasingly integral component of popular American identity, the form of 
its temples evolved into a distinct breed of quasi-public undertakings that satisfied both internal and external design 
requirements.  Werner’s work exhibited this ascendency masterfully, with the San Francisco Temple standing as a 
compelling example.  The integrity of the external portions of the building is notable, with no major alterations to the 
basic form and ornamentation of the building.  As an example of Werner’s imaginative and sophisticated work and the 
complex design mandate of the Scottish Rite, the building remains an intact and immensely valuable design 
representative.  Retaining integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and association, the building 
illustrates the enormous cultural impact of both the Masonic tradition and the Scottish Rite in California.   
 
Although this evaluation recognizes the significance of 1320 Van Ness Avenue under Criteria A and C (1 and 3), the 
building does not meet any of the other criteria for listing.  It is not directly associated with any specific individuals 
that are significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2).  Rather, the building is indicative of the 
general rise of the Masonic order and fraternal traditions in California.  Additionally, the physical aspects of the 
property are not likely to be a principal source of information important for historical understanding (Criterion D or 
4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            
14 “Some California Masonic Temples,” The Architect & Engineer of California, 67. 
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Photograph 2: 1320 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3 : 1320 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 4: 1320 Van Ness Avenue, tile work above secondary doorway, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 5: 1320 Van Ness Avenue, stained glass windows on secondary elevation,  

camera facing south, 3/8/09 
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*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
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  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #13 
B1. Historic Name: The Allen Building 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  office/retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1919.  In  
1935 new tenants reconfigured the storefront.  In 1949 the building was converted to office use, with accompanying 
storefront and interior alterations.  In 1978, more interior alterations adjusted the office space.  A major storefront 
alteration occurred again in 1994, as well as a roof replacement (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Macdonald and Kahn  Engineers   b.  Builder:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a             Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1625 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “B” (major importance) in their rating system.  According 
to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA Review 
Procedures for Historic Resources,” this rating does not qualify as an adopted local register for the purpose of CEQA, 
and requires further consultation and review, which is provided herein (see continuation sheet).   
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Oakland Tribune; The San Francisco Examiner; The 
Commercial Vehicle; Motor West; Ling, America and the Automobile 
(1990); Stevens, Hoover Dam (1988); Bucci, Albert Kahn Wolf, Big Dams 
and Other Dreams (1996); Dyble, Paying The Toll (2009); Journal of San 
Diego History; Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping (1919); 
The American Architect; Rae, The American Automobile (1965); 
Scharchburg, Carriages Without Horses (1993); Indiana Historical Society 
Manuscript and Visual Collections. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The primary elevation fronting Van Ness Avenue is faced in multi-toned brick and dominated by three bays of 
recessed multi-pane casement windows.  A narrow cornice, underscored by subtle arabesque ornamentation crowns 
the building.  The secondary elevation fronting Sacramento Street is far simpler and has a vary different aesthetic, 
with a garage entryway and a smooth finish of unarticulated concrete interspersed with steel-frame casement 
windows.   
 
Modern commercial retail usage has significantly altered the first level of the building on both elevations, with the 
addition of glass and aluminum windows and entryways and infill stucco surrounds.  Metal signage and an offset 
sidewalk canopy appear along Van Ness Avenue on the first level, both of which are also modern infill.  While a 
single garage entrance appears on the Sacramento Street elevation, two other garage entrances present in the original 
design have been removed and replaced with modern window and door infill.  Despite substantial reconfiguration, 
original pilasters flank the first floor of the Van Ness elevation, featuring stucco palmettes and foliation.  
Additionally, the narrow scrolled stringcourse appears above the commercial infill along the Van Ness Avenue 
elevation, creating a foundation for the floors above.   
 
The upper portions of the building largely retain their original configuration and material.  The façade is divided into 
three, three-story recessed window bays.  Each floor is separated by incised spandrels, lending a horizontal orientation 
to the façade that balances the verticality of the window bays.   The two side bays feature single sixteen-light steel 
casement windows.  The central bay consists of three twelve-light casement windows, separated by fluted terra cotta 
pilasters with volute ornamentation.  An iron fire escape runs along the front of the southern bay.   Significantly less 
ornate in form, the upper stories of the Sacramento Street elevation retain their original window configuration.  The 
horizontally oriented windows form three bays, all of which are flush and unornamented.  The two outer bays consist 
of a pair of windows and the central bay consists of a tripartite window insertion flanked on either edge by a single 
window insertion.  All of the windows are composed of a large single pane fixed window flanked at the top and 
bottom by a smaller hinged awning window.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1625 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, 
“Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local 
designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 
527, June 7, 2000).   
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1919, 1625 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related commercial facilities constructed  
along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor 
increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  Close to the urban core and the economic 
opportunities inherent to the city, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of 
Market Street, but scores of auto related businesses soon traveled steadily north, flanking the broad avenue from 
Market Street nearly to the Bay.   
 
Leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, California proved a ready 
market for increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-western industrial belt. 
With primary consumers arising from the ranks of California’s expanding agricultural sector and professional middle 
class, demand for automobiles quickly funneled to Los Angeles and San Francisco.  Satisfying this demand, 
distributorships along Van Ness Avenue became a nexus between the productive capacities of the automotive industry 
and the commercial marketing development necessary for widespread auto sales and ownership.  In many senses, the 
showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto industry, and the array of buildings erected represented an 
evolving conception of the automobile’s role in America.1  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor 
Company Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops, and the avenue 
reflected a diverse building stock demonstrating the unparalleled ascendency of the automobile. 
 
1625 Van Ness Avenue was constructed by the San Francisco based engineering and contracting firm of Macdonald 
and Kahn.  Formed in 1911 and active across the city in the years following the earthquake, the firm acted alternately 
as architects, engineers, and contractors in a remarkably wide range of projects both in San Francisco and elsewhere 
in the state of California throughout the first half of the twentieth century.  With a particular emphasis in reinforced 
concrete construction, the partnership undertook contracts for a strikingly diverse array of both prosaic and high 
profile ventures including construction of sewers, storm drains, bridges, concrete ships; as well as more standard 
speculative residential, industrial, and commercial properties.  Displaying an adept technical and networking ability, 
the firm ultimately entered the upper echelon of the American civil engineering profession with their central 
participation in the construction of the Hoover Dam.  As part of the Six Companies consortium that included Bechtel 
Corporation as well as other western construction giants, the firm played a substantial role in the successful 
completion of the dam, as well as the completion of the Grand Coulee Dam and subsequent World War II era defense 
related projects spearheaded by the Six Companies.2  Individually, the engineers also displayed marked professional 
versatility, with Alan Macdonald hired in 1929 as the first General Manager for the as yet unconstructed Golden Gate 
Bridge.  In this capacity he was an influential, albeit controversial, figure in the contracting and early construction of 
the seminal bridge span.3  
 
At the time of the 1919 construction of 1625 Van Ness Avenue, the firm was far less established, with few high 
profile contracts.  A few years earlier, Macdonald and Kahn were commissioned by Zellerbach Paper Company to 
construct a six-story reinforced concrete factory and warehouse in North Beach, on the Embarcadero.  During that 
time the firm was also developing pueblo-style single family residences in a speculative venture on Sea Cliff Avenue 
along San Francisco’s coastline.  The most high-profile activities of the firm arose from its central participation in the  
 
 
 
                            
1 Peter J. Ling,  America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change.  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
2 Joseph E. Stevens,  Hoover Dam: An American Adventure. (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988) 40; 
Donald E. Wolf,  Big Dams and Other Dreams: The Six Companies Story.  (Norman Oklahoma: The University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1996) 32-33. 
3Louise Nelson Dyble,  Paying The Toll: Local Power, Regional Politics, and the Golden Gate Bridge. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2009) 48-50. 
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1918 development of America’s first concrete freighter, aptly named Faith.  Hired by a speculative venture named the 
San Francisco Ship Building Company, the engineer’s designed the 5000 ton vessel in six months.4  The successful 
maiden voyage of the ship in the spring of 1918 garnered much praise, as the shortages of steel accompanying 
America’s entry into World War I had spurred funding and political will for development of the technology.  
Following the launch, scores of contracts for concrete ships were undertaken by the company, many of which were 
under the auspices of the United States government’s Emergency Fleet activity.5   
 
With such marked professional breadth, it appears that the two principals of the young firm sought to establish the 
most lucrative professional and commercial applications for reinforced concrete construction, resulting in a varied 
professional repertoire.  On several levels, however, construction projects in and around Auto Row were a logical 
extension for the firm.  In the late 1910s development along the row was booming, with prominent architects, auto 
companies, and businessmen increasingly attracted to the dense two-mile urban automotive corridor.  Since 1913 auto 
sales rooms and auto repair shops had dominated the avenue, however by 1920 the development had reached a 
fevered pitch.  In the 1920s, celebrations such as “Open Roads Week,” drew thousands to Van Ness Avenue, drawn 
by festivities marking “the call of the open road.”  In the mid-1920s, dealers routinely screened movies, complete with 
orchestral sections, showing films with dramatic titles including, “The Saga of Transportation.”  As dealers sought to 
introduce consumers to the freedom and leisure opportunities afforded by the automobile, the buildings on Van Ness 
became a veritable stage-set for the advancement of the automobile.6  As speculative businessmen, contractors, and 
engineers, the opportunities inherent in such growth and mass popularity were apparent to Macdonald and Kahn.  
Further, the capacities of construction along Auto Row to provide a similar stage set for the company’s prowess in 
both reinforced concrete and industrial design also encouraged the firm to undertake Auto Row projects.  In 1920 
alone the firm constructed at least four buildings on Van Ness Avenue, all far larger in scale than those from the 
preceding decade and all reflective of an increasingly perfected conception of the requirements of auto sales. 
 
Additionally, Felix Kahn’s technical proficiency in building with reinforced concrete was paired with an intimate, 
albeit indirect, knowledge of designing for the auto industry.  The same year that the firm was working along Van 
Ness Avenue, Felix Kahn’s brother, the prominent industrial designer and architect Albert Kahn, was designing the 
enormous General Motors Building in Detroit, Michigan.  A decade earlier Albert Kahn had designed both the 
Highland Park Ford Plant and the Packard Plant, providing an aesthetic and functional model for construction adopted 
by his brother’s firm in much of the Van Ness Avenue construction.  Like Macdonald and Kahn, Albert Kahn 
Associates Inc. Architects and Engineers of Detroit was a firm that blurred the boundaries between design and 
function.  Ultimately, this skill lent itself well to the particular mandates of auto related architecture, which centered 
upon a sophisticated understanding of how the building’s form aided the technological development of the auto 
product within.7 
 
 
 
 
                            
4 “Realty Sales Downtown Approximately Normal,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 8, 1916; “City’s Growth Demands New 
Apartments and Homes,”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 20, 1917; “Concrete Ship to Slide into Water Today,”  San 
Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1918; Robert Eberhardt,“Concrete Shipbuilding in San Diego 1918-1920.”  Journal of San 
Diego History, Spring 1995, Volume 41, Number 2.   
5 Russell J. Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1919) 217-243. 
6 “Open Road Week Draws Crowd To Row,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 26, 1921; Earl C. Anthony Reception and 
Preview,”  Oakland Tribune, April 2, 1927. 
7 Federico Bucci,  Albert Kahn: Architect of Ford.  (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002) 27-58. 
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Although designing and constructing a branch salesroom represented a far more modest endeavor than the design of 
revolutionary automobile plants such as Highland Park, the work undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn in San 
Francisco is representative of important strands of auto-related design.  At the time of construction, the building was 
the largest single-dealer building in the west, a feat made possible by the firm’s advanced reinforced concrete 
engineering capacities.  With a broad and open L-shaped plan that overcame  the embedded location in the center of 
the lot , the building was endowed with ample light, a feature which was accentuated by well-placed industrial 
windows and numerous skylights.   
 
The first level was defined by prominent floor to ceiling plate glass windows, beckoning those who passed and 
serving as a transparent foil for the solidity and enticing glint of the cars within.  The second, third, and fourth floors 
were divided effectively into functional sections, with two garage entrances leading directly to the second floor where 
a large service section was located.  The third and fourth floors were divided into parts, repair, and paint departments.  
Such design conformed to the vanguard of architectural theory relating to auto sales.  Although the matter received far 
less attention than the industrial design of factories, by the close of the 1910s architectural trade publications 
advocated open floor plans, ample light, and a vertical solution incorporating sales at the base and maintenance and 
repair above; a retinue of requirements elegantly and pragmatically addressed by Macdonald and Kahn.8   
 
Unlike other Auto Row building’s constructed concurrently by the firm, 1625 Van Ness Avenue reflected a decidedly 
traditional and embellished architectural aesthetic.  Their other auto work, including the design of  neighbor 1700 Van 
Ness Avenue, was of a straightforward and functional aesthetic, in many senses similar to that of the elder Kahn’s 
massive Highland Park in industrial form.  1625 Van Ness was constructed for one of the more prosperous dealers 
along the row, and departed from the firm’s established stripped-down tone with a multi-tone brick faced façade, more 
prominent framing walls and pilasters, arabesque ornamentation, and an opulent vaulted showroom.  While these 
design elements were lauded at the time, as “the row’s most magnificent showroom,” these embellishments were of 
secondary importance to the functional appointments of the building, which accommodated a complex program in a 
rather awkward urban lot.   
  
Upon completion, the building was occupied by L.D. Allen, a distributorship that carried the Cole Aero-Eight and 
Stevens Duryea cars, as well as Sandow trucks.  The building served as the distribution center for northern California, 
Nevada, Arizona, and the Hawaiian Islands.9   In 1920, the three companies represented the prosperity and success of 
the industry, however by decade’s end all had ceded to pressures in the market as standardization and consolidation 
transformed the industry.  The Cole Motor Company, established in Indiana,  was prominent from 1909 to 1925, 
producing “standardized” cars that competed early on with General Motors.  The production method of the company 
relied upon the parts of various manufacturers rather than the “in-house” assembly of General Motors and Ford.  As 
Ford’s influence and assembly line tactics gained coherency and the advantages of specialization waned, Cole faded 
as a major competitor.10  Similarly, Stevens Duryea was a Massachusetts manufacturing firm that  ceased operation in 
1927, largely because of shortcomings in scale, efficiency, and cost. Although the company had been a very early 
entrant into the industry, making a model as early as the 1890s, the massive expansion within the industry  
 
 
                            
8 “An Automobile Sales building,”  The American Architect.  (New York, Volume CXIV, No. 2228, September 4, 1918) 301-
302. 
9 “Allen Opens New Building On Auto Row,”  The San Francisco Examiner, May 2, 1920. 
10 John B Rae, The American Automobile.  (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1965) 18; “Cole Motor Company 
Photographs, Ca. 1920.”  Indiana Historical Society Manuscript and Visual Collections Department, accessed online at 
http://www.indianahistory.org/Library/manuscripts/collection_guides/P0041.html, April 17, 2009. 
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drove the company, like thousands of others, out of the business only decades after its inception.11  Succombing only 
several years later, the Chicago based Sandow Truck Company reflected a similar tale, with the companies assets 
liquidated by the early 1920s.12 The rapid transition during this time period reflects the general consolidation that 
shaped the industry, as the mass production of firms such as Ford and Chevrolet supplanted smaller firms.  A list 
compiled by the American Automobile Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 1900 onward more than 
3000 makes of cars and trucks were produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By the close of World War 
I many had shuttered, and by the 1930s most were gone.13 
 
By the mid-1920s, the building was occupied by H.O. Harrison, a distributor of Hudson, Essex, and Dodge Cars.14  
Building Permits indicate that Harrison installed a new storefront in the building, replacing plate glass windows with 
several doors.  The building remained in auto use only until 1949, when the American Red Cross converted it into an 
office space.  The building remained in use by the American Red Cross until the late 1960s, and was subsequently 
used for various office purposes.  In the 1990s the building was occupied by a chain retail store, and remains in this 
use to the present.  Major interior demolitions and reconfiguration accompanied the transition from auto functions to 
office and retail capacities.   
 
Evaluation 
 
While the automobile commissions undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn were relatively modest when compared to 
both their later work and the architectural precedents of major automobile plants such as Highland Park, the firm’s 
work was important in that it tangibly consolidated the efficiency and standardization practices learned in the 
production arm of the industry and channeled them to the sales and consumption sectors.  Although the conception 
and construction of early regional Auto Rows has received far less attention and academic inquiry, these locales were 
a critical channel by which an increasingly mechanistic and consolidated auto industry received diverse and fickle 
consumers, a meeting point that was instrumental for the financial success of the industry. Understanding Macdonald 
and Kahn’s design as an auto sales “factory,” the building exists as a derivative of lessons embodied by the rise of 
“Fordism.”  The entire construction was predicated upon the solution of a single design problem: promoting, selling, 
and maintaining the automobile.   
 
As engineers, Macdonald and Kahn appeared to press the functional efficacy of the building in a more consistent 
manner and at a greater scale than previous showroom designers, who were often hampered by limited space and 
accustomed to greater ornamentation.  Even compared with similarly scaled construction from a mere decade earlier, 
such as that of the White Garage at the corner of Market Street and Van Ness Avenue constructed by the Beaux Arts 
trained George Adrian Applegarth, the building was a far more cohesive and effective portal for the cars within; with 
lighter framing members, greater light, and a more open plan.  Equally striking is the replicative capacity of the firm, 
in the years 1919-1920, they constructed at least four massive auto buildings along Van Ness, each quite similar to the 
other and each representative of the standardization in building techniques that was accompanying the standardization 
in automobile manufacturing.  Each was a purpose-built building for distinct clients, yet each could be replicated with 
ease.  1625 Van Ness was one of the largest of the auto showrooms constructed by the firm, and  
 
 
                            
11 Richard P. Scharchburg,  Carriages Without Horses: J. Frank Duryea and the Birth of the American Automobile Industry.  
(SAE, 1993)  
12 “Sandow Truck Assets Sold,”  The Commercial Vehicle, Volume XXVI, Number 8, May 15, 1922. 
13 Rae, The American Automobile, 18. 
14 “San Francisco Car Dealers Coming Into Own,”  Motor West, Volume XXX11, number 3, November 15, 1919, 20. 
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was recognized at the time as a substantial addition that represented the maturity and economic growth of the auto 
industry by 1920.15   
 
Despite the fact that the building’s construction did embody these distinctive characteristics of early twentieth century 
industrial design and melded them successfully to the basic requirements and mandates of a regional showroom, its 
potential significance has been effaced by substantial alterations and the building cannot convey individual 
significance under Criteria A (1) or C (3).  With all of the streetlevel features removed, including the singularly 
important element of display windows along the showroom, the building is no longer an individual representative of 
either the showroom building type or a significant example within the overall portfolio of Macdonald and Kahn.  
Major interior alterations also diminish critical components of the building’s form and open plan.  With the inventive 
capacity displayed only a year before in the frenzied construction of the concrete freighter Faith, the firm proved 
proved remarkable facility in concrete engineering, a characteristic that was likely interpreted in the Auto Row 
construction.  What direct effect these developments had, if any, cannot be conveyed by the building in its altered 
condition, however, and the building cannot be considered a significant remnant of the firm’s work.  1625 Van Ness 
Avenue cannot individually convey any significant association with either the development of auto row or the 
development of the auto sales industry in general (Criterion A or 1).   
 
The potential significance of the building primarily arose from its association with the development of the Row 
(Criteria A and 1) and architectural and engineering themes (Criteria C and 3), both of which have been undermined 
by extensive diminishment in integrity.  Even barring consideration of the extensive loss of integrity, the building 
does not have any significant associations with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion 
B or 2).   The various auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast 
industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers spreading across the country and the 
building is not directly associated with any important individual.  Similarly, while in rare instances buildings 
themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction materials or technologies, the 
destruction of much of the building’s fabric precludes consideration under Criterion D (4). 
 
Despite the building’s lack of individual significance, it remains an extant, if diminished, representative of the 
development of Auto Row.  Should there be further thematic study relating to Auto Row, 1625 Van Ness Avenue 
should be studied as a representative component and be evaluated within this broader context. 
 
 

                            
15 “S.F. Dealers Look For Prosperity,”  Motor West, XXXII, Number 4, December 1, 1919, 20.   
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Photograph 1: 1625 Van Ness Avenue                                                    Photograph 2: 1625 Van Ness Avenue 
Van Ness façade, camera facing west, 3/8/09                                          Sacramento Street façade, camera facing south, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Photograph 3: Detail Van Ness Avenue storefront, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
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Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 7                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #15 
B1. Historic Name: Peacock Motor Sales Company / 1700 Van Ness Avenue 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales/showroom B4.  Present Use:  residential / retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Neo-Eclectic 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1919.  In  
1992, a major vertical addition as well as major rehabilitation that included residing, new fenestration, and a new roof 
drastically altered the original construction (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).   

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers   b.  Builder:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a             Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1776 Sacramento Street was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “C” (contextual importance) in their rating system.   The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building. 
Both of these studies occurred before the building’s 1992 vertical addition and conversion to residential use.  
Additionally, according to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning 
Department CEQA Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local 
register for the purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see 
continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Oakland Tribune; The San Francisco Examiner; The 
Commercial Vehicle; Motor West; Ling, America and the Automobile 
(1990); Stevens, Hoover Dam (1988); Bucci, Albert Kahn Wolf, Big Dams 
and Other Dreams (1996); Dyble, Paying The Toll (2009); Journal of San 
Diego History; Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping (1919); 
The American Architect; Rae, The American Automobile (1965). 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The conversion included the addition of five stories, the reconfiguration of all fenestration, and the sheathing of the 
building in new concrete and stucco, the combination of which has rendered the building unrecognizable from its 
original form and plan.    
 
The first level of the Van Ness Avenue elevation is devoted to retail sales, and is comprised of large display windows 
in aluminum framing, a central entryway, and red commercial awnings.  The Sacramento Street elevation is largely 
the same, with modern commercial detailing and an underground garage entry.  Additionally, the residential access 
door is in the center of the Sacramento Street elevation, recessed in an arched surround and embedded in oversized 
glass and metal framing.  The sole additional ornamentation arises from scored concrete detailing along the first level 
that is suggestive of stonework.   
 
The upper stories are characterized by stacked hexagonal bay windows, with nine bays on the Van Ness elevation and 
seven on the Sacramento Street elevation.  All of the windows in the bays are one-over-one vertical-sliding aluminum 
frame.  The uppermost story features balconets framed by a bell arch detail.  The roof of the building is a modified 
mansard style and sheathed in standing seam metal.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1776 Sacramento Street/1700 Van Ness Avenue does not appear 
eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical 
Resources (CRHR), or local designation because it lacks integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco 
Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic 
properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco 
Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1919, 1776 Sacramento Street (then 1700 Van Ness Avenue) was one of many automobile related 
commercial facilities constructed along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the 
dislocation of the 1906 earthquake and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a 
mixed commercial corridor that was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  With 
California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state proved a 
ready market for increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-western 
industrial belt.  Close to the urban core and the economic opportunities inherent to the city, yet endowed with more 
space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto 
Rows.  Lined with showrooms and repair facilities, Van Ness Avenue became a nexus between the productive 
capacities of the automotive industry and the commercial marketing development spurring widespread auto sales and 
ownership.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto industry, and the array of 
buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the automobile’s role in America.1  The industry initially  
 
                            
1 Peter J. Ling,  America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change.  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but soon scores of auto related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking 
the broad avenue from Market nearly to the Bay. By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company 
Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.  
 
1700 Van Ness Avenue was constructed by the San Francisco based engineering and contracting firm of Macdonald 
and Kahn.  Formed in 1911 and active across the city in the years following the earthquake, the firm acted alternately 
as architects, engineers, and contractors in a remarkably wide range of projects both in San Francisco and elsewhere 
in the state of California throughout the first half of the twentieth century.  With a particular emphasis in reinforced 
concrete construction, the partnership undertook contracts for a strikingly diverse array of both prosaic and high 
profile ventures including construction of sewers, storm drains, concrete ships, speculative residential, industrial, and 
commercial properties.  Displaying an adept technical and networking ability, the firm ultimately entered the upper 
echelon of the American civil engineering profession with their central participation in the construction of the Hoover 
Dam.  As part of the Six Companies consortium that included Bechtel Corporation as well as other western 
construction giants, the firm of Macdonald and Kahn played a substantial role in the successful completion of the 
dam, as well as Grand Coulee Dam and subsequent World War II era defense related projects completed under the 
auspices of the Six Companies.2  Individually, the engineers also displayed marked professional versatility, with Alan 
Macdonald hired in 1929 as the first General Manager for the as yet unconstructed Golden Gate Bridge.3  
 
At the time of the 1919 construction of 1700 Van Ness Avenue, the firm was far less established, with few high 
profile contracts.  In 1916, Macdonald and Kahn were commissioned by Zellerbach Paper Company to construct a 
six-story reinforced concrete factory and warehouse in North Beach, on the Embarcadero.  Concurrently, the firm was 
developing pueblo-style single family residences in a speculative venture on Sea Cliff Avenue along San Francisco’s 
coastline.  The most high profile activities of the firm arose from Alan Macdonald’s central participation in the 1918 
development of America’s first concrete freighter, aptly named Faith.  Hired by a speculative firm named the San 
Francisco Ship Building Company, Macdonald designed the 5000 ton vessel in six months.4  The successful maiden 
voyage of the ship in the spring of 1918 garnered much praise, as the shortages of steel accompanying America’s 
entry into World War I had spurred funding and political will for development of the technology.  Following the 
launch, scores of contracts for concrete ships were let by the company, many of which were under the auspices of the 
United States government’s Emergency Fleet activity.5   
 
Felix Kahn’s technical proficiency in building with concrete was paired with an intimate, albeit indirect, knowledge of 
designing for the auto industry.  The same year that the firm was working along Van Ness Avenue, Felix Kahn’s 
brother, the prominent industrial designer and architect Albert Kahn, was designing the enormous General Motors 
Building in Detroit, Michigan.  A decade earlier Albert Kahn had designed both the Highland Park Ford Plant and the 
Packard Plant, providing a model for construction adopted by his brother in both the design and reinforced concrete 
application exhibited by both buildings.   

                            
2 Joseph E. Stevens, Hoover Dam: An American Adventure. (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988) 40;  
Donald E. Wolf,  Big Dams and Other Dreams: The Six Companies Story.  (Norman Oklahoma: The University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1996) 32-33. 
3 Louise Nelson Dyble,  Paying The Toll: Local Power, Regional Politics, and the Golden Gate Bridge. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2009) 48-50. 
4“Realty Sales Downtown Approximately Normal,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 8, 1916; “City’s Growth Demands New 
Apartments and Homes,”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 20, 1917; “Concrete Ship to Slide into Water Today,”  San 
Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1918; Robert Eberhardt,“Concrete Shipbuilding in San Diego 1918-1920.”  Journal of San 
Diego History, Spring 1995, Volume 41, Number 2.   
5 Russell J. Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1919) 217-243. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Although designing and constructing a branch salesroom represented a far more modest endeavor than the design of 
revolutionary automobile plants such as Highland Park, the work undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn in San 
Francisco is representative of important strands of auto-related design.  Building Permits and period photographs 
indicate that 1700 Van Ness Avenue was two stories and of reinforced concrete construction.  With a broad and open 
plan, the building was situated on a prominent corner and endowed with ample light, a feature which was accentuated 
by well-placed and regular industrial windows.  Additionally, the first level was defined by prominent floor to ceiling 
plate glass windows, beckoning those who passed and serving as a transparent foil for the solidity and glint of the cars 
within.  The building was of a straightforward and functional aesthetic, in many senses similar to that of the elder 
Kahn’s massive Highland Park.  Importantly, 1700 Van Ness bore few of the architectural trappings of its westerly 
neighbor the Paige Auto building or the landmark Don Lee Cadillac building constructed several years later.  This 
simplicity reflected the firms industrial inclinations, and was mirrored in several other buildings the firm erected on 
Van Ness Avenue during the same time period (see DPR523 form for 1625 Van Ness Avenue and 1946 Van Ness 
Avenue).  On a more fundamental level, the simplicity also clearly indicated the design relationship between the car 
and the factory, limiting embellishment in favor of transparent functionality.  Such design conformed to the vanguard 
of architectural theory relating to auto sales.  Although the matter received far less attention than the industrial design 
of factories, by the close of the 1910s architectural trade publications advocated open floor plans, ample light, and a 
vertical solution incorporating sales at the base and maintenance and repair above; a retinue of requirements elegantly 
and pragmatically addressed by Macdonald and Kahn.6 
 
Upon completion, the building now known as 1776 Sacramento was occupied by Peacock Motor Sales Company and 
had a prominent Van Ness Avenue frontage.  The distributorship carried Chandler Motor Cars, a medium-sized auto 
manufacturing firm in existence from the 1910s to the close of the 1920s, when it was bought by the Hupp Motor 
Company and discontinued.  By 1929, the building was occupied by a used car dealership and by 1933 the building 
was occupied by a Chevrolet dealership.  The rapid transition during this time period reflects the general consolidation 
that shaped the industry, as the mass production of firms such as Ford and Chevrolet supplanted smaller firms such as 
Chandler and Hupp Motors.  Unlike many of the buildings constructed for auto use along the avenue, 1700 Van Ness 
Avenue remained in auto use for the greater part of the twentieth century, before being converted into residential use.7   
 
Evaluation 
 
While the automobile commissions undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn were relatively modest when compared to 
both their later work and the architectural precedents of major automobile plants such as Highland Park, their work 
was important in that it tangibly consolidated the efficiency and standardization practices learned in the production 
arm of the industry and channeled them to the sales and consumption sectors.  Although the conception and 
construction of early regional Auto Rows has received far less attention and academic inquiry, these locales were a 
critical channel by which an increasingly mechanistic and consolidated auto industry engaged diverse and fickle 
consumers, a meeting point that was instrumental for the financial success of the industry. Understanding Macdonald 
and Kahn’s design as an auto sales “factory,” the building exists as a derivative of lessons embodied by the rise of 
“Fordism.”  The entire construction was predicated upon the solution of a single design problem: promoting, selling, 
and maintaining the automobile.   

                            
6 “An Automobile Sales building,” The American Architect.  (New York, Volume CXIV, No. 2228, September 4, 1918) 301-302. 
7 “Display Ad: Chandler-Cleveland Motor Car Company,” San Francisco Chronicle, December 15, 1922. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
As engineers, Macdonald and Kahn appeared to press the functional efficacy of the building in a more consistent 
manner and at a greater scale than previous showroom designers, who were often hampered by limited space and 
accustomed to greater ornamentation.  Even compared with similarly scaled construction from a mere decade earlier, 
such as that of the White Garage at the corner of Market Street and Van Ness Avenue constructed by the Beaux Arts 
trained George Adrian Applegarth, the building was a far more cohesive and effective portal for the cars within; with 
lighter farming members, greater light, and a more open plan.  Equally striking is the replicative capacity of the firm, 
in the years 1919-1920, they constructed at least four massive auto buildings along Van Ness, each quite similar to the 
other and each representative of the standardization in building techniques that was accompanying the standardization 
in automobile manufacturing.  Each was a purpose-built building for distinct clients, yet each could be replicated with 
ease.    
 
Despite the fact that the building did embody these distinctive characteristics of industrial construction and melded 
them to the basic requirements and mandates of a regional showroom, this significance has been effaced by modern 
rehabilitation and the building cannot convey significance under either Criteria A (1) or Criteria C (3).  Because only 
the most basic skeletal elements of the building remain, it is impossible to evaluate the building in relation to the 
development of Auto Row or within the overall portfolio of Macdonald and Kahn.  With the inventive capacity 
displayed only a year before in the frenzied construction of the concrete freighter Faith, Macdonald proved 
remarkable facility in concrete engineering, a characteristic that was likely interpreted in the Auto Row construction.  
What direct effect these advances had, if any, cannot be conveyed by the building in its current form, however, and 
the building cannot be evaluated as a significant example of the firm’s work.  Although the building remained in auto 
use far longer than the majority of purpose-built auto buildings along the avenue, today it is entirely unrecognizable as 
a representative of its building type.  Rather, the modern Neo-Eclectic construction of the building makes allusions to 
classic early twentieth century apartment construction and Second Empire detailing.   
 
The potential significance of the building primarily arose from its association with the development of Auto Row 
(Criteria A and 1) and architectural and engineering themes (Criteria C and 3).  The building does not appear to have 
any significance under Criteria B or D (2 or 4).  The building does not convey any significant associations with any 
significant individuals in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2).  The various auto firms that occupied the 
building were only small components of an increasingly vast industry supply chain that included manufacturers, 
suppliers, and dealers spreading across the country, and the business operations in the building are not individually 
significant within this context.  Similarly, while in rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of 
important information about historic construction materials or technologies, the destruction of virtually all of the 
building’s fabric precludes consideration under Criterion D (4). 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 1776 Sacramento Street, camera facing east, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 1776 Sacramento Street, camera facing north, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                             *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #16 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1730 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1730 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0622-019 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1730 Van Ness Avenue is a rectangular single-story concrete commercial building embedded in the Van Ness 
Avenue block front between Sacramento Street and Clay Street.  The building has a concrete foundation and a flat 
asphalt roof.  Simple in massing and architectural form, the building is dominated by large fixed-glass commercial 
display windows, which surround an offset recessed entryway with a single glazed wood door fronted by a security 
gate (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1730 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northeast, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1919, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
American Buddhist Cultural SCT 
1750 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  March 8, 2009                                             

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #16 
B1. Historic Name: varied, initially Reo Motor Car Company 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto showroom B4.  Present Use:  religious/retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1919.  In  
1941, part of the building was converted into use as a bakery, with interior alterations and repainting of the exterior.  
In 1949 a new steel and glass storefront was added, and replaced again in 1957.  In 1960 an aluminum and glass 
storefront was added, and in 1965 the façade was replastered.  In 1989 the roof was replaced, the parapet repaired, and  
another storefront added (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Edward E. Young   b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a                Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1730 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1984 San Francisco Downtown Inventory undertaken by San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage and found to merit a level “C” (contextual importance) in their rating system.   The 
building is also referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building. 
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” neither of these ratings qualify as an adopted local register for the 
purposes of CEQA, and both require further consultation and review which is provided herein (see continuation 
sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Ashlee, Traveling Through Time (2003); Beasley and 
MacManus, Men Money and Motors (1929); Corbett, Splendid Survivors 
(1979). 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
While a portion of the windows on the northern half of the façade are framed in steel, the bulk is framed with 
aluminum and appears to be infill development reflecting new commercial mandates.  Surrounding the window and 
entry insertions, scored concrete panels project from the bearing walls, providing modest variation to the façade.  A 
screen lines the façade above the entry and display windows, mounted to the building with metal framing.  The fixture 
likely covers a transom or ribbon window.  Although it is slightly corroded, the building retains its original galvanized 
iron cornice, which is narrow and underscored by small dentils.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1730 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is  not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1919, 1730 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built along 
Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake and 
fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that was 
increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  The nascent auto industry and its array of 
support sectors found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness Avenue. Close 
to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly 
became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but soon 
scores of auto related businesses steadily moved north, flanking the broad avenue from Market nearly to the Bay.  By 
1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, 
garages, and repair shops.  
 
The building was designed by Edward E. Young, a relatively prominent San Francisco architect most noted for his 
residential and apartment commissions.  Unlike many of the buildings constructed during the period on Auto Row, 
1730 Van Ness was not commissioned by a specific auto industry client but was instead a speculative venture 
undertaken by the large San Francisco liquor concern of Julius Levin Company.  The speculative nature of the 
construction attests to the economic might of the newly expanding Auto Row, as a variety of smaller support services 
and lower-tiered sales rooms sought prime locations within the burgeoning auto sector of the avenue.  The building 
was a standard addition to San Francisco’s established auto row, with an understated Neoclassical aesthetic that 
conformed to the prevailing commercial style of the time and accommodated the functional mandate of the 
automobile business.  Composed solely of a simple sales room, the building was an inexpensive investment designed 
to capture revenue from the booming auto trade, which had escalated following the end of World War I.  At the time 
of its 1919 construction, prominent showrooms were developing all around the building, with its large southerly 
neighbor 1700 Van Ness under construction, as well as the neighboring Paige building.     
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Reo Motor Car Company, a Michigan firm founded by Ransom E. Olds, was an early occupant of the building.  Olds 
was  a prominent early executive in the auto industry who founded the Olds Motor Company, the precursor to 
Oldsmobile, before departing over differences over the company’s direction.1  While the Reo Motor Car Company 
remained successful throughout the 1910s and 1920s, producing the Reo Speedwagon and other cars and trucks, the 
company ceased producing cars by 1936, instead concentrating on trucks and military vehicles until the mid 1970s.2  
Building permits indicate that the building remained solely in auto use until 1941, when it was briefly converted into a 
bakery.  During the 1930s a number of auto firms appear to have occupied by the building, with the small space 
serving as a used car showroom after 1930.  Though part of the building was then converted into use by the Greenline 
Bakery in, this was relatively shortlived and was turned to office space by the close of the 1950s.  The remainder of 
the building was occupied by automobile sales until the late 1970s when the entire building was converted for use as 
an office facility.  As tenants have changed, storefront insertions have altered the first level of the building, largely 
effacing the evidence of its auto related form.  The Van Ness Avenue elevation contains aluminum framed door and 
window insertions, which slightly depart from the original configuration. 
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized automobile sales building, 1730 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct 
associations with significant themes of development in either the American auto industry or the development of the 
Van Ness Auto Row (Criteria A and 1). While the building housed a number of auto related functions, the property 
was a standardized speculative venture undertaken when Van Ness’ Auto Row was well-established and the 
foundation of the American auto industry well-developed.  Its occupants were not demonstrably important or 
influential in the success or development of the area.  Although the building remained related to the San Francisco 
auto industry for a longer duration than most along Van Ness Avenue, this tenure holds no direct associations to 
significant local, state, or national events or developments.  The various auto firms that occupied the building were 
only small components of an increasingly vast industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and 
dealers and spreading across the country.   
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  Research in records related to this building do not indicate that any historically important people are directly 
associated with it.  Further, the building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method 
of construction, but rather illustrates a well-established design sensibility that includes allusions to classical detailing 
and basic functional requirements (Criteria C and 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s 
Auto Row, the building is not an exemplar.  The architect, Edward E. Young, was better known for his residential 
practice, and the building is not an important representative of his work, which includes the palazzo-style Francisco 
Club at Sutter Street and Mason Street, the Park Lane Apartments on Sacramento Street, as well as homes and 
apartments throught Pacific Heights.3 
 
 

                            
1 Norman Beasley and Theodore F. MacManus,  Men, Money, and Motors: The Drama of the Automobile.  (New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1929) 39-40. 
2 Laura Rose Ashlee,  Traveling Through Time: A Guide to Michigan’s Historical Markers.  (Michigan: The University of 
Michigan Press, 2005) 173-174. 
3 Michael R. Corbett, Splendid Survivors: San Francisco’s Downtown Architectural Heritage. (San Francisco: The Foundation 
for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 179, 226. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that would render it ineligible even if historic significance was present.  This loss of integrity severs it 
from its potential association with its Auto Row related context.  Years of commercial entryway insertions and 
reconfigurations have eroded the building’s functional form.  While the building does retain its basic original 
configuration and some features, including its cornice, these features do not impart any specific associations with 
Auto Row, nor are they in and of themselves significant.  
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 1730 Van Ness Avenue, detail of restuccod façade,  
aluminum screen and original cornice, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                            *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #17 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1920 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1920 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0598-009B 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1920 Van Ness Avenue is a single-story rectangular brick building that was adjoined with its southerly neighbor 
(1906 Van Ness Avenue) to form a single restaurant building.  Located in the center of the Van Ness block front 
between Washington Street and Jackson Street, the neighboring buildings are of the same size and massing and 
visually appear as a single unit (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1920 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing east, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1918, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Josef Betz 
1906 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  March 8, 2009                                              

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #17 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  restaurant 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with modern mural concealing any original features 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1918.  In  
1960 the building was merged with its southerly neighbor (1906 Van Ness Avenue) to form a single restaurant 
(source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Rousseau and Rousseau   b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a           Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

1920 Van Ness Avenue was previously documented in a 1989 reconissance survey undertaken by Anne Bloomfield, 
where the building was classified as “compatible with the area” but “not distinguished.”.   The building has not been 
formally evaluated for eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or the California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR).  This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1920 Van Ness Avenue does not 
appear eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR), or local designation because it lacks significance and integrity (see continuation sheet).   
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Corbett, Splendid Survivors (1979); Rae, The 
American Automobile (1965); The Architect and Engineer. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The Van Ness elevation is entirely covered in a mural, which depicts fanciful faux architectural features and revelers, 
ornamented with swags and a terminating balustrade.  A neon projecting sign punctuates the center of façade, 
extending over the sidewalk.   
 
The customer entrance is located on the northern reaches of the façade (1906 Van Ness).  The recessed entrance is 
surrounded by an overarching canopy, wood paneling and stucco work, as well as a brick clad knee wall that forms a 
planter.  Three windows underscored by similar brick clad planters appear to the north, obscured by foliage and 
covered in circular red canopies.  A recessed pair of double doors appears at the northern elevation, serving as a 
service entry.  Metal lanterns are mounted at regular intervals along the building, interspersed between the upper story 
“windows” of the mural.   
 
The two buildings, constructed as simple auto salesrooms, have been thoroughly transformed by their consolidation, 
modern commercial infill, and grandiose mural detailing.  While retaining the original massing, the buildings have 
been altered beyond recognition.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation 
Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP 
Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is  not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
1920 Van Ness Avenue was constructed in 1918 and was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built 
along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that 
was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  The nascent auto industry and its array 
of support sectors found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness Avenue, as 
traditional businesses flocked back to the newly rebuilt downtown in the years following the quake. Close to the urban 
core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one 
of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but scores of auto 
related businesses steadily moved north, flanking the broad avenue from Market nearly to the Bay.  By 1920, grand 
showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and 
repair shops.  
 
The building at 1920 Van Ness was designed by Rousseau and Rousseau, a father-son partnership most noted for their 
period revival “storybook” rowhouses in the Sunset District, as well as several other prominent downtown 
commissions including the 1914 Chancellor Hotel on Powell Street.1  Active from the early twentieth century to the 
1970s, the family firm designed thousands of buildings in and around the Bay area, reflecting the massive population 
growth that characterized the area and contributing to the building stock of both the city and its suburban environs.   

                            
1 Michael R. Corbett, Splendid Survivors.  (San Francisco: The Foundation for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 
162. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Unlike many of the more prominent buildings constructed during this period on Auto Row, 1920 Van Ness was not 
commissioned by a specific auto industry client but was instead a speculative venture undertaken by the Gerard 
Investment Company.  The speculative nature of the construction attests to the economic might of the newly 
expanding Auto Row, as a variety of smaller support services and lower-tiered sales rooms sought prime locations 
within the burgeoning auto sector of the avenue.  The brick building conformed to the prevailing commercial style of 
the time, with an understated aesthetic that accommodated the functional mandate of the automobile.  Composed 
solely of a simple sales room, the building was an inexpensive investment designed to capture revenue from the 
booming auto trade, which had escalated following the end of World War I. 
 
Hartmann Motor Company, a California Apperson distributor was the first automotive occupant.  Apperson, based in 
Kokomo, Indiana, was formed by brothers Edgar and Elmer and claimed to have created the first American 
automobile, a one-cylinder car that made its debut in 1894.  While this claim was disputed by rival firms, the brothers 
were one of the earliest entrants into the auto market.  The partnersip failed in the 1920s, however, as general 
consolidation shaped the industry and the mass production of firms such as Ford and Chevrolet supplanted smaller 
firms like Apperson.2  A list compiled by the American Automobile Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 
1900 onward more than 3000 makes of cars and trucks were produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By 
the close of World War I many had shuttered, and by the 1930s most were gone.3  The massive attrition within the 
auto industry during this period reflected the creative and economic boom unleashed by the auto industry, as scores of 
engineers and entepeneurs sought to dominate a finite market.   
 
Building permits indicate that the building at 1920 Van Ness remained in auto use for about 25 years.  By 1945, the 
building was converted as a restaurant, with accompanying interior and exterior alterations that included covering the 
masonry walls with sheet rock and extensive exterior storefront renovation.  In 1960, the building was joined with its 
neighbor, 1906 Van Ness Avenue and the restaurant doubled in size.  1906 Van Ness Avenue had also been erected as 
an auto sales building.  In the early 1920s, the building was occupied by the Leach Biltwell Motor Car Company, one 
of the few California based automobile manufacturers.  The company was relatively shortlived, and only briefly 
successful with their model the six-cylinder Leach Six, which was reportedly popular with the Hollywood film set.4   
Decades of use a restaurant has effaced all evidence of its auto related form.  All display windows, in particular, have 
been removed and a very prominent mural dominates the facade. 
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized automobile sales building, 1920 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct 
associations with significant themes of development in both the American auto industry or the development of Van 
Ness’ Auto Row (Criteria A and 1). While the building housed a number of auto related functions, the property was a 
standardized speculative venture undertaken when Van Ness’ Auto Row was well-established and the foundation of 
the American auto industry well-developed.  
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The various auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast 
industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers and spreading across the country, and there  
 
                            
 
3 John B. Rae,  The American Automobile,(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965) 9-10, 18. 
4 The American Society of Mechanical Engineers.  The Engineering Index, 1921.  (New York: The American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, 1921) 46. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
is no documentation that any person important in this field of endeavor was directly linked to the building.  Further, 
the building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a well-established design sensibility that includes allusions to classical detailing and basic functional 
requirements (Criteria C and 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the 
building is not an exemplar.   
 
The architects, Rousseau and Rousseau, were better known for their residential practice, and the building is not an 
important representative of the firm’s work.  The commercial building was a modest endeavor, and is not significant 
within the firm’s portfolio.5 
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that further severs it from even a basic association with its Auto Row related context.  With an 
entirely reconfigured entryway, a prominent mural, and the joining of two previously unrelated buildings (1906 Van 
Ness Avenue and 1920 Van Ness Avenue) the building retains little, if any, historic integrity relating to the Auto Row 
context. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            
5 Corbett, Splendid Survivors, 179, 226. 
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Photograph 2: 1920 Van Ness Avenue, detail of mural on façade,  

camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                             *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #18 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1930 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1930 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0598-010 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1930 Van Ness Avenue is a single story concrete masonry commercial building located midway between 
Washington Street and Jackson Street.  The building is rectangular in plan with a flat roof and a flush concrete 
foundation.  The Van Ness façade of the building is sheathed in non-load bearing prefabricated yellow panels, 
creating a grid-like surround for the commercial display windows and offset recessed entry (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1930 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing east, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1922, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Joseph Betz 
1906 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  March 8, 2009                                              

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #18 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1922.  San  
Francisco Building Permits indicate that the storefront was reconfigured in 1935, 1943, 1959, and 1992 to 
accommodate new commercial usage.  It appears that a new storefront has again been inserted within the last decade 
(source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).   

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Samuel Lightner Hyman   b.  Builder:  O.W. Britt 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a         Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type: n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1930 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.   This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000) (see continuation sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Rae, The American Automobile (1965); Corbett, 
Splendid Survivors (1979); Oakland Public Library Photograph Collection. 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The storefront consists of a single large plate glass window affixed in an aluminum frame and an angular notched 
entryway.  The entryway features double aluminum and glass doors surrounded by a glass sidelight and transom grid.  
Small lights are mounted on the upper portion of the façade, as is a single boxed metal sign.  The entire entryway and 
paneling system is modern infill to the original configuration of the building.  The southern and northern elevations 
are flush with the surrounding buildings.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is  not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
1930 Van Ness Avenue was constructed in 1922 and was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built 
along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that 
was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  With the space afforded by the 
devastation of the disaster, the nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors found an ideal home along Van 
Ness Avenue. Close to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van 
Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of 
Market Street, but soon scores of auto related businesses steadily traveled north, flanking the broad avenue from 
Market nearly to the Bay.  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied 
scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.  
 
Unlike many of the more prominent buildings constructed during the period on Auto Row, 1930 Van Ness was not 
commissioned by a specific auto industry client but instead appears to have been a speculative venture undertaken by 
property owner L.A. Myers and the architect of the building, Samuel Lightner Hyman.  The Permit for the building 
indicates that it was intended for use as a generalized “sales” room.  The speculative nature of the construction attests 
to the economic might of the expanding Auto Row, as a variety of smaller support services and lower-tiered sales 
rooms sought prime locations within the burgeoning auto sector of the avenue.  The concrete building conformed to 
the prevailing commercial style of the time, with an understated Neoclassical aesthetic that accommodated the 
functional mandate of the automobile.  Composed solely of a simple sales room, the building was an inexpensive 
investment designed to capture revenue from the booming auto trade, which had escalated following the end of World 
War I. 
 
Until the mid-1930s, the building remained in auto use, occupied by the Higgins Company showroom.  By 1935, 
however, Higgins had changed industries and the building was converted into a linoleum sales room for the J.E. 
Higgins Labor Company.  The business evolved into the Higgins Carpet Company, and by 1938 was selling a wide 
range of home furnishings.1  The conversion from automobile use was a natural offshoot of the changes shaping the 
auto industry during the period, which ushered in greater consolidation and forced many of the smaller firms and 
distributorships out of the industry.  A list compiled by the American Automobile Association in the late 1920s 
estimated that from 1900 onward more than 3000 makes of cars and trucks were produced by upward of 1500  
 
 
                            
1 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
identifiable companies.  By the close of World War I many had shuttered, and by the 1930s most were gone.2  The 
massive attrition within the auto industry during this period reflected the early creative and economic boom unleashed 
by the auto industry and the corresponding contraction as the industry matured and consolidated. 
 
By 1942, the building was vacant.  In 1943 it was converted to use by the Duchess Sandwich Company, a Bay Area 
business begun by Eugenia Duke to feed World War II soldiers stationed in the area.  With similar sandwich 
“factories” in San Francisco and Oakland, the assembly line tactics of the business were well-suited to the open plan 
of the vacated showroom.3  After the war, the building reverted back to auto use, and was briefly used by Paramount 
Motor Company.  Following this, the building was devoted to an array of commercial uses, including a laundromat 
and leather goods store, however it was never again used as an auto salesroom.4   Decades of use as a generic 
commercial building and alterations have obscured all evidence of its auto related form.  All display windows, in 
particular, have been removed and the storefront configuration and sheathing is that of a modern commercial building.   
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized automobile sales building, 1930 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct 
associations with significant themes of development in either the American auto industry or the development of Van 
Ness’ Auto Row (Criteria A and 1). While the building housed a number of auto related functions, the property was a 
standardized speculative venture undertaken when the Van Ness Auto Row was well-established and the foundation 
of the American auto industry well-developed.  
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The various auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast 
industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers and spreading across the country, and there 
is no documentation that any figures important in this endeavor were directly associated with the building.  Further, 
the building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a well-established design sensibility that included allusions to classical detailing and basic functional 
requirements (Criteria C and 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the 
building is not an exemplar.  The commercial building was a modest endeavor on the part of Samuel Lightner Hyman, 
whose later work with Abraham Appleton included a number of notable structures including the Crown Zellerbach 
Building, and cannot be considered an architecturally important representative of Hyman’s work.5 
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
2 John B. Rae,  The American Automobile (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965) 18. 
3 Harry Courtright, “Duchess Sandwich Co. [picture].” Oakland (Calif.) - History - Pictorial works, Oakland Public Library.  
Accessed online at http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/kt258023zk/?layout=metadata&brand=calisphere, 4/20/09. 
4 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits. 
5 Michael R. Corbett, Splendid Survivors.  (San Francisco: The Foundation For San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that further severs it from even a basic association with its Auto Row related context.  With an 
entirely reconfigured entryway, the building retains little, if any, historic integrity within the Auto Row context. 
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Photograph 2: 1930 Van Ness Avenue, detail of replacement entry  

and façade, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  5                                                                         *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #19 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1940 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1940 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0598-010B 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1940 Van Ness Avenue is a single-story wood-frame and concrete commercial building located midway between 
Washington Street and Jackson Street.  Rectangular in plan, with a flat roof and flush concrete foundation, the 
building features an understated façade with very little ornamentation.  The concrete walls are smooth and finished in 
plaster, terminating with a partially deteriorated cornice featuring a simple dentil band ( see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commercial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1940 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing east, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1921, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Michael A. and Steven Honnert 
1200 Redwood Way 
Millbrae, CA 94030-1053 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 8, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 5                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #19 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  retail 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal classical ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1921.  Aside  
from a storefront alteration in 1953, there have been no major alterations or additions (source: San Francisco 
Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Samuel Lightner Hyman   b.  Builder:  O.W. Britt 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a            Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type: n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1940 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000).  The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of 
the CEQA Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is  
not a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA (see 
continuation sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; United States Federal Census 1930; Corbett Splendid 
Survivors (1979); Rae, The American Automobile (1965); San Francisco 
Business. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The entryway is recessed, with an offset doorway consisting of two glazed wood doors topped by a hopper-style 
wood frame transom.  Three large fixed wood frame plate glass windows fill one side of the doorway, and a single 
rectangular sidelight fills the other.  A brick skirt and knee wall fills the entryway, creating a modest planter which is 
filled with shrubbery.  A large vertically striped canvas awning fills the façade above the entryway, mounted to the 
building on modestly projecting metal framing.   
  
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
1940 Van Ness Avenue was constructed in1921 and was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built 
along Van Ness Avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake 
and fire, Van Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor that 
was increasingly dominated by automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  With the space afforded by the 
devastation of the disaster, the nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors found an ideal home along Van 
Ness Avenue. Close to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van 
Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of 
Market Street, but soon scores of auto related businesses steadily traveled north, flanking the broad avenue from 
Market nearly to the Bay.  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied 
scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.  
 
Unlike many of the more prominent buildings constructed during the period on Auto Row, 1940 Van Ness was not 
commissioned by a specific auto industry client but instead appears to have been a speculative venture undertaken by 
property owner L.A. Myers and the architect of the building, Samuel Lightner Hyman (also see 1930 Van Ness 
Avenue for another Hyman Property, Map Reference #18).  The permit for the building only indicates that it was 
intended for uses as a “store.”  The speculative nature of the construction attests to the economic might of the 
expanding Auto Row, as a variety of smaller support services and lower-tiered sales rooms sought prime locations 
within the burgeoning auto sector of the avenue.  The concrete building conformed to the prevailing commercial style 
of the time, with a simple plan and understated aesthetic that accommodated the functional mandate of the 
automobile.  Composed solely of a simple sales room, the building was an inexpensive investment designed to capture 
revenue from the booming auto trade, which had escalated following the end of World War I.  In keeping with this 
economic growth, the building was intended to hold a second story addition, which was never added. 
 
During the 1920s, the building housed an auto accessories distributor, T.S. Esrey.1  By the 1930s, the building was 
occupied by a piano shop, and after 1940, the building was vacant.  In the early 1950s, the building was converted for 
use by an interior decorating firm, Al Honnert & Sons, who own and continue to occupy the building to the present.  
The transition in use required a new storefront, however changes to the building were minimal.2  The early conversion 
from automobile use was a natural offshoot of the changes shaping the auto industry during the period, which ushered 
in greater consolidation and forced many of the smaller firms and distributorships out of the industry.  A list compiled 
by the American Automobile Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 1900 onward more than 3000 makes of 
cars and trucks were produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By the close of World  

                            
1 Ancestry.com. 1930 United States Federal Census [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: The Generations Network, Inc., 2002. 
Original data: United States of America, Bureau of the Census. Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930. Washington, D.C.: 
National Archives and Records Administration, 1930. T626, 2,667 rolls; San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.  San Francisco 
Business.  (San Francisco: San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, 1926) 20. 
2 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
War I many had shuttered, and by the 1930s most were gone.3  The massive attrition within the auto industry during 
this period reflected the creative and economic boom unleashed by the early auto industry and the corresponding 
decline in diversity as the market matured and consolidated .  As scores of distributorships, used car dealers, accessory 
dealers, and service providers crowded the Row, much of the building stock associated with the industry’s 
development was incorporated for other commercial use. 
 
Evaluation 
 
As a modest and generalized automobile sales building, 1940 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct 
associations with significant themes of development in either the American auto industry or the development of Van 
Ness’ Auto Row (Criteria A and 1). While the building housed a number of auto related functions, the property was a 
standardized speculative venture undertaken when the Van Ness Auto Row was well-established and the foundation 
of the American auto industry well-developed.  
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The various auto firms that occupied the building were only small components of an increasingly vast 
industry supply chain that included manufacturers, suppliers, and dealers and spreading across the country, and there 
is no documentation that any persons important in this field of endeavor had direct associations with the building.  
Further, the building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but 
rather illustrates a well-established design sensibility that included allusions to classical detailing and basic functional 
requirements (Criteria C and 3).  While indicative of the urban development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, the 
building is not an exemplar.  The commercial building was a modest endeavor on the part of Samuel Lightner Hyman, 
whose later work with Abraham Appleton included a number of notable structures including the Crown Zellerbach 
Building, and cannot be considered an architecturally important representative of Hyman’s work. 4 
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that further severs it from even a basic association with its Auto Row related context.  Although the 
building retains greater integrity than the majority of its cohorts (see DPR523 form for 1930 Van Ness Avenue) the 
reconfiguration of the storefront in the early 1950s severed the building from associations within its auto related 
context.   

                            
3 John B. Rae, The American Automobile, 18. 
4 Michael R. Corbett, Splendid Survivors.  (San Francisco: The Foundation For San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 
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Photograph 2: 1940 Van Ness Avenue, detail of deteriorated 

façade, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 1940 Van Ness Avenue, rear of building with filled in garage door,  

camera facing northwest, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  3S 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  14   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #20 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 1946 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  1946 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0598-010A 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
1946 Van Ness Avenue is a rectangular three-story reinforced concrete building located on the southeastern corner of 
Van Ness Avenue and Jackson Street.  The building has a flush foundation and a flat roof with a parapet. The massing 
is generally of two parts, with an imposing grid of windows atop an over-scale concrete base housing prominent 
display windows and an array of street-level entrances.  The masonry portions of the base have been subtly scored to 
resemble stone block, and the upper stories have a lighter aesthetic, with slender piers and spandrels.  The upper 
portions have a polychrome color scheme, with irregular tones of brick, red, and taupe (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP7 (3+ Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 
 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  1946 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing southeast, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1920, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings Building Permits, 
County Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
McAllister Management  
Pacific Laurel LLC 
1 Post Street #800 
San Francisco, CA 94104-5212 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9. Date Recorded: 
 March 8, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 14                                                  *NRHP Status Code 3S 
   *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #20 
B1. Historic Name: California Oakland Motor Company 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  vacant 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with industrial overtones 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1920.  In  
1941, the building was converted for use as a bakery and the original Van Ness entry doors and window surrounds 
were altered (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).  

*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Macdonald and Kahn  Engineers   b.  Builder:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  Architectural development of Auto Row Area:  San Francisco 
Period of Significance:  1920    Property Type:  Commercial   Applicable Criteria:  A (1) and C(3)    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 1946 Van Ness Avenue appears eligible for individual listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and local 
designation under Criterion A (Criterion 1) for its local significance in the physical and social development of San 
Francisco’s Auto Row.  Additionally, the building appears eligible for listing in the NRHP and the CRHR under 
Criterion C (Criterion 3), as a locally significant architectural representative of urban automobile related development 
(see continuation sheet). 
 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco.  San 
Francisco Chronicle; Oakland Tribune; The San Francisco Examiner; The 
Commercial Vehicle; Motor West; Ling, America and the Automobile 
(1990); Stevens, Hoover Dam (1988); Bucci, Albert Kahn Wolf, Big Dams 
and Other Dreams (1996); Dyble, Paying The Toll (2009); Journal of San 
Diego History; Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping (1919); 
The American Architect; Rae, The American Automobile (1965); Bradley, 
The Works (1999) 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The building is currently vacant and the Van Ness Avenue elevation is shrouded in mature foliage.  The entryway is 
centered upon the façade, and has been boarded over with plywood and painted white.  Fixed steel frame commercial 
windows flank the doorway, divided into four parts by simple steel mullions.  The doorway entablature is simple, with 
a bowed lintel and subtle rope molding featuring several plaster male figures, all of which have been broken but for 
one.  A large double-faced sign is affixed to the building above the doorway, advertising the previous tenant, Ahren’s 
Bakery.  The upper two stories of the Van Ness Avenue elevation are divided into five bays, separated by slender 
tapered masonry columns which project from the building.  Each bay contains a masonry framed grid of nine 
windows, each of which is a nine-light casement framed in steel.   A narrow concrete cornice caps the building, 
projecting below a simple parapet.  A single metal conduit projects from one of the windows and runs the height of 
the building to the roof. 
 
The Jackson Street elevation is similar to that of Van Ness Avenue, with the upper two stories featuring eight of the 
same bays.  The northeast corner of the building differs slightly, housing the elevator bulkhead and containing solid 
masonry walls punctuated only by two small nine-light steel frame casement windows.  The first floor of the building 
is slightly irregular, with a number of insertions reflecting the automobile related history of the building.  The 
commercial window treatment of the Van Ness Avenue elevation wraps partially around the Jackson elevation, with 
eight steel frame plate glass window insertions.  Further eastward, two courses of smaller windows with concrete sills 
line the building, some of which have been bricked in and painted or filled in with plywood.  Two garage door entries 
appear on the Jackson Street elevation, one of which leads directly to the elevator shaft.  Both doors are original 
wood, with fixed glass panes reminiscent of those filling the façade.  A single nine-light glazed wood door stands 
between the two garage doors.   
 
The eastern elevation fronts a narrow alley.  The eastern elevation is of exposed brick, with a rough concrete framing 
grid.  Two rows of twenty-four light casement windows line the southeast corner, with six-light central hinged awning 
panes.  Several of the central panes have been replaced with modern infill.  The parapet features a painted billboard 
for Ahren’s Bakery and a single metal pipe projects from the building, running to the roof.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation 
Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP 
Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has also been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and appears to be a historical resource for 
the purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1920, 1946 Van Ness Avenue reflects the meteoric rise of San Francisco’s Auto Row in the early years 
of the twentieth century.  The building was one of many automobile related facilities to appear in San Francisco 
between 1908 and the late 1930s, as rampant market growth in the automobile industry produced a strikingly dense 
and diverse urban building stock that centered upon Van Ness Avenue.  This urban development required an array of 
buildings, from grand showrooms to humble garages, however the hierarchical diversity was bound by a singular 
association with the dissemination of the automobile.  Accommodating the particular marketing and social mandates 
of the fledgling industry, the buildings of Auto Row reflected the work of an eclectic array of both prominent and  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
obscure architects, some steeped in the Beaux-Arts Classicism of the nineteenth century and some at the vanguard of 
twentieth century industrial design.  The buildings of the Row cogently expressed the constantly evolving aesthetic 
and social role of the automobile in America, with 1946 Van Ness Avenue as an intriguing exemplar.   
 
Unlike many of the high-profile showrooms along the avenue, such as the Don Lee Building or the Paige Auto 
Building, the industrial simplicity of 1946 Van Ness Avenue bore little of the classical detailing of the traditional 
early twentieth century form.  With its orderly grid, massive scale, and straightforward function, the building stood as 
a veritable factory in the city.  Designed and erected by industrial engineers Macdonald and Kahn, who were better 
known for their reinforced concrete bridge spans, towering dams, and tankers; the building’s sophisticated industrial 
treatment was an emphatic affirmation of the revolutionary cultural effect of the automobile. Requiring new social, 
economic, and structural models of operation, the rapid development of the car created an unprecedented opportunity 
for the melding of architecture and industry in the public realm.  1946 Van Ness Avenue is a sophisticated 
representation of this fusion.   
 
The opportunity for the intensive development of Van Ness Avenue as an Auto Row largely arose from the 
destruction of the 1906 earthquake and fire.  Following  the disaster, the avenue transformed from a largely residential 
thoroughfare to a mixed and rapidly developing commercial corridor.  Although much of the southern reaches of the 
avenue lay in ruins following the four day inferno, in comparison to the ravaged Market Street corridor Van Ness 
emerged relatively intact.  Much of the western side of the avenue and the upper portions of the thoroughfare near 
present-day Fort Mason and the Aquatic Park remained untouched by the fire, as the road’s wide expanse had served 
as one of the city’s primary fire breaks.  In the months following the earthquake,  the area was the center of a 
speculative boom, as businesses sought temporary quarters within easy reach of downtown and commercial interests 
sought profits from a frenzy of leasing activity.1  
 
Between 1906 and 1909, a large number of residents and business decamped for the undamaged stretches of Van Ness 
Avenue.  Along with Fillmore Street to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier commercial and 
economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the San Francisco 
Chronicle noted that Van Ness was, “now a livelier avenue than ever before in its history,” and extolled the rapid 
construction of numerous temporary buildings and requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  Even at this early 
date, a slew of the city’s preeminent commercial establishments were opening doors on Van Ness, including the 
famed Emporium department store, as well as City of Paris, and the White House.2  Rather than erecting new quarters, 
many of the stores occupied abandoned mansions, with the City of Paris filling the Hobart Mansion, a commodious 
Queen Anne located on the prominent corner of Van Ness and Washington Street.3   
 
Despite the widespread rapidity of redevelopment, the emergence of Van Ness Avenue as a central economic and 
social hub was short-lived.  Much of the commercial development along the avenue was considered a temporary 
expedient, and as conditions in the traditional business and retail core of the city improved, many of the businesses 
flooded back to newly constructed or repaired quarters.4  The illustrious City of Paris, with its silk finery and French 
wines, departed from the Hobart mansion in 1909, returning to its repaired Union Square Beaux Arts building.  The 
local press commented on the exodus, noting that “although for a time it was believed the retail district would remain  
 
                            
1 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
2 “Retailers Leasing on Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 6, 1906. 
3 Online Archive of California Photograph Collection, Bancroft Library Photograph Collection “Temp Quarters, Hobart Res. - 
Van Ness and Washington. City of Paris Dry Goods Company,” 1906. 
4 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
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permanently in the Western Addition,” the force of the “Downtown Movement” proved too great.5  In several short 
years, therefore, the identity of Van Ness Avenue was dramatically uprooted again, leaving the broad avenue in flux.  
“What Van Ness may become in the future can probably not be imagined,” wrote the San Francisco Chronicle in 
1909, echoing a widespread sentiment, “it has been deserted by retail trade and will not regain any of it in the near 
future.”6 
 
Despite this dour prognosis, while the avenue was being abandoned by traditional residential and commercial 
interests, it increasingly came to be defined by a burgeoning sector in both the economy and psyche of America: the 
automobile.  The nascent auto industry and its array of support sectors including sales, repair, and parts manufacturing 
found an ideal home in the space afforded by the vacating retail sector along Van Ness. Close to the urban core and 
flanking the city’s broadest avenue, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van 
Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest and most diverse “Auto Rows.”  The industry first appeared in 
the vicinity of Market Street, but soon scores of auto related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking the broad 
avenue from Market nearly to the Bay. By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building 
accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.   
 
Emerging as a captivating modern marvel in the close of the nineteenth century, the automobile quickly became a 
potent symbol of the democratizing capability of industrial development in the twentieth century.  In its earliest years, 
auto excursions were the domain of only the most privileged; monarchs in Europe or American leaders such as  
Theodore Roosevelt, but by the second decade of the twentieth century, cotton farmers in the San Joaquin Valley were 
driving the machines across their fields.  In 1900, the San Francisco Chronicle noted with pride that there were, “fully 
fifty of the machines in and about the city,” and just eleven years later, the city was awash in automobiles, with an 
official count conducted along Van Ness Avenue documenting the passage of nearly 2500 cars over the course of only 
several hours.7   The rampant growth in automobile use in San Francisco mirrored trends across the country.  
Although only one percent of the population owned a car in 1910, by 1930 the number had grown to a full sixty 
percent, with cities like San Francisco acting as critical sales outlets for trade in the west.  Along with New York, 
Philadelphia, and Los Angeles, San Francisco proved one of the most prominent distribution centers for the growing 
auto industry.8 
 
With California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state 
proved a ready market for the increasingly standardized and reliable automobiles shipped largely from the middle-
western industrial belt.  The exponentially growing consumer market was accompanied by an equally explosive rise in 
the number of automobile manufacturing, sales, and service firms.  A list compiled by the American Automobile 
Association in the late 1920s estimated that from 1900 onward more than 3000 makes of cars and trucks were 
produced by upward of 1500 identifiable companies.  By the close of World War I many had shuttered, and by the 
1930s most were gone, pushed out of a maturing industry increasingly defined by consolidation and mass production.9  
As an early Auto Row, Van Ness Avenue housed hundreds of these firms throughout the 1910s and 1920s, with 
Hudsons and Hupmobiles, Cole Aeros and Cadillacs filling glassy showrooms.  As a burgeoning sales corridor, the 
avenue became a nexus between the productive capacities of the automotive industry and the American  
 
                            
5 “Expansion of Retail Business an Example of City’s Enterprise,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 17, 1909. 
6 “The Future of Van Ness Avenue,” San Francisco Chronicle, April 30, 1909. 
7 “Outlook for the Autos,”San Francisco Chronicle, July 7, 1900. 
8 Sally H. Clarke, Trust and Power: Consumers, the Modern Corporation, and the Making of the United States Automobile 
Market (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 3. 
9 John B. Rae, The American Automobile, 18. 
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consumer.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the increasingly powerful auto industry, and the array of 
buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the automobile’s central role in the city, state, and nation.10  
 
This evolution occurred rapidly.  Although Auto Row developed in the wake of the 1906 upheaval, the city’s first 
automobile club had moved to Van Ness Avenue and Golden Gate Avenue in 1900, converting the city’s oldest 
library, the Mercantile Library, into an auto showroom.  The press noted that the “ancient and modern tomes and the 
bookworms will make way for the new fangled vehicle as meekly as the horses are expected to disappear from the 
stables.”11  This forecast proved prescient, and within several years Van Ness was home to a remarkably diversified 
array of auto salesrooms, repair shops, and assembly rooms.  Initially, many of the shops and display rooms were 
housed in small wood frame buildings, however as the clout of the industry grew, and the importance of branding 
escalated in a competitive market, larger auto palaces quickly sprung up along the avenue.   
 
Throughout the 1910s, 1920s, and to a lesser degree the 1930s, large corner lots along the avenue were developed as 
automobile showrooms and smaller frontages in between were filled with modest repair shops and used car sales 
facilities.  Undeveloped lots doubled as open air car lots, with bright banners and signs.  At the eastern corner of Van 
Ness and Market Street, the White Garage boasted an auto show room, supplied auto and motorcycle parts, and 
offered repairs.  The intersection of Van Ness Avenue and O’Farrell was an anchor for the district, with the Weeks 
and Day designed Don Lee Building on the northeast corner; the Earl C. Anthony Packard Showroom, designed by 
Bernard Maybeck in 1926, on the northwest corner; and a 1937 Art Moderne Chevrolet showroom designed by John 
E. Dinwiddie filling the southwest corner.  At the southwest corner of Sacramento Street and Van Ness, the Paige 
Motor Car Company housed Max Arnold’s “high grade automobiles,” with the building doubling in size to 
accommodate increased business in 1924.  Numerous other auto shops lined the street, specializing in everything from 
upholstery to wood working for the ornate fleet of new autos flooding the growing California market.  As the wares 
within the showrooms evolved, so too did the architectural styling of their surrounds and the Van Ness corridor 
became defined by the breakneck commercial developments of the industry.  The three decades were characterized by 
remarkably different architectural forms, from simple brick garages to classical pilasters and sweeping Art Moderne 
curves.  Beginning in the 1920s, bright neon signs filled the streetscape, with rooftop billboards and bright signs 
framing the buildings.   
 
With the mass market for cars only newly established and shrouded in a modern mystique, this industry radiated an 
aura of excitement and grandeur that has largely faded today.  In the 1920s, celebrations such as “Open Roads Week,” 
drew thousands to Van Ness Avenue, drawn by festivities marking “the call of the open road.”  The Nash dealer filled 
his showroom at Van Ness Avenue and California Street with hundreds of pine and redwood trees brought from 
Mendocino County, transforming it into a rustic campsite with trails and tents.  At the Willys Overland Pacific 
Company, a miner cooking flapjacks over a fire “lent a touch of reality,” to the auto affair.12  This breed of theatrical 
showmanship reflected the immense cultural importance that the automobile had attained in only two decades.  Far 
more than a simple mode of transport, the car had come to represent a host of modern aspirations and cultural desires.  
This “epitome of possessions,” had a profound impact upon development both in the Bay area and  
 
 
 
 
                            
10 Peter J. ling,  America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change.  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
11 “To Shelter Automobiles,” San Francisco Chronicle, October 31, 1900. 
12 “Open Road Week Draws Crowd To Row,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 26, 1921. 
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the state and country as a whole.13  As the “open roads” celebrated by the early industry ceded to dense networks of 
automotive-based settlement, the auto became central in conceptions of twentieth century life.  Throughout this 
transition, the buildings on Van Ness Avenue became a veritable stage-set for the advancement of the automobile.   
 
Macdonald and Kahn’s work reflects significant attributes of this overarching context.  Formed in 1911 and active 
across the city in the years following the earthquake, the firm acted alternately as architects, engineers, and 
contractors in a remarkably wide range of projects both in San Francisco and elsewhere in the state of California 
throughout the first half of the twentieth century.  The partnership undertook contracts for a strikingly diverse array of 
both prosaic and high profile ventures including construction of sewers, storm drains, bridges, and concrete ships; as 
well as more standard speculative residential, industrial, and commercial properties.  While striking in its breadth, this 
professional diversity was bound by an unparalled understanding of the potentiality of reinforced concrete 
construction.  Both Kahn and Macdonald were noted innovators in the burgeoning field of reinforced concrete, and, 
perhaps more than any other western firm, extended these innovations with rapid surety to a broad swath of modern 
construction outlets.14   
 
Along with this adept technical background, the two displayed a powerful networking ability that ultimately propelled 
the firm to the upper echelon of the American civil engineering profession with their central participation in the 
construction of the Hoover Dam.  As part of the Six Companies consortium that included Bechtel Corporation and 
other western construction giants, the firm played a substantial role in the successful completion of the dam, as well as 
the completion of the Grand Coulee Dam and subsequent World War II era defense related projects spearheaded by 
the Six Companies.15  Individually, the engineers also displayed marked professional versatility, with Alan Macdonald 
hired in 1929 as the first General Manager for the as yet unconstructed Golden Gate Bridge.  In this capacity he was 
an influential, albeit controversial, figure in the contracting and early construction of the seminal bridge span.16  
 
At the time of the 1920 construction of 1625 Van Ness Avenue, the firm was far less established, with few high 
profile contracts.  A few years earlier, Macdonald and Kahn were commissioned by Zellerbach Paper Company to 
construct a six-story reinforced concrete factory and warehouse in North Beach, on the Embarcadero.  During the 
same period, the firm was developing pueblo-style single family residences in a speculative venture on Sea Cliff 
Avenue along San Francisco’s coastline.  The firm’s most high-profile activities arose from their central participation 
in the 1918 development of America’s first concrete freighter, aptly named Faith.  Hired by a speculative concern 
named the San Francisco Ship Building Company, the engineers designed the 5000 ton vessel in six months.17  The 
successful maiden voyage of the ship in the spring of 1918 garnered much praise.  With shortages of steel  
 

                            
13 Henri Lefebvre introduced the conception of the “epitome of possessions,” in his seminal work Everyday Life in the Modern 
World.  The conception is also referenced in: Clay McShane,  Down The Asphalt Path: The Automobile and the American City.  
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994) 126-148. 
14 “Felix Kahn, S.F. Builder Dies at 76,” San Francisco Examiner, June 6, 1958 
15 Joseph E. Stevens, Hoover Dam: An American Adventure. (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988) 40; 
Donald E. Wolf,  Big Dams and Other Dreams: The Six Companies Story.  (Norman Oklahoma: The University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1996) 32-33. 
16 Louise Nelson Dyble, Paying The Toll: Local Power, Regional Politics, and the Golden Gate Bridge. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2009) 48-50. 
17 “Realty Sales Downtown Approximately Normal.”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 8, 1916; “City’s Growth Demands New 
Apartments and Homes.”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 20, 1917; “Concrete Ship to Slide into Water Today.”  San 
Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1918; Eberhardt, Robert,“Concrete Shipbuilding in San Diego 1918-1920.”  Journal of San 
Diego History, Spring 1995, Volume 41, Number 2.   
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accompanying America’s entry into World War I, political will and funding for development of the technology was 
high and following the launch scores of contracts for concrete ships were undertaken by the company.18   
 
With such marked professional breadth, it appears that the young firm was actively testing the physical and social 
boundaries of reinforced concrete construction.  On several levels, construction projects in and around Auto Row 
were a logical extension for the firm within this broad repertoire.  In the late 1910s development along the row was 
booming, with prominent architects, auto companies, and businessmen increasingly attracted to the dense two-mile 
urban auto enclave.  Since 1913 auto sales rooms and auto repair shops had dominated the avenue, however by 1920 
the development had reached a fevered pitch.  As speculative businessmen, contractors, and engineers, the 
opportunities inherent in such growth and mass popularity were apparent to Macdonald and Kahn.  In 1920 alone the 
firm constructed at least four buildings along the row, all far larger in scale than those from the preceding decade and 
all reflective of an increasingly perfected conception of the requirements of auto sales. 
 
Additionally, Felix Kahn’s technical proficiency in building with reinforced concrete was paired with an intimate, 
albeit indirect, knowledge of designing for the auto industry.  The same year that the firm was working along Van 
Ness Avenue, Felix Kahn’s brother, prominent industrial designer Albert Kahn, was designing the enormous General 
Motors Building in Detroit, Michigan.  A decade earlier Albert had designed both the Highland Park Ford Plant and 
the Packard Plant, providing an aesthetic and functional model for construction that was clearly adopted by his 
brother’s firm in much of their Van Ness Avenue construction.  Like Macdonald and Kahn, Albert Kahn Associates 
Inc. Architects and Engineers of Detroit was a firm that blurred the boundaries between architecture  and industry.  
Ultimately, this skill lent itself well to the particular mandates of auto related architecture, which centered upon a 
sophisticated understanding of how the building’s form aided the technological development of the auto product 
within.19 
 
Although designing and constructing a branch salesroom represented a far more modest endeavor than the design of 
revolutionary automobile plants such as Highland Park, the work undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn in San 
Francisco was representative of important strands of auto-related design.  With a broad and open plan, the building 
was endowed with ample light, a feature which was accentuated by well-placed industrial windows and numerous 
skylights.  The first level was defined by prominent floor to ceiling plate glass windows, beckoning those who passed 
and serving as a transparent foil for the solidity and alluring glint of the cars within.  The upper levels were divided 
effectively into functional sections, with secondary garage entrances funneling vehicles to the various service 
sections.   
 
Importantly, 1946 Van Ness bore few of the architectural trappings of many of its neighbors, including  the Paige 
Auto building or the landmark Don Lee Cadillac building constructed several years later.  The building was of a 
straightforward and functional aesthetic, in many senses similar to that of the elder Kahn’s massive Highland Park.  
This simplicity reflected the firms industrial inclinations, and was mirrored in several other buildings the firm erected 
on Van Ness Avenue during the same time period (see DPR523 form for 1625 Van Ness Avenue and 1700 Van Ness 
Avenue).  On a more fundamental level, the simplicity also clearly indicated the design relationship between the car 
and the factory, limiting embellishment in favor of transparent functionality.  Such design conformed to the vanguard 
of architectural theory relating to auto sales.  Although the matter received far less attention than the industrial design 
of factories, by the close of the 1910s architectural trade publications advocated open floor plans, ample light, and a  
 
 
                            
18 Russell J. Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1919) 217-243. 
19 Federico Bucci,  Albert Kahn: Architect of Ford.  (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002) 27-58. 
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vertical solution incorporating sales at the base and maintenance and repair above; a retinue of requirements elegantly 
and pragmatically addressed by Macdonald and Kahn.20 
 
Upon completion, the building was occupied by the Oakland Motor Car Company.  The company had roots dating to 
the nineteenth century, and was initially founded as the Pontiac Buggy Company in 1893.  In 1907, founder Edward 
M. Murphy realized the ascendency of the motor car, and converted his buggy works to the Oakland Motor Car 
Company.  By 1909, General Motors owned a 50 percent interest in the company, however it continued to be run 
under its own name until 1932.21  At the time of the building’s construction, the firm was undergoing rapid growth, 
with western sales of coupes, roadsters, touring, sports, and sedan cars mandating an increased commercial presence.22   
The building was lauded, “a magnificent new addition to Auto Row,” and considered a reflection of the “growth and 
expansion,” of the western reach of the company.  Only two years later, the company established a manufacturing 
plant for the western region in the Bay area, with the San Francisco retail salesroom the primary distribution point.23  
By decade’s end, however, this production boom had ceded to pressures in the market, as standardization, 
consolidation, and the economic stagnation of the Depression transformed the industry.   
 
After the 1930s the building never again returned to auto related use.  This abandonment reflected general trends 
along Van Ness Avenue, as the rampant growth of Auto Row, and the entire industry, was dramatically undercut by 
the economic turmoil of the period.  In 1929, the American auto industry produced a record 5,337,087 cars, a volume 
of production that would not return for over two decades.  By 1932, that number had shrunk to only a little over 
1,000,000 cars.  This dramatic decline in production had a crippling ripple effect across the country, as thousands of 
dealers, repair shops, and parts manufacturers found themselves awash in competition with little accompanying 
demand.24  Along Auto Row, this dramatic upheaval held serious physical and economic effects.  With much of the 
two mile stretch filled with vying auto companies and dealers, many within the industry closed their doors and 
dropped their leases.  Building permits from the era indicate that a number of auto buildings stood vacant, others were 
transformed to bakeries and taverns, laundry facilities, and warehouses.  1946 Van Ness reflected this decline, as its 
plate glass storefront and mammoth industrial spaces were incorporated for use by Ahrens Bakery, a tenant which 
remained in the building for the better part of the century.  Although most of the major dealers weathered the 
downturn, the diversity and dynamism of the 1920s Row faded with the onset of the Depression, in large part never to 
return.  As famous concerns folded across the country, including once unassailable competitors Franklin, Pierce-
Arrow, Peerless, and Stutz, the dense network of accompanying  showrooms were suddenly cast as archaic 
components of an insecure industry.25     
 
Evaluation 
 
Within the historic context of the physical and social development of San Francisco’s Auto Row, 1946 Van Ness 
Avenue is a significant representative of the important cultural impact that the development of the auto industry had  
 
                            
20 “An Automobile Sales building,”  The American Architect.  (New York, Volume CXIV, No. 2228, September 4, 1918) 301-
302. 
21 Theodore F. MacManus and Norman Beasley, Men, Money, and Motors: The Drama of the Automobile (New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1929) 107-108  
22 “Display Ad 89: Announcing the New Oakland 6-44,” San Francisco Chronicle, February 12, 1922. 
23 “Direct Branch Opens Here,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 19, 1922; “California Auto Plant Swamped With New Orders,” 
San Francisco Chronicle, August 29, 1930. 
24 Rae, The American Automobile, 105. 
25 Rae, The American Automobile, 110. 
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on San Francisco and appears eligible under NRHP and CRHR Criteria A and 1.  Erected in 1920 at the height of a 
building boom that was transforming the avenue into a functionally cohesive and architecturally diverse sales 
corridor, the massive commission expressed the increasing economic importance of the industry for the city as well as 
the increasingly vaunted status of the automobile.  Filling a prime lot once occupied by some of the most illustrious 
denizens of San Francisco, the development indicated the rapid transition of Van Ness Avenue into a major Auto 
Row.  This transition was part of a larger national movement, as the automobile gained in popularity across the 
country and profoundly altered the state of modern American life. 
 
In addition to its significant associations with cultural developments of the industry, the building also appears eligible 
for listing in the NRHP and CRHR under Criteria C and 3 as both a representative of significant architectural design 
features and the work of a master. Although the conception and construction of regional Auto Rows has received far 
less attention and academic inquiry than that relating to centralized auto manufacturing plants like Ford’s Highland 
Park, these local sales outlets were critical facets of the industry.  As the central point of contact between the customer 
and the manufacturer, purpose-built auto showrooms had a complex mandate.  In many senses, showrooms had to 
both functionally accommodate and, equally important, sell the car.  Architectural publications in the 1910s and 1920s 
routinely expressed the multi-dimensional importance of the showroom, citing the need for a complex balance 
between modern functionality and architectural cohesiveness.  A 1918 article in The American Architect encapsulates 
both the insecurities and opportunities inherent in showroom design, stating that “the design of small automobile sales 
buildings [was] a matter of increasing importance requiring special features.”26  This critical attention resulted in a 
host of architectural expressions, from Beaux Arts classicism to exotic Orientalism, and, later, exuberant Moderne 
curves. 
 
Within this milieu, 1946 Van Ness Avenue was a significant adaptation, in that, unlike many of its neighbors, it’s 
design did not borrow from any ornamental architectural tradition but instead appeared to evolve directly from the 
factory floor.  Understanding Macdonald and Kahn’s design as an auto sales “factory,” the building is an embodied of 
lessons learned during the rise of Fordism.  The entire construction was predicated upon the solution of a single 
design problem: promoting, selling, and maintaining the automobile.  The building was an honest solution to this 
design problem and reflected a growing stylistic appreciation of the industrial form.  In its design the building 
truthfully expressed this functional identity, with little cloaking ornamentation.  This transparency of purpose paired 
with a prominent commercial identity was a bold innovation along an Auto Row often characterized by ornate design 
and rich ornamentation.27   
 
While the automobile commissions undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn were relatively modest when compared to 
both their later work and the architectural precedents of major automobile plants such as Highland Park, they were 
important in that they tangibly consolidated the efficiency and standardization practices learned in the production arm 
of the industry and channeled them to the sales and consumption sectors.  As engineers, Macdonald and Kahn pressed 
the functional efficacy of the building in a more consistent manner and at a greater scale than previous showroom 
designers, who were often hampered by limited space and accustomed to greater ornamentation.  Even compared with 
similarly scaled construction from a mere decade earlier, such as that of the White Garage at the corner of Market 
Street and Van Ness Avenue constructed by the Beaux Arts trained George Adrian Applegarth, the  
 
 
 
                            
26 “An Automobile Sales Building,”  The American Architect, Volume CXIV, Number 2228, September 4, 1918, (301-302). 
27 Betsy Hunter Bradley, The Works: The Industrial Architecture of the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999) 
201-224. 
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building was a far more cohesive and effective portal for the cars within; with lighter framing members, greater light, 
and a more open plan.   
 
Equally striking is the replicative capacity of the firm, in the years 1919-1920, they constructed at least four massive 
auto buildings along Van Ness, each quite similar to the other and each representative of the standardization in 
building techniques that was accompanying the standardization in automobile manufacturing.  Each was a purpose-
built building for distinct clients, yet each could be replicated with ease.  Of these, 1946 Van Ness was perhaps the 
most advanced representative of industrial design principles, and remains as the sole intact specimen. 
 
1946 Van Ness Avenue stands as an exemplar of the design accomplishments of Van Ness’ Auto Row.  The building 
generally retains integrity, with few physical alterations.  The building has integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and stands largely as it did upon construction.  Unlike the vast 
majority of buildings along Auto Row, the building has had no major storefront alterations, and the basic open form 
of the storefront and accompanying service spaces remains intact.  This integrity is critical, in that the storefront was 
perhaps the most vital and recognizable facet of Auto Row design.  As a portal to the wares within, the storefronts of 
Auto Row were of the utmost importance to both marketer and consumer.   
 
While this evaluation recognizes the significance of 1946 Van Ness Avenue under Criterion A (1) and Criterion C (3), 
the building does not meet any of the other criteria for listing.  It is not associated with any specific individuals 
significant in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2) and the physical aspects of the property is not likely to 
be a principal source of information important for historical understanding (Criterion D or 4). 
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Photograph 2: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing south, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, detail of window and spandrels, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 4: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, garage door on northern elevation, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 5: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, steel frame display window on Van Ness Avenue, 3/8/09 
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Photograph 6: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, industrial windows on rear elevation, camera facing west, 3/8/09 

 
 
 

 
Photograph 7: 1946 Van Ness Avenue, entry, camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  9                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #21 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2001 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2001 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0594-002 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2001 Van Ness Avenue is a three-story reinforced concrete building located on the northwestern corner of Van Ness 
Avenue and Jackson Street.  Standing on a hill that rises to the west, the building is constructed into the slope, with 
the Van Ness street level tapering into the hillside (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP7 (3+ Story Commercial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present:   ⌧ Building   Structure     Object     Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  2001 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1920 with 1972 addition. San 
Francisco Department of Buildings 
Building Permits, County 
Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
The Astorian Family Trust 
2001 Van Ness Avenue, #409 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
      March 8, 2009 

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
                                                                                                                                                        Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 9                                                 *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #21 
B1. Historic Name:  
B2. Common Name:  

B3. Original Use:  auto sales/showroom B4.  Present Use:  retail / office 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1920.  In  
1972 the upper stories were reconfigured and the height of the building was extended.  Several eras of new storefront 
configurations have altered the building, occurring in 1963, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1991, and 1998 (San Francisco 
Department of Buildings Building Permits). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers   b.  Builder:  Macdonald and Kahn Engineers 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a              Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a   
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

2001 Van Ness Avenue was previously evaluated on a DPR 523 form in 2006 as part of a report entitled “Cultural 
Resources Study of the 2001 Van Ness Avenue Project, Singular Wireless Site No. SNFCCAA060, 2001 Van Ness 
Avenue, San Francisco, San Francisco County, California.”  The evaluator found the building ineligible for listing in 
the NRHP or the CRHR.  The evaluation does not appear to have State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) 
concurrence and is not listed in the Historic Property Data File for San Francisco County (see continuation sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco. San 
Francisco Chronicle; Oakland Tribune; The San Francisco Examiner; The 
Commercial Vehicle; Motor West; Ling, America and the Automobile 
(1990); Stevens, Hoover Dam (1988); Bucci, Albert Kahn Wolf, Big Dams 
and Other Dreams (1996); Dyble, Paying The Toll (2009); Journal of San 
Diego History; Smith, Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping (1919); 
The American Architect; Rae, The American Automobile (1965). 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The building was constructed as a two-story automobile sales and repair building in 1920, however subsequent 
alterations have massively reconfigured the building.  A vertical addition and successive eras of major storefront 
alterations have rendered the building virtually unrecognizable from its original form.     
 
The Van Ness Avenue elevation is divided into three bays, all of which are expressed throughout the full height of the 
building.  The ground floor is divided into three recessed storefronts, all serving different businesses. The 
configurations reflect the individual design intent of each business, however each storefront is generally composed of 
glass and aluminum entry and window fixtures, with some stone and tile veneer.  An array of modern aluminum 
signage is affixed to the building, framing each entryway.   The upper stories of the Van Ness Avenue elevation 
feature a simple architectural treatment, with smooth concrete walls and regularly placed modern window insertions.  
On the second story, each bay holds two large rectangular fixed windows, framed in narrow aluminum glazing bars.  
On the third story, each bay holds a four-light ribbon window, framed in aluminum and composed of tilting-awning 
panes.  The roofline is flush, with a slightly recessed seamed metal parapet.   
 
The Jackson Street elevation is largely identical to that of Van Ness Avenue, although the elevation does not contain 
intensive retail insertions in the first level because of the sloping grade.  In the upper levels, the elevation is divided 
into four bays that are the same as those on Van Ness.  Near the southeast corner, there is a single garage entry as well 
as several metal service doors.  At the far southeast edge of the building, there is a recessed commercial entry with an 
awning.  Like the Van Ness elevation, the roofline is untreated, with only the slightly recessed seamed parapet.   
 
Although the majority of the building’s northern elevation is obscured by its northerly neighbor, several recessed 
insertions with small balconies line the upper course of the building, an alteration spurred by the conversion of the 
building’s garage space to office use.   
 
A large steel frame billboard perches prominently atop the building.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The 2006 evaluation left some data gaps; including information relating to the architect, and the general Auto Row 
related historic context, that this DPR 523 fills.  For reference, the 2006 DPR 523 form is included with this 
evaluation.    This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2001 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for 
individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources 
(CRHR), or local designation because it lacks integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000) (see continuation sheet). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and is not a historical resource for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1920, 2001 Van Ness Avenue was one of many automobile related commercial facilities built along 
the avenue in the early years of the twentieth century.  Following the dislocation of the 1906 earthquake and fire, Van 
Ness Avenue transformed from a largely residential thoroughfare to a mixed commercial corridor dominated by 
automobile sales, manufacturing, and repair.  With California leading the country in automobile sales and ownership 
throughout the 1910s and 1920s, the state proved a ready market for the increasingly standardized and reliable 
automobiles shipped largely from the middle-western industrial belt.  Close to the urban core and the economic 
opportunities inherent to the city, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent prices, the Van Ness 
corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  In many senses, the showrooms were a face for the 
increasingly powerful auto industry, and the array of buildings erected represented an evolving conception of the 
automobile’s role in America.1  The industry initially appeared in the vicinity of Market Street, but soon scores of auto 
related businesses traveled steadily north, flanking the broad avenue from Market nearly to the Bay. By 1920, grand 
showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and 
repair shops.   
 
2001Van Ness Avenue was constructed by the San Francisco based engineering and contracting firm of Macdonald 
and Kahn.  Formed in 1911 and active across the city in the years following the earthquake, the firm acted alternately 
as architects, engineers, and contractors in a remarkably wide range of projects both in San Francisco and elsewhere 
in the state of California throughout the first half of the twentieth century.  With a particular emphasis in reinforced 
concrete construction, the partnership undertook contracts for a strikingly diverse array of both prosaic and high 
profile ventures including construction of sewers, storm drains, concrete ships, speculative residential, industrial, and 
commercial properties.  Displaying an adept technical and networking ability, the firm ultimately entered the upper 
echelon of the American civil engineering profession with their central participation in the construction of the Hoover 
Dam.  As part of the Six Companies consortium that included Bechtel Corporation as well as other western 
construction giants, the firm of Macdonald and Kahn played a substantial role in the successful completion of the 
dam, as well as the Grand Coulee Dam and subsequent World War II era defense related projects completed under the 
auspices of the Six Companies.2  Individually, the engineers also displayed marked professional versatility, with Alan 
Macdonald hired in 1929 as the first General Manager for the as yet unconstructed Golden Gate Bridge.3 
 
At the time of the 1920 construction of 2001 Van Ness Avenue, the firm was far less established, with few high 
profile contracts.  In 1916, Macdonald and Kahn were commissioned by Zellerbach Paper Company to construct a 
six-story reinforced concrete factory and warehouse in North Beach, on the Embarcadero.  Concurrently, the firm was 
developing pueblo-style single family residences in a speculative venture on Sea Cliff Avenue along San Francisco’s 
coastline.  The most high profile activities of the firm arose from their central participation in the 1918 development 
of America’s first concrete freighter, aptly named Faith.  Hired by a speculative firm named the San Francisco Ship 
Building Company, the partners designed the 5000 ton vessel in six months.4  The successful maiden  

                            
1 Ling, Peter J.  America and the Automobile: Technology, Reform, and Social Change.  (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 1990) 13, 96-97.  
2 Stevens, Joseph E. Hoover Dam: An American Adventure. (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988) 40; Wolf, 
Donald E.  Big Dams and Other Dreams: The Six Companies Story.  (Norman Oklahoma: The University of Oklahoma Press, 
1996) 32-33. 
3 Dyble, Louise Nelson. Paying The Toll: Local Power, Regional Politics, and the Golden Gate Bridge. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2009) 48-50. 
4 “Realty Sales Downtown Approximately Normal.”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 8, 1916; “City’s Growth Demands New 
Apartments and Homes.”  San Francisco Chronicle, January 20, 1917; “Concrete Ship to Slide into Water Today.”  San 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
voyage of the ship in the spring of 1918 garnered much praise, as the shortages of steel accompanying America’s 
entry into World War I had spurred funding and political will for development of the technology.  Following the 
launch, scores of contracts for concrete ships were let by the company, many of which were under the auspices of the 
United States government’s Emergency Fleet activity.5   
 
Additionally, Felix Kahn’s technical proficiency in building with concrete was paired with an intimate, albeit indirect, 
knowledge of designing for the auto industry.  The same year that the firm was working along Van Ness Avenue, 
Felix Kahn’s brother, the prominent industrial designer and architect Albert Kahn, was designing the enormous 
General Motors Building in Detroit, Michigan.  A decade earlier Albert Kahn had designed both the Highland Park 
Ford Plant and the Packard Plant, providing a model for construction adopted by his brother in both the design and 
reinforced concrete application exhibited by both buildings.  Like Macdonald and Kahn, Albert Kahn Associates Inc. 
Architects and Engineers of Detroit was a firm that blurred the boundaries between design and construction.  
Ultimately, this skill lent itself well to the particular mandates of auto related architecture, which centered upon a 
sophisticated understanding of how the building worked in conjunction with the technological development of the 
auto product within.6   
 
Although designing and constructing a branch salesroom represented a far more modest endeavor than the design of 
revolutionary automobile plants such as Highland Park, the work undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn in San 
Francisco is representative of important strands of auto-related design.  Building Permits and period photographs 
indicate that 2001 Van Ness Avenue was two stories and of reinforced concrete construction.  With a broad and open 
plan, the building was situated on a prominent corner and endowed with ample light, a feature which was accentuated 
by well-placed and regular industrial windows.  Additionally, the first level was defined by prominent floor to ceiling 
plate glass windows, beckoning those who passed and serving as a transparent foil for the solidity and enticing glint 
of the cars within.  The building was of a straightforward and functional aesthetic, in many senses similar to that of 
the elder Kahn’s massive Highland Park.  Importantly, 2001 Van Ness bore few of the architectural trappings of many 
of the row’s more prominent building’s including the Paige Auto building or the landmark Don Lee Cadillac building 
constructed several years later.  This simplicity reflected the firm’s industrial inclinations, and was mirrored in several 
other buildings erected by Macdonald and Kahn on Van Ness Avenue during the same time period (see DPR523 form 
for 1625 Van Ness Avenue and 1946 Van Ness Avenue).   
 
On a more fundamental level, the simplicity also clearly indicated the design relationship between the car and the 
factory, limiting embellishment in favor of transparent functionality.  Such design conformed to the vanguard of 
architectural theory relating to auto sales.  Although the matter received far less attention than the industrial design of 
factories, by the close of the 1910s architectural trade publications advocated open floor plans, ample light, and a 
vertical solution incorporating sales at the base and maintenance and repair above; a retinue of requirements elegantly 
and pragmatically addressed by Macdonald and Kahn.7 
  
Upon completion, the building was occupied by the Walter M. Murphy Company.  Differing from a traditional 
distributorship, the Walter M. Murphy Company provided custom body work and coaches for the chassis of a number 
of automobiles, including Buick, Cadillac, Ford, Lincoln, and Hudson.  With a plant in Pasadena, the company  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Francisco Chronicle, March 14, 1918; Eberhardt, Robert,“Concrete Shipbuilding in San Diego 1918-1920.”  Journal of San 
Diego History, Spring 1995, Volume 41, Number 2.   
5 Smith, Russell J. Influence of the Great War Upon Shipping. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1919) 217-243. 
6 Bucci, Federico.  Albert Kahn: Architect of Ford.  (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2002) 27-58. 
7 “An Automobile Sales building.”  The American Architect.  (New York, Volume CXIV, No. 2228, September 4, 1918) 301-
302. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
developed intricate and ornate interiors for the basic frames produced at the factories.  An early ally and investor in 
the Ford Company, Murphy’s business was predicated upon an understanding of the increasing sophistication of the 
American consumer.  By 1920, when the company was formed, automobiles had evolved from the rudimentary 
“horseless carriage” to an intricate and highly specialized consumer item that was driven by aesthetics as well as 
function.  Catering to the upper class, Murphy provided value added service that augmented the allure and glamour of 
the auto for those with means.8   
 
Demand for luxury bodywork waned in the early years of the Depression, and by 1932 the Walter M. Murphy 
Company dissolved amidst financial upheaval.  The lucrative niche established by Murphy was never revived, as car 
manufacturers incorporated tiered bodywork into the design of their own automobiles.   The Murphy Company 
vacated 2001 Van Ness even before the company’s demise, and by 1926 the building held the Edward Lowe Motors 
Company, a Lincoln Dealership.  Ownership appears to have changed hands several times, and by 1936 the salesroom 
was owned by an S. Somers.  In the closing years of the 1930s, the function of the building transitioned from auto 
related use to more generalized commercial functions.  In 1938, it was filled with a furniture store, beginning decades 
of widely ranging commercial utilization that included use by the California Department of Highways, an auction 
gallery, a health club, medical offices, generic retail and fast food service, and furniture rental.  As Van Ness Avenue 
evolved from an urban Auto Row to a diverse commercial and residential thoroughfare, the building maintained 
viability through constant transformation to accommodate a staggering array of commercial breadth. 
 
Evaluation 
 
While the automobile commissions undertaken by Macdonald and Kahn were relatively modest when compared to 
both their later work and the architectural precedents of major automobile plants such as Highland Park, their work 
was important in that it tangibly consolidated the efficiency and standardization practices learned in the production 
arm of the industry and channeled them to the sales and consumption sectors.  Although the conception and 
construction of early regional Auto Rows has received far less attention and academic inquiry, these locales were a 
critical channel by which an increasingly mechanistic and consolidated auto industry engaged diverse and fickle 
consumers, a meeting point that was instrumental for the financial success of the industry. Understanding Macdonald 
and Kahn’s design as an auto sales “factory,” the building exists as a derivative of lessons embodied by the rise of 
“Fordism.”  The entire construction was predicated upon the solution of a single design problem: promoting, selling, 
and maintaining the automobile.   
 
As engineers, Macdonald and Kahn appeared to press the functional efficacy of the building in a more consistent 
manner and at a greater scale than previous showroom designers, who were often hampered by limited space and 
accustomed to greater ornamentation.  Even compared with similarly scaled construction from a mere decade earlier, 
such as that of the White Garage at the corner of Market Street and Van Ness Avenue constructed by the Beaux Arts 
trained George Adrian Applegarth, the building was a far more cohesive and effective portal for the cars within; with 
lighter farming members, greater light, and a more open plan.  Equally striking is the replicative capacity of the firm, 
in the years 1919-1920, they constructed at least four massive auto buildings along Van Ness, each quite similar to the 
other and each representative of the standardization in building techniques that was accompanying the standardization 
in automobile manufacturing.  Each was a purpose-built building for distinct clients, yet each could be replicated with 
ease.    
 
                            
8 “Murphy Opens Coach Office.”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 10, 1921; “Lincoln Display Well Received.”  San Francisco 
Chronicle, November 15, 1921; http://www.coachbuilt.com/bui/m/murphy/murphy.htm, an online essay relating the chronology 
of the Walter M. Murphy Company with ephemera, accessed 4/15/2009. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Despite the fact that the building did embody these distinctive characteristics of industrial construction and melded 
them to the basic requirements and mandates of a regional showroom, this significance has been effaced by modern 
rehabilitation and the building cannot convey significance under either Criteria A (1) or Criteria C (3).  Because only 
the most basic skeletal elements of the building remain, it is impossible to evaluate the building in relation to the 
development of Auto Row or within the overall portfolio of Macdonald and Kahn.  With the inventive capacity 
displayed only a year before in the frenzied construction of the concrete freighter Faith, Macdonald proved 
remarkable facility in concrete engineering, a characteristic that was likely interpreted in the Auto Row construction.  
What direct effect these advances had, if any, cannot be conveyed by the building in its current form, however, and 
the building cannot be evaluated as a significant example of the firm’s work. 
 
The potential significance of the building primarily arose from its association with the development of Auto Row 
(Criteria A and 1) and architectural and engineering themes (Criteria C and 3).  The building does not appear to have 
any significance under Criteria B or D (2 or 4).  The building does not convey any significant associations with any 
significant individuals in local, state, or national history (Criterion B or 2).   The various auto firms that occupied the 
building were only small components of an increasingly vast industry supply chain that included manufacturers, 
suppliers, and dealers spreading across the country, and the business operations in the building are not individually 
significant within this context.  Similarly, while in rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of 
important information about historic construction materials or technologies, the destruction of virtually all of the 
building’s fabric precludes consideration under Criterion D (4). 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 2: 2001 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing west, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2001 Van Ness Avenue, storefront detail, camera facing northwest, 3/8/09 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 

 

 
Photograph 4: 2001 Van Ness Avenue, Jackson Street elevation, camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 5: 2001 Van Ness Avenue, northern elevation, camera facing south, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                           *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #22 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2027 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2017 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0594-001 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2027 Van Ness Avenue is a two-part building located at the southwest corner of Van Ness Avenue and Pacific 
Avenue.  The original portion of the building dates to 1936, and is a single story wood-frame stucco building that was 
constructed as a grocery store fronting Van Ness Avenue.  A 1980 two-story office and retail addition is set back on 
the large lot, extending northward from the rear of the original building.  A large parking lot fills the remainder of the 
lot, in the “L” between the two buildings (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commercial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  2027 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing southwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1936, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Timothy and Linda Falvey 
2144 Lake Street 
San Francisco, CA 94121-1212 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

 

 *P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March, 2009 
 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  

                                                                                                                                                         Intensive 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #22 
B1. Historic Name: Safeway Store 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  grocery store B4.  Present Use:  drug store 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal Art Deco ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1936.  An  
office addition was built in 1976 to the northwest of the building.  This addition appears to have been demolished and 
replaced with a two-story office addition in 1980 (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Douglas Dacre Stone   b.  Builder:  M. Fisher & Son 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a            Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2027 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000) (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; 
San Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco Exposition and Bay 
Counties Telephone Directory, August 1938;Blackford, A History of 
Small Business in America (2003); San Francisco Public Library 
Historical Photograph Collection.  
 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The 1936 building has a flush foundation and flat roof and is rectangular in plan.  The Van Ness elevation is simple, 
with a large aluminum framed fixed glass display window flanked by lightly scored pilasters and reeded molding.  A 
large sign is affixed prominently over the display window, advertising the current pharmacy tenant.  The roofline is 
simple, with three horizontal bands projecting from the smooth façade, creating a subtle and understated terminus.   
 
The entryway fills the northeast corner of the building, facing the parking lot.  The doorway is accessed by a concrete 
stoop with metal handrails, and consists of double glass doors embedded in uninterrupted sidelights and a transom.  
Scored pilasters and reeded molding matching that of the Van Ness elevation frames the entryway.  A single 
additional display window appears further west on the northern elevation, otherwise the wall has no other fenestration.  
Similar to the Van Ness elevation, prominent modern signage is affixed to the north side.   Horizontal banding frames 
the roofline, with additional bands crowning the doorway.   
 
The two story 1980 addition extends from the northwest corner of the building, with the first floor largely filled by 
retail and the second office space.  A balcony runs along the second story, accessing the offices within.  The roof is 
flat and the building is sheathed in stucco, with a boxy horizontally articulated appearance.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
Constructed in 1936 for the Safeway grocery store chain, the modest building was one of many built in the Bay Area 
in the latter part of the 1930s.  A 1938 San Francisco telephone directory lists over one hundred of the stores in the 
city, with 2027 Van Ness identified as Store #1340.1  The spread of the stores across the city, and throughout the Bay 
Area, reflects the massive consolidation of the grocery industry in the early part of the twentieth century, as local 
grocers ceded to large retail supply chains.  In 1900 only 21 grocery chains existed in the country, by 1929 there were 
807, collectively operating 54,000 individual stores.  Safeway was one of the largest of these chains, operating over 
3,000 stores in 1931.  The factors driving the rise of chain retailing were many, however improvements in 
transportation infrastructure, increasingly standardized business practices and supply chains, and a declining emphasis 
on personal service in favor of lower costs contributed to the trade’s dramatic consolidation.2   
 
The store’s prominent location along Van Ness Avenue, on a large lot located at the southwestern corner of  Pacific 
Avenue, reflected the modest construction realm of Depression Era San Francisco.  Throughout the 1920s, most major 
corner lots were filled with grandiose auto showrooms, including 2027’s southerly neighbor 2001 Van Ness.  With a 
major decline in auto related activity and construction in the 1930s, the commercial corridor of Van Ness was open to 
a range of lower-tier businesses including the grocer.  This transition served to steadily erode the cohesion of Van 
Ness’ Auto Row.  While prominent dealers would remain along Van Ness Avenue, the economic tumult of the 1930s 
ushered in a decline from which Auto Row never recovered. 

                            
1 The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company.  San Francisco Exposition and Bay Counties Telephone Directory, August 
1938. 
2 Mansel G. Blackford, A History of Small Business In America.  (North Carolina: UNC Press, 2003) 109. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
2027 Van Ness Avenue was occupied by Safeway until 1950.  Following World War II, the significant commercial 
consolidation of Safeway’s early development was furthered with the development of even larger stores that 
centralized the operations of neighborhood grocery stores into larger shopping centers.  Smaller buildings like 2027 
Van Ness ceded to larger stores, frequently in suburban areas and surrounded by immense parking lots.  Comparing 
the size and scale of earlier Safeway stores with those of the 1950s, such as a prominent example built at Marina 
Boulevard and Buchanan Street in 1953, it is clear that the immense floor plans and scale of the later models 
increasingly relayed the progression from small grocer to today’s “super store.”3      
 
The building at 2027 Van Ness housed the Hippopotamus Hamburger Restaurant from the 1950s to the 1980s.  This  
dining mecca for burger aficionados became a San Francisco cultural touchstone in its own right.  During this time, 
the exterior of the building was altered with the addition of Googie elements including a prominent undulating barrel 
arch canopy.4  By 1987, the building was vacant, and was subsequently utilized for a variety of chain retail purposes.   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a modest commercial building, one of many built for use as a Safeway store in the 1930s, 2027 Van Ness Avenue 
does not convey direct or important associations with significant themes of commercial development at the state, 
local, or national level (Criteria A and 1).  The store was one of thousands across the western United States, and is not 
a significant representative of either the retailers’ ascendency to prominence or the general consolidation of the 
grocery trade in California or the nation.  Rather, the simple structure is a basic representative of a long term trend that 
has shaped commercial grocery store chains in the United States and is not specifically or individually important 
within this context. 
 
The building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B and 2).  
The building was only a small component of an increasingly vast grocery supply chain that sprawled across the 
western region and the country and there is no evidence of association with a specific historically significant 
individual within this context.  Similarly, in its later use  as a common, albeit popular, restaurant, the building does 
not demonstrate any significant associations with any specific historically important people.   
 
The building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic design sensibility that includes allusions to the Art Deco form (Criteria C and 3).  The architect, 
Douglas Dacre Stone, designed far more prominent buildings, including the Mary Bowles Building in Oakland.  The 
simple design and construction of 2027 Van Ness Avenue was not a significant representative of the architect’s work.  
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 

                            
3 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.  “Safeway grocery store on Marina Boulevard, between Laguna 
and Buchanan streets,” [graphic],  June 25, 1959,  Photo ID Number: AAC-7001, Folder: S.F. Businesses-Groceries-Safeway 
Stores.  
4 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.  “Hippopotamus restaurant and bar, Pacific and Van Ness” 
[graphic], August 11, 1964, Photo ID Number: AAB-2685, Folder: S.F. Restaurants-Hippopotamus.  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity that would render it ineligible even if historic significance was present.  This loss of integrity severs it 
from its potential further removes its potential association within the commercial context.  Years of commercial 
entryway insertions and reconfigurations at the ground level have eroded the building’s original form.  The form and 
layout of the property were changed extensively in the 1970s by the large perpendicular addition. While the building 
does retain its original massing and some of its Art Deco elements, new aluminum and glass entry largely diminish 
the integrity of the building and it is not clear if all of the Art Deco ornamentation is original or modern infill.   
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
   

 
Photograph 2: 2027 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2027 Van Ness Avenue, addition, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #23 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2400 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2400 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0547-007 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2400 Van Ness Avenue is a rectangular wood-frame apartment building sheathed in stucco.  With four stories and a 
basement that serves as an entryway, the building fills the northeast corner of Van Ness Avenue and Green Street.  
The Van Ness elevation is narrow, with three bays and a central recessed entryway.  The entry level is painted brick, 
with pairs of windows featuring concrete sills and brick keystones flanking the Van Ness doorway (see continuation 
sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  2400 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northeast, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1907, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
REF SF Properties LLC 
2400 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109-1874 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March, 2009 

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
                                                                                                                                                        Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #23 
B1. Historic Name: The Loring 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  original ornamentation has been stripped and replaced with minimal Moderne ornamentation 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1907.  In  
1948, the cornice and ornamental wood trims were removed and the exterior was covered in stucco (source: San 
Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  Edward E. Young   b.  Builder:  Matthew A. Little 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a      Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2400 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; San Francisco Examiner; Corbett, Splendid Survivors 
(1979); United States Federal Census 1920, 1930. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The windows on the first level are filled in on both the Van Ness and Green Street elevations.  The entryway is 
framed in scored stucco and is accessed by a green granite stoop, leading to a glazed wood door framed in glass block 
sidelights.  The upper portions of the façade are partially obscured by foliage, however each bay of the first level 
features a pair of wood frame double-hung windows.  On the second through the fourth story, two flanking bays 
feature stacked hexagonal bay windows and the central bay is flat and covered with a fire escape.  The bay windows 
are all wood frame double-hung.  The central bay features pairs of double-hung wood frame windows, with simple 
slightly projecting surrounds.  The building’s cornice has been removed, however a scored parapet rises from the 
fourth story.   
 
The Green street elevation largely mirrors the Van Ness Avenue elevation, although the span is far longer.  The 
elevation is divided into two mirroring parts, divided by a recessed light court that is spanned by the added scored 
roof detailing.  Each half of the elevation features four bays.  The two outside bays are configured with the same 
stacked hexagonal bay windows as the Van Ness elevation, and the two interior bays feature the same pairs of double-
hung windows.  All of the windows are wood frame.  The entry/basement level is brick, with several filled in 
windows with concrete sills.  The light court features a basement entryway that is accessed by descending stairs and a 
metal glazed door.  Pairs of wood frame double hung windows line the first through the fourth floors in the light 
court.   
 
Although the building retains many of its original materials and basic configuration, a 1948 renovation re-sided the 
building in stucco and removed much of its original architectural fabric including the cornice and ornamental wood 
trim.  The resulting streamlined “Moderne” appearance differs markedly from the original 1907 construction depicted 
in historic photographs.   
 
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
This four-story apartment building was one of many erected in the massive rebuilding campaign following the 
earthquake and fire when it was completed in 1907.  The fire, and accompanying demolitions intended to check its 
path, had destroyed virtually all buildings along the eastern flank of Van Ness Avenue, between Market Street and 
Filbert Street.  The apartment served to meet the extreme demand for housing in the devastated city, and was 
advertised as an “elegant and convenient” solution for the urban middle class.  With 28 apartments, the building was 
larger than many of the surviving row houses along the western flank of the road, and occupied a prominent spot at 
the busy street corner.1   
 
The building was designed by Edward Eyestone Young, a prominent architect throughout the reconstruction period 
who was particularly noted for his residential commissions.  In a San Francisco based career spanning 30 years, 
Young designed nearly 600 residential buildings and several clubs, hotels, and commercial buildings.  With 
commissions including the palazzo-style Francisca Club at Sutter Street and Mason Street, the Park Lane Apartments 
on Sacramento Street, as well as hundreds of homes and apartments throughout Pacific Heights, Young’s rich career  
 
 
                            
1 “Apartment House on Green and Van Ness,”  San Francisco Chronicle, April 28, 1907; “Van Ness Avenue Apartments to be 
Equipped with Marshall & Stearns Company’s Patented Wall Beds,”  San Francisco Examiner, February 17, 1907. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
reflected the enormous opportunities inherent in San Francisco’s earthquake recovery and subsequent early twentieth 
century redevelopment.2 
 
Even though the 1907 construction of the apartment building was obviously part of post-earthquake redevelopment, 
the Van Ness location of the prominent residential building was in many senses a holdover from pre-disaster 
conceptions of the avenue.   Like much of the Western Addition prior to 1906, Van Ness Avenue was principally an 
upper-middle class residential neighborhood.  A number of stately mansions and flats lined the avenue and the 
thoroughfare served as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential composition differed 
somewhat in the southern portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, as commercial and civic interests flowed 
north from Market Street.3  This residential and light commercial composition of was abruptly undercut by the 
destruction of the 1906 earthquake, however.  Both the fire’s destruction and the subsequent exodus of displaced 
businesses moving from the decimated center of the city to relatively unscathed areas along Van Ness Avenue 
profoundly altered the character of the avenue.  The demographic change wrought by the earthquake was 
acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco Chronicle musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness 
Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential thoroughfare,” of the city.4  Thus, while this Van Ness 
apartment promised upper middle class amenities and residential solidity, its prominent corner lot location was 
slightly out of step with the commercial boom unleashed on the avenue as the corridor changed from a quiet 
residential street to a major commercial thoroughfare and Auto Row.  Indeed, ten years later Young designed an auto 
showroom only blocks away from 2400 Van Ness Avenue (see DPR523 form for 1730 Van Ness Avenue). 
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century apartment building, one of many built in the wake of the 1906 disaster in San 
Francisco, 2400 Van Ness Avenue does not have distinctive or important associations with themes of urban recovery 
and residential development at the local, state, or national level (Criteria A and 1).  The building was one of thousands 
erected  across the city during this period, and is not an illustrative representative of residential construction, urban 
residential conditions, or San Francisco redevelopment.  Rather, the building  is a basic and unremarkable example of 
typical post-disaster development patterns. 
 
The building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B and 2).  
The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market and was advertised as a modern building designed for the 
new urban family.  The 1910, 1920, and 1930 censuses attest to the solidly middle class nature of the tenants, with the 
building occupied by clerks, engineers, salesman, merchants, administrators, reporters, and teachers.  The census 
shows that renters were almost entirely American born, with many born in California.  Further, each census period 
reflects an almost complete turnover in tenants.  With very few names repeating throughout the period, it would  
appear that the apartment was a relatively short term solution for mobile urban dwellers, who went on to purchase or 
rent elsewhere.  There is no indication in the record that any of these individuals were historically significant.5   
 
The building does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility (Criteria C and 3).  The architect, Edward E. Young, designed far  
 
                            
2 Michael R. Corbett, Splendid Survivors: San Francisco’s Downtown Architectural Heritage. (San Francisco: The Foundation 
for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 1979) 179, 226. 
3 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco, 1899. 
4 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
5 United States Census Records for the City of San Francisco 1910, 1920, 1930.  Accessed at www.ancestry.com, 4/13/2009. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
more noteworthy residential and public buildings, most notably the Francisco Club.  He also designed a number of 
more noteworthy apartments throughout the 1910s and 1920s in Pacific Heights, including an imposing brick clad 
apartment at 1896 Pacific Avenue.  The design and construction of 2400 Van Ness Avenue is  not a significant 
representative of the architect’s work, nor is it a good example of its general stylistic or construction type.  
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity.  The building was entirely stripped of all of its original ornamentation in 1948, including the cornice 
and wood trim.  These attributes were hallmarks of the period’s architectural aesthetic, and their loss has diminished 
the building’s ability to convey any significance in relation to the post-earthquake development of San Francisco, or 
to a specific style or period of construction. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 2: 2400 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing north, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2400 Van Ness Avenue, entry detail, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6L 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  5                                                                             *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #24 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2418 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2418 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0547-008 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2418 Van Ness Avenue is a four-story wood frame residential building located between Green Street and Union 
Street.  The building has a flat asphalt roof and a flush concrete foundation.  The building’s walls are flush with its 
northern and southern neighbors, with only the Van Ness Avenue elevation exposed.  The first level of the building is 
clad in painted brick, with an offset Romanesque arch framing a recessed entryway (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, 
accession #)  2418 Van Ness Avenue, 
camera facing northeast, green building in 
center,  3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1909, San Francisco Department of 
Buildings 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Henriette Autard, Conservator Debra 
Dolch 
167 S. Park Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107-1808 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and 
address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe) 
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 5                                   *NRHP Status Code 6L 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #24 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Romanesque, other defining details have been stripped from the building 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1909.  In  
1924, the wood (rustic) siding was covered in stucco and it appears that wood trim and other details may have been 
removed (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect: Theodore W. Lenzen    b.  Builder:  S.B. Kress 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a          Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2418 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; San Jose Daily Mercury; United States Federal 
Census Records. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The entryway features a light stone veneer surrounding the doorway, with a paneled wood ceiling and paneled upper 
walls.  The glazed wood door contains scroll tracery, a design which continues in the prominent transom and 
sidelights.  Three wood frame double-hung windows line the first level, and a notched basement entry fills the 
southern corner of the building, fronted by a metal security gate.   
 
The second through the fourth stories of the building are sheathed in stucco and project over the first level, 
decoratively supported by simple wood brackets.  Two bays of stacked hexagonal bay windows line the façade, with 
an iron fire escape running down the center.  The windows in the bay are all wood frame one-over-one double-hung 
with narrow sills and understated framing.  A moderately projecting cornice crowns the building, supported by simple 
rectangular wood modillions found in pairs at either edge and singly in the center.  A fanciful bell-curved parapet, 
with stepped molding rises above the cornice.  The feature does not appear to be original to the building.     
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
This four-story apartment building was constructed in 1909, one of many erected in the massive rebuilding campaign 
following the earthquake and fire in 1906.  The fire, and accompanying demolitions intended to check its path, 
destroyed virtually all buildings along the eastern flank of Van Ness Avenue, between Market Street and Filbert 
Street.  The widespread development of apartments served to meet the extreme demand for housing in the devastated 
city, and were advertised as modern and economical solutions for the urban middle class.  Designed to house 11 
families, the building was an average addition to the area, filling a long narrow lot and maximizing residential space.1   
 
The building was designed by Theodore W. Lenzen, a San Jose architect who relocated to San Francisco following 
the 1906 earthquake.  In San Jose, Lenzen had practiced with his father, architect Jacob Lenzen.  The pair designed 
the prominent Hotel Vendome, the San Jose Hall of Records, and Agnews State Hospital in Santa Clara.2  Although 
Lenzen operated a private practice in San Francisco until his death in 1930, it does not appear that he designed any 
major buildings during the period and there is little documentation relating to his firm. 
 
Even though the 1909 construction of the apartment building was obviously part of post-earthquake redevelopment, 
the Van Ness location of the modest residential building was in many senses a holdover from pre-disaster conceptions 
of the avenue.   Like much of the Western Addition prior to 1906, Van Ness Avenue was principally an upper-middle 
class residential neighborhood.  A number of stately mansions and flats lined the avenue and the thoroughfare served 
as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential composition differed somewhat in the southern 
portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, as commercial and civic interests flowed north from Market Street.  
This residential and light commercial composition was abruptly undercut by the destruction of the 1906 earthquake, 
however.  Both the fire’s destruction and the subsequent exodus of displaced businesses moving from the decimated 
center of the city to relatively unscathed areas along Van Ness Avenue profoundly altered the character of the avenue.  
The demographic change wrought by the earthquake was acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco 
Chronicle musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential 
thoroughfare,” of the city.3  Thus, while this Van Ness apartment promised upper middle class amenities and 
residential solidity, its location was slightly out of step with the  
 
                            
1 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits. 
2 “Men We All Know: Biographical Sketches of Well-Known San Joseans,”  San Jose Daily Mercury, January 1, 1892. 
3 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
commercial boom unleashed on the avenue as the corridor changed from a quiet residential street to a major 
commercial thoroughfare and Auto Row.  
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century apartment building, one of many built in the wake of the 1906 disaster in San 
Francisco, 2418 Van Ness Avenue does not have distinct and important associations with the theme of urban recovery 
and residential development at the local, state, or national level (Criteria A and 1).  The building was one of thousands 
erected across the city during the period, and is not an illustrative representative of residential construction, urban 
residential conditions, or San Francisco redevelopment.  Rather, the building is a basic and unremarkable example of 
typical post-disaster development patterns. 
 
The building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B and 2).  
The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market and was advertised as a modern building designed for the 
new urban family.  The 1910, 1920, and 1930 censuses attest to the solidly middle class nature of the tenants, with the 
building occupied by clerks, interior decorators, merchants, and bookkeepers.  The census also shows a renting pool 
that was almost entirely American born, with some born in California.  Additionally, each census period reflects an 
almost complete turnover in tenants.  With very few names repeating throughout the period, it would appear that the 
apartment was a relatively short term solution for mobile urban dwellers, who went on to purchase or rent elsewhere.  
There is no indication in the record that any of these individuals were historically significant.4 
 
The building does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility that does not reflect the work of a master (Criteria C and 3).  Theodore 
W. Lenzen had previously designed far more noteworthy residential and public buildings in partnership with his 
father in San Jose, and the modest design and construction of 2418 Van Ness Avenue is not a significant 
representative of the architect’s work, nor is it a good example of its general stylistic or construction type.    
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
Although the building fails to meet any of the criteria for listing, it does retain integrity to the construction period. 
 

                            
4 United States Federal Census for San Francisco 1910, 1920, 1930, accessed at www.ancestry.com, 3/25/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
   

 
Photograph 2: 2418 Van Ness Avenue, entry detail,  

camera facing east, 3/8/09 
 
 
 

 





DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6L 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                            *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #25 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0547-009 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue is a three-story wood frame residential building located between Green Street and 
Union Street.  The building has a flat asphalt roof and a flush concrete foundation.  The building’s walls are flush with 
its northern and southern neighbors, with only the Van Ness Avenue elevation exposed.  The building is sheathed in 
wood lap siding, with carved wood moldings and ornamentation (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, accession  
#)  2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing 
east, building in center,  3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
⌧Historic  Prehistoric  Both 
1914, San Francisco Department of Buildings  

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Radjev Holding LLC 
Sawsan Holding LLC 
17 Rockridge Road 
Hillsborough, CA 94010-6927 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March, 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

 
 
 

 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                  *NRHP Status Code 6L 
                                                     *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #25 
B1. Historic Name: Autard French Laundry 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  laundry and boarding house B4.  Present Use:  apartments 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Flats with Baroque Revival and Secessionist elements 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1914 as a 
single story building.  Two additional stories were added at some point before 1920.   In  1958 the original laundry 
storefront was altered.  Again, in 1977 the ground floor was converted into restaurant use, likely changing much of the 
original configuration (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 
*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect: Oliver Everett    b.  Builder:  illegible on permit 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a      Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

2420-2424 is  referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a contributory building.  
According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA 
Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” this rating does not qualify as an adopted local register for the purposes 
of CEQA, and requires further consultation and review which is provided herein.  This intensive survey and 
evaluation finds that 2418 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local designation because it lacks 
significance and integrity (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco. San 
Francisco Chronicle; The Architect and Engineer; United States Federal 
Census 1920, 1930. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The storefront elevation has been substantially altered by modern commercial insertions.  The building has two 
entrances, one for residential access and the other for a ground floor restaurant.  The restaurant entry consists of two 
glazed wood doors and a bay window with a flower box, both of which feature arched glazing bars.  Overarching 
wood molding around the doorway and bay window is suggestive of a dome and projecting columns with carved 
capitals, lending the modern commercial entry a prominent appearance on the building.  In contrast, the residential 
entry is understated, with a recessed glazed door with a simple transom and sidelights.  The floor of the entryway is 
tile and the walls are clad in a light stone veneer.   
 
The second and third stories of the building are divided into two bays, both of which feature stacked hexagonal bay 
windows separated by foliated friezes.  All of the windows are of equal size and are replacement vinyl double-hung, 
substituting the original wood frame windows.  The bay windows terminate in a decorative molded hood, with a 
foliated medallion and semicircular scrollwork.  Stacked molded coils flank the length of the stacked bay windows, 
and also appear horizontally across the terminating window.  An iron fire escape fills the area between the bays.  A 
heavily-scaled cornice crowns the building, projecting with the line of the bay windows and underscored by simple 
dentils and modillions.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation 
Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP 
Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA. 
 
Historic Context 
 
The original iteration of this building was a one story wood frame laundry built in 1914, with small ancillary 
buildings to the rear housing washing and drying rooms.  At some point between 1914 and 1920, two more stories 
were added and the rear washing facilities updated.  The development of the three-story building was part of the 
massive rebuilding campaign following the 1906 earthquake and fire.  The fire, and accompanying demolitions 
intended to check its path, destroyed virtually all buildings along the eastern flank of Van Ness Avenue between 
Market Street and Filbert Street and widespread apartment and boarding house development sought to meet the 
extreme demand for housing in the devastated city.  The building was constructed as a boarding house and laundry 
and was owned and operated by Eugene Autard and Lucie Autard.  Their daughter, Henrietta was listed as living at 
2418 Van Ness as late as 2002.  The development signaled the growing commercial connectivity of upper Van Ness.1 
With the Van Ness Avenue municipal rail line completed in 1914 and the Panama Pacific Exposition developed only 
slightly northwest, the upper reaches of the avenue were a locus for redevelopment throughout the period. 
 
This redevelopment differed substantially from the character of Van Ness prior to the earthquake and fire.  Like much 
of the Western Addition prior to 1906, Van Ness Avenue was principally an upper-middle class residential 
neighborhood.  A number of stately mansions and flats lined the avenue and the thoroughfare served as a showcase 
for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential composition differed somewhat in the southern portions of  

                            
1 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
the avenue adjoining Market Street, as commercial and civic interests flowed north from Market Street.2  This 
residential and light commercial composition of Van Ness was abruptly undercut by the earthquake, however.  Both 
the fire’s destruction and the subsequent exodus of displaced businesses moving from the decimated center of the city 
to relatively unscathed areas along Van Ness Avenue profoundly altered the character of the avenue.  The 
demographic change wrought by the earthquake was acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco 
Chronicle musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential 
thoroughfare,” of the city.3  The laundry and boarding house at 2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue reflected this transition, 
as temporary residents, business activities, and increasing infrastructural links served to alter the avenue’s social and 
commercial identity. 
 
The building was designed by Oliver Everett, a San Francisco based architect with a practice that largely predated the 
earthquake.  Throughout his career, the architect was primarily engaged in residential construction, much like that of 
2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue.  As early as 1896, he was commissioned to build several flats and a store on Haight 
Street, a common urban building type he replicated with ease in later years.4  Trade publications allude to his early 
membership in the San Francisco Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, where he served as its longtime 
Secretary.5  While he remained in practice after the earthquake, it appears that he increasingly transitioned from 
architecture to politics.  He was active in the Socialist party throughout the 1890s, serving as secretary of the state 
party.  This activity culminated in a run for City Treasurer in 1913, where he lost by a very wide margin to victor John 
E. McDougald.6  Material relating to his political inclinations is far more prevalent than that relating to his 
architecture, and it does not appear that the flats he erected across the city were major architectural contributions to 
San Francisco. 
 
The boarding house was commissioned by Eugene Autard, the proprietor of a laundry known as Autard French 
Laundry and the City of Paris French Laundry.  Appearing in the 1900 United States Census as a boarder on Steiner 
Street with a listed occupation of laundry-man, by 1910 Autard owned several adjacent lots on Van Ness Avenue.  He 
and his wife Lucie operated the laundry until the mid-1920s, when the laundry business was leased to tenant 
operators.  The residential portions of the building remain in use to the present, alternately referred to as a boarding 
house, hotel, and apartment in permit records.  In 1976, the laundry was closed and the ground floor began to function 
as a restaurant.7 
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century residential building, one of many built in the wake of the 1906 disaster in San 
Francisco, 2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue does not have distinct or important associations with the theme of urban 
recovery and residential development at the local, state, or national level (Criteria A and 1).  The building was one of 
thousands erected  across the city during this period, and is not an illustrative representative of residential 
construction, urban residential conditions, or San Francisco redevelopment.  Rather, the building is a basic and 
unremarkable example of typical post-disaster development patterns. 
 
                            
2 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco. 1899. 
3 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
4 “City Real Estate and Buildings,”  San Francisco Chronicle, March 6, 1896. 
5 “Mr. George Alexander Wright AIA,” The Architect and Engineer, Volume LII, Number 3, March 1918, 89. 
6 “Full Returns Prove Six to be Elected,”  San Francisco Chronicle, October 2, 1913; “Candidates in Hurricane Finish,”  San 
Francisco Chronicle, September 26, 1913; “Socialist Labor Party,”   San Francisco Chronicle, August 13, 1898. 
7 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B or 2).  The 
Autards – Eugene, Lucie, and their children do not appear to have made historically significant contributions to either 
the laundry or boarding house business.  The boarding house was constructed for a transient urban market and the 
boarders that filled the building in the 1920 and 1930 censuses were often either working in the laundry below or 
families whose wage earner was in a white color profession such as clerks and sales.  Particularly in the 1920 census, 
a number of the boarders were of French origin, likely reflecting Autard’s background and social connections.  The 
census also shows a transient renting pool, with no names but the Autard’s repeating throughout the period.  It would 
appear that the boarding house was a relatively short term solution for mobile urban dwellers, who went on to 
purchase or rent elsewhere.  There is no indication in the record that any of these individuals were historically 
significant.8   
 
The building is not the work of a master and does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method 
of construction (Criteria C and 3).  While the building is of a pleasant and ornamental design, it does not reflect any 
significant innovation in architectural treatment and is very similar to buildings erected across the city in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century.  The architect, Oliver Everett,  is not a noteworthy figure and appears to have 
created a solid practice predicated upon the development of residential flats.  By the time of 2420-2424 Van Ness’ 
construction, the architect appears to have had only limited interest in his practice, with no other documented 
commissions during the early 1910s.  The design and construction of the building is not a significant representative of 
the architect’s work, nor is it a good example of its general stylistic or construction type.     
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays  some loss 
of integrity.  The architectural cohesion of the building is disrupted by a jarring restaurant insertion at the ground 
level.  The interaction of decorative embellishments were important indicators of the architectural intent of the 
building, and this muddled—if fanciful—storefront insertion has diminished the building’s ability to convey any 
significance in relation to the post-earthquake residential development of San Francisco.  This storefront, in 
combination with other modern additions including vinyl windows, substantially decreases the building’s integrity. 
 
 

                            
8 United States Federal Census 1920, 1930, accessed at www.ancestry.com, 3/28/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

  
Photograph 2: 2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue, entry detail,  

camera facing southeast, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2420-2424 Van Ness Avenue, stacked bay detail,  

camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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 State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  5                                                                             *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #26 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2430 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2430 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0547-010 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2430 Van Ness Avenue is a three-story wood frame residential building located between Green Street and Union 
Street.  The building has a flat asphalt roof and a flush concrete foundation.  The building’s walls are flush with its 
northern and southern neighbors, with only the Van Ness Avenue elevation exposed.  The ground floor of the building 
is clad in painted brick, with a centered paneled rolling garage door.  Two courses of vertically stacked bricks form a 
simple lintel above the door (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, 
accession #)  2430 Van Ness Avenue, 
camera facing northeast,  3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
⌧Historic  Prehistoric  Both 
1925, San Francisco Department of 
Buildings  

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Kelly Carroll 
602 Chiquita Avenue #2 
Mountain View, CA 94041-1790 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and 
address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March 2009 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)     
 Intensive 
 

 
 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 5                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #26 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  flats with minimal Romanesque and Classical detailing 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1925.   There  
have been no major alterations, however it is apparent from photographs that the parapet was removed recently (circa 
1990).  In addition, the garage door has been replaced (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings).   

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect: W. H. Armitage    b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a        Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2430 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; United States Federal Census, 1930; San Francisco 
Exposition and Bay Counties Telephone Directory, August 1938. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
A single metal door with a security grate stands to the south of the garage door, and the primary entrance stands to the 
north.  An arched doorway with hood molding and a prominent decorative keystone surrounds the doorway, which is 
recessed and accessed by several stone steps.  A metal security gate covers the entryway, and the wood door is 
flanked by pilasters.  The metal security doors are not original to the building.   
 
The second and third stories are clad in stucco, and project slightly over the first story.  A decorative stringcourse 
separates the first level from the upper levels, with a narrow frieze crowned with oculus molding and coiled swags.  
The second and third stories are dominated by stacked hexagonal bay windows, with wide central windows flanked 
by two narrower windows.  On the second level, all of the windows are one-over-one double-hung.  On the third level 
the central windows are fixed with swinging casement windows on either side and single fixed casement windows 
above all three.  All of the windows on the building have original wood framing.  Although the bay windows feature 
few decorative embellishments, a decorative lintel with a key stone appears above the windows on the second level.  
The building is crowned with a simple cornice with rectangular modillions.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
This two-story apartment building was infill development in a block that was filled with residential construction 
dating from the years immediately following the 1906 earthquake.  Located between a laundry and boardinghouse and 
a 21 unit apartment building, this diminutive building was designed to hold only four apartments.  Its design, which 
included a ground floor automobile garage, reflected the time that had elapsed since the construction of its neighbors, 
as the automobile had taken hold both in the city of San Francisco and the country and altered residential design 
mandates.   
 
The building was designed by William H. Armitage, an English born architect who arrived in San Francisco in 1883, 
after practicing in England, New York, and Denver.  Armitage was credited with a number of commercial and 
residential structures in the 1880s and 1890s, including the Romanesque Farmer’s Bank of Fresno and other smaller 
residential and commercial construction in San Francisco.1   By 1892 he was designing buildings in the Western 
Addition, including a two-story flat at Buchanan Street and O’Farrell and a three-story flat on Jones.  A year later he 
designed four two-story flats at the northwest corner of 23rd Street and Hampshire Street, which remain one of the few 
extant examples of his work.2  In 1900, he designed eight identical flats, located on Eugenia Avenue, however there is 
little reference to his commissions after 1900.3  Much of his work appears to have been in the burn zone of 1906, and 
little of the residential construction remains. 

                            
1 “Banks of Fresno, California,” [photograph], c. 1916-1928, accessed online through University of California at 
http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/kt5m3nc72g/?layout=metadata&brand=calisphere, 4/12/2009. 
2 “House and Lot: Business Moving Along Steadily,”  San Francisco Chronicle, February 26, 1892;”House and Lot: the Banks 
and the Realty Market,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 6, 1893.  
3 “Real Estate Transaction Two,”  San Francisco Chronicle, March 10, 1900. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building was owned by John L. Roderick and by 1930, four families rented flats in the building.  With one of the 
families from Ireland, one from Poland, and two natives of California, the tenants reflected the diverse population of 
the city, and were primarily engaged in white collar pursuits that included sales, accounting, teaching, and music.  By 
1938, none of the original tenants appear in the city telephone directory.4  In 1952, then owner Albert Carr sought to 
add an additional story and enlarge the building to accommodate additional tenants, however the permit was 
cancelled.  The Carr’s appear to have owned the building until the 1980s, and it has always remained in rental use.   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a modest early twentieth century apartment building, 2430 Van Ness Avenue does not have distinct or important 
associations with the theme of urban recovery and residential development at the local, state, or national level 
(Criteria A and 1).  The building was one of thousands erected  across the city during the period, and is not an 
illustrative representative of residential construction, urban residential conditions, or San Francisco redevelopment.  
Rather, the building is a basic and unremarkable example of typical post-disaster development patterns. 
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market and was advertised as a modern building designed 
for the new urban family.  The 1930 census attests to the solidly middle class nature of the tenants, with the building 
occupied by salesman and teachers.  The census also shows a typically diverse rental pool, with native California’s 
and immigrants.  Additionally, each census period reflects an almost complete turnover in tenants.  With very few 
names repeating throughout the period, it would appear that the apartment was a relatively short term solution for 
mobile urban dwellers, who went on to purchase or rent elsewhere.  There is no indication in the record that any of 
these individuals were historically significant. 
 
The building does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility (Criteria C and 3).  The architect, W.H. Armitage, devoted an entire 
career to residential flat design, and the modest building, fit into a narrow sliver of a vacant lot, is not noteworthy in 
design or construction, nor is it the work of a master.  The architect was not a notable San Francisco figure, and within 
the context of what little of his work remains (flats at 23rd street and Hampshire Street) this 1925 construction does 
not appear to be a significant example.  Rather, the commission appears straightforward and commonplace, a small 
commission undertaken in the closing years of a steady residentially driven career.   
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
Although the building fails to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building does 
generally retain integrity to its historic period.  With no apparent alterations to its original form and detailing, the 
building remains largely as it was constructed.  
 
 
                            
4 United States Federal Census, 1930, accessed at www.ancestry.com, 4/12/2009; San Francisco Exposition and Bay Counties 
Telephone Directory, August 1938.  The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company; United States Federal Census 1930, 
accessed at www.ancestry.com, 4/2/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 2430 Van Ness Avenue, entry detail,  

camera facing east, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2430 Van Ness Avenue,  

detail of stacked bays, camera facing east, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #27 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2501 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2501 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0527-009 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2501 Van Ness Avenue is a three-story wood frame residential and commercial building located on the northwest 
corner of Van Ness Avenue and Union Street.  The building has a flat roof and a flush foundation and is primarily 
clad in stucco except for the first level, which contains a number of modern materials including brick veneer and 
composite wood siding associated with commercial insertions (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  2501 Van Ness 
Avenue, camera facing northwest, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1906, San Francisco Department 
of Buildings 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Monfredini Investments LLC 
477 Forbes Avenue 
S. San Francisco, CA 94080-2017 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded: March 2009  

                                                                                                                                                     *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
 Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                   *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #27 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  original ornamentation has been stripped, leaving no apparent architectural style 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1906 before  
the earthquake.  Following the earthquake the building was “straightened.”  In 1923 the building was raised one level 
to accommodate a store.  The storefront was remodeled in 1946, 1958, and 1963, reconfiguring doors, windows, and 
cladding.   At some point, the cornice and ornamental wood trims were removed and the exterior was covered in 
stucco (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  unknown   b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a       Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2501 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or local 
designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco Preservation 
Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic properties be 
evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco Landmarks Board 
Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle; Blackford, A History of Small Business in America 
(2003);   Bloomfield, The Real Estate Associates (1978); Tobriner, Bracing 
For Disaster (2006); San Francisco Exposition and Bay Counties Telephone 
Directory, August 1938; San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph 
Collection 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 
*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 

  *Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Although the building was constructed shortly before the earthquake of 1906, all of the architectural detailing was 
stripped from the building in the mid-twentieth century, including the windows and framing, cornice, and molding, 
and the building was resided in stucco.  The modern appearance departs widely from the original built form, however 
the general footprint remains the same.     
 
The first level of the building is devoted to commercial retail use, with a convenience store on the Van Ness elevation 
and a small barber shop insertion on the Union Street elevation.  The commercial entry on the Van Ness elevation 
consists of a single centered glazed wood door that is recessed and surrounded by aluminum framed fixed display 
windows and a brick veneer wall.  A canvas canopy affixed to the building with aluminum framing runs the course of 
the entryway, topped by a neon boxed sign.  The area above the canopy and behind the neon sign is sheathed in 
vertical groove composite wood siding.  The architectural treatment of the building on the first level of the Union 
Street elevation is largely the same, with the brick veneer wrapping partially around the building and the remainder 
clad in stucco and the vertical groove composite wood.  The small barber shop insertion fills the western corner of the 
building, consisting of a recessed doorway and display window in metal framing.   
 
The second and third stories of both elevations are similar, with smooth stucco walls punctuated by regularly placed 
flat and bay windows.  The Van Ness elevation is two bays wide, with the second story consisting of sliding 
aluminum windows and the third story consisting of three-part hexagonal bay windows with aluminum framing in 
both sliding and double-hung configurations.  The Union Street elevation is five bays wide with two hexagonal bay 
windows on the third story and the remainder of the windows flush.  All of the windows on this elevation are 
replacements with aluminum framing, some of which are double-hung and some of which are sliding.  An iron fire 
escape projects from the union Street elevation. Although the cornice of the building was removed, the building 
terminates with two layers of molded banding, suggestive of a “Moderne” style and lending some architectural 
detailing to an otherwise stripped building.  The top southeast corner of the building holds a large sign advertising a 
motel on Union Street, with bright flashing bulbs in the form of an arrow that dominates the immediate skyline in the 
evening.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
2501 Van Ness Avenue was built as a two-story residential flats building in 1906, immediately before the April 
earthquake and fire.  The construction was a common representative of the nineteenth century architectural character 
of upper Van Ness Avenue, which prior to the earthquake was a residential neighborhood.  With a number of stately 
mansions and flats lining the avenue, the thoroughfare served as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This 
elite residential composition differed somewhat in the southern portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, as 
commercial and civic interests flowed north from Market Street, however the avenue was largely a quiet residential 
thoroughfare devoid of major commercial development.   
 
Although it is not clear who commissioned the building or who its architect was, the plan of the building was 
representative of prevailing forms of construction in the area.  Scores of flats were built along Van Ness Avenue from 
the 1870s onward, typically with stacked bays and varying degrees of eclectic ornamentation.   Construction reports in 
the area’s newspapers made no mention of this specific building, and it appears not to have been a noteworthy 
addition to the avenue.  Speculative construction was rampant during the period, as developers sought to satisfy the  
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
mass market for rental units, and the building was a minimal addition to this growing building stock.1  Only months 
after the construction of the building, the earthquake and fire, as well as the accompanying demolition intended to 
check its path, destroyed virtually all buildings along the eastern flank of Van Ness Avenue, extending from Market 
Street to Filbert Street.  Photographs taken immediately after the disaster from Union Street south depict a 
neighborhood in ruins, with only isolated buildings remaining.2  Standing on the western side of Van Ness, 2501 
survived the catastrophe.  Surviving the earthquake with only slight slippage from the foundation, the wood-frame 
building emerged from the disaster requiring only slight structural repairs.  This resiliency was common, with well-
made wood frame buildings often surviving better than their masonry counterparts because their inherent flexibility 
was able to withstand the shocks.  The ensuing fire, however, claimed many of the wooden buildings, as was the case 
along much of Van Ness Avenue.3 
 
By 1913, the building was again surrounded by scores of flats and apartments.  In addition to new residential 
construction, however, much of the post-earthquake construction was commercial in character.  Van Ness Avenue was 
at the center of a speculative boom, as businesses established temporary quarters and commercial interests sought 
profits from a frenzy of leasing activity.4  Between 1906 and 1909, a large number of residents and business moved to 
Van Ness Avenue.  Along with Fillmore Street immediately to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier 
commercial and economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the 
San Francisco Chronicle noted that Van Ness was, “now a livelier avenue than ever before in its history,” and 
extolled the rapid construction of numerous temporary buildings and requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  
The demographic change wrought by the earthquake was acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco 
Chronicle musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential 
thoroughfare,” of the city.5 
 
Responding to the increasingly commercial character of the avenue, the building was raised in 1923 to accommodate 
a first level store.  The comingling of commercial and residential in relatively small flats became more common in the 
early years of the twentieth century, with many previously residential buildings adapted for this more lucrative and 
diverse function.  Although early permits simply refer to the building as a store, by 1938 it was occupied as a Safeway 
Store, one of many in the city.   A 1938 San Francisco telephone directory lists over one hundred stores in the city, 
with 2501 Van Ness identified as Store #1010.6  The spread of the chain grocer across the city, and throughout the 
Bay Area, reflected the massive consolidation of the retail industry in the early part of the twentieth century, as local 
grocers ceded to large retail supply chains. In 1900 only 21 grocery chains existed in the country, by 1929 there were 
807, collectively operating 54,000 individual stores.  Safeway was one of the largest of these chains, operating over 
3,000 stores in 1931.  The factors driving the rise of chain retailing were many, however improvements in 
transportation infrastructure, increasingly standardized business practices and supply chains, and a declining emphasis 
on personal service in favor of lower costs contributed to the trade’s dramatic consolidation.7   

                            
1 Anne Bloomfield, “The Real Estate Associates: A Land and Housing Developer of the 1870s in San Francisco,” Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians, vol. XXVII (1978), 13. 
2 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection “Van Ness Avenue south of Union Street,” April 1906 [graphic], 
Photo ID Number: AAC-3624, Folder: S.F. Earthquakes-1906-Streets-Van Ness Avenue.   
3 Stephen Tobriner, Bracing For Disaster: Earthquake-Resistant Architecture and Engineering in San Francisco, 1838-1933.  
(Berkeley, California: Heyday Books, 2006) 169-170. 
4 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
5 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
6 The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company,  San Francisco Exposition and Bay Counties Telephone Directory, August 
1938. 
7 Mansel G. Blackford, A History of Small Business In America.  (North Carolina: UNC Press, 2003) 109. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Following World War II, the significant commercial consolidation of Safeway’s early development was furthered 
with the erection of even larger stores that centralized the operations of neighborhood grocery stores into larger 
shopping centers.  Stores like 2501 Van Ness Avenue, which in many ways mirrored the traditional neighborhood 
grocer, ceded to larger stores frequently located in suburban areas and surrounded by immense parking lots. 
Comparing the size and scale of earlier Safeway stores with those of the 1950s, including a  prominent example 
located at Marina Boulevard and Buchanan Street built in 1953, it is clear that the immense floor plans and scale of 
the later models increasingly relayed the progression from small grocer to today’s “super store.”8  By 1946, the store 
was vacant, and in the same year became a delicatessen.  It continues to operate as a neighborhood store to the 
present.   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century apartment building, and as a mixed use commercial property, 2501 Van Ness 
Avenue does not have direct associations with significant themes of urban development at the local, state, or national 
level (Criteria A and 1).  The building was one of thousands erected  across the city in the period, and is not 
illustrative of significant themes in residential construction, urban residential conditions, or San Francisco 
redevelopment.  Rather, the building  is a basic representative of general city development patterns.  Its partial 
transition to retail functions is also a typical theme in mixed neighborhoods like Van Ness Avenue, and is not a 
significant representative of commercial development in the city.    
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market, with census records attesting to professional, white-
collar class of residents in the building and the surrounding neighborhood.  The census shows a renting pool that was 
largely American born, with many born in California.   
 
Further, each census period reflects an almost complete turnover in tenants.  With very few names repeating 
throughout the period, it would appear that the apartment was a relatively short term solution for mobile urban 
dwellers, who went on to purchase or rent elsewhere. 
 
The building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility (Criteria C and 3).  The architect is unknown, however the construction 
is a common place example of traditional middle-income residential development.  Neither its general stylistic design 
nor its construction are significant within its historic period.   
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to not meeting any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays an almost 
total loss of integrity within its historic context.  The building was raised a level and entirely stripped of all of its 
original ornamentation, including the cornice and wood trim and molding.  These attributes were hallmarks of the 
period’s architectural design, and their loss has diminished the building’s ability to convey any significance in relation 
to the pre-earthquake residential development in San Francisco. 

                            
8 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection.  “Safeway grocery store on Marina Boulevard, between Laguna 
and Buchanan streets,” [graphic],  June 25, 1959,  Photo ID Number: AAC-7001, Folder: S.F. Businesses-Groceries-Safeway 
Stores.  
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 2: 2501 Van Ness Avenue, storefront detail, camera facing northwest, 3/8/09 

 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2501 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing northeast, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #28 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0527-008 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue is a three story residential and commercial building located between Union and Filbert 
Street.  The building has a flat roof and a flush foundation and is primarily clad in stucco except for the first level, 
which contains tile work associated with a modern commercial insertion.  Although the building was constructed 
several years before the earthquake of 1906, much of the architectural detailing was stripped from the building in the 
mid-twentieth century, including the window surrounds and decorative molding, and the building was re-sided in 
stucco (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, accession #)  
2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing 
northwest, 3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
⌧Historic            Prehistoric   Both 
1902, San Francisco Department  
of Buildings  

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Monfredini Investments LLC 
477 Forbes Avenue 
S. San Francisco, CA 94080-2017 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
 March, 2009 

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
  Intensive 

 
 

 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.) 

                        



DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

 
State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #28 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Flats with minimal classical ornamentation, most elements have been stripped 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1902.  In  
1945 the first level was remodeled for use as a store.  In 1955, the storefront was again remodeled to accommodate a 
tavern (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  unknown   b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a                                 Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue is referenced in the City of San Francisco’s Van Ness Avenue Area Plan as a 
contributory building.  According to San Francisco Preservation Bulletin 16: “City and County of San Francisco 
Planning Department CEQA Review Procedures for Historic Resources,” this rating does not qualify as an adopted 
local register for the purposes of CEQA, and requires further consultation and review which is provided herein (see 
continuation sheet).   
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 
 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; 
San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection; San 
Francisco Planning Department, Van Ness Avenue Area Plan;  San 
Francisco Chronicle; Bloomfield, The Real Estate Associates (1978); 
Tobriner, Bracing For Disaster (2006); United States Census 1900, 1910, 
1920, 1930. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*Recorded by:  Polly S. Allen *Date:  March, 2009 ⌧ Continuation       Update 
 

DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The modern appearance departs substantially from the original built form, however the general massing and some 
ornamentation remains intact. 
 
The first level of the building has a commercial entry and a separate residential entry, both of which are protected by 
metal security gates.  The commercial entryway is clad in ceramic tile and has three tinted windows separated by 
molded wood glazing bars.  Three vertical groove wood panels crown the windows and an offset recessed commercial 
doorway sits directly to the north, immediately adjacent to the separate residential doorway.  A black rolling canvas 
awning runs the length of the building over the commercial entry area.   
 
The second and third stories are divided into two bays, featuring stacked bay windows.  One of the bays is hexagonal 
with three double-hung windows and the other is circular with only two double-hung windows.  While both bay 
windows have had all original ornamentation removed, both retain the original wood framing for the windows and 
surrounds.  A prominent cornice crowns the building, underscored by egg and dart molding and dentils.    
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or 
local designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco 
Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic 
properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco 
Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
Historic Context 
 
2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue was designed as a three-story residential flats building in 1902 for John H. and Ellen 
Boardman.  A native of New York, John Boardman was born in 1847 and was a merchant in the coffee trade.  The 
apartment building was one of two constructed for the family, with the second standing directly north (see DPR523 
form for 2517-2521).  While the family remained in one of the flats until the mid 1910s, it appears that Boardman was 
killed by an automobile on Van Ness Avenue in 1916.1  During the 1910s and 1920s, several large families rented the 
remainder of the flats, many of whom had servants or boarders, and all of whom were engaged in various professional 
trades including sales, teaching, and accounting.2   
 
The construction was a common representative of the architectural character of upper Van Ness Avenue, which prior 
to the earthquake was a predominately residential neighborhood.  With a number of stately mansions and flats lining 
the avenue, the thoroughfare served as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential 
composition differed somewhat in the southern portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, as commercial and 
civic interests moved north from Market Street, however the avenue was largely a quiet residential thoroughfare 
devoid of major commercial development.   

                            
1 “Retired Merchant is Knocked Down By Car,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 24, 1916. 
2 United States Census, 1910, 1920, 1930.  Accessed at www.ancestry.com, April 17, 2009. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Although it is not clear who designed the building, its plan was representative of prevailing forms of construction in 
the area.  Scores of flats were built along Van Ness Avenue from the 1870s onward, typically with stacked bays and 
varying degrees of eclectic ornamentation.  Construction reports in the area’s newspapers made no mention of this 
specific buildings, and it does not appear to have been a noteworthy addition to the avenue.  Speculative construction 
was rampant during the period, as developers and property owners sought to satisfy the mass market for rental units, 
and the building was a minimal addition to this growing building stock.3   
 
Surviving the earthquake with only slight slippage from the foundation, the wood-frame building emerged from the 
disaster requiring only slight structural repairs.  This resiliency was common, with well-made wood frame buildings 
often surviving better than their masonry counterparts because their inherent flexibility was able to withstand the 
shocks.  The ensuing fire, however, claimed many of the wooden buildings, as was the case along much of Van Ness 
Avenue.4  Photographs taken immediately after the disaster from Union Street south depict a neighborhood in ruins, 
with only isolated buildings remaining.5 
 
Although many of the residences in the surrounding blocks were destroyed by the 1906 earthquake and fire, by 1913 
the building was again surrounded by scores of flats and apartments.  In addition to the rebuilt residential structures, 
the area took on a more commercial tone.  Van Ness Avenue was at the center of a speculative boom, as businesses 
established temporary quarters and commercial interests sought profits from a frenzy of leasing activity.6  Between 
1906 and 1909, a large number of residents and business moved to Van Ness Avenue and it, along with Fillmore 
Street to the west, became San Francisco’s premier commercial and economic hub, supplanting the devastated areas of 
downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the San Francisco Chronicle noted that Van Ness was, “now a livelier 
avenue than ever before in its history,” and extolled the rapid construction of numerous temporary buildings and 
requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  The demographic change wrought by the earthquake was 
acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco Chronicle musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness 
Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential thoroughfare,” of the city.7 
 
Responding to the increasingly commercial character of the avenue, the building was altered in 1945 to accommodate 
a first level store.  The comingling of commercial and residential in relatively small flats became more common in the 
early and middle years of the twentieth century, with many previously residential buildings adapted for this more 
lucrative and diverse function.  Although early permits simply refer to the building as a store, by 1938 it was occupied 
by the Drawing Room Restaurant and by the late 1960s it was a tavern, a use which the vacant storefront still reflects 
today.  

                            
3 Anne Bloomfield, “The Real Estate Associates: A Land and Housing Developer of the 1870s in San Francisco,” Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians, vol. XXVII (1978), 13. 
4 Stephen Tobriner,  Bracing For Disaster: Earthquake-Resistant Architecture and Engineering in San Francisco, 1838-1933.  
(Berkeley, California: Heyday Books, 2006) 169-170. 
5 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection “Van Ness Avenue south of Union Street,” April 1906 [graphic], 
Photo ID Number: AAC-3624, Folder: S.F. Earthquakes-1906-Streets-Van Ness Avenue.   
6 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
7 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century apartment building, 2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue does not have direct  or 
important associations with themes of urban residential development at the local, state, or national level (Criteria A 
and  1).  The building was one of thousands erected  across the city in the period, and is not an illustrative 
representative of residential construction, urban residential conditions, or San Francisco development.  Rather, the 
building  is a basic representative of general city development patterns.  Its partial transition to retail functions is also 
a typical theme in mixed neighborhoods like Van Ness Avenue, and is not a significant representative of commercial 
development in the city.    
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market, with census records attesting to professional, white-
collar class of residents in the building and the surrounding neighborhood.  The census shows a renting pool that was 
largely American born, with many born in California.  Further, each census period reflects an almost complete 
turnover in tenants.  With very few names repeating throughout the period, it would appear that the apartment was a 
relatively short term solution for mobile urban dwellers, who went on to purchase or rent elsewhere.8 
 
The building does not embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility that does not appear to be the work of a master (Criteria C and 3).  The 
architect is unknown, however the construction is a common place example of traditional middle-income residential 
development.  Although it, and its mirroring neighbor, reflect an ornate design sensibility with fanciful moldings, 
prominent bay windows, and a pleasant angled cornice, these design elements were some of the most prevalent 
features of the building stock from the period and do not constitute significant design adaptation or development.   
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to its lack of significance, the building displays a marked loss of integrity.  In the mid-twentieth century, 
the building was entirely stripped of much of its original ornamentation and resided in modern stucco.  These  design 
attributes were hallmarks of the period’s architectural design, and their loss has diminished the building’s ability to 
convey any significance in relation to the pre-earthquake residential development in San Francisco, or to a specific 
style or period of construction. 

                            
8 United States Federal Census, 1910, 1920, 1930, accessed at www.ancestry.com, 4/12/09. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
  

 
Photograph 2: 2509-2515 Van Ness Avenue, storefront detail,  

camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6L 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  6   *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #29 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0527-007 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue is a three and one-half story wood frame residential and commercial building located 
between Union Street and Filbert Street.  The building has a raised brick foundation and a steeply pitched roof with 
two prominent Flemish dormer windows.  A small modern penthouse addition appears on the rooftop, as does a 
terrace with a wood pergola (see continuation sheet).   

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP3 (Multiple Family Property) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, date, accession #)  
2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue, camera facing 
northwest, 3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
⌧Historic  Prehistoric  Both 
1902, San Francisco Department  
of Buildings and Assessors Records 

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Jospeh G. Daley Living Trust 
2519 Van Ness Avenue 
 San Francisco, CA 94109 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March, 2009 

  *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
  Intensive 
 
 
 

 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.) 

                        



DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

 
State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 6                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6L 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #29 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  apartment house B4.  Present Use:  apartment house 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Flats with eclectic classical ornamentation and Flemish dormers 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The building was constructed in 1902.  In  
1979 the first level was remodeled for use as a commercial space.  At some point a rooftop addition and rooftop deck 
was constructed, however this information was not relayed by a building permit search (source: San Francisco 
Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  unknown   b.  Builder:  unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a             Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or 
local designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco 
Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic 
properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco 
Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection; San Francisco 
Planning Department, Van Ness Avenue Area Plan;  San Francisco 
Chronicle; Bloomfield, The Real Estate Associates (1978); Tobriner, 
Bracing For Disaster (2006); United States Census 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930. 
 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
Above its low brick base, the building is sheathed in wood lap siding.  The full height of the building is divided into 
two bays, with varying decorative embellishments. 
 
The street level consists of a rounded tripartite bay window and a recessed entryway accessed by a brick stairwell.  
The bay window is subtle, bowing from the building at a gentle angle, and is framed by brackets and ornamental 
swags.  The three windows, with the center one slightly larger, are wood frame double-hung one-over-one.  The 
entryway is situated directly north, and is flanked by pairs of squat Ionic columns.  Egg and dart molding and a single 
bracket frame the entire entryway, and a modern canvas canopy with an aluminum frame projects onto the sidewalk.  
Three glazed wood doors with scroll pediment molding and single glass panels line the entryway atop the steps, each 
accessing a different level of the building.  Above each door is a single plate transom and the central doorway is 
framed by decorative brackets bearing brass globes.   
 
The second and third stories are also divided into two bays, one of which features a hexagonal stacked bay window 
and the other a circular stacked bay window.  The tripartite window configuration is all double-hung and framed in 
wood.  A heavy bracketed cornice crowns the building, underscored by prominent dentils.  Above the cornice, two 
exuberant Flemish dormers rise, partially obscured by a modern rooftop deck insertion, which covers much of the 
building’s roof.  Additionally, a small penthouse insertion extends from the otherwise steeply pitched hipped roof.  
The penthouse addition and decking is very prominent when viewed from the north along Van Ness, however it is 
largely obscured when viewing the building head-on.  Several modern aluminum frame window insertions 
punctuating the secondary northern elevation are also evident from Van Ness Avenue.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue was designed in 1902 as a residential flats building for John H. and Ellen Boardman.  A 
native of New York, John Boardman was born in 1847 and was a merchant in the coffee trade.  The apartment 
building was one of two constructed for the family, with the second standing directly south (see DPR523 form for 
2509-2515).  2517-2521 was the more ornate of the two, perhaps reflecting the fact that the family resided in it, 
renting out only part.  While the family remained in one of the flats until the mid 1910s, it appears that Boardman was 
killed by an automobile on Van Ness Avenue in 1916.1  During the 1910s and 1920s, several large families rented the 
remainder of the flats, many of whom had servants or boarders, and all of whom were engaged in various professional 
trades including sales, teaching, and accounting.2  
 
The construction was a common, if exuberant, representative of the architectural character of upper Van Ness Avenue, 
which prior to the earthquake was a predominately residential neighborhood.  With a number of stately mansions and 
flats lining the avenue, the thoroughfare served as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential 
composition differed somewhat in the southern portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, as commercial and 
civic interests extended north from Market Street, however the avenue was largely a quiet residential thoroughfare 
devoid of major commercial development.3 
 

                            
1 “Retired Merchant is Knocked Down By Car,”  San Francisco Chronicle, November 24, 1916. 
2 United States Federal Census 1910, 1920, 1930.  Accessed at www.ancestry.com, April 14, 2009. 
3 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of San Francisco, 1899. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Although it is not clear who designed the building, its plan was representative of prevailing forms of construction in 
the area.  Scores of flats were built along Van Ness Avenue from the 1870s onward, typically with stacked bays and 
varying degrees of eclectic ornamentation.  Construction reports in the area’s newspapers made no mention of this 
specific building, and it does not appear to have been a noteworthy addition to the avenue.  Speculative construction 
was rampant during the period, as developers and property owners sought to satisfy the mass market for rental units, 
and the building was likely a standard addition to this growing building stock.4   
 
Surviving the earthquake with only slight slippage from the foundation, the wood-frame building emerged from the 
disaster requiring only slight structural repairs.  This resiliency was common, with well-made wood frame buildings 
often surviving better than their masonry counterparts because their inherent flexibility was able to withstand the 
shocks.  The ensuing fire, however, claimed many of the wooden buildings, as was the case along much of Van Ness 
Avenue.5  Photographs taken immediately after the disaster from Union Street south depict a neighborhood in ruins, 
with only isolated buildings remaining.6 
 
By 1913 the building was again surrounded by scores of flats and apartments.  In addition to new residential 
construction, the avenue took on an increasingly commercial tone.  Between 1906 and 1909, a large number of 
residents and business moved to Van Ness Avenue.  The avenue was at the center of a speculative boom, as 
businesses established temporary quarters and commercial interests sought profits from a frenzy of leasing activity.7  
Along with Fillmore Street to the west, Van Ness became San Francisco’s premier commercial and economic hub, 
supplanting the devastated areas of downtown.  Only weeks after the earthquake, the San Francisco Chronicle noted 
that Van Ness was, “now a livelier avenue than ever before in its history,” and extolled the rapid construction of 
numerous temporary buildings and requisition of damaged mansions for commerce.  The demographic change 
wrought by the earthquake was acknowledged almost immediately, with the San Francisco Chronicle musing as early 
as May 1906 that Van Ness Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential thoroughfare,” of the city.8 
 
Although the building was surrounded by an increasingly commercial corridor, it remained in purely residential use 
through the 1970s.  While its neighbor, and near twin, 2509-2515 was converted into a tavern and altered, the 
residential stability of 2517-2521 precluded major alteration to the ornamentation of the building and most of its 
original features remain intact.  In 1979, however, the first floor was converted to commercial use, which slightly 
altered its original features at the ground level. 

                            
4 Anne Bloomfield, “The Real Estate Associates: A Land and Housing Developer of the 1870s in San Francisco,” Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians, vol. XXVII (1978), 13. 
5 Stephen Tobriner,  Bracing For Disaster: Earthquake-Resistant Architecture and Engineering in San Francisco, 1838-1933.  
(Berkeley, California: Heyday Books, 2006) 169-170. 
6 San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection “Van Ness Avenue south of Union Street,” April 1906 [graphic], 
Photo ID Number: AAC-3624, Folder: S.F. Earthquakes-1906-Streets-Van Ness Avenue.   
7 “Speculation Stops in Buying Real Property,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 27, 1909. 
8 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Evaluation  
 
As a standard early twentieth century apartment building, 2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue does not demonstrate direct or 
important associations themes of urban development at the local, state, or national level (Criteria A and 1).  The 
building was one of thousands erected  across the city in the period, and is not an illustrative representative of 
residential construction, urban residential conditions, or San Francisco development.  Rather, the building  is a basic 
representative of general city development patterns.  Its partial transition to retail functions is also a typical theme in 
mixed neighborhoods like Van Ness Avenue, and is not a significant representative of commercial development in the 
city.    
 
Similarly, the building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B 
and 2).  The apartment was constructed for a middle-class market, with census records attesting to professional, white-
collar class of residents in the building and the surrounding neighborhood.  The census depicts a renting pool that was 
largely American born, with many born in California.  Further, each census period reflects an almost complete 
turnover in tenants.  With very few names repeating throughout the period, it would appear that the apartment was a 
relatively short term solution for mobile urban dwellers, who went on to purchase or rent elsewhere. 
 
The building does not demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, but rather 
illustrates a basic residential design sensibility that does not appear to be the work of a master (Criteria C and 3).  The 
architect is unknown, however the construction is a common place example of traditional middle-income residential 
development.  Although it, and its mirroring neighbor, reflect an ornate design sensibility with fanciful moldings, 
prominent bay windows, and a pleasant angled cornice, these design elements were some of the most prevalent 
features of the building stock from the period and do not constitute significant design adaptation or development.  
When compared to other buildings of the period, even the copious ornamentation displayed by the building is 
relatively common, and is not an exemplar.   
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of residential construction is common and otherwise well documented and 
does not appear to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to its lack of significance, the building displays some loss of integrity.  Although much of the 
ornamentation remains, a rooftop alteration juts prominently from the attic, dwarfing the Flemish gables and altering 
the balance of the building.  In addition, there are several modern window insertions lining the building on the 
secondary northern elevation. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 2: 2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue, rooftop addition, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Photograph 3: 2517-2521 Van Ness Avenue, entry detail, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
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State of California ⎯ The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  6Z 
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1 of  7                                                                              *Resource Name or #:  Map Reference #30 
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue 

*P2.  Location:   Not for Publication    ⌧ Unrestricted *a. County: San Francisco  
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  San Francisco North, Calif.      Date: 1956, photorevised 1968 
 c.  Address:  2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue City:  San Francisco Zip: 94109  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   mE/   mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:   

       Block and Lot Number: 0527-004 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue is a two-story reinforced concrete commercial building that has a rectangular plan with a 
narrow rectangular rear addition.  The building is located between Union Street and Filbert Street, with commercial 
frontage facing Van Ness Avenue.  Constructed with a modest International Style aesthetic, the Van Ness elevation of 
the building features a vertically articulated projecting concrete grid, framing horizontally expressed bands of steel 
frame windows (see continuation sheet). 

*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP6 (1-3 Story Commericial Building) 
*P4.  Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  2525-2545 Van 
Ness Avenue, camera facing west, 
3/8/09. 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: ⌧Historic  

Prehistoric Both 
1942 (1952 and 1965 additions) 
San Francisco Department of 
Buildings  

*P7.  Owner and Address:   
2525 Van Ness LLC 
2525 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109-1688 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
Polly S. Allen 
JRP Historical Consulting LLC 
1490 Drew Avenue Suite 110 
Davis, CA 95618 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
  March, 2009                                                

 *P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")  JRP Historical Consulting, LLC, “Historic Resources 
Inventory and Evaluation Report for San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid 
Transit (BRT) Study,” 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map  ⌧Continuation Sheet  ⌧Building, Structure, and Object Record 

Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (List):  

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#  
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page 2 of 7                                                  *NRHP Status Code 6Z 
                                                      *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Map Reference #30 
B1. Historic Name: none 

B2. Common Name: none 

B3. Original Use:  auto sales B4.  Present Use:  commercial / office 

*B5. Architectural Style:  commercial with minimal International Style features 

*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)  The lot was constructed in stages, with several 
smaller buildings small car lot buildings erected in the 1940s, and the large building erected in 1952.  In 1965, a two 
story rear addition was completed.  In 1962, a major storefront alteration changed the street level of the building, 
accommodating a transition for use by a laundering facility (source: San Francisco Department of Buildings). 

*B7. Moved? ⌧No Yes Unknown Date:  Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:   

B9a.  Architect:  unknown   b.  Builder:  Unknown 

*B10. Significance:  Theme:  n/a            Area:  n/a 
Period of Significance:  n/a    Property Type:  n/a   Applicable Criteria:  n/a    
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address  integrity.)   

This intensive survey and evaluation finds that 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue does not appear eligible for individual 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), or 
local designation because it lacks significance and integrity.  This evaluation is consistent with San Francisco 
Preservation Bulletin 5, “Landmark and Historic District Designation Procedures,” which directs that historic 
properties be evaluated for local designation using the California OHP Recordation Manual (as per San Francisco 
Landmarks Board Resolution No. 527, June 7, 2000). 
The building has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, using the 
criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and are not historical resources for the 
purposes of CEQA (see continuation sheet). 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) n/a 

 
B12. References:  San Francisco Department of Buildings Building 
Permits; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco; San 
Francisco Chronicle. 

 
B13. Remarks:   
 

 
*B14. Evaluator:  Meta Bunse and Polly S. Allen 
*Date of Evaluation:  April 2009 

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.) 
 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 
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*P3a.  Description: (Continued) 
 
The concrete foundation is flush, and a flat roof projects slightly over the building, with a simple concrete overhang 
over the second-story windows. 
 
Substantial modern commercial insertions including aluminum framed doors and windows have substantially altered 
the first story of the building.  Three entryways line the building, accessing the stairway to second story offices and 
two street front businesses.  The business entries are flanked by aluminum-framed advertising canopies, interrupting 
the verticality of the concrete piers.  At the northern edge of the Van Ness elevation, an auto entrance punctuates the 
first story, leading to a parking lot in the rear. The second-story of the building is more intact, and contains a simple 
row of steel frame fixed windows with small tilting awning windows along the bottom.   
 
The northern elevation is far simpler than that of Van Ness Avenue, with  none of the International Style detailing.  
The unarticulated concrete walls are punctuated by irregularly placed pairs of steel frame fixed windows, underscored 
by the same tilting units.  A small metal balcony projects from one of the windows.  Additionally, prominent venting 
equipment associated with the laundromat occupying the building runs the height of the building.   
 
The rear addition is two-stories, with carports occupying the first level and offices or residences filling the second.  
The simple wing is sheathed in composite wood siding and has regularly placed fixed steel frame windows 
underscored by steel frame tilting awning windows.   
 
B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Historic Context 
 
The site history of 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue reflects the growing mixed commercial nature of upper Van Ness 
Avenue.  Like much of the Western Addition before the earthquake and fire of 1906, Van Ness Avenue was 
principally an upper-middle class residential neighborhood.  A number of stately mansions and flats lined the avenue 
and the thoroughfare served as a showcase for the city’s considerable wealth.  This elite residential composition 
differed somewhat in the southern portions of the avenue adjoining Market Street, where commercial and civic uses 
extended north from Market Street, but the general tenor of this part of Van Ness was highly residential, with a few 
local small retail storefronts.1 
 
The residential composition and light commercial nature of Van Ness was abruptly changed by the destruction of the 
1906 earthquake.  Both the fire’s destruction and the subsequent exodus of displaced businesses moving from the 
decimated center of the city to relatively unscathed areas along Van Ness Avenue profoundly altered its character.  
The demographic change wrought by the earthquake was acknowledged early, with the San Francisco Chronicle 
musing as early as May 1906 that Van Ness Avenue, “will never again be the exclusive residential thoroughfare,” of 
the city.2 

                            
1 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps for the City of San Francisco, 1899. 
2 “Business Following Banks Downtown,” San Francisco Chronicle, May 27, 1906. 
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
Although the general character of the avenue changed in the years following the earthquake, this particular lot 
remained in residential use at least through 1920 because Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps depict a large nine-flat 
apartment building on the site as early as 1913.  In 1920, the building was destroyed by fire, after which the lot 
appears to have remained vacant.  In the 1930s, advertisers Foster and Kleiser erected a billboard upon the lot.  The 
company, which would ultimately become media giant Clear Channel Communications, was a pioneer in the “outdoor 
advertising” realm and owned the rights to billboards across the city.  By the 1940s, the property was in use as a used 
car lot.  It seems that there were still no major buildings or structures on the lot through 1947 when the lot owner Jim 
Cox filed a permit for a small sales office.3 
 
Although appearing far later than most of the auto related businesses along Van Ness Avenue, the lot was one of 
many automobile related facilities built on the avenue.  Following the 1906 earthquake and fire, the middle blocks of 
Van Ness Avenue transformed from largely residential to an area increasingly dominated by automobile sales, 
manufacturing, and repair.  Close to the urban core, yet endowed with more space and more moderate lot and rent 
prices, the Van Ness corridor quickly became one of the west’s largest Auto Rows.  The industry initially appeared in 
the vicinity of Market Street, but soon scores of auto related businesses steadily opened further north, flanking the 
broad avenue from Market nearly to the Bay.  By 1920, grand showrooms such as the Paige Motor Company Building 
accompanied scores of more modest salesrooms, garages, and repair shops.  The cohesiveness of the row was already 
in decline by the 1940s, however, as pressures from suburban lots led to the decreasing economic viability of urban 
showrooms.  The auto sales lot at 2525-2545 thus joined a fading part of the avenue’s history. 
 
The car lot does not appear to have remained in business for long because owners Cohn & Cohn developed the 
present two-story office building on the front of the lot in 1952.  The office space was soon filled by a real estate firm, 
an in 1962 the ground floor of the building was converted to use for a laundry facility, which it remains to the 
present.4   
 
Evaluation  
 
As a modest and evolving commercial property, 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue does not have direct associations with 
the development of either the American auto industry or Van Ness’ Auto Row specifically (Criteria A and 1).  The 
used car lot appeared after the early twentieth century surge of development that shaped Auto Row, and was only one 
of several brief developments in the overall history of the lot.  Subsequent commercial development was not 
significant, and the building is a generic commercial and office space that is not important for its association with any 
significant events, trends, or patterns of development. 
 
The building is not associated with any individuals significant in local, state, or national history (Criteria B and 2). 
Commercial tenants, including medical and real estate professionals, were standard representatives of these disciplines 
and there is no evidence that any specific individual was historically significant. 

                            
3 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits.   
4 San Francisco Department of Buildings, Building Permits.   
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B10. Significance: (Continued) 
 
The building does not appear to be the work of a master.  Nor does it demonstrate distinctive characteristics of a type, 
period, or method of construction, but rather illustrates a well-established design sensibility that includes allusions to a 
basic modern aesthetic and an accommodation of office and commercial functions (Criteria C and 3).  The architect of 
the building is unknown, however the basic construction and design is unremarkable within the context of mid-
century commercial development. 
 
In rare instances buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies, but this type of commercial construction is otherwise well documented and does not appear 
to be a principal source of information in this regard (Criteria D and 4). 
 
In addition to failing to meet any of the criteria for listing on the NRHP or the CRHR, the building displays a marked 
loss of integrity.  Years of commercial entryway insertions and reconfigurations at the ground level as well as a 
twostory rear addition have eroded the building’s original form and altered the original International Style commercial 
design aesthetic. 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 2: 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue, storefront detail,  

camera facing northwest, 3/8/09 
 
 
 
 

 
Photograph 3: 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenu, camera facing southwest, 3/8/09 
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Photographs: (Continued) 
 
 

 
Photograph 4: 2525-2545 Van Ness Avenue, auto entrance, camera facing west, 3/8/09 
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